
 

Excel integrated planning in SAP ERP  

 

Allevo is a standard software solution for planning cost centers, internal orders, WBS elements and 

profit centers with Excel under SAP ERP. In many areas, Allevo offers the possibility of integrating in-

dividual customer requirements with relatively little effort. 

This manual aims to inform both everyday users and technicians about the architecture and function-

ality of Allevo. In this way, this manual is intended to facilitate the introduction into a project for im-

plementation, and also serve as a guide for more advanced system applications. 

Due to the wide range of company-specific planning requirements, however, this manual will never 

be able to replace a customer-specific Allevo documentation, let alone serve as a planning manual 

for a cost center manager. 

Additional Allevo manuals  

Please also refer to the manual “Allevo & Excel”, which explains the mode of operation from the Ex-

cel-side (especially as a supplement to Sections 11 and 12 of this manual). 

In addition, there are separate manuals for the following modules / topics: 

 Allevo Business Client (ABC) 

 Flexible Processing (FP) 

 Profit-Center-Planning 

 ProCED (Provide Cost Element Dynamics) 

 CO/PA-Interface 

 Shuttle for upload/download of data in satellite tables 

 HRC Personnel Planning Controlling 

 Architect & Actual (creating SAP master data and preparing actuals postings) 

Allevo & SAP 
User Manual 

www.kern.ag 

For Allevo 3.5 and higher 
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1 Introduction 

 

Allevo is comprised of two principal components: 

 A collection of ABAP programs and corresponding transactions in the SAP ERP system 

 An Excel planning file for visualization and data entry; the planning file contains program func-

tions for data exchange and user-friendly operating functions. 

  

The use of Allevo is based on the existing IT-infrastructure. The installation of new software or data-

bases and the purchase of new hardware is not required. This design makes the implementation of 

Allevo projects elementary, since you can engage with the content of the planning requirements 

right from the start. The tools used by Allevo were designed in such a way that ongoing changes in 

the master data of the SAP system (for example, for cost elements, activity types, etc.) are either not 

intercepted by the customer at all, or are intercepted by the customer simply by adapting the Excel 

form. It is a central goal of this manual to show and explain how such changes should be made.  

 

On the SAP-side, diverse parameters are available for adapting functions to meet customer specifica-

tions in the implementation project. Therefore, it is usually unnecessary to implement such adapta-

tions in the ABAP part of the program; in the case that it is needed, however, this can be done using 

customer specifications via standard SAP functions (BAdI, User-Exit). 

The customer retains a high level of flexibility in the configuration of the Excel planning file. For this 

reason, this user guide only addresses those components that are important either in the interaction 

between SAP and Excel or solely through the SAP-side of Allevo. Customer tailored specifications or 

functionalities of the Excel planning file are not addressed here. 

 

1.1 Areas of application and objectives 

Allevo-specific transactions control the desired planning functions: via the SAP-Desktop Integration, 

the Excel planning file is called directly from SAP. This approach is referred to in the manual as 

“inplace-mode”. The decentralized planner always has the option to save the Excel planning file lo-

cally and process it without SAP integration. The entered planning data can then be transferred to 

SAP via upload. 

Alternatively, an Allevo planning file can be directly called from Excel. For connecting to the SAP sys-

tem, an AddIn function is available, via which the necessary reference data can be read or planning 

data can be saved in SAP (this is the so-called “ABC = Allevo Business Client”). 

The same Allevo planning file can be used for both applications (for the technical requirements, see 

notes in Section 1.3 below). 

1.1.1 Inplace-mode  

Inplace-mode allows the user to call Excel or defined Excel files directly in SAP. In this mode, the full 

Excel functionality is retained. In particular, it is possible to access an Excel master template and 
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transfer data calculated in Excel directly to SAP or to display SAP data in Excel. The administration 

and distribution of the Excel files is not necessary. 

This process ensures that the results of the planning process are immediately available in SAP, with-

out the need for a central area to manage files and data transfer. The planning progress in SAP is doc-

umented by the status and is monitored by central controlling. 

1.1.2 Allevo Business Client (ABC) 

As of version 3.0, Allevo offers this alternative user-environment for entering SAP plan data in a com-

fortable and familiar way with Excel. In this case, the planner starts a Windows Program (or directly 

opens an Excel planning file) and then logs into the SAP system from there. All other functions corre-

spond to those that are available in inplace-mode. 

The AddIn is installed on the planner’s local PC and allows for the easy entry of SAP plan data via Ex-

cel without the need for the planner to revert to using SAP transactions.  

All ABC-specific functions (and specifically the topic of installation) are described in a separate man-

ual. 

1.2 Core statements on planning functionality 

Allevo covers all processes relevant for planning to the greatest extent possible, as long as they can 

also be planned directly in SAP by specifying quantities or values. Planning objects include the com-

monly used CO-objects: Cost center, (internal-)Order, WBS element, profit center, and business pro-

cess. 

Additionally, data relating to an Allevo-specific object type can also be entered, resulting in a com-

pletely free planning process (see the notes in Section 3.6) . 

The following planning areas are covered (see also Section 8.9) 

 Planning of statistical key figures; activity type-dependent and -independent 

 Planning of activity quantities (activity output), capacities and the resulting credits as well as the 

activity prices 

 Planning of primary costs, activity type-dependent and -independent; where necessary with 

quantities 

 Planning of debits from internal activity accounting with an indication of the sender; activity 

type-dependent and -independent 

 Planning of debits from internal order accounting, differentiated by primary and secondary capi-

talized costs from the order (the latter is differentiated by sender); activity type-dependent and -

independent 

 

In addition, Allevo provides its own useful functions that support the planning process: 

 Recording planning comments displaying of posted actuals and plan data 

 Status management 

 Satellites for displaying operational budgets (e.g. investment planning) 
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 Reading data from the corresponding profit center 

 Reporting via Excel 

 

1.3 Notes on the technology used 

Allevo uses Excel as the user interface for the entry of plan data or for other data to be processed in 

SAP. Consequently, Allevo uses program components from both SAP and Excel: 

 The central task of Allevo transactions in SAP is to provide reference data for display in Excel and 

to transfer user input for saving and posting in SAP. For the writing functions, Allevo transactions 

(or rather, the background ABAP-programs) use existing SAP function modules or BAPIs in cases 

where this is both possible and sensible. Thereby, all plausibility and authorization checks are run 

that would normally be run by SAP; no entries are made directly in SAP standard tables. All Allevo 

components of the standard delivery are stored in their own namespace, /KERN/. The Allevo 

transactions are stored in the namespace /ALLEVO/. The standard delivery also contains a num-

ber of Allevo specific tables (also found in the namespace /KERN/): here, settings and planning 

contents not provided by SAP, such as tables for planning comments and the so-called “satel-

lites” (see Section 14) can be found. The installation of Allevo is done via the SAP Transport 

Group. All programs are unicode-capable. Within the framework of Allevo implementation pro-

jects, customer specific expansions are often desired. For this, the namespace /KERNC/ is used. 

 The Allevo program functions on the Excel side are a part of the delivered Allevo Master (VBA 

functions). The main task of the program is the transfer of reference data from SAP and the for-

warding of user entries. In order to tailor the Master to customer specifications, only the prede-

fined cell, column or row definitions from the SAP side have to be entered appropriately in the 

Allevo Master. All of the usual Excel functions are available for further customization (in particu-

lar with formulas). In normal cases, no additional programming is required in Excel, but it is nev-

ertheless possible (for example, for input aids or other improvements in ergonomics) depending 

on the application. 

Supported versions: 

 Allevo runs together with SAP-ERP version 6.0 and higher (component SAP_BASIS for version 7.0 

and higher). For older ERP versions from R/3 Release 4.6c, Allevo version 2.9 is compatible.  

 Allevo supports all current Excel versions 2007 and higher with the data format XLSM. For use 

with older versions or the XLS format, please contact our support team. 

The performance level during the execution of Allevo highly depends on the structure of the cus-

tomer-specific master and the combination of selected objects (e.g. the number of cost elements, 

number of objects, secondary planning...): for complex requirements, the performance when work-

ing with Allevo should be checked with productive-data (even during the introduction). Allevo offers 

a suite of functions and so-called “constants” designed to optimize performance, for example, by us-

ing different procedures to read reference data or using aggregation levels (see Chapter 16). The 

technical requirements are dependent on the mode in use. 

 In inplace-mode (see note above), Allevo uses the functions of the SAP Desktop Office Integra-

tion (DOI) in order to run Excel as a part of the SAP dialog and transfer data. The DOI is contained 

in the base package of SAP NetWeaver or the SAP GUI for Windows. The Excel interface is also 

used in SAP reporting (GR55) or for each output via ALV when changing to the Excel display. 
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When integrating a new Excel version, an update to a suitable SAP GUI version must also be car-

ried out in order for it to work with the DOI or Allevo. The minimum requirements are described 

in the SAP maintenance information on the DOI (see SAP notes 722513 and 147519). According 

to the properties of the DOI, Allevo also works in virtual environments (see SAP note 138869). 

 When calling Allevo via the Allevo Business Client (ABC), data is transferred via an FRC-connec-

tion. For this, the ABC uses the “SAP .NET Connector”. In this case, the version of the SAP GUI is 

no longer relevant: the list of available SAP systems can be transferred from there to the ABC 

registration data (see ABC manual). 

In order to achieve different application possibilities and meet certain requirements in the planning 

process, the behavior of Allevo can be configured individually through a variety of parameters. Such 

settings take place in a so-called “Allevo-layout”, of which there can be several stored in the system 

(for use in different scenarios). In the Allevo-layout, you can specify for which year and version plan-

ning should take place, and which Allevo Master should be used in each case. Details on the settings 

for layouts are described in Chapter 8.  

1.4 Glossary 

SAP Dynpro  The program written in ABAP, which is installed in SAP through a transfer order.  

Allevo Master Excel File, in which the desired entry form is defined (created as an XLSM file.)  

BAPI The standard interface of SAP for reading and writing data in the SAP system. It 

is used by Allevo to save plan data.  

Table SAP Table, created on the customer’s system during the installation of Allevo.  

VBA programming Programming within the Excel file, which can also be used by the customer to 

improve the ergonomics of the planning layout. 

Namespace The file naming area in SAP, which ensures that the development components 

used by Allevo are unique and don’t conflict with components already used by 

the customer; Allevo uses the following namespaces: 

 /ALLEVO/  for transaction 

 /KERN/   for all Allevo program developments 

 /KERNC/        for customer specific developments 

BDS “Business Document Service” is an SAP-specific document management system 

that can also be used for saving and managing an Allevo Master. The transaction 

OAOR is usually called to upload or adapt documents. 

ALV ABAP List Viewer 

DOI SAP Desktop Office Integration (Functions of the DIO provide the technological 

foundation for the Allevo inplace-mode. 
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2 General aspects of use  

2.1 SAP Conformity  

Planning with Allevo is completely conformed to SAP. This means that there are no lapses in con-

sistency. That which is not allowed with SAP is also not possible with Allevo.  

2.2 Allevo licenses 

Licensing is carried out using a license key, which is entered with the constants (LIC_KEY, see details 

in Section 6.2.9). The key is dependent on the installation number of the SAP system on which Allevo 

was installed. The license key contains an activation for the purchased number of objects (cost cen-

ters, orders, ...) as well as any additional modules. The following rules apply to the determination of 

the number of relevant objects: 

 All objects that are entered in the main planning year are taken into account; the planning ver-

sion is not taken into account.  Entries for all layouts are taken into account. 

 Only objects relevant to planning are counted, not the actual number of objects in the system. 

An object is therefore only taken into account with regard to the license if it has acquired status 

3 (i.e., plan data has been saved). 

The license key is independent of the number of established layouts in Allevo. Therefore, it must be 

stored with the constants in the *-layout.  

Note: Further details regarding the contents of the license key can be found in Section 6.2.9, including 

an overview of the unlocked Allevo functions. There you can also find a detailed comparison be-

tween the already planned objects (e.g. cost centers) and the maximum number available with 

the license.  

Typically, a license key is valid in a general sense, that is, it describes the number of objects that can 

be planned in total. In this case, the key needs to be entered for all relevant controlling areas. 

It is also possible to have a separate license key for each controlling area – this can be useful if the 

number of planning objects is to be treated separately according to organizational units. Such a key 

can then only be used for the respective controlling area. Please note: The rule (whether separate or 

overlapping) is the same for all controlling areas, so an individual license key must be created for 

each controlling area if necessary. 

Within status management, lists that check the current license situation can be generated. If the limit 

is close to being violated, a warning is issued (see also Section 7.7). 

The license also contains IDs for unlocking individual Allevo modules (e.g., for Reporting, CO/PA-in-

terface, HRC and functions in Allevo Actuals and Architect). These modules can only be called when a 

productive license is used, if the corresponding IDs are also enabled. 

Through the use of additional tables (satellites), Allevo makes it possible to map specific side calcula-

tions of planning (e.g. investment, vehicle fleet, or personnel planning) or as an interface to CO/PA 

planning. The number of side calculations with the necessary satellite tables is usually defined in the 

implementation project and saved in the Allevo settings. This requires a separate license key at the 

latest when moving into productive operation. The number of satellites used per side calculation is 

saved as a global parameter (see notes in Section 6.2.10). 
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2.3 Plan versions, plan cost elements  

In SAP, the plan version must be set up and unlocked, and the corresponding planning years must be 

open. 

Note: Especially for orders that have a planning horizon of multiple years, be sure to unlock all rele-

vant planning years. 

New cost elements or plan cost elements must be created and exactly match the cost elements listed 

in the Excel file. 

2.4 Determination of the (provisional) planned activity price for the planning year  

In order for Allevo to also plan activity allocations, it is necessary to already create the objects “cost 

center/activity type” in SAP (KL object). This is achieved through version and fiscal year appropriate 

planning of the activity output on the sending cost center (KP26), or by providing the activity price or 

the equivalence number. 

The value is therefore determined only after it is posted in SAP. If the value (the credit or debit) is to 

be displayed in the Allevo Master, the plan data need to be refreshed by re-reading the plan data. 

For this, a refresh function is available (see Section 6.3.2). 

Note: Alternatively, activity prices can be saved in the Master, and the values are then automatically 

determined in Excel via formulas. 

 Allevo also makes it possible to plan the activity prices for the activity type. In this case, how-

ever, it is important to pay attention to the time dependency of the debit posting that gener-

ates the KL object and the debit posting that the KL object needs as a reference!  

2.5 Currency  

Planning is always carried out in the controlling area currency. If the object (e.g., cost center) carries 

a different currency, the Allevo Master still reads the controlling area currency. 

Alternatively, you can plan in the object currency (currency of the company code). In this case, there 

are certain restrictions with respect to re-reading the variable (activity type dependent) cost planning 

since SAP saves the differentiation of fixed and variable values only in the controlling area currency. 

Note: Alternatively, you can display the evaluated quantity planning by refreshing the plan data.  

2.6 Languages  

Allevo is delivered with two working languages: English and German. 

If you log on in a third language, the SAP base settings decide in which language the Allevo dialog 

boxes or messages should appear. The control for this is available via the SAP profile parameter 

zsca/second_language or in “Language Transport” in transaction SMLT (see also SAP note 1156507). 

Allevo can also be translated into other languages: this can be especially helpful for central planning 

functions, status management, and for program messages. Translation into other languages is usually 

done on a customer specific basis via the SAP standard transaction SE63. If desired, an Allevo specific 

translation transaction (/KERN/TRANSL_TEXTS) is also available.  
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For all translations into a third language, it should be noted that SAP uses an internal buffer for the 

respective language. It is therefore likely that if you log on in a new language, the results of the trans-

lation are not immediately visible, but rather only after the buffer has updated.   

Background: Dynpro and menu texts are assigned and buffered the first time an SAP program is loaded 

(in so-called “language run-time representation”). If, in the meantime, language-depend-

ent texts are changed, a manual intervention must be carried out in order to prompt SAP 

to re-read these texts. 

The run-time representation can be updated via Report RSLANG20. With the entry of 

/$CUA or /$DYN in the SAP command field, the CUA and Dynpro buffers should be reset (if 

necessary, this can be done for all relevant application servers. 

These actions should only be made in coordination with the customer help desk.  For detai-

led instructions, see SAP Note 110910. 

In key fields like cost element or activity type, the use of umlauts is rare, but may be necessary. In the 

case of Unicode systems, it is important to note that more than one character per umlaut must be 

reserved when exchanging data between SAP and Excel. This can lead to the loss of individual charac-

ters if the relevant text of the background database field is already completely full (the contents at 

the end may be cut off in this case). 

Note: This behavior of SAP Desktop integration also applies to data in satellite tables. If, for example, 

you expect to have umlauts in text fields of a satellite, the respective fields should be fit with 

extra characters from the start. 
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3 Program start and planning transactions  

3.1 Allevo Cockpit 

Allevo has a central start page for all transactions in the program package. The start page is opened 

after entering the transaction code /ALLEVO/COCKPIT.  

 

Figure 3.1: Allevo Cockpit 

By clicking on the program icons, or double-clicking on the text, you can jump to the different func-

tions and modules of the Allevo program package. Less integral Allevo transactions can be found un-

der different menus in the Cockpit. The corresponding individual transactions are described in more 

detail elsewhere in this manual. The currently supported object types are shown in the upper left of 

the above figure.  

 KS Cost centers 

 PR Projects/WBS elements 

 OR Orders 

 PC Profit center 

 BP Business Process 

 KX Allevo Object 

The selection of a relevant object type is the basis for starting individual transactions in the section 

"Central planning transactions and settings" (top right). The corresponding program functions are de-

scribed in the following sections or in the further chapters of this manual. 
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Note: The object type saved as the user default under the parameter /KERN/IPPOBART_CP is sug-

gested, or alternatively, the object type for which at least one Allevo layout has been created. 

After that, Allevo remembers the last selection (favorite).  

Add a transaction as a tool 

Nearly all standard transactions of Allevo are available via menu options in the Cockpit. In the "Tools" 

section, you can also include customer-specific transactions or other SAP transactions that can be 

used in the Allevo environment. 

Which entries should be displayed in the list of tools is set via the menu "Cockpit >> Maintain Tools 

Menu"): an entry there can be general or, alternatively, specified for individual users. The stored list 

is also evaluated by the Agenda: accordingly, a classification for calling the tool should be made 

(Cockpit, Agenda, or both).  

Note: The Cockpit should be thought of as a helper for the controller, making access to the different 

Allevo functions easier. The Cockpit is also the ideal starting point for an overview of these 

functions (especially, for example, in a workshop setting). 

With all functions, the Cockpit explicitly checks the authorization for access to the respective 

transaction being called. Alternatively, the Cockpit can be started via transaction /AL-

LEVO/COCKPIT_ALL. In this case, transactions do not have to be individually authorized (this 

only applies to KERN namespaces). 

3.2 Allevo planning transactions per object type  

3.2.1 Basic functions  

For each object type, Allevo offers individual transactions for executing planning. For example, the 

program for planning a single cost center is called via transaction /ALLEVO/KS (equivalent to 

/KERN/IPPKS). 

Note: Allevo primarily serves CO overhead cost planning. For this reason, the controlling area in Allevo 

is a key organizational feature. The controlling area is queried before entering an Allevo transac-

tion, or is taken from the user parameter "CAC" (or the controlling area for which Allevo is set 

up). 

 

In the above example of a transaction for cost center planning, the following program dialog takes 

place: 
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Figure 3.2: Start dialog for “Single object cost center planning” 

In the upper area, the planner selects a plan layout from the drop-down list as well as the desired ob-

ject (here, a cost center). Planning year and plan version are automatically transferred from the se-

lected layout. 

Depending on the layout, the input options can also be changed, for example, for object selection us-

ing multiple selections or via groups. 

Note: Via the constant USER_ELEMENTS, the F4-help list for objects (here, cost centers) can be re-

stricted to customer specifications (e.g. corresponding to the current authorization level). 

It is not always the case that the planning object entered in the start screen refers to the actual 

planning object. Occasionally, it also simply representative. In this case, it can be useful to as-

sign a different description, which may be more meaningful to the planner (see constant 

TEXT_OBJTYPE). 

The lower area, “Administration”, only appears for the roles of “Status manager” and “Administra-

tor” (see Chapter 20). All other users only see the upper area “Selection”. Explanations for the indi-

vidual administration menus can be found in the following sections: 

 |Status management| : Section 7 

 |Satellite tables|  : Section 14 

 |Planning layout|  : Section 7.8 

 |Settings|   : Section 6 

Access to the individual menus can be restricted for Allevo administrators depending on the plan lay-

out (see Chapter 20). 
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The entries for Allevo planning transactions can also be saved as variants in the same way as selec-

tion screens for SAP reports. These Allevo variants are always saved individually for the employee 

and can therefore only be called by this employee. 

Note: The variants of the different Allevo planning transactions are automatically transferred to the 

user specified planning agenda (see the description in Section 3.4). 

Via the button “Start planning”, the Excel planning interface is called together with the Allevo Mas-

ter, which is stored for the selected layout. The function of the Allevo Master is explained in detail in 

the Allevo manual for Excel (however, an entry in Allevo status management must be stored for the 

start object). 

 

Figure 3.3: Excel planning interface with Allevo Master 

The following individual transactions are currently available for the supported object types: 

/ALLEVO/KS (formerly /KERN/IPPKS)   Cost centers 

ALLEVO/OR (formerly /KERN/IPPOR)   Orders 

/ALLEVO/PR (formerly /KERN/IPPPR)  Projects/WBS elements 

/ALLEVO/PC (formerly /KERN/IPPPC)  Profit-Center 

ALLEVO/BP (formerly /KERN/IPPBP)   Business process 

ALLEVO/KX (formerly /KERN/IPPKX)   Allevo-specific object type 

Important: If the transactions for a reserved namespace such as /KERN/ are entered directly in the SAP 

command field, a /N must always be prepended. This is a technical framework that is not 

unique to Allevo, but is rather determined by the SAP specification for namespaces. 
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In order to be able to process several objects at the same time in a single planning layout, Allevo of-

fers so-called "multi-transactions" (see Section 3.2.3). In this case, several pages are created simulta-

neously on the Excel side (e.g., one page for each cost center). In this case, an "M" must also be 

placed at the end of the above-listed individual transactions: for example, /KERN/IPPKSM for the 

planning of multiple cost centers. 

“Multi-object” transactions are available for cross-object planning. In this case, the transaction name 

is appended with the abbreviation "MO", for example, /KERN/IPPKSMO, if a cost center is to be used 

as a start object, but the corresponding orders should also be planned simultaneously (see Section 

3.2.4). Allevo takes all SAP authorizations into consideration. In particular, when the user enters Al-

levo planning, the system checks whether the user is authorized to plan the relevant SAP objects (for 

example, cost centers within the framework of cost center planning). Thus, an Allevo transaction can 

only be read and planned, which is also allowed for the user via the original SAP transactions. How-

ever, finer control of authorization checks is also possible (see Chapter 24 on authorizations in Al-

levo). 

A list of all planning transactions can be found in Section 23.4. 

3.2.2 Allevo Single 

A list of the relevant transactions can be found in the previous section: the start of these "single" 

transactions usually occurs after selecting a single object (e.g., a cost center). Using the "Start plan-

ning" button, the selected object is transferred to Excel and the respective Allevo Master is called. 

Alternatively, object selection can also be made on the Excel side (Panel / Tree function, see Section 

3.5). In this case, the selection made in the Allevo start transaction only decides which objects are 

available for selection on the Excel page (e.g., all objects in a group). 

Object selection via VBA functions in Excel, which was realized up to Allevo 3.4, is no longer sup-

ported. 

3.2.3 Allevo MultiPage 

In order to edit multiple objects simultaneously in a planning layout, Allevo provides so-called “multi-

transactions”. In this case, multiple separate worksheets are created simultaneously on the Excel side 

(this function is also called MultiPage-mode). 

In the input dialog you can also enter a To/From range or an SAP object group (see Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4: Standard selection with Multi-planning 

Allevo opens the Allevo Master within SAP and creates a worksheet for each object in the group. The 

basis is a template sheet created in the Allevo Master. If desired, the Allevo Master can also be fit 

with a summary sheet that summarizes the results of all objects on a worksheet. However, this totals 

sheet is not relevant for the reading and writing of data. 

Note: The object group is always completely resolved by Allevo. Thus, cost centers which are inte-

grated into further subgroups within the group are taken into account (e.g., maintenance via 

KAH2 for cost centers). 

Allevo also takes groups into account that are saved as “selection variants” (For example, trans-

action KM1V for cost centers or OKOV for orders). As usual, entry in the Allevo input field must 

start with a period(.). These selection variants can also be part of the fixed group definitions. 

In the standard case, all selected objects must have a valid Allevo status: only then is the func-

tion “Transfer plan data” available on the Excel side. The constant MULTI_WITHCLOSED allows 

you to record completed objects. 

Alternatively, the constant STATUS_READ_ALL can be used with different options in order to use 

certain objects for planning and to only read others.  

 For details see Section 3.2.6. 

To call the application, an “M” must also be placed at the end of the individual transactions specified 

in the overview, e.g. /ALLEVO/KSM (formerly /KERN/IPPKSM) for cost centers. 

In general, the functions described above for the single are also available here. Instead of a single 

cost center or a single order, a selection of several objects in the selection screen is now possible: ei-

ther as a From/To entry, via multiple selection, or by specifying a group. 

All relevant objects must also be enabled for planning in the case of MultiPage functions, and the 

user must have the necessary planning authorizations: Excel sheets are created only for those objects 

that meet these conditions. However, the entry for the status can also be created automatically (see 

constant STATUS_READ_ALL). Optionally, before calling Excel, Allevo can display a list of the objects 

involved, if necessary also those that were hidden (see constant NO_MULTI_LIST). When you start 

with a group, the Excel sheets are sorted by the relevant hierarchy (this can be adjusted via the con-

stant SORT_OBJECTS). 

Note: The MultiPage functions require more working memory, due to the duplication of Excel work-

sheets. Operating with older Excel versions (until 2003) and numerous objects can cause the 
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program to abort processing due to an overload of the working memory. In this case the con-

stants BUFFER_MULTI and READ_MULTI_AREAS can be helpful. 

The data transfer between Excel and SAP is done in steps (sheet for sheet). Especially when 

reading extensive reference data, it can be useful to view the progress bar (see constant PRO-

GRESS_POPUP or PROGRESS_TIME). 

The MultiPage start screen for projects/WBS elements has some specific characteristics that differ 

from the portrayal above (more details can be found in Section 3.2.5). 

3.2.4 Allevo MultiObject 

Some planning scenarios may require you to plan with multiple objects in a single planning form, for 

example a combination of cost centers and their corresponding orders or WBS elements. This is 

made possible with Allevo MultiObject. With these functions, there are options for process design 

that go beyond the normal SAP standards. As a result, individual customer specifications are the fo-

cus. 

The name of the transaction for starting MultiObject use also require an “MO” to be appended to the 

end, e.g. /ALLEVO/KSMO (formerly /KERN/IPPKSMO) for cost centers 

On the Excel side, MutliObject transactions allow for several display variants, which are explained in 

detail in the Allevo-Excel manual. Generally, however, two variants can be readily distinguished: 

(1) A separate Excel sheet is used per object type, for example: data for a cost center on the first 

sheet, the data for the corresponding orders on the following sheets. In contrast to Multipage 

mode, individual sheets can also have a completely different structure (e.g., a different struc-

ture for cost centers than for orders).  

(2) Processing in the form of a list with all object types on the same Excel sheet: this variant is ab-

breviated as “MOM” (=MultiObject Masses). This is currently the most common form and can 

be used as an alternative to MutliPage use. This variant allows several objects of the same ob-

ject type to be displayed in a list, with appropriate filters controlling the display (see also spe-

cial form MOD below). 

A detailed description for the use of MultiObject functions can be found in the Allevo & Excel user 

manual.  

The selection screen for the MultiObject transaction corresponds to that of single transactions: only a 

so-called "start object" is specified. The combination of planning-relevant objects is done by means 

of additional logic on the Excel page (e.g., with the help of data in satellite tables). In this context, the 

additional module ProCED is often used (MOD functions are an exception to this rule, see below). 

 

Note: If data for A profit center and other object types are to be used simultaneously in MO, then the 

entry must be made via A profit center, so that the company code is correctly assigned. An al-

ternative to this combination is Profit-Center-Integration, which is offered by Allevo (see Chap-

ter 17).  

When using combined planning over several object types, the Allevo control parameters that are 

stored for the starting layout are used (e.g., constants, row-/column definitions, 1:n cost element 

groups). In special cases, it may nevertheless be useful or necessary to create a layout with the same 

ID for the object types addressed (e.g., if 1:n groups are to be used for the deviating object type). To 
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the layout of the same name, Allevo also transfers the status information (see also constant STA-

TUS_READ_ALL for status entries without manual maintenance). 

Note: For all objects planned in MultiObject-mode, the respective licenses must be available. For ex-

ample: For combined planning of cost centers and orders, the licenses for cost center-Allevo 

and order-Allevo are required. 

When working in MultiObject-mode, you can directly enter the ID of an object group on the Excel 

side (e.g., after selecting a cost center group in the Tree instead of individual cost centers). Allevo 

then reads the data for all contained objects in total, similar to 1:n planning. For this function, the 

constant MULTI_WITH_GROUPS must be set. This ensures that groups are not accidentally misinter-

preted as object numbers (this could lead to data being falsely read or ignored). 

The combination of different objects/object types in MultiObject mode results in individual require-

ments when it comes to authorization checks (see Section 23.8.3) and lock functions restricting sim-

ultaneous access to planning objects (see Section 3.8).  

For information regarding special features when starting the processing of projects/WBS elements, 

see the next section. 

Special case “MOD” (MultiObjectDynamic): 

The MOD is a special feature of the list representation mentioned in (2) above. In this case, all rele-

vant objects or cost elements are generated dynamically on the SAP page and then automatically en-

tered into the rows of the Allevo Master (including totals rows at the group level). 

Accordingly, the selection of planning-relevant objects and, if necessary, cost elements are also car-

ried out directly by the user (when entering the MultiObject transaction). 

This application is controlled by the constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT (depends on the layout) and requires 

an extended selection screen on the SAP side, in particular for the selection of the cost elements. 

 

Figure 3.5: Selection screen for the special case “MultiObject MOD” 

Other functions of the MOD, particularly the setup of an appropriate Allevo Master is described in 

detail in the Allevo & Excel manual. MOD is not available for object type PR. 

Note: As described above, the constant DYN_KSTAR_SAT extends the MO start screen to include entry 

options for multiple selection and groups. The parameters entered by the user are transferred 

to all subsequent Allevo functions, thus providing the ideal prerequisite for the entry of data for 

additional Allevo modules and interfaces based on satellites. 

The MOD version creates a “universal” entry point for data entry via Excel.  
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3.2.5 Starting with Project / WBS element (special features) 

When working with the object type PR, it is common that the WBS element is the level at which the 

planning takes place. Additionally, the project and the hierarchy that has been created plays an im-

portant role when starting, in addition to the standard object selection via WBS elements or the 

specification of a group. Accordingly, the selection screen when starting Allevo is also structured dif-

ferently. Here is an example for starting in MultiObject-mode: 

 

Figure 3.6: Selection screen for MultiObject planning for projects 

In the standard case, the user selects the planning object. When starting with a project, Allevo auto-

matically selects a representative object (WBS element) to be used for the entry of plan data or for 

reading satellite data. In some cases, it may be useful to start via a WBS element. Which entry fields 

end up in the dialog box can be controlled via the constant PROJ_HIDE_FIELD. The presentation is 

even more complex with the corresponding MultiPage transaction: 

 

Figure 3.7: Selection screen for MultiPage planning for projects 

The planning of an entire project, i.e. the WBS elements of a project, is highly dependent on the 

structure of the project. It is conceivable that, for example, each individual WBS element of the pro-

ject is to be planned or only elements of a particular level. The list of relevant WBS elements can be 

restricted using two additional options: 
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 Specifying a level at which a project should be carried out: a corresponding number of sheets are 

then generated on the Excel side. Note: The "Level" parameter is only taken into account when 

project planning is started. If a WBS element group is entered, the "Level" parameter has no ef-

fect. 

 Specifying a “planning element” determines that an Excel page should only be created for those 

WBS elements that have a planning indicator in the master record.  

If the option "Hierarchy 1:n" is set in the selection screen, the values of all WBS elements that are 

subordinate to the selected WBS element are also added when reading data. The possible variants 

are described in detail in Section 6.5.7. 

Constants allow you to set default values for all the control parameters or specify the contents in a 

fixed manner (see PSP_MULTI and PSP_MULTI_LEVEL). In the documentation, further details of these 

Allevo functions are also described. 

3.2.6 Object selection with additional attributes 

The Allevo starting transactions mentioned in the last sections differ from each other primarily 

through the selection of objects that can be simultaneously processed in the Allevo Master. In partic-

ular, if several objects are selected (e.g. via a group), the list of objects transferred to Excel can be 

influenced by additional attributes.  

An important characteristic is the entry of an object into Allevo status management: by default, only 

those objects (e.g. cost center) that have a valid status can be transferred to Excel. This means they 

must at least have at least status 1 = open, but must not yet be closed (status 4 and higher). Objects 

without a status are not transferred to Excel. 

Via the constant STATUS_READ_ALL, you can change this default setting: 

 In “extreme cases”, all objects are transferred regardless of status. This makes it possible to plan 

all objects within a group. 

 Optionally, only specific objects can be transferred to Excel in order to read corresponding refer-

ence data – these objects themselves, however, should not be plannable. 

For details, see the F1-help for the constant. For dealing with the reading of objects that have already 

been closed, the constant MULTI_WITHCLOSED can be useful. 

A list of the objects ultimately decided on by Allevo is displayed before planning is started. If the list 

is not wanted, you can use the constant NO_MULTILIST. 

By default, Allevo assumes that the transferred objects are intended to be used in planning (and not 

simply for displaying reference data). This is especially this case in MultiPage-mode: after plan data 

are transferred to SAP, a message appears if no plan data are found for the current object (basically 

assuming that something has been overlooked). See the constant SUPPRESS_EMPTYWARNING to 

change this behavior. 
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The planner can simultaneously complete planning for all selected objects; in this case as well, Allevo 

only considers plannable objects. For special use in MuliObject-mode, where the start object is 

purely representative, the constant CLOSE_OBJECT_MO can be useful.  

3.2.7 Dynamic version entry 

In the previous start screens shown for entry into Allevo planning, the planning year and version can-

not be changed: they are simply taken from the settings for the column definition CX_WW and are 

fixed for the planner. This is the usual case when planning via Allevo. 

In some special cases, however, it may be useful to unlock this parameter for entry or to provide the 

planner with a drop-down list of alternative entries: 

 This function is controlled via two constants (FLEX_VERSION and FLEX_YEAR). 

 Alternatively, a customer-specific logic via a BAdI implementation can be used. 

In both cases, the planning year or version become entry fields (the entries are, however, not saved 

by selection variants, see Section 3.2). 

Note: A combination of planning year and version must be unlocked in Customizing for planning 

(also applied to dynamic entry). Otherwise, Allevo automatically switches to reporting-mode.   

Exception to this rule: For KX objects, the planning mode remains active if an Allevo status is 

entered. In this case, data are written to Allevo-specific tables independent of other SAP func-

tions.  

 

3.2.8 Object selection via popup in Excel inplace view 

With the Allevo planning transactions named thus far (e.g., /ALLEVO/KS), the selection of a layout 

and an object is made via the start screen. In addition to this method, the user can also switch to an-

other object or layout in the opened Allevo Master (called via an icon in the SAP symbol toolbar, see 

Figure 3.8 below). 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Popup for object and layout selection in inplace-mode 
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This method is not made for changing the controlling area or the object type: this is only possible 

when calling via the transaction /ALLEVO/TAKEOFF, which has no limits from the outset (see note 

further below). 

The selection of layouts is the same as when entering the previously selected starting transaction: 

depending on the selected mode (e.g. single or MultiPage) or the set constants, further selection 

fields will appear. Additionally, each field can also be hidden (see constant FLEX_SCREEN_FIELDS).  

When doing a layout change, Allevo always reloads the stored master. In single mode without a lay-

out change, the master remains active: instead, the previous data is reset via an Excel macro. 

The popup allows you to save the current selection as a favorite. These entries are listed in the 

Agenda under “Favorites” (Agenda-internally controlled with the sorting indicator ZFAV). If the flag 

“Save as favorite” is set and you confirm with Enter, an additional field in the popup appears for en-

tering a description of this favorite. The favorite function is equivalent to saving a variant in the start 

screen.  

3.3 Reporting mode  

In Allevo reporting, the interface between SAP and Excel is also available for the reporting process. In 

this mode, data are only read, with the exception of special reporting comments which can be gener-

ated and saved in SAP (e.g., for routine error analysis with feedback or justification). 

Calling Allevo reporting-mode is done via individual transactions, this allows for separate authoriza-

tion controlling. The start screen of this transactions allows you to specify current selection parame-

ters such as year/version for individual Excel columns (applies only for inplace-mode; the ABC only 

distinguishes the creation of plan data in reporting-mode). 

Reporting-mode is discussed in detail in Chapter 21. 

3.4 Planning Agenda 

3.4.1 Functional overview 

The variants of the different Allevo planning transactions can be displayed for each user in a compre-

hensive list, which we will refer to here as the “Planning Agenda”. 

Note: Originally, the Agenda was only designed for calling Allevo transactions. In current versions, 

however, any SAP transaction can be included in order to, for example, carry out the steps 

that are to be implemented in the overall planning process (e.g. create a plan copy via KP97).  

Users can either create their own entries, or they are provided by central Controlling (e.g., via Excel 

upload). Possibilities include: 

 Personal Agenda, i.e. individual entries for each planner 

 Group Agenda, made through definitions set by reference users 

The corresponding transaction is /ALLEVO/AGENDA 
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Figure 3.9: Planning Agenda 

Every row in this list corresponds to a variant, that the current user has created for an Allevo transac-

tion. Double-clicking on a line leads directly to the Excel planning interface: Object, layout and all 

other data are automatically transferred. 

The Planning Agenda shows the following information: 

Short Name Summary of the object choices for the selected variant; for example, the cost center or 

cost center From/To (for multiple selection, “diverse” is shown in the column). If a 

group is selected, the group name is shown here.  

Description 

Task (Variant) 

Individual description (in change mode this is retroactively editable) 

Status Allevo status of the relevant object. This makes it easy to distinguish to what extent the 

planning tasks have been completed. With multiple objects (e.g., for a group) the low-

est and then highest statuses are shown.  

Layout Allevo layout with corresponding description 

TA code Code for the corresponding planning transaction (e.g., KSM = cost center multi). Report-

ing transactions are included (e.g. KSREP = cost center reporting) 

In the Planning Agenda, the following additional functions are also available in the form of program 

icons: 

 
Changes to Allevo specific status management (see Chapter 7) 

 
Closes the planning for all of the marked rows of saved objects (if necessary also for 

all objects in a group) 

 
Starts the individual Allevo transactions. The parameters can then be changed if de-

sired.  

 
Directly start the Excel view (analog to double-clicking a row) 

 
Add a new task/variant. After clicking this icon, an entry screen appears. After sav-

ing, the description of the variant appears, which you can change if desired. 

Then a selection list for the desired individual transaction is shown. This list can be 

shortened to only include user-relevant transactions via the constant         

TASK_VARIANT_ACT in the *-layout. 
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Removes the selected rows. These rows are actually deleted when you leave the 

Planning Agenda. 

Text items 

The Agenda can contain text items providing further description of planning tasks. In the restricted 

extent (i.e. not dependent on year or version) a text item can also be linked to a status. A double click 

on the corresponding icon in the first column allows you to close the task. 

Text items can also be useful if parts of the list should be consolidated into subject areas (see note 

below). 

You have to use the Excel upload in order to enter these text items into the Agenda (the internal indi-

cator for a text row is “AGI”, see next section). 

Sorting and two-level hierarchy  

By default, sorting of entries is done according to controlling area and transaction code. Optionally, 

an alternative sorting procedure can be used via an additional sort indicator: this is especially helpful 

if there are text items. This additional sorting can only be incorporated via an Excel upload.  

The sort indicator can also describe a two level hierarchy of the planning tasks. This allows you to 

consolidate planning tasks into topics or to only use headers.  In the end, the planner will see a 

screen similar to the following: 

 

Figure 3.10: Two-level planning agenda with text items 

In the case of a two-level configuration, the lower levels can be displayed or hidden by double-click-

ing in the first column. The example in the last figure also shows two text items (for example, “head-

ing”). These items have the ID AGI under "TA Code". 

Integrate SAP transactions  

The Agenda offers to variants for integrating SAP transactions: 

 A direct entry to the task list is recommended if a transaction is called regularly in the overall 

planning process. The maintenance of such Agenda items must be carried out via Excel upload 

(the internal indicator for a text line is "AGT", see next section). 

 Alternatively, you can call up any transaction via a selection list at the top of the screen (see Fig-

ure 3.10). These entries are set up via transaction /ALLEVO/COCKPIT_IDL, or optionally called via 

the Cockpit. The list stored there is also evaluated in the Cockpit itself: accordingly, for each 

transaction, a classification is made for the type of call (Cockpit, Agenda or both). A transaction 
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call can apply generally or for individual users. The use of this list is helpful if transactions are, for 

example, not to be assigned with a planning step.  

In both cases, Allevo checks the corresponding SAP authorizations. 

3.4.2 Tools for editing Agenda entries  

The planning Agenda consists of the variants of the Allevo individual transactions. They can be cre-

ated by the planner themselves, if the corresponding constant TASK_VARIANT_ACT is set. 

Alternatively, Controlling can provide this list centrally, for example, via an Excel upload. The neces-

sary functions are available via the tool icon in the toolbar (authorization group ZIPP_SET is required).  

 

 

Figure 3.11: Tools for maintaining Agenda entries 

The available functions: 

 The function “Ref.User” is described in the next section 

 “Copy Entries” allows you to transfer Agenda entries to another user (e.g., functioning as a sub-

stitute-user). This means that a copy of the user’s data is transferred to another user. 

 

 

 

The currently displayed tasks or a selection of tasks are copied. As an option you can choose to 

delete previous entries of the target user. 

The target user must have an assigned SAP username in the system. Alternatively, a copy for a 

reference user is possible (see next section). The corresponding name must be entered once as a 

reference user. 

If multiple users are to be assigned simultaneously, it is recommended to do this via “Adapt 

Agenda” in the Cockpit. In this way, Excel files are shown (ZIPP_TASK) and can then be edited and 

managed. If the user field is empty, all Agendas for all users are listed. The Excel file stored here 

is a structured table. Any changes should be made within this table. By saving, the changes are 

saved in a satellite table; all changes made there are now available for the respective user in 

their individual Agenda. 
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 The “Excel upload” allows for the creation and change of Agenda tasks via Excel-inplace, with the 

exception of rows with multiple selection.  To use this function, call the transaction /AL-

LEVO/START_MNT  (see the detailed note in Section 27.8) 

 The “Export” function saves the Agenda entries to a text file (also possible for multiple users sim-

ultaneously). With “Import”, the backup text file can be retrieved using the same user names as 

for the export (the data can also be copied to other SAP systems in this way). 

3.4.3 Reference user for group Agendas 

The assignment of planning tasks in the Agenda is usually done for each user individually. In some 

cases, however, it may be advantageous to be able to refer to central task lists that are saved to a 

reference user (e.g. if planning is done in teams or tasks are to be separated by their content). This 

reduces the effort in maintaining the entries. An indication of the reference users must also be 

stored for each user (see function "Ref.User" in Figure 3.11). 

If a reference user is stored, its tasks are automatically transferred when starting the Agenda transac-

tion. The name of the reference user is automatically displayed in the field “Planning tasks for” (see 

Figure 3.9). If multiple reference users are stored for the current user (possible with Allevo 3.5 and 

higher), an F4-selection is stored in this field.  

If tasks are also saved for the individual user themselves (in addition to the reference user), the table 

of the reference user must also contain a reference to the username himself. Only then can then user 

jump between the two task lists. Mixing task lists of multiple reference users is not currently sup-

ported.   

3.4.4 Agenda in the panel  

In current Allevo versions, the Agenda is a part of the Allevo panel, which allows for object selection 

to be done directly when working with Excel. This applies to working with ABC as well as with the 

inplace panel: 

 When switching to a different Agenda entry, Excel is not restarted, but rather the Master saved 

in the layout is simply reloaded. 

 In a layout with Tree functions, object selection is resolved at the beginning (e.g., cost center 

group) and displayed as a hierarchy. The corresponding functions are described in the following 

section. 

3.5 Inplace panel with object selection via Agenda and Tree 

The central function of Allevo is the display and maintenance of (Planning) data via an Excel inplace 

display when working in an Allevo Master. After calling Excel, the user can change different selection 

characteristics without having to leave Excel (the popup for this function was introduced earlier in 

this manual). Alternatively, the inplace panel offers a comfortable selection via two lists in an Ad-

vanced List Viewer (ALV) display. 

3.5.1 Functional overview 

With traditional Allevo planning transactions (e.g. /ALLEVO/KS), layout and object selection is made 

via the start screen. This results in the following procedure: 
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 The user selects the planning object (e.g., a cost center) in the start screen 

 Excel is started for processing in inplace-mode 

 When finished, Excel is closed and then restarted for the next object. 

Optionally, the user can also change selection characteristics directly from the inplace display with-

out exiting Excel: for this, the pop-up for the object presented earlier comes into play. 

Alternatively, the inplace panel offers convenient selection via two ALV lists. The user remains in the 

Excel interface (also applies for ABC, see corresponding manual). 

 

Figure 3.12: Allevo with inplace panel (left) 

There are two areas in the panel to the left of the Excel editing window above: 

 The upper panel, “Objects” shows a hierarchical object list (“Tree function”). Activation is done 

via constant OBJ_SEL_IN_PANEL. This panel area is only available for the corresponding layouts 

(a similar function was available in previous versions via a VBA Tree in the Excel Master). 

 The lower panel shows a list of Agenda entries that have been saved by the user. 

The icons in these two areas describe the status of the objects (yellow icon = available for planning, 

blue icon = closed, not meant for planning). The hierarchy level can be found on the file symbol.  

The panel functions are available for the classic Allevo inplace transactions, and for newer, cross-ob-

ject type entry, the transaction /ALLEVO/TAKEOFF (described below, see Section 3.6)  is available. 

There are some differences in properties when calling: 

 Then user can turn the panel off and on with the  icon in the toolbar. 

 If the panel is active, the icons  und  turn the areas for object Tree and Agenda off and on. 

 When starting a classic transaction, the panel is not displayed by default, unless the call is made 

via a layout with an active Tree function.   

 When using the transaction /ALLEVO/TAKEOFF, it is displayed as long as an Agenda is saved for 

the user. Otherwise, the popup for object selection is displayed. 
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With respect to object selection, the Agenda and object Tree can be seen as two levels: when select-

ing an Agenda entry with a Tree layout, Allevo opens the “Objects” area for further selection. Other-

wise, Excel is directly started (or the Allevo Master is reloaded).  

After selecting a planning object (e.g., a cost center), the corresponding reference data are automati-

cally read from SAP. Depending on the status, Allevo automatically switches to “reporting-mode” 

(also applies to selection of a group in a Tree): in reporting-mode, the button “Transfer plan data” is 

not available. 

Selection via Agenda 

The basic functions of the Agenda have been described in the previous section. When starting a clas-

sic Allevo transaction, the Agenda entries are restricted to the transaction that was called (e.g. in /AL-

LEVO/KSMO it is only the entries that work with cost center in MO-mode). All Agenda entries are of-

fered as a choice when entering via transaction /ALLEVO/TAKEOFF. The Agenda differentiates be-

tween “Tasks” that are centrally created via Excel, and “Favorites” that are created by the user them-

selves (see inplace popup for object selection mentioned earlier). 

The Agenda supports access to reference users; when it is fist called, the entries for the default refer-

ence user are displayed (change to the Agenda of a different reference user using the   icon). 

Selection via object Tree (hierarchy)  

If the constant OBJ_SEL_IN_PANEL is set in the layout, Allevo shows a hierarchical object selection in 

the upper area of the panel. When starting, the user only selects the relevant group to be displayed. 

There are two possible cases to distinguish:  

1. The group is assigned to a planning object in the Allevo settings (e.g. a cost center, because of 

the so-called “1:n functions”, see Section 6.5). The subordinate elements of the group are not 

visible in the Tree, but are taken into account when reading reference data. Planning can begin 

once such a group is (button "Transfer plan data" is available). 

2. The group is an actual part of the hierarchy with no 1:n setting and contains additional groups or 

subordinate objects.  

When selecting a group, Allevo automatically switches to reporting mode, which makes the button 

“Transfer plan data” unavailable. The basis of the switch is the stored status, which is not set for a 

group (i.e., the same characteristic behavior as for objects without a valid Allevo status). The data of 

the subordinate objects are read in an aggregated manner (after checking for read authorizations). 

This function is therefore especially of interest for reporting purposes, since it can be executed for 

any hierarchical level. However, it can also be useful for reviewing the effects on higher levels during 

the planning process. When selecting a group in case (2), the following special functions must be ob-

served: 

 If the constant MULTI_WITH_GROUPS is also active in MultiObject-mode, Allevo does not switch 

to the reporting mode. This makes it possible to record data in satellites and then to save them 

for a whole group of objects (see documentation on the constant). On the Excel-side, however, it 

should also be ensured that the lines of the standard planning are locked for additional inputs. 

 If reading is active via "Reference if Stat. >= 3" in a column definition, Allevo searches for the 

highest status within the group (see also notes in Section 6.3). 
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 Satellite data is only read if constant GRP_READ_SATxx is active (with "xx" as the number of the 

satellite). Background: a large number of objects can be assigned to a group and a correspond-

ingly large amount of data in satellites can be relevant. It is therefore necessary to decide for 

each satellite whether data is necessary in the group as a whole. 

 Optionally, a dynamic aggregation of the satellite data can be carried out via the constant 

GRP_READ_SATxx as soon as the group level is read. The constant determines which columns are 

to be used as characteristics for the aggregation and in which columns a totals calculation should 

be made. This aggregation is useful if a large number of satellite rows should be kept in the Al-

levo Master. 

 Satellitendaten werden nur gelesen, wenn Festwert GRP_READ_SATxx aktiv ist (mit „xx“ als Num-

mer des Satelliten). Hintergrund: zur Gruppe können sehr viele Objekt zugeordnet sein und eine 

entsprechend große Datenmenge in Satelliten relevant sein. Es ist also je Satellit zu entscheiden, 

ob Daten bei Darstellung zur Gruppe überhaupt erforderlich sind. 

3.5.2 Changing the object type (cross object type Tree) 

The Allevo Tree can also contain objects with different object types. This makes it possible to start 

planning via a cost center and then to see the assigned orders or WBS elements in the Tree. 

This assignment is activated via constants. The basis is all objects, which are entered with an active 

status in the layouts of the same name. For details, see documentation on constant 

OBJ_TREE_WITH_OR for the extension for orders. Individual assignments can also be implemented 

via a customer-created BAdI. 

 

Figure 3.13: Tree with a change of the object type 

The figure above shows an example with two orders assigned to cost center 1000. They are automat-

ically marked with the relevant planning level.  

When selecting a subordinate object (in our example above, an order), the settings and constants 

saved in the layout for the start object always apply (here, for example for the cost center). All rele-

vant settings must be saved there.   

Note: There are exceptions to this rule, especially if a setting for the other object type cannot be cor-

rectly saved. 
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Example: In a profit center, the record type is relevant (1-character), for cost center or order, 

the value type is relevant (2-character). 

Please coordinate these requirements with our support team if necessary. 

3.5.3 Relevant constants for panel/Tree 

The following constants are relevant when working with panel/Tree: 

 The constant OBJ_SEL_IN_PANEL activates the display of the ALV object hierarchy. This function 

is primarily for working in single and MO-modes (when using the Tree, only single objects are 

usually selected). This enables an extended selection screen for selecting and entry group or mul-

tiple selection when entering via a classic Allevo transaction. 

 A filter can be placed on the Tree so that, for example, only objects with a valid Allevo status are 

listed, or only those for which the user has the necessary SAP authorizations (see the options for 

the constant USER_ELEMENTS) 

 The Tree structure can contain objects that do not correspond to the start object type. The as-

signment can be controlled via the constant OBJ_TREE_WITH_OR (see section above). 

 Whether Allevo is currently working in reporting or planning mode can also be useful as infor-

mation on the Excel-side (e.g., for a different display of data depending on the respective mode). 

The constant MAP_FIELDxx can transfer this information from SAP to Excel. 

 In planning mode, Allevo asks whether the current data from Excel is to be saved whenever there 

is an object change in the Tree (currently still without check, whether anything actually changed 

in Excel). The contents of the query can be configured via BEENDEN_TEXT or can also be switched 

off completely. So, the behavior is similar to when you leave the planning with the classic call 

types, except that the saving to SAP is queried by default when changes are made in the Tree (in-

stead of saving the Excel file). 

 If a group in the Tree is used as an entry for further MultiObject functions (e.g., for MOD), it is 

possible that subordinate groups are entered as “object” in the Master. To read the cumulated 

reference data for such groups, the constant MULTI_WITH_GROUPS must also be set. The con-

stant GRP_READ_SATxx is necessary for reading the relevant satellite data. 

In earlier versions the constant OBJ_SEL_IN_EXCEL activated the data allocation for the VBA Tree. For 

compatibility reasons with earlier versions of the Allevo Master, this constant is still available for use. 

You are able to call such an Allevo Master (Master up to Allevo 3.4 with VBA Tree). The constant can-

not be used together with OBJ_SEL_IN_PANEL. 

3.6 Central entry into Allevo planning (Ta /ALLEVO/TAKEOFF)  

The transaction /ALLEVO/TAKEOFF is independent of the object type and no longer differentiates 

from single, MultiPage and MultiObject-modes. It offers more flexibility. For object selection and all 

other characteristics, two tools are available: 

1. The inplace panel with the object hierarchy and Agenda of the user 
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2. A universal popup for object selection (also described in the previous section) 

The functions are very similar to ABC, only in this case they work with inplace-mode. 

When calling via these transactions, a change is possible between layouts and object types for which 

the planner is authorized. Special features: 

 For these transactions, Allevo must decide in which mode a Master should be called (single, MP 

or MO). The setting can be set for the master data in the respective layout (field ABC mode).  

 For an object change, Allevo must decide if the Master should be reloaded (e.g., when changing 

to a different layout) or if the data should be deleted in the current layout. The latter uses the 

same reset function in Excel as is used for the VBA Tree.  

 Allevo can deal with combinations of Tree and MultiPage/MOD (if such a combination is at all 

helpful). For example, a group in the Tree can be used as the basis for calling an MP Allevo. 

 If no Agenda is saved for the user, a popup automatically appears to select the layout and object.  

Note: In the popup for object selection, all fields for object selection can be hidden individually (see 

constant FLEX_SCREEN_FIELDS). 

Use case: The entry into Allevo planning should only be made via defined object groups (for 

process reasons), but not through the selection of individual objects or multiple selection. 

3.7 SAP Planning objects in Allevo (CO Object types)  

Allevo supports the established SAP object types for CO planning as well as an Allevo specific object 

type (see next section). Different planning scenarios can be combined using these object types. Sup-

ported SAP object types include: 

KS  Cost center (0101) 

OR Order (0103) 

PR Project / WBS elements (0110) 

PC Profit center (0106) 

BP Business process (0107) 

The equivalent set class, for which Allevo requires for individual functions is shown in parentheses 

(for example, when saving data in satellite tables. Allevo automatically takes care of any necessary 

conversions. 

Often, information from the master record of an object should be displayed in Allevo planning (e.g., 

descriptions, assigned organizational levels). For this reason, Allevo offers a number of parameters 

that can transfer freely defined SAP field contents to Excel (see constant MAP_FIELDxx). 

Note: For object type BP = Business Process, individual Allevo objects are not yet available (e.g., 

Price/Capacity planning). Therefore, please check the requirements in the implementation 

project. 

3.8 Locks for planning objects / satellites 

Each time Allevo is called, the selected start object is locked for other Allevo users. Allevo uses the 

standard SAP function for lock objects (see transaction SM12 or the function “show locked objects” 

in Allevo Cockpit). For MultiObject transactions, this logic cannot apply because the list of maintained 
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objects is often determined via functions on the Excel side or (depending on the start object) are e.g., 

taken from ProCED. In this case, only the start object can be directly locked via SM12. To work 

around this limitation, Allevo uses an additional Allevo-specific protocol table /KERN/IPP_MOLOCK 

when working in MO mode: 

 This log contains an entry for each called combination of planning object and cost element and is 

created directly after reading reference data. 

 If reference data for one of these combinations is also read by another user, Allevo will send an 

appropriate warning message: the entire planning will NOT be blocked. The user has to decide 

for himself whether he wants to continue working or not. 

 In addition, the log in /KERN/IPP_MOLOCK is checked for the start objects of subsequent users. A 

warning may also appear there (only work with the same representative object remains locked). 

These functions only apply when calling planning: If the layout access control prevents planning (only 

"Read" active), or if the call is made via the reporting transaction, Allevo waives these locks. Multiple 

users can start with the same object selection. 

Note: In special cases, the Allevo log / locking are not desired. In such cases, the constant 

MO_LOCK_OFF can be useful (if necessary, you can even remove the SM12 lock). 

Depending on the selection of the start object, it would even be possible to edit and maintain 

an object at the same time over different layouts as long as these layouts differ in their cost 

elements. 

See also the notes on Allevo authorization checks and constant AUTH_PLAN_START. 

Call SAP planning transactions in parallel  

If data are also created via other SAP planning transactions in parallel to Allevo, an Allevo query re-

garding locks is only made when plan data are saved, because these checks can only be made via the 

currently called SAP BAPI. 

If you are using Allevo, we generally suggest not creating plan data in parallel via other transactions.  

Satellite data  

Satellite tables for which changes are currently being made in the "Shuttle" module are also consid-

ered as lock objects in SM12. If processing of such a satellite via the Allevo Master is simultaneously 

started, the user receives a warning again. The warning also appears in the reverse case: when Shut-

tle is started and the selected satellite table is already being processed by other users (via an Allevo 

planning transaction or via other Shuttle calls). 

3.9 Messages during program execution  

When executing planning functions, Allevo provides a detailed log or error messages regarding errors 

that occurred during the transfer of plan data, depending on the situation. By using certain con-

stants, you can specify the level of detail relayed in these messages: 

 MESSAGE_LEVEL controls the level of detail shown in the execution log  

 NO_MULTI_LIST controls the display of the MultiPage object list 

 SORT_OBJECTS changes the sorting of the Excel sheets  

 MO_CLOSED deactivates MultiObject warning messages for closed objects 
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 MO_LOCK_OFF deactivates MultiObject and SM12 locks and their display.  

 NO_MO_COOBJ_LIST controls the MultiObject analysis sheet for authorization checks.  

 NO_KSTAR_LIST controls the analysis sheet for authorization checks for cost elements.  

 STATUS_READ_ALL deal with objects without explicit status information.  

 SUPPRESS_EMPTYWARNING suppress warnings on objects without plan data (e.g., when import-

ing from offline files) 

 WARNUNG_PLANEN defines the process when planning without reading reference data.  

 WARNUNG_VORLAGE warning notes for status 3 

3.10 Constants for program execution  

In the last sections, we mentioned many different constants that are helpful for executing Allevo 

planning transactions. Here is an overview (for a list of messages, see the previous section): 

 USER_ELEMENTS adjusts display of F4 object selection, filter for list in Tree 

 TEXT_OBJTYPE change text with the description for the start object.  

 STATUS_READ_ALL deal with objects without explicit status information 

 MULTI_WITHCLOSED respect closed objects when transferring objects 

 SORT_OBJECTS sorting sheets in MultiPage-mode  

 PROGRESS_POPUP expanded progress display 

 PROGRESS_TIME time settings for the standard progress display 

 DYN_KSTAR_SAT dynamic cost element list in MO 

 DYN_KSTAR_VALUES restrict to selection of cost elements when working with DYN_KSTAR_SAT 

 PROJ_HIDE_FIELD show/hide selection fields for projects/WBS elements 

 FLEX_VERSION flexible selection of versions  

 TEXT_VERSION customize text on the Allevo start screen for “planning version” 

 FLEX_YEAR flexible selection for planning year  

 MULTI_WITH_GROUPS read and plan data for object groups  

 OBJ_SEL_IN_EXCEL object selection on the Excel side via Tree (obsolete)  

 OBJ_SEL_IN_PANEL object selection via Tree in inplace panel  

 OBJ_TREE_WITH_xx cross object type Tree 

 FLEX_SCREEN_FIELDS individually hide fields for object selection in popup  

 BEENDEN_TEXT set up popup when leaving planning (also of object selection in Tree)  
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4 Allevo Studio 

4.1 Functional overview  

Depending on the customer requirements, Allevo can map complex parts of the planning process. 

Some examples of different steps include: 

 Basic setup and subsequent adaptations (Customizing) Grundeinrichtung und nachträgliche An-

passungen (Customizing). 

 Cyclical adaptations, such as monthly or yearly changes  

 Execution of individual steps during planning  

Which steps are necessary for each case can be described using the Allevo Process Studio, which has 

the following basic funcitons:  

 Displaying the process steps in a hierarchical form 

 Customer specific documentation of each step via an HTML text-editor with the option to export 

as a complete documentation.  

 Integration of all Allevo functions and calling familiar SAP transactions  

 Comprehensible execution of process steps using the “Completed” status 

4.2 Calling and processing function 

The Allevo Process Studio is called via transaction /ALLEVO/STUDIO or the corresponding entry in the 

Allevo Cockpit. The figure below shows the processing screen using the example of an investment 

plan: 

 

Figure 4.1: Allevo Process Studio 

The Tree structure on the left can consist of any number of hierarchy levels; here we differentiate 

two basic functions:  

 Groups for the organizational overview and  

 Execution steps for the actual execution of tasks (calling transactions, etc.). The function [Ex-

ecute] only has one meaning in this case.  
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Both elements (groups and steps) are created using the context menu of the Tree. Drag & drop funci-

tons can be used to move or copy entries at a later time.  

Groups and steps have both a short description and an HTML long text description: both are saved in 

the current logon language. Both elements can explicitly be assigned to one controlling area only 

(otherwise the default controlling area set by the user is assigned). 

Groups  

Groups are classified via categories, which should also be set up in a customer specific manner. These 

categories make it possible to describe the organizational framework of the tasks (e.g., Customizing, 

regular adaptations....). The creation of categories is usually the first step when setting up Allevo Stu-

dio (see details below). 

Steps 

Steps are in this case the actual execution steps: they can be assigned to any level within a hierarchy 

and carry a processing status (see notes below for info on the properties of the “Complete” status).  

 

Figure 4.2: Allevo Process Studio 

Depending on the desired funciton, different execution types are available for selection:  

  “Text only” describes a step in which no further SAP internal functions are stored and can, for 

example, describe a task that is to be completed outside of the SAP system, (e.g., preperation of 

Excel data). 

 For calling Allevo internal functions, different execution types are available. This makes it possi-

ble, for example, to jump directly to the settings for a predefined layout (depending on the exe-

cution type additional input fields will appear on the screen). With the Shuttle, on the other 

hand, the default object type and satellite apply.  

 The Allevo Studio makes it possible to integrate any SAP transaction. For report transactions, the 

variant can optionally be specified. 

Important: Via the button |Execute step|in Allevo Studio, the entered functions/transactions are 

only called with the respective start screen (e.g., with predefinition of parameters via a variant). The 

stored functions/transactions are therefore NOT directly executed.  
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Drag & drop 

In Allevo Studio, the display of the nodes in the Tree should also represent the sequence with which 

the tasks are to be completed (there is no internal sorting). The sequence of the nodes or their as-

signment within groups can be changed with simple mouse funcitons (move, copy, delete, etc.). This 

also applies if additional branches are added via an import funciton.  

4.3 Create and assign long text descriptions  

A long text description can be entered per group and step. Then description is then saved internally 

in HTML format (in the logon language). The |Change| button switches between the viewing mode 

and the editing functions. 

For creating the HTML texts, Allevo uses the so-called “BTF-Editor” in the SAP system: here, the basic 

editing functions are available with different font types, formatting options, paragraphs, lists and the 

option of inserting graphics. The texts can be exported / imported or printed. Links from the external 

HTML pages can also be inserted. 

Note: The BTF-Editore is from a technical standpoint a part of the SAP GUI delivery (“SAPBTFEdi-

tor.dll”). The functions are therefore dependent on the respective GUI version; corresponding 

SAP notes can be found via component BC-SRV-BTF.  

For displaying the HTML pages, Allevo uses the SAP internal HTML viewer without additional control-

ling funcitons; when calling a link, Allevo automatically opens the default internet browser installed 

on the local PC. 

Allevo also provides a superordinate function to transfer texts from all nodes within a group to the 

local browser for further processing: see button |HTML-Export|. Further functions are then available 

(for example, printing the documentation of an Allevo project). 

4.4 Complete steps 

In order to make the current processing status transparent, each step can be set to “Completed” (via 

the context menu): in the Tree display, the icon in the “Completed” column changes. The user and 

the date modified are also stored there.  

The function “Completed reset” can be executed for each branch in the Tree display (e.g., when 

starting a new planning session). If desired, this can even be the top most branch. 

4.5 Setting up categories for groups  

Groups are classified by categories, which make it possible to describe the organizational framework 

(e.g., Customizing, regular adaptations...). The creation of categories is usually the first step when 

setting up Allevo Studio; the function can be called in Allevo Studio via Menu “Studio >> Categories 

for Group” or transaction ALLEVO/ST_GCAT. 
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Figure 4.3: Allevo Studio with categories for groups 

The two-character ID of the category can be chosen freely – they have no predefined funciton. The 

icon is later transferred to the Tree display. Entries should be made for each language to be used. 
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5 Allevo-specific object type (“Allevo object”)  

The Allevo-specific object type “Allevo object” allows planning processes to be solved completely in-

dependently of the usual SAP objects. For this object type, Allevo's own master data are maintained, 

with each master record being assigned to a separate object category.  

Allevo objects can also be joined in a group, similarly to cost center groups. However, any other SAP 

object types can also be included in these groups, for example, cost centers and cost center groups. 

This results in powerful functions for cross-object type work with Allevo. 

Possible applications for the Allevo object: 

 Connection of interface functions via satellites (for example for the CO/PA interface or creation 

of FI documents). In earlier versions of Allevo, real SAP objects (e.g., cost centers) had to be used 

for this. 

 Preliminary planning for objects that are not yet available in SAP at the desired time (e.g., an or-

der or project) with subsequent transfer of plan data to real SAP objects. 

 Relaxed planning/calculation independent of SAP rules, with data storage in satellite tables or 

other Allevo-specific tables (see also Section 11.10).  

 Starting point for cross-object type planning (e.g., representative for organizational units within 

the company) providing suitable objects in the Allevo planning screen.  

 Starting point for specific reporting functions via CO-independent areas (for example, sales con-

trolling by responsible employees). In this context, additional Allevo functions for providing data 

via satellites may also be helpful. 

5.1 Functional overview  

Depending on the application (see above), the Allevo object can also have different contents, for ex-

ample:  

 The name of an SAP user, who should execute a specific Allevo function. 

 Planning objects that are not in the system 

 Object levels that are not available as objects in SAP (e.g., company code in the case of FI plan-

ning)  

 Existing SAP objects (e.g., internal orders...), that should be further specified for Allevo.  

Accordingly, there are some specific features of the Allevo object: 

 Own specific master data table 

  “KX” is used as the ID of the object type. Accordingly, the starting transaction for single object 

planning is /ALLEVO/KX, and the set class is “KERN”  

 Additional classification by object category depending on the application (see above, e.g., repre-

sentative of a provisional order or as a user-specific entry). 

 Within an Allevo layout, only one object category should be used (with respect to the entry for 

the constant VIRT_OBJECT_CAT). This category controls the interface when calling the relevant 

Allevo planning transaction. 
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Via the constant, the authorization can also be assigned for creating a new Allevo object directly 

from the start screen for planning. In this case: the user enters an invalid object number, a secu-

rity query appears for the creation of the new object, and then a jump is made to the entry of 

master data for the Allevo object. 

 Organizational assignment in the master record for the Allevo object is transferred to Excel as 

usual, and is then available for further functions (e.g., the company code in CC_BUKRS as the ba-

sis for functions in balance sheet planning).  

 In the master record of the Allevo object, an actual CO object can be assigned and a reference to 

the "real" SAP world can be established. 

Important: Data for the Allevo object KX, with the settings presented here, are only stored in Allevo-spe-

cific tables, i.e. in the namespace /KERN/. There is no transfer to SAP functions or tables. 

As a result, the entered plan data are not available in SAP reports. 

There are certain Allevo functions also cannot handle Allevo objects (e.g., in ProCED). Such ex-

ceptions also exist for functionalities in the Allevo Master. For example, there is no support for 

LAP rules & row definitions M & N. The necessary functional scope should therefore be de-

fined in the implementation project. 

 

5.2 Master data for Allevo objects 

You can navigate to the master data maintenance for an Allevo object via the Cockpit, the menu of 

the respective planning transaction, or directly via transaction /ALLEVO/OBJ_MD. 

 

Figure 5.1: Master record for Allevo object 

The following properties can be applied to a master record (only apply to the current controlling 

area, see Figure 5.1): 
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 For the object number, it is intended only to use external number assignment (i.e. manual entry).  

 Allevo object description 

 Assigning an object category is recommended. One example effect: When starting the planning 

transaction, the F4-value help only shows the objects of those categories that are set up in the 

current layout (see settings below). 

 Via “locked”, an object can be temporarily locked for processing in Allevo (it no longer appears in 

status management).  

 The currency type is transferred to Excel and used as the object currency (for planning and read-

ing).  

 The company code is transferred to Excel and can then be used, for example, during the imple-

mentation of FP. 

 The assigned profit center is treated as a cost center, and is thus also transferred to Excel (this is 

relevant when planning is done with profit center integration). 

 Further organizational assignments (business area, functional area and segment) currently only 

have an informational function, however, they can be very useful for customer-specific applica-

tions (see note below). 

 A “Responsible user” has the same function as in the master record for cost centers (e.g. transfer 

to Allevo Master and evaluation in the constant USER_ELEMENTS) 

 Comments are optional and can be used to provide explanatory notes to an object. 

Allevo makes it possible to establish a reference to a real SAP object, allowing the transfer of plan 

data to a cost center or internal order (copy). This function is activated via the flag "SAP transfer". 

The relevant SAP object type and the planning object must be entered. When the transfer function is 

active, all plan data are also saved to the stored SAP object (using the usual SAP BAPIs). 

Note: All entries and organizational assignments from the master record are also available in Excel 

via the constant MAP_FIELDS.  

This can be useful if the Allevo object is used as a representative object for an organizational 

unit in the SAP system (e.g., representative of a company code in order to allow for higher 

level functions in planning and reporting). 

The additional information in the master record may also be helpful for customer-specific re-

quirements, which should be realized via BAdI (e.g., as additional filters). 

The master data for Allevo objects are saved in the table /KERN/IPPVIRTOBJ. 

5.2.1 Allevo Objekte über ALV Liste anzeigen / anpassen 

Im Einstiegsbild der Transaktion /ALLEVO/OBJ_MD öffnet Button „Objektliste“ eine ALV-Liste aller 

aktuelle hinterlegten Allevo Objekte. 
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Figure 5.1: Allevo Objekt über ALV Grid eingeben 

Hier sind auch die üblichen Import- und Export-Funktionen über Textdatei hinterlegt (z.B. für Kopie 

zwischen verschiedenen SAP Systemen). 

In der Symbolleiste zum ALV Grid erlaubt das zweite Symbol eine Umschaltung in den Editiermodus. 

Damit stehen die gängigen ALV-Funktionen auch Eingaben zur Verfügung (incl. Copy&Paste z.B. auch 

Excel Listen). 

5.3 Properties of object categories  

The object category makes it possible to use Allevo objects for different use cases (see the list be-

low); the following specifications are currently stored: 

 A three-character ID designates the object category. 

 The columns “Comments” and “Long text” contain a general description without any other con-

trolling functions. 

 The “description” of the object category is transferred from the start screen of the Allevo plan-

ning transaction. 

In order to handle only the Allevo objects of a particular category in a layout, the constant VIRT_OB-

JECT_CAT must be set. 

5.4 Groups for the Allevo-specific object type (hierarchy)  

Allevo objects can be put into groups similar to cost center groups. However, these groups can also 

contain any SAP object types, e.g., cost centers or even cost center groups. This results in powerful 

functions for cross-object type work using Allevo. 

Note: Groups can be especially useful for selecting planning objects via the Tree. In the medium 

term, further functions should follow, especially those for working in MultiObject-mode (e.g., 

when starting via MOD).  

You can access the maintenance of Allevo object groups/hierarchy via the Cockpit or via the master 

data maintenance for the Allevo object. It can also be accessed via the transaction /AL-

LEVO/OBJ_GROUP. 

    

Figure 5.3: Entry to the maintenance of Allevo object groups 

Groups for the Allevo object are assigned to the current controlling area. A group can also be created 

with respect to an already existing group (only makes sense in special cases, e.g., if a group is to be 

copied from a different controlling area). The group field on the start screen can also be left empty: 

in this case Allevo creates a hierarchy for the current controlling area. As a result, the top node in the 

hierarchy is called “Controlling area xxxx” and cannot be changed.  
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An Allevo object group can create any sort of hierarchy over Allevo objects and other CO object types 

that are relevant for Allevo planning. The integration of a subordinate group can take place in the fol-

lowing ways (Figure 5.): 

 

Figure 5.4: Allevo object group: integration of subordinate groups 

Depending on the option, either a copy of the contents is created, or a reference to the original 

group is included. In the latter case, changes to the contents of a cost center group are automatically 

transferred to the Allevo group. 

Each group can be described in the Allevo hierarchy using short and long text descriptions.  

Groups are available for the following Allevo functions: 

 Starting via an Allevo object in planning and reporting 

 Allevo ABC (group list for Allevo objects) 

 Object groups (1:n) for Allevo objects  

 Allevo Master of the object group for Allevo objects 

 Tree for Allevo objects (ABC and inplace, but without projects) 

 Allevo authorization for Allevo objects 

 Constants READ_GROUPS_FROM_SAP and MULTI_WITH_GROUPS 

 Status management for Allevo objects  

 MOD Allevo objects 

 Shuttle 

The cross-object type features are not applicable for all functions. For example, projects cannot be 

displayed as part of a group in the Allevo Tree (inplace or ABC). If necessary, adjust the contents in 

the implementation project. 

5.5 Allevo object and the display of actuals  

For various reasons, an Allevo object does not have its own actuals data. It may be helpful, however, 

to access data from existing SAP objects. Usually, this application will be customized according to 

customer-specific requirements; The data transfer therefore assumes a customer-specific report or 

BAdI. 

Example: The Allevo object for long term planning is representative of a group of profit centers. In 

this case, the report for transferring actuals data would also aggregate to the group, and these data 

would then be transferred to the /KERN/ACOSP table. 
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Depending on the situation, an Allevo object can be helpful for specific reporting applications. In this 

case, actuals data can be provided via satellites (see functions for data transfer in Section 14.13). 

5.6 Save plan data to an Allevo object 

The planning process for Allevo objects is based on familiar CO functions: cost element groups are 

stored for 1:n functions (no account groups). The usual planning functions are supported for this pur-

pose (i.e. cost elements, statistical key figures, activity types). 

Note: The familiar CO vocabulary is used. In some cases, the Allevo object offers additional freedom: 

for example, a “cost element” does not have to be stored in the system as a planning element. 

Instead, a freely defined entry can be saved from Excel (e.g., as a collection place for unin-

tended fixed costs or a freely defined group) 

Disadvantage: Errors arising from misspelling, for example, may not be immediately recog-

nized. 

Plan data for an Allevo object are automatically written to the Allevo-specific totals table, in the same 

way as it can be addressed via the constant USE_ALLEVO_TABLES (e.g., /KERN/ACOSP) 

Data can be copied between different planning versions, analogous to the functions in SAP transac-

tion KP97 (transaction /ALLEVO/COPY_ACOSX). 

Optionally, a switch to another CO object or profit center can be made in a MultiObject master. If 

necessary, a layout with the same name must also be created for A profit center in order to, for ex-

ample, allow for the dissolving of account groups.  
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6 Program settings for Allevo 

6.1 Functional overview of Allevo settings  

Via the |Settings| menu, you can view the different parameters of the system. Here, you can see the 

years and versions from which the data was read, for which years and versions the data should be 

planned, and which of the numerous additional functions and variants of the planning workflow are 

being used.  

Calling the settings menu is only possible for users in the “Allevo Administrator” authorization group. 

 

Figure 6.1: Overview of settings with the navigation Tree 

When calling the settings menu, a navigation Tree is displayed that shows subordinate topics where 

different system parameters are summarized. Allevo settings always apply to a single controlling 

area, an object type (e.g., KS for cost center) and the selected planning layout. Central settings can be 

made in the *-layout. These settings are then automatically passed through to the current layout.  

The numbers in parentheses for each branch on the left side of Figure 6.1 show where settings have 

already been made (where necessary for both the current layout and the superior *-layout). For each 

topic, check-routines are stored for checking the inputs. An overall test for all settings can be called 

from the Cockpit and is recommended after an Allevo update, in order to quickly react to any 

changes. 

Allevo settings are not connected to SAP Customizing. Therefore, changes are not transferred or re-

ported via SAP orders. Allevo settings can, however, be conveniently transferred to another SAP sys-

tem using the download and upload functions (the transfer uses text files temporarily stored on the 

local PC). 

Note: You can find this function under |Planning layout| on the start screen. The upload/download 

can also be completed across modules via the transaction /ALLEVO/SET_UP_DOWN (see notes 

in Section 16). 
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6.2 Constants 

6.2.1 Functional overview of constants 

Allevo offers numerous constants that make it possible to influence program functions according to 

specific criteria (similar to Customizing in SAP). The constants can turn entire program functions on 

or off, or influence the way in which they function using additional attributes. Some examples: 

 Using constants, the names of some Allevo buttons can be customized by the customer. 

 Some constants influence the way in which Allevo reads the data from the SAP system and can be 

used for performance optimization. 

 Because of the column and row definitions, Allevo is extremely flexible with regard to the design 

of the Excel planning interface (e.g., which data should be read and displayed). Using constants, 

the corresponding processing rules can be individually customized.  

Due to the wide variety of possible settings, Allevo offers a “Quickstart”-screen with access to se-

lected settings and a technical view of all stored constants. 

The settings generally apply only to the current layout. Overall settings can be entered in the *-lay-

out: in this way, the settings apply overall per controlling area and object type. 

For certain settings, Allevo offers a global entry screen (e.g., for side calculation license numbers for 

assigning satellites). 

6.2.2 Entry via “Quickstart”-screen 

After calling the folder for constants, the following screen appears: 

 

Figure 6.2: Quickstart for Allevo constants 
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The settings options are organized by topic. For the specifics regarding the settings, see the F1-docu-

mentation. Behind each setting, a constant is stored, the technical details of which will be explored in 

the next section.  

6.2.3 Constants from a technical standpoint 

All remaining tabs show the Allevo constants from a more technical standpoint: either as a complete 

list (“All” tab) or by subject. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Allevo settings: list of all constants 

Each constant can be provided with two characteristics: in the column “Value from” this is usually the 

activation flag “X”, in the column “Value to” this is a note about the expression of the characteristic. 

This rule, however, is flexible. Therefore, it is important to check the F1-help for each constant to 

make sure that the correct information is entered.  

The F1-help can be stored as a CHM help file in the customer’s network. Alternatively, redirection to 

the Kern homepage is also possible as a standard function (for set up, see Section  22.7.1). 

The where-used list for a constant shows all layouts in which the constant is also activated. This func-

tion is useful when general adjustments are planned for a constant. 

6.2.4 Special functions in the “All” tab 

For the sake of clarity, all relevant constants are listed in alphabetical order under the “All” tab. If a 

named layout is called, the entries that Allevo takes from the general *-layout are grayed out in the 

list (see Figure 6.3 above). 

Using a filter function (see icon in the ALV toolbar), the list can be limited to the actual values used 

("Value from" or "Value to" is set). 
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6.2.5 Constants according to topic 

Each newly added constant automatically receives a number, which on the one hand influences sort-

ing and on the other hand makes it possible to assign a topic area, which is reflected in the descrip-

tions on the tabs. The number allows for a rough classification into the following topic areas: 

All Alphabetically ordered list for all of the active constants for the current layout. 

The list also contains the constants from the *-layout that are relevant for program exe-

cution (colored gray).  

Basis Default settings, e.g., the registration of the license key and the general activation of 

the satellites used. 

Workflow Settings that control the workflow during the planning process.  

Performance Settings for improving the performance when using Allevo Multi (see Chapter 18)  

Activity/Price Setting for the display of prices. 

Names Distribution of the names of buttons and satellite tables. 

6.2.6 Create a new constant 

You can add a new constant with the help of the ALV functions in the icon toolbar. 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Creating or editing an Allevo constant 

In the entry field “constant”, the F4-value help for all Allevo constants can be called. In principle, 

however, this is a field for free text input: the name does not have to be stored in the F4-help. 

Note: This function is useful for customer-specific expansions, where processes are also to be con-

trolled via constant parameters (e.g., activation of a BAdI function). Constants are usually 

used in the Z or Y namespace. 

The entry field “Sort” determines the sequence in which the constants should appear on the tab. If 

no number is entered here, Allevo uses an internal suggestion process so that all constants with de-

scriptions for buttons, for example, automatically show up on the “Names” tab. 

In the “Optional Text” entry field, a description for the constant can be entered. Where necessary, be 

sure to delete any old entries in this field to avoid confusion. 
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6.2.7 Search for constants during program execution  

During program execution, Allevo checks to see if a constant is set and adjusts the execution accord-

ingly. Searching for a constant is carried out according to the following rule: 

 If a constant is stored for the current layout, the constant characteristics are transferred 

 If it is not found there, Allevo then searches in the *-layout 

If a function is only required in a single layout, this should be defined directly in the planning layout 

where it should be applied. If a function should apply to all layouts of an object type for the current 

controlling area, the entry should preferably be made in the *-layout. 

However, there are some “exceptions”, i.e. constants that Allevo only expects in the *-layout and 

that are only evaluated there. Entries into specific layouts are ignored for these constants. Some ex-

amples include (these constants are ignored during up/download): 

 License number (LIC_KEY) 

 General activation of the RFC destination (RFC_DEST) 

 Activation of the extended rights check (LIST_RIGHT_CHECK) 

The constant ACTIVE_SAT also has a special significance: 

 On the level of the *-planning layout, it is determined which satellites can be used in the con-

trolling area. 

 On the level of a special planning layout, the maximum number of satellites available is de-

termined by those that are active in the *-planning layout 

The constant ACTIVE_SAT must therefore always be maintained in the *-planning layout.  

6.2.8 Standard functions for the entry of constants 

On the input screen for constants, the following processing functions are available via the toolbar: 

Check license Shows the contents of the current license (number of cost centers etc.) 

View license log Shows the log for analyzing license violations 

Upload constants Upload constants from a text file (see also Section 6.12) 

Download constants Save constants to a text file; all or only a selection of constants can be saved (see 

also Section 6.12)  

Check constants This check shows those constants that have invalid contents or are defined on the 

wrong level (some constants can only be entered in the *-layout). This check is es-

pecially useful after an Allevo update.  

Sat. Assistant There are some constants that must be set as a parameter for every satellite (e.g. 

the general activation of a satellite via ACTIVE_SAT). For these parameters, a bino-

mial sequence of 0 or 1 is entered in a text field. The Satellite Assistant allows you 

to maintain these specific parameters in a central screen. This keeps the mainte-

nance clear even when many satellites are in use.  
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Parameters in the Satellite Assistant: 

 Description of the satellite; if no entry is made, the description stored centrally 

for the satellite is used (see Section 14.2)  

 Assignment of the side calculation in which the satellite is to be used. Entries 

are only possible in the * -layout; The IDs of the side calculations that were 

created in the system (see also the next section) are available. The values are 

saved in constants such as ACTIVE_SAT. 

 Act = activate satellite. This column is displayed only in the specified layout in 

order to activate a satellite for the current layout (entries are saved in the con-

stant ACTIVE_SAT). 

 L/P = determines satellite settings for reading and writing (see “Value to” for 

ACTIVE_SAT) 

 FP = use satellite for “flexible-processing” (constant AVTIVE_FP, see the FP 

manual for details) 

 FPR = use satellite for FP reading (constant ACTIVE_FP) 

 ROS = change the reading sequence. Data from this satellite are read very 

early, or at least before the values for cost elements (see READ_ORDER_SAT). 

Data from the satellite can then be used to help determine the structure of an 

Allevo Master 

 RFC = data are read and written via and RFC destination (see also the docu-

mentation for the constant RFC_DEST) 

 CED = satellite for use with ProCED (such as ACT_PROCED) 

File Assistant There are a number of constants that organize the access to files that are neces-

sary for working with Allevo (e.g. access to the Allevo Master or to data indices for 

offline planning). These constants usually begin with “FILE” in the name ID and use 

so-called “symbolic names” for access.  

The assignment of these symbolic names to the actual path and file names in the 

network is done via the "File.Assistant" button. The functions are described in de-

tail in Chapter 22. 

 

6.2.9 Allevo licenses (modules and objects) 

The licensing of Allevo carried out by means of a license key, which is to be entered for the constant 

LIC_KEY (for a general introduction, see Section 2.2): the general license key is in the "Value from" 

column. 
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Note: If, in addition to the Allevo standard functions, so-called side calculations are integrated into 

planning, an additional license key is required for the description of the content and the number 

of assigned satellites. These keys were introduced with Allevo 3.3; Starting with Allevo 3.4 the 

key is stored in the global constant LIC_KEY_SUBJECTS (see notes below). 

A license key always applies to a specific object type. The key must always be entered in the *-layout 

and thus applies to the current controlling area. A license key can be issued in such a way that it can 

only be used in one controlling area (for example, to assign the number of planning objects for each 

controlling area individually). 

Note: When saving a constant, Allevo checks whether additional controlling areas are set up for work-

ing with Allevo. When necessary, Allevo will query whether the license should be transferred to 

other controlling areas. Optionally, you can transfer the license only to those controlling areas 

that have the same “old” license key.  

Subsequently, you can use the menu |Constants >> Transfer license to all KoKrs|to copy the li-

cense to all constants in the *-layout of other controlling areas. 

If the constant LIC_KEY does not yet exist, Allevo automatically switches to “Workshop-mode” and 

saves the constant with the license key “WORKSHOP”. In this mode, all Allevo functions are available 

(999 objects are unlocked). However, the user may be reminded of the running test mode. This work-

shop mode is NOT available in a productive environment. 

menu |Constants >> Transfer license to all KoKrs| allows you to copy the current license to any num-

ber of controlling areas (the controlling areas saved in the system are displayed as selection options). 

Where necessary, the LIC_KEY entry is automatically entered for the constants.  

Display and check of license validity 

The object license describes the maximum number of objects that can be planned in a year. A license 

violation occurs when more objects are planned via Allevo than are allowed with the license. The 

button |Check license| or the appropriate entry in the menu “constants” shows the extent of the 

currently entered license (e.g., unlocked modules): in particular, the number of licensed objects is 

shown in relation to the number of objects currently planned with Allevo (per year). 

 

Figure 6.5: Popup “License properties” 

The figure above shows the number of currently planned objects (30) for the year 2016 as compared 

with the number of licensed objects (999). Process for determining data: 

 The check is made with respect to the license entered for the current *-layout (in the example 

above, the entry is made via controlling area 1000). 
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 In a second step, Allevo determines all controlling areas for which the same license key is also 

entered and then calculates the sum of all objects. In the example above, the number is “30”. If 

the license key has been issued for a specific controlling area, then only this controlling area is 

considered. 

 By default, the check is made according to the year as it is set in CX_WW. This can be changed in 

the popup. 

The objects that are relevant during counting can be viewed in a detailed list that can be called from 

the popup with the header “License properties” (Figure 6.5) via F2 (“Details” icon): 

 The first overview shows every relevant object (e.g., cost centers) according to the controlling 

area and the currently selected year (i.e. what the number “30” is based on in the figure above). 

 You can break down this list to show results according to layout or current status using F8. This is 

the same view as when calling directly via transaction /KERN/IPPCHECKSTATUS. 

Overviews regarding the number of active objects can also be called via status management (Section 

7.7). 

Display license log 

In constant maintenance for the *-layout, the button |License log| shows a list of messages that 

have come up during license checks (e.g. a warning if a license is limited to a certain time period). 

6.2.10 Allevo licenses for topics (side calculation planning) 

Allevo supports working with individual side calculations, which can serve as a catch-all for auxiliary 

calculations, detail planning etc. Examples could include: Marketing campaigns, investment planning, 

personnel planning, or vehicle fleet planning. The implementation of topics is achieved via individual 

satellite tables in the SAP system. As a result, technically speaking, a side calculation is made up of 

the assignment of satellites to the desired side calculation. The definition of the subjects and the as-

signment of the satellites can be made via the menu “Constants >> Maintain Side Calculations”. The 

entries made here of a general nature: they are dependent on the controlling area and the object 

type. 

 

Figure 6.6: Definition of side calculations and assignment of the number of satellites 

Allevo contains a number of predefined topics that are available to the user. User-defined topics are 

also possible. For each side calculation, the number of satellites that are to contain plan data for the 

side calculation should be entered (right column in Figure 6.6). 

Based on the list of the topics, the Satellite Assistant defines which satellite should be used for each 

side calculation. This is done in two steps: 
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 The entry in the *-layout determines which satellites should be actively used and to which side 

calculation planning they belong. In this step, it is also determined whether satellites should con-

tain real plan data, or if they should only be read (the latter do not require a license). 

 Only satellites that are entered in the *-layout can be activated for the respective named layout 

in the second step. 

Note: If no side calculations have been created, a satellite can be activated with an entry of “1” in the 

column for the side calculation (entry in *-layout). 

When saving the constants, Allevo checks the number of satellites per side calculation and compares 

these values to the license entered in the global constant LIC_KEY_SUBJECTS. 

6.2.11 Global constants 

For some select constants/settings Allevo offers a global input screen; e.g. to store the license num-

ber for side calculations (because the use of satellites must be comprehensive). 

The global input screen can be called via the Cockpit menu or the transaction /ALLEVO/GLOB_CONST. 

  

Figure 6.7: Enter global constants in the global input screen 

If a global constant is explicitly set within a layout, it overrides the global entry. 

6.3 Column definition (Column group)  

6.3.1 Overview 

The column definitions are an important element for controlling planning layouts. The column defini-

tions maintained on the SAP-side create a bridge to the Excel planning layout and determine which 

years, periods, and versions should be addressed when reading and writing data from and to Excel 

(for this reason, the term “time range” is sometimes used). 

  

Figure 6.8: Column definitions for reading and writing 
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By default, Allevo only provides the essential column definitions, e.g., for reading actuals data of the 

current year or for the specification of the planning year or planning version. The corresponding pa-

rameters are contained in the “Constant file” of Allevo. The import to the current layout can be car-

ried out as with other settings (see Section 6.12). The default column definitions can be replicated 

and expanded as necessary.  

As of Allevo 3.4., there is also a sort of "inheritance" of column definitions, i.e., the entries from the 

*-layout are passed to named layouts, if the corresponding ID is not also entered there (equivalent 

logic as with constants). Entries from the *-layout can only be changed there and not in the current 

layout. Entries from the *-layout are displayed with a different color: the 12 column definitions in the 

screenshot above are, however, all in the current layout. 

Note: It is possible to copy column definitions, even those entered in the *-layout. The copy is al-

ways created in the current layout and can have the same ID as the original entry from the *-

layout (this results in subsequent individualization). 

In some special cases, individual properties of the column definitions can be dynamically adjusted 

while working with Allevo. Examples: 

 The constants FLEX_YEAR and FLEX_VERSION allow for “flexible version entry” for changing the 

year and / or version for the main planning year. 

 In Allevo reporting, settings can be changed directly from the start screen 

 Via the constant DYNAMIC_COLDEFS, changed settings are transferred from Excel (see also the 

section “Change column properties” in the Allevo & Excel manual). This makes it possible to ac-

cess reference data from individual versions or time ranges directly from the planning interface. 

For each column definition, specific restrictions to value type or activity can be stored. 

Note: Usually, the characteristics of a column definition determine the contents of a column in an 

Excel sheet. The corresponding IDs can then be found in the header of an Excel column. In 

newer Allevo versions, this ID can also be in a row. In the current Allevo version, you can also 

visualize these IDs in rows (e.g. to view monthly blocks of planning and actuals values next to 

each other).  

In Excel, column definitions receive a suffix to define the contents of a cell with further detail 

(e.g., “Q” for quantities and “V” for values, possible entries are stored in the data element 

/KERN/IPPCOLTYPE). Further details for use in an Allevo Master are explained in the Allevo & 

Excel manual.  

 

6.3.2 Characteristics of a column definition 

Column definitions have names that are used on the Excel side. For example, the column definition 

for reading actuals data for the current year is CX_RR. In Excel, a further extension is added to this 

name. This extension depends on what is entered in the column: values, quantities, or prices (further 

details can be found in the Allevo & Excel manual).  
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A column definition is usually made up of two characters on the front, an underscore “_” as a separa-

tor, and then at most three further characters for describing the meaning. The following naming con-

ventions are standard: 

 A “C” at the beginning stands for column. This denotes a column definition (as opposed to a cell 

or row definition).  

 A “Y” as the second character denotes that the column definition is to be used for yearly values. 

An “M” as the second character, denotes monthly planning. An “X”, on the other hand, denotes 

that the column definition is relevant for both yearly and monthly planning. 

 An “R” after the separation character “_” denotes that the column has a reading function, a “W” 

denotes a writing function. 

 All other characters or numbers are simply used to create a unique code 

Note: The rules explained above refer to the Allevo standard for column definition names. In earlier 

program versions, the names had to be supplied with restrictions (for example, build using the 

logic CY_Rn or CM_Rn for reading, with “n” as a number between 1 and 99). 

Today, names such as CY_RAA or CY_RP1 are possible, i.e. IDs that potentially provide more 

meaning. The validity of a name is always checked from the ABAP side.  

With Allevo 3.5, the strict separation between reading and writing has been removed: never-

theless, it can be useful to retain the previous standards such as R and W (for read and write) 

in order to be able to recognize the meaning faster. 

By clicking on the editing icon ( ) in the toolbar, the parameters for the currently selected column 

definition can be changed (see Figure 6.9) 

   

Figure 6.9: Settings for column definitions 
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A column definition can be set up specifically for reading, writing, or both. The last option is always 

recommended if entered data are to be reread for viewing in Excel (in earlier Allevo versions, two 

separate column definitions needed to be defined). 

When reading reference data, Allevo can individually restrict the selection by transactions, value 

types, etc. (see Section 6.3.5 below). The following table describes other features in detail. 

Name Note 

Column definition Name of the column definition (see below for the naming conventions) 

Read/Write R = read only 

W = write only 

X = read and write 

The last option is useful if the entered data are to be reread for viewing in Excel (only 

possible with the Balloon variant in the Allevo Master). Restrictions: 

 Concrete assignment of planning year and version required 

 Reading via a second column definition is suppressed 

 

Active Definition Data can only be addressed by this column definition via the Allevo Master if this option 

is active (for example, can be used to temporarily disable column definitions). 

Description Free text for a general description of the column definition.  

This text is shown on the reporting screen. Column headings in Excel are usually com-

posed individually. 

Value category Value categories are predefined groupings of SAP value types. Here it is determined 

which type of information should be processed in the column (plan data, actuals data, 

commitments, or budget; see also Section 6.3.4). 

Version From/To Indicates the versions from which data should be read. For write-columns, only a single 

version can be maintained. 

Main currency  

 

Selection of the currency for which values should be displayed / processed. Options in-

clude (corresponding field groups in COSP/COSS in parentheses): 

C = Controlling area currency (WKG) 

O = Object currency (WOG) 

T = Transaction currency (WTG) 

When using currency type “T”, the currency key for primary costs can be predefined 

(see constant TRANS_CURRENCY). 

In profit center accounting, different names apply, and in addition, a fourth currency 

type “G” is possible (see the Allevo Profit Center manual for details). When using PC-in-

tegration with row definition P, the currency can also be defined via the constant 

PC_INT (see F1 documentation for the constant).  
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Second currency/fi-

xed portion  

 

When reading the data, a second value column can be created in Excel to display data 

in a second currency (via column suffix “_V2”, see Allevo & Excel manual) 

An entry of “F = fixed portion” permits the reading of fixed portions into the controlling 

area currency, as long as this information is available in the totals tables (COSP, COSS). 

In the case of actual-cost-splitting, these values are found under the value category 3 in 

the COSS table (also for primary costs). This requires a corresponding extension of the 

value types in the row and column definition. 

Delta planning Normally, planning is based on the principle that the last planned value represents the 

final planned value. 

If “delta planning” is activated, the rule is that the planning value already existing in the 

SAP system is supplemented by the new planning value. Please note that this approach 

requires precise organizational controlling of the planning processes. 

This setting is only relevant for write-columns. 

From/To  

period/year 

Specification of the periodicity for reading and writing. For writing columns, the To-Year 

must respect the From-Year. 

Allevo supports special periods 13 to 16 when reading actuals data:  

 They are automatically included in the year value according to the specification in 

the column definition. 

 For monthly display in Excel, the data is transferred exactly according to the period. 

If necessary, additional columns must be created in Excel. In earlier Allevo versions, 

only 12 columns were supported in the Excel: there, Allevo would add the special 

periods to the value in period 12. 

As of Version 3.4, special periods are also possible when reading and writing plan data. 

This function can be particularly helpful when storing plan data in the /KERN/ACOSx ta-

bles (e.g. when working with Allevo objects).  

Special periods for standard year planning need to be configured in SAP Customizing; a 

message from the BAPI draws attention to this (monthly planning only supports a maxi-

mum of 12 periods). 

Note: The constants FLEX_YEAR and FLEX_VERSION help Allevo to support so-called 

“flexible version entry”. In this case, the column definition is overwritten by the user’s 

current settings when planning is called. (see Section 3.2.7). 

When executing an Allevo transaction for reporting with reading of satellite data, the 

specifications for year and version can be copied from CX_RR to CX_RR (see details in 

section on Allevo reporting). 

 

Activate relative  Instead of an absolute specification for period and year, relative specifications can be 

made in another column definition:  

 For writing definitions, the reference is made in CX_WW  

 For reading definitions, the reference is made in CX_RR 

The relative references can have any prefix.  
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For the “anchor points” CX_WW and CX_RR, a relative reference to a column of the 

same name is possible in the *-layout. (see next section).  

Read activity price For reading the activity allocation (only for actuals), the display of a price on the level of 

the cost element/sender/activity type can be activated. The corresponding column in 

the Excel planning layout must already exist (see the Allevo & Excel manual for details). 

The constant TARIF_KZ defines how the characteristics “rate indicators” and “price 

unit” should be handled during reading. 

Allevo Tables (Sum-

marization) 

A big advantage of Allevo is the direct integration into the SAP-ERP system. In special 

cases it may make sense to stray away from this direct integration. Two applications are 

currently supported: 

 The reading and writing of data into Allevo-specific tables supports free calculation 

/ planning using the Allevo-specific object type (see Section 3.8 or the constant 

USE_ALLEVO_TABLES). 

 For increasing system performance, it can be advantageous to go back to data in 

their aggregated state during reading (e.g., on the level of object or cost element 

groups). The entry here determines whether the data for the column definition 

should be read from summarization levels (see Chapter 16). 

Reference if Stat. >= 

3 

Once a planning object reaches status 3, another definition can be specified for reading. 

In this case, a reference to a different column definition must be entered.  

Background: this function can be helpful for multi-year planning. For example: For sta-

tus 1 and 2, the column definition CY_R1 from the year 2016 is read with the version 

M1, which contains the planning values from the previous year. Planning is made under 

the column definition CX_WW in the same year, but into version M2. If plan data have 

already been transferred to SAP, resulting in status 3, it may be useful to read the cur-

rent status, 2016/M2 under the reading column definition CY_R1 instead of the old sta-

tus 2016/M2. This can be achieved by entering CX_WW in the column definition column 

for CY_R1. 

Special cases: 

(A) Displaying data on the object group level (e.g., in Allevo reporting functions when 

selecting via Tree). If the function “Reference if Stat. >=3” is simultaneously active, Al-

levo uses the following rule to determine the relevant status information for this group: 

 If at least one object is planned (status 3 reached), reading is done via the entered 

reference (in the normal case, this is the planned data), 

 Otherwise, reading is done via the original entries in the current column definition 

(in the normal case, this is the actuals data). 

(B) Jumping to another object type 

In Allevo MultiObject-mode, different object types can be addressed in a single master 

(e.g. cost centers and the corresponding orders). In this case, Allevo always takes the 

status of the current object into account (e.g. for an order, even though the entry is 

made via a cost center). If necessary, the column definitions are switched, even though 

no data are recorded. 

(C) Profit center-integration via row definition P 
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This case is different from case (B) in that the main object is used for determining status 

information (no separate status is maintained for the participating profit center). 

Refresh type Allevo offers the possibility to automatically refresh data in the Excel planning view 

when plan data have been saved. This can be useful in the planning of activities and ac-

tivity inputs, which are only evaluated by the activity prices stored in SAP after the data 

has been saved there. 

The function is activated via the “Value to” parameter for the constant 

READ_ON_OPEN. All column definitions that have an entry for the update type are 

read. Entry options include: 

 Empty = no update 

1 = only update if status is 3 

2 = always update 

The restriction on individual column definitions is mainly useful for performance rea-

sons. Normally, this is only useful for columns that read plan data. An exception to this 

is mixed reading of the actuals / plan data within monthly planning. Then the appropri-

ate update type must also be set for the actuals column, CX_RR (see F1-help for con-

stant YEAR1_PERIOD). 

Read without ob-

jects from 1:N group  

Background: Plan data are usually only saved to a representative object if a 1:n group is 

stored. As a result, the remaining objects of the group can be ignored when reading 

plan data. Advantages: 

 If there are numerous planning columns and large groups, this function can help 

with performance. 

 This setting prevents that values accumulate more and more if planning values are 

not only in the representative object. 

Constants which extend the Allevo read functions to associated objects (e.g., 

KOSTL_WITH_OR) remain unaffected when this function is set within the column defini-

tion. 

Note: = “Value to" in constant PSP_WITH_OBJECTS from earlier Allevo versions has ba-

sically the same effect. 

Mix with column 

group 

Allevo sums the values of the entered column definition for the current data (for exam-

ple, a mix of actuals and planning values in a year column). Usually, meaningful results 

are only to be expected if the corresponding time ranges do not overlap. 

Write comment Only applies to the write column definitions. The function of planning comments is acti-

vated. Data are saved depending on the posting combination (e.g. object, cost ele-

ment), the year and the version, and with an indication of the column definition (see Al-

levo table /KERN/IPPCOMMENT). For deviating definitions, please note the correspond-

ing constants (e.g., GROUP_COMMENT). 

Read comment only Only applies to reading column definitions, that have been exclusively set up for pro-

cessing comments (see “comment from”). 
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Comment from Reference is made to the column definition under which a comment was written. The 

following fields can then also be used to refer to the year and version (see also constant 

READ_COMMENT_SEQ for further options). 

Comments if Stat. 

>= 3 

As of status 3, an alternative column definition can be used to read comments (equiva-

lent to the entry for "Reference if Stat. >= 3"). 

Reporting: 

Column sorting 

For calling via an Allevo reporting transaction, this parameter defines in which se-

quence the column definitions should be listed in the start screen. The column defini-

tion must be active. 

Reporting: 

Changeable co-

lumns  

For calling via an Allevo reporting transaction, the user can enter some parameters di-

rectly in the start screen (e.g., year or version). 

The parameters entered here define the entry in the field via a 7-digit combination of 0 

and 1. Selectable options include: value category (1), version-from (2), version-to (3), 

period-from (4), year-from (5), period-to (6), and year-to (7). The numbers in parenthe-

ses here represent the placement within the 7-digit combination: a combination of 

1000100 enables the entry function of “value category” and “year-from” when execut-

ing a reporting transaction. 

As a general rule, the column groups can be freely defined and even multiplied. 

The column definition CX_WW has a special function: it defines the focus of the planning in the cur-

rent layout, for example the main planning year and the corresponding planning version. This results 

in some dependencies and subsequent functions: 

 Planning year and version are displayed in the Allevo start screen (only changeable in a special 

case known as “flexible version entry”)  

 The main planning year and version are crucial for status management. Even if several years are 

planned at the same time, the status is still controlled by these two entries.  

 These two entries are relevant for reading and writing satellite data. When calling an Allevo 

transaction for reporting, the entries from CX_RR can automatically be copied to CX_WW (see 

constant FLEX_VERSION and FLEX_YEAR)  

 Activity type-specific planning via Excel can only be performed for settings in CX_WW (see Chap-
ter 12) 

 The CX_WW setting is also used to plan the first 12 months of detailed monthly planning.  

The following column definitions also have a defined meaning through Allevo: 

 CY_RW is used for reading plan data that are included via CX_WW. 

 CX_RR stands for the reading of actuals data for the current year. The column definition is also 

used to read actuals data for monthly planning in the first year (see options for constant 

YEAR1_PERIOD).   

 CM_R1 stands for the reading of data for monthly planning of the first year, as long as the actuals 

data are to be displayed according to CX_RR (see options for YEAR1_PERIOD). 

 CM_R2 stands for reading monthly plan data of the second year (see options for the constant 

YEAR2_PERIOD). 
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 CM_W2 sets the definitions for the month-specific planning in the second year. (Remember: 

CX_WW is used for the first year). 

6.3.3 Relative payments and “inheritance”  

Calling an Allevo planning master can only be carried out via a named layout. If a column definition is 

addressed in the master that is not available in the corresponding layout, Allevo automatically 

searches for the corresponding entry in the *-layout. The same logic applies for constants, however, 

the referenced column definitions are not displayed (yet) in the maintenance transaction for master 

records for the named layout.  

By means of this “inheritance” of settings from the *-layout, the anchor points CX_WW and CX_RR 

can work with a reference for year and period, whereby the reference refers to the same column 

definitions in the *-layout. 

Note: The functions described here can simplify the transition to a new planning year. In rare cases, 

only changes to the *-layout may be required. 

6.3.4 Allevo-specific value categories 

SAP classifies data according to many, sometimes very specific, values types. For example, "01" = 

plan), "04" = actuals, "11" = statistical actuals, etc. Allevo simplifies this through its own characteristic 

“value category”. This is an Allevo-specific combination of CO value types and PCA record types and 

is assigned directly as a feature of a column definition (e.g. “1” for actuals data, “2” for plan data). 

The category describes the features that are relevant for reading reference data. 

The following table shows value types and record types that Allevo uses as a standard when reading 

reference data for a column group when there is no individual assignment (described further below). 

Value category CO value type (default) PCA record type (default) 

1 = actuals 4 0, 2 

2 = plan 1 1, 3 

3 = commitments 21, 22, 23, 26 Not relevant 

4 = Budget none Not relevant 

In rare cases, it may be useful to change or expand the default settings. 

Note: Table /KERN/IPPVALCAT defines the allocation of value types (CO) and/or record types (PCA) 

to Allevo value categories. The column PRESET defines the defaults. This table is usually filled 

via the constant file of the Allevo delivery.  

Allevo assigns the individual value types to these value categories by default. Normally, this will be 

sufficient, it is however possible to individually adapt the categories to specific requirements (see 

next sections). 
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6.3.5 Restrict reference data via transactions, value types, etc. 

For each column group, the reading function may further be restricted to specific CO business trans-

actions and/or value types. This is done by selecting a group in the corresponding tables via the spe-

cific settings menus. 

 

Figure 6.10: Transaction, value type and record type for each column group 

If no entries are available, the following rules apply: 

 There are no restrictions for the business transaction (all transactions are read). 

 The value type is “1” for plan columns and “4” for actuals columns by default (see previous sec-

tion). 

Note: From these default settings, statistical plan data (e.g., for revenues of a cost center) are only 

read by Allevo if the value type 10 is additionally entered individually for the respective column 

group. 

Individual entries for a column group are stored per layout in the Allevo tables /KERN/IPPCOLVGNG 

or /KERN/IPPCOLWTTP. 

Settings for the transactions and value types can be made for both columns and rows. For the indi-

vidual cell, the intersection of row and column definitions applies.  

Important: The resulting intersection may also be empty, so that the cell remains empty after the extrac-

tion of the data. The constant TEST can be used to find empty intersections. 

In profit center accounting, SAP uses the characteristic “record type” (e.g., 0 = actuals, 1 = plan) as 

equivalent to the CO-value type. Allevo allows the maintenance of value type and record type simul-

taneously in a single maintenance dialog (see figure above). This is especially important for Multi-

Object use, if there is a change in object type from CO (e.g., KS) to PC in the Allevo Master. 

6.3.6 Mass maintenance for base parameters of the column definition  

The transaction /ALLEVO/COLDEF_MNT allows the user to change base parameters for column defi-

nitions via an Excel interface. The transaction is primarily intended for adjustments that are made in 

preparation for a new planning round (for example, change of planning year, version, ...). It is particu-

larly useful if many layouts are in use at the same time or if many column definitions are to be 

adapted (creation / deletion of column definitions is NOT possible in this way, see notes below). 

Changes in the column definitions can be made individually for each layout, or for all layouts.  
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Figure 6.11: global maintenance of column definitions 

In the standard case, only active columns are taken into account. Comment columns are also ig-

nored.  

After entering the desired selection parameters Excel is called in inplace-mode. 

 

 

Figure 6.12: List of the selected column definitions 

The Excel folder automatically shows all relevant columns when the "Start inplace directly" selection 

option is active. Optionally, a template may also be stored in BDS or Allevo file management, e.g. for 

storing formulas or individual VBA functions (in this case it must be ensured that all columns are 

stored and the list is empty). The template cannot be used for uploading functions. Data is ex-

changed between SAP and Excel using the DATA area.  

Important: Only existing column definitions can be changed in the offered characteristics. New entries 

are not currently supported. 
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Please be sure to follow these entry rules: 

 The creation / deletion of column definitions is not allowed 

 Index characteristics, such as controlling area, object type, layout and column definition 

can NOT be changed. 

These rules are checked when data are transferred to SAP. If they are not followed the data 

cannot be saved in SAP. 

6.4 Row definitions 

6.4.1 Overview 

Row definitions regulate the reading and writing of data on the row-level, i.e. for the respective cost 

element, activity type, or statistical key figures (for details please refer to the Allevo & Excel manual). 

The settings on the SAP side are only relevant for reading the reference data (see Section 9.1).  

 

Figure 6.13: Overview of row definitions 

The same principle as for column definitions regarding “inheritance” applies here, i.e. the entries 

from the *-layout are transferred to the named layout if there is no code specifying otherwise. En-

tries from the *-layout can only be changed there and not the current layout. Entries from the *-lay-

out are displayed in a different color.  

As with column definitions, row definitions are defined on the SAP side and correspondingly used on 

the Excel side. The following characteristics can be relevant for definitions: 

 business transactions (VRGNG),  

 debit and credit indicators (BENKZ), and  

 value types (WRTTP).  

In the overview, Allevo shows where characteristics should be stored (see Figure 6.13). 

Note: The distinction between actuals and plan data (if necessary, the restriction on transactions) is 

made primarily by the entries for the column definitions. Further restrictions at the row defini-

tion level can lead to the intersection of a single line definition and a single row definition be-

ing empty. No values or quantities are shown.   
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The constant TEST can be used to display a list of possible empty intersections (see corre-

sponding F1-help for the constant). 

The line definition T has a special position for working with comments (it is not maintained in the 

master data). 

6.4.2 Characteristics of a row definition  

Row definitions have different properties that primarily control the reading of reference data. Such 

functions were implemented in earlier versions of Allevo using constants. These constants are also 

sometimes mentioned in the detail view of the row definition, in order to make the connection 

clearer (see also F1-help). 

 

Figure 6.14: features of row definitions 

Allevo can simultaneously read data via two separate row definitions and add the values: the second 

definition should be entered in the field “Mix with R-def.(read2)” (or as in earlier versions in the col-

umn “Read2” in the Excel master. 

Row definitions primarily control the reading of reference data. These functions are traditionally 

bound to the first letter of a definition (for example, “A” for reading primary costs). However, some 

of the functions can now be activated as a characteristic (for example, "read quantities", which was 

previously the property of the line definitions "B" and "J".) When updating to 3.5 or higher, these 

characteristics are automatically set for the existing line definitions. 

Row definitions have different properties which were implemented in earlier versions of Allevo via 

constants: these constants are also sometimes mentioned in the detail view of the row definition to 

make a simple reference to earlier versions (see F1-help for the relevant entry). The corresponding 

constants themselves, however, lose their meaning and are marked as "obsolete" in the F1 docu-

ment. Such properties are taken over from the set constants during an Allevo update. Example: con-

stant READ_SEC_TARIF affects the reading of prices: this is now the new flag "Always read prices". 
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Allevo can query individual database fields (for example, reading with restriction via functional area) 

when selecting reference data. The content of the selection is specified by column keys on the Excel 

side. These functions are described in detail in the next section. 

6.4.3 Restrict reference data via additional attributes 

A restriction of the read function can be carried out per row definition via additional attributes. 

6.4.3.1 Debit/credit indicators for rows  

If no settings are made for a row definition on debit and credit indicators, this only means that there 

are no limitations for this row definition. In this case, the row definition reads across all debit and 

credit indicators.  

6.4.3.2 Transactions for rows 

If no settings are made for a row definition, this only means that there are no limitations for this row 

definition. In this case, the row definition reads across all transactions. 

Note: Individually entered transactions are stored per row definition and layout in the Allevo table 

“/KERN/IPPROWVGNG”. This table is also filled when a constant-file is uploaded. 

6.4.3.3 Value types / record types for row definitions 

For value types, all row definitions for which no allocation has been defined show the default values 

1 (for plan data) and 4 (for actuals). This allocation is obtained, for example, when the constant-file 

of the Allevo standard delivery is read into the *-layout. This allocation can be changed individually 

for each layout and row definition (e.g., for a single row definition, you can only define statistical 

value types). 

Note: Individually allocated value types are stored in the Allevo table “/KERN/IPPROWWTTP” de-

pending on layout and row definition. 

Without an entry for value type, Allevo considers all value types that are defined by the re-

spective column group (but by default, there is always a restriction; see notes above) 

Use case: the row definitions A and B read primary costs, but by default without any statistically 

posted values. In order to read revenues, for example, in addition to “1” and “4”, the value types 

“10” and “11” must also be entered.  

Equivalent to the CO value type, SAP uses the characteristic "record type" (for example, 0 = actuals, 1 

= plan) in the context of PC-accounting. Allevo allows you to maintain the value type and record type 

simultaneously in a maintenance dialog. This is particularly advantageous for MultiObject applica-

tions when a change from a CO object type (e.g., KS) to object type PC occurs in the Allevo Master. 

6.4.3.4 Restriction via Excel keys such as CY_KEYR (and others)  

When reading reference data, Allevo offers functions that allow the user to query individual database 

fields (e.g. restrict reading by functional area). The contents of the query / the field can be provided 

from Excel via column keys such as CY_KEYR, CY_KEYRA or CY_KEYSA. 

These functions were controlled in earlier Allevo versions via constants: in current versions, the rele-

vant database fields can be directly entered as characteristics of a row definition (see F1-help for the 

corresponding constants, e.g., for READ_WITH_KEYR) 
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In special cases of PC planning, these fields can also be used for planning. 

Example: 

 When reading reference data from the COSP source table, the company code in the BUKRS field 

should also be taken into account, with respect to the current one in column CY_KEYR in the Al-

levo Master. 

 For this, "BUKRS" must be entered in the row definition with "Use KEYR field as" (or in constant 

READ_WITH_KEYR in older versions). 

 When reading from GLPCT or FAGLFLEXT, the database field RBUKRS is automatically used (since 

BUKRS does not exist there). 

6.5 Object groups with aggregated data (1:n settings)  

6.5.1 Planning / reporting via object groups  

Note: Though the examples used here involve cost centers, the following explanations also apply for 

orders and profit centers, and in an expanded form, also for projects. 

Frequently, cost centers exist that are posted as actuals, but the planning of which - for reasons of 

simplification - is to be executed in aggregation across several cost centers. For a homogeneous 

group of these cost centers, an additional cost center is then usually set up as a pure planning cost 

center, to which only planning values but no actuals values will be posted. 

Using the additional function “1:n”, exactly one planning cost center can be allocated to a cost center 

group. If the planner wants to plan this cost center group, they select a defined planning cost center, 

i.e. during the planning preparations, central controlling must set status 1 only for this cost center, 

while all other cost centers within the group remain blocked and thus cannot be planned.  

The representative object must be entered in the Master (exception see below): when the planner 

starts Allevo and reads the actuals data, the actuals of the entire group are cumulated and shown in 

Allevo. However, writing the plan data is only done for the planning cost center. 

Note: SAP offers a similar function for reporting. For example, in KSH2 with in the context menu for 

the group, then “settings for reports”. There, a representative cost center can be entered. On 

request, these assignments from the SAP reporting system can be automatically transferred to 

the 1:n settings of Allevo. 

The 1: n function also applies when reading planning values. However, since the assigned objects 

cannot (or should not) actually lead plan data, the 1:n resolution can normally be dispensed with for 

column definitions with plan data. This can lead to a performance improvement especially for large 

groups (see characteristics for column definition). 

A combination of 1:n planning with dynamic reading functions is possible (see Section 9.2), i.e. the 

dynamic also covers entries for objects, which are not planned but only read via group allocation. 

Special case Allevo MultiObject  

In this case, multiple object types can be planned simultaneously via a single Master. The contents of 

controlling parameters (such as constants) are stored in this case in the entry layout, i.e. to the start 
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object type. An exception is the 1:n object groups described here: they must be entered for the re-

spective object type (for a layout with the same name as the MO layout for the start object type). 

Example: Entry via cost centers with simultaneous planning of internal orders. If a group is to be used 

for the internal order, this must be stored in the OR layout of the same name. 

 

Application areas 

The 1: n functions of Allevo have been developed primarily to support Allevo's planning functions. 

This is where most of the references in the documentation are aimed. The corresponding program 

functions are also used in other applications, for example: 

 Selecting a group in Tree with aggregation of all relevant data (see Section 3.3). 

 MultiObject-mode with entry of a group in the Allevo Master instead of a concrete planning ob-

ject (see constant MULTI_WITH_GROUPS). 

These functions are primarily for reporting purposes. The assignment of a planning object (e.g., a cost 

center) to the group for the 1:n master data is then not required. Allevo, however, automatically runs 

through the same functions as when ungrouping. 

6.5.2 Setting up 1:n functions 

The administrator defines the 1:n-groups (by double-clicking on the folder |1:n customizing|). They 

can specify there, which planning cost center is allocated to which cost center group. 

 

Figure 6.15: Definition of planning cost centers for a group 

The entry fields are made up of a group and an assigned planning cost center as a representative ob-

ject: they must be contained in the respective group (checked when saving). 

Note: As of version 3.4, Allevo also considers 1:n assignments in the *-layout the same as assign-

ments in the current layout (the assignments can also be made for layouts generally.  

Since all cost centers entered here are usually also meant for planning, you can use the button |Set 

status| to set the Allevo status “01” for all entries. 
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SAP reporting also recognizes the assignment of a “rep. cost center” (e.g., in Transaction KSH3 in con-

text menu and then “settings for reporting”). In order to use these settings in Allevo, two options are 

available:   

1. Using the button |From SAP|, the SAP assignments can be transferred to the Allevo table. The 

entries are copied: this reduces the maintenance effort, and any adjustments for SAP reporting 

remain separate from Allevo planning.  

2. Alternatively, the constant READ_GROUPS_FROM_SAP can be used to read the SAP assignments 

directly during the planning process. Allevo’s own 1:n assignments are then no longer required. 

Allevo also takes into account groups which are stored as so-called "selection variants" (for example, 

via transaction KM1V for cost centers). As usual, the entry for the group must begin with a period. 

These selection variants can also be part of the fixed group definitions. 

6.5.3 Enter 1:n groups in the Allevo Master (Excel)  

In the Allevo Master, the column “MO_AO” usually contains the object number. This is also the case 

when planning via the 1:n function. By default, the cost center must be entered in MO_AO and not 

the ID of the group. This behavior is different from 1:n cost element groups (see Section 6.5). 

However, if the constant MULTI_WITH_GROUPS is active, the group ID can also be entered on the 

Excel side. This can be especially helpful if users tend to know the group IDs and descriptions better. 

Plan data are nonetheless still saved to a representative object.  

Note: Entering a group on the Excel side is possible as of Allevo 3.3.20. Allevo then works equiva-

lently as when dealing with 1:n cost element groups. 

6.5.4 1:n groups resolution during planning 

For individual object types, the assignment to groups can be defined in the SAP System in a time-de-

pendent manner (for example, KS, PC). Since the relevant time range is defined by parameters of the 

column definition, Allevo creates an individual list of assigned objects for each column definition. De-

pending on the customer environment, the planning relevant data of a cost center group, for exam-

ple, are read for different cost centers if necessary. The resolution per column definition can impact 

the performance of Allevo if 1:n groups are large. In this case, the constant USE_COLDEF_GROUP can 

be helpful to work with the same object list the whole time. The resolution of a group takes the en-

tire time range covered by the column definition into account.  

When calling planning, Allevo checks the SAP planning authorizations for each object in the 1:n 

group. In reporting mode (i.e. also when calling a group from the Tree), the authorization check is 

performed for read/write authorizations. If an authorization is missing, the respective object is not 

considered: this can lead to different results depending on the user. The standard conduct of authori-

zation checks can be adapted using the constant USE_1N_AUTH. 

6.5.5 Special features in reporting 

The additional 1:n function of Allevo is not active by default if Allevo is called via a reporting transac-

tion. For further details see Section 21.5 or constant ONETON_REPORTING.. 
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6.5.6 Transfer object groups with 1:n assignment from SAP reporting  

The SAP settings for reporting contain a similar assignment between groups and representative ob-

jects as is the case with Allevo. Example: see transaction KSH3 started via a hierarchy, then call the 

context menu for a cost center group and select "Settings for reports". 

In order to avoid doing double maintenance, Allevo can also optionally transfer or read these assign-

ments (see details in Section 27.13 or the documentation for the constant 

READ_GROUPS_FROM_SAP).  

These SAP assignments can also pre-define the content of placeholders (e.g. for use with offline pro-

cessing). 

6.5.7 Special features for 1:n settings for projects 

Within project planning, four different use cases exist with 1:n functions, since here the relationship 

between the planning elements is usually defined by the project structure and more rarely via a WBS 

element group. Depending on the case, the associated WBS elements are either automatically read 

or the user can specify them on the start screen. 

 1:n planning via WBS element groups 

In the same way as cost center planning, a group is assigned to each WBS element. This can be a 

WBS element group (see transaction CJSG or KJH2) or a selection variant (created using transac-

tion CJ8V). 

The 1:n settings for groups are only taken into account as long as one of the following cases is 

used.  

 Allevo single-object planning: starting via a project 

If single-object planning of WBS elements is called via the transaction /ALLEVO/PR and a project 

number is entered there, Allevo uses the first WBS element of the project as a representative 

planning element for all WBS elements in the project. 

In this case, automatic 1:n reading happens via all WBS elements of the project.  

 Allevo MultiPage: 1:n planning depending on level of project 

If the MultiPage planning of the object is called via transaction /ALLEVO/PRM, a project or WBS 

element group can optionally be used for starting: in both cases, Allevo generates a list of the 

corresponding WBS elements in order to display them on individual Excel sheets. 

When selecting a project, the list of WBS elements can be restricted to only include elements of a 

certain level (see the “level” field in the selection screen). If the option “Hierarchy 1:n” is set in 

the entry screen, Allevo automatically activates the 1:n reading for the selected level: a WBS ele-

ment on the selected level is therefore representative of the subordinate elements (data of the 

subordinate WBS elements are read and cumulated at this level). 

 1:n planning via line items in investment program 
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If planning in MultiObject-mode is called via transaction /ALLEVO/PRMO, the constant 

ONETON_IMZO can optionally control the 1:n reading via line items in the investment program 

(see F1-help for the constant). 

If the constant is active, all WBS elements belonging to the same item in the investment program 

are read for the WBS element. 

This function is also available for use in MultiPage-mode (transaction /ALLEVO/PRM), but you 

cannot work with the levels for 1:n in this case.  

At the level of the WBS elements, only those values that have been recorded directly to the WBS ele-

ment are displayed. The constant PSP_ACT_CUMULATE ensures that a total sum is created, including 

the values for all lower-level WBS elements. 

For WBS elements, there is an additional special function concerning the relationship between WBS 

elements and corresponding orders (or networks for business transactions). Details are described in 

the documentation for the constant PSP_WITH_OBJECTS. The function can be combined with all four 

above-mentioned 1:n functions. 

6.6 Cost element groups (1:n settings) 

During planning, it is often necessary to be oriented more strongly toward cost element groups than 

toward individual cost elements. In order to be able to make plans in this case as well, Allevo uses so-

called "representative cost elements" (see Section 11.6 for further details). 

Note: The statements here regarding cost element groups apply equally to account groups in the case 

of profit center planning. See also special instructions for working in MultiObject-mode below. 

When the groups are resolved, Allevo checks whether the corresponding master records are 

available, for example, as cost elements in table CSKB. For PC and KX additional master records 

for the account are considered (table SKA1). 

6.6.1 Entering cost element groups  

In the program menu |Cost element groups|, the appropriate assignments for cost element groups 

and representative cost elements can be defined (or account groups and accounts for PC object 

types). 

 

Figure 6.16: Assignment of planning cost elements to cost element groups 
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The entry field usually consists of a group and an assigned planning cost element.  

Note: As of version 3.4, Allevo also takes 1:n assignments in the *-layout into account, equivalent to 

the assignments in the current layout (the assignments can also be stored across layouts). 

When using MultiObject and changing the object type, please also pay attention to the notes 

further below in this section.  

Groups without an assignment of a planning cost element can also be entered: in this case, reading 

can only be done via the group (function available as of Allevo 3.0). This prevents the accidental input 

of planning data. However, the entry of comments is still possible via the row definition “T” in the 

Allevo Master. Even SAP reporting recognizes the assignment of “representative cost elements” (see 

transaction KAH3 context menu and then “Settings for reports”). In order to be able to use these set-

tings in Allevo, 2 alternatives are available: 

1. Using the button |From SAP|, SAP assignments can be transferred to the Allevo table. The en-

tries are simply copied: this reduces the maintenance effort, but settings for SAP reporting re-

main separate from Allevo planning.  

2. Alternatively, the constant READ_GROUPS_FROM_SAP can be used to read out the SAP assign-

ments directly when planning. The Allevo-specific 1:n assignments are then no longer necessary.  

By default, comments are saved to the cost element group. These can also be displayed via the group 

in SAP reporting (see section for report-report interface). If the comments should rather be saved to 

the planning cost element (as with planning values), the constant NO_GROUPCOMMENT must be 

set. 

Note: During planning, Allevo must resolve the cost element groups and then when reading the refer-

ence data, calculate the sum of all involved cost elements. The dissolving of large groups can 

impact the performance. In this case, the constant KAGRP_BUFFER can be helpful. 

6.6.2 Special feature for MultiObject planning with profit center 

If different objects are mixed in Allevo MultiObject, Allevo transfers the cost elements / account 

groups from the starting transaction. This rule applies for version 3.3 and higher; in older versions 

the groups for layouts of the same name had to be entered for all object types. By default, the 

groups only need to be stored for a single object type.  

A special case arises when working with MultiObject-mode, if a switch is made between profit center 

planning and CO-object types. 

Background: Frequently, groups are created for accounts or cost elements with the same name and con-

tent in the SAP system. This ensures comparable evaluation possibilities. However, there 

may also be some deviations, e.g.  

1) The same group names are used, but within PC accounting other accounts are assigned 

as cost elements in CO. 

2) Completely different groups are created, i.e. with different names and structures. 

Allevo takes both of these cases into account. 

With this background in mind, please pay attention to the following: 
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 In older Allevo versions, groups with the same name and content had to be created (i.e. the same 

cost elements and accounts had to be contained in the group), because Allevo internally refer-

enced only to a single group. 

 As of Allevo 3.4, account groups or cost element groups are ungrouped if a switch between PC 

and CO object types is made. This ensures that a group is also read with the relevant cost ele-

ments / accounts, even if the content differs. 

 If you are working in MO-mode and there are different names for groups, the respective layout 

must be created twice (once for PC and once for the relevant CO object type). Otherwise, entries 

in the table with 1:n links would not be possible. When reading reference data, for example, Al-

levo automatically looks for a layout with the same name for the other (either PC or CO) object 

type. 

This combination is also allowed for applications in connection with Allevo objects (e.g. a combina-

tion of KX and PC) 

6.6.3 MultiObject planning via MOD 

MOD is a special form of MultiObject with the goal of being able to freely choose objects and cost 

elements directly from the Allevo start screen. The planning form then automatically generates a 

structure from the combination of the objects and cost elements and also takes the provision of rows 

for subtotals (see detailed description in Allevo & Excel manual). 

If the MOD function is active and cost element groups are stored via 1:n, these groups are not un-

grouped, but rather are directly entered in the Excel sheet with the name of the group (in a second 

step, the totals for the group are read in an individual row). 

6.6.4 Transfer cost element groups with 1:n assignment from SAP reports 

The SAP settings for reporting contain similar assignments between groups and representative cost 

elements as it is done in Allevo. For example, see transaction KAH3 displaying the hierarchy, then call 

the context menu for a cost element group with the entry “Settings for reporting”. 

In order to avoid having to perform double maintenance, Allevo can optionally transfer or read these 

assignments (see details in Section 27.13 or the documentation for the constant 

READ_FROM_GROUPS_SAP). 

6.7 Groups (for determining Allevo Master)  

In some cases, it can be useful to use different Masters within a single layout, e.g. depending on the 

selected objects. For this function, objects can be combined into groups and entered in the |Groups| 

menu (e.g. as a cost center group). 

When the planner selects a cost center, Allevo checks whether the cost center belongs to one of 

these groups. If yes, an Allevo Master that is stored for this group is loaded. To find the master, Al-

levo uses a symbolic file name that is automatically appended with the ID of the group (e.g. for use 

with the constant BDS_ENABLED). 

Note: This function only works if the symbolic file name is automatically generated by Allevo, as de-

scribed in Section 22.4.2. The column “Value to” for BDS_ENABLED must be empty, and also for 
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FILE_TEMPLATE (more information available in the F1-help for the constant). The corresponding 

Master must also be stored in BDS or the Allevo file system under the generated name. 

It is also important to ensure that the cost centers are not contained in several of the selected 

groups, as this can otherwise lead to confusion. 

6.8 Restrictions for dynamic areas (cost elements and activity types) 

Allevo also allows using the so-called dynamic ranges in the Excel planning layout, in particular read-

ing data from activity allocation (Section 9.2). 

Dynamic ranges can be quite performance-intensive since read operations are carried out with par-

tially open instructions for selection. For this reason, a restriction to relevant cost elements can be 

set for this folder.  

As of Allevo 3.4. it is alternatively possible to create a restriction based on recipient activity types. 

Since this filter is only applied after the posted rows are read, performance will not be markedly im-

proved. This filter can be useful however, if only some of the activity types posted in the SAP system 

are to be used in planning (shortens the list in Excel). 

The filters are passed through the dynamic range in Excel when the rows are created; The row defini-

tions X, Y and Z are therefore relevant. 

6.9 Rules for activity type-dependent planning  

This range is only relevant if planning should be made in an activity type-dependent manner and the 

Allevo rule planning is used.  

A prepared Excel file must be stored in the system for the maintenance of the master data of the set 

of rules: the call is optionally made via Allevo file management or the SAP document management in 

BDS (see also Sections 22.4 and 22.5). For the symbolic file name, a predefined naming convention 

applies according to the scheme: ZIPP_LS_XXXX (where XXXX represents the respective current con-

trolling area). 

The definition itself can be made either as a function of the planning layout, or by storing default val-

ues in the * -layout (the number of respective entries is displayed in the ALV Tree from the start 

screen). The input is made via three Excel ranges with the following contents / components: 

  “Activity Type”: which cost centers provide which activity types? 

 “Share”: proportion of the activity types 

 “FixVar”: separation of fixed and variable parts 

The corresponding database tables in SAP are /KERN/IPPLSTARS, /KERN/IPPANTEIL and /KERN/IPP-

FIXVAR. 

Working with activity type-dependent planning in Allevo and the corresponding rule set is explained 

in detail in Section 12.2.  

6.10 Rules for automatic entries in PCA  

This administration menu defines allocation rules for using profit center integration (see Section 

17.4). Allocations are only necessary if planning for the cost element type 11 (revenues) is intended. 
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Note: When using the corresponding row definition, the rule for automatic entries allows the post-

ing of a row value to another object than the one currently being planned. The object type can 

be PR, OR or KS. The allocation of the planning object to the automatic posting object is done 

in this menu. 

If, for example, certain cost elements are to be planned for an order of the cost center and not 

for the cost center itself, this can be done by integrated planning directly from cost center 

planning. 

The constant PC_INT must be active. 

6.11 Authorization concept 

Allevo offers a redundant authorization management for cost center, order and project access. It is 

particularly useful to work with the Allevo authorization concept when SAP authorizations do not use 

the organizational level, i.e. the individual cost center.  

6.12 Tools for the administration and backup of settings  

6.12.1 Export / Import constants and settings for text files 

Through the menu |Planning layout| in the Allevo start dialog, you can access the general program 

settings for the planning layout and constants.  

 

Figure 6.17: Administration of all constants and program options 

The constants' settings refer to the active layout. The following functions are available: 

 |Edit| switches to the editing mode for constants (as described for the function in Section 6.2) 

 |Delete| deletes all constants of the current layout 

 |Export| creates a text file of constants and settings which can be used, for example, to save 

data and |Import| back from another system, if needed. With these downloads and uploads, 

settings made in the test system can easily be transferred to the productive system. 

 |Copy| transfers the constants to another layout in the same system. 
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Note: Constants and settings can also be transferred to layouts of another object type. In this case, 

however, care must be taken to ensure that the functions are individually adapted to the object 

type for some constants (becoming redundant in some target layouts). 

Exporting constants / settings as a text file (download) 

The export is normally done for the active layout. Alternatively, all layouts existing for a controlling 

area/object type can be exported. The content to export can be filtered (for example constants or 

column definitions only). 

Import constants / settings as text file (upload) 

When importing a file, the content is completely loaded in the internal memory, and the user then 

can choose from the list of layouts found in the file. 

 

Figure 6.18: Program dialog when importing constants 

In the upper right, the data of the source system are shown. A source file can contain data for differ-

ent layouts. Accordingly, the layout to be imported must be selected from the file. Optionally, a lay-

out with a different name can be selected as destination (if needed, it will be created). 

The following must be respected when importing: 
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 The constants/settings to be imported can be individually selected in the "Layout data" field. By 

default, the layout data found for the respective text file entries are activated (corresponding to 

the data exported). 

 When activating data in the field “Layout independent data”, all existing data is read from the text 

file for import (without reference to the layout). The import is useful, for example, when switching 

from one system to another. 

 When copying data, all constants/settings available in the text file are updated by default. (current 

exceptions include LIC_KEY, RFC_DEST and LIST_RIGHT_CHECK, which are only usable in the *-lay-

out. 

 Any constants/settings that may be available in the target layout will be maintained. To obtain a 

real 1:1 copy of the imported text file, the option "Delete old data" must be active. 

Note: For Allevo 3.0 and later, a new text file format is used. Allevo automatically recognized the dif-

ferent formats in the header.  Therefore, the header in the text file must not be deleted. A back 

transfer from the current format to an earlier Allevo version is not supported. 

6.12.2 Copying settings / constants  

For copying, the same selection parameters are available as for importing/exporting 

6.12.3 Cross-module upload / download of settings  

Using the transaction /ALLEVO/SET_UP_DOWN or the corresponding menu entry in the Allevo Cock-

pit, settings from different Allevo modules can be simultaneously saved in a file and uploaded at a 

later time. All settings are transferred (e.g., all settings for a layout). This powerful function is ex-

plained in greater detail in Section 27.11.  
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7 Planning status management  

7.1 Functional overview  

Allevo offers the following status information for the planning object: 

Status Definition Comment 

1 Open  The status administrator sets this status in order to release the object for 

planning with Allevo.  

2 Activated This status is automatically set once the planner has read the reference data 

of the object for the first time (using Allevo). 

3 Planned This status is automatically set once the planner has transferred the plan data 

back to SAP for the first time (using Allevo). 

4 Closed This status can be set by the status administrator or by the planner when 

planning of the object is completed. If this status is set, no further planning 

values can be entered. 

One exception: A user with ZIPP_ST5 authorization status can still make 

changes afterwards. This setting can be changed using the constant 

AUTH_ST5_REDUCE. 

5 Reviewed This status is manually set by a user having the ZIPP_ST5 authorization (see 

Section 23.5). Such users can also reset the status. This setting can be 

changed using the constant AUTH_ST5_REDUCE. 

6 Released This status is manually set by a user having the ZIPP_ST6 authorization. (see 

Section 23.5) 

At different places within the program, the Allevo status is shown using icons. By default, these are 

standard “traffic light” icons. The assignment and display of icons can be configured with the con-

stant STATUS_ICON. 

Allevo can provide the planning status individually for each layout, or for the central controlling area 

for all layouts (see Section 7.4). 

As a rule, status 1 must be stored for the main planning year and the planning version, so that an ob-

ject can be called for planning (planning year/version correspond to column definition CX_WW see 

Section 6.2.9). The query for status also applies to multi-year planning; further combinations of fiscal 

year/version are not relevant. 

Note: This rule applies in particular when MultiObject transactions are called, which allow you to 

plan across the boundaries of the object type. For different object types, a separate layout 

must be created (with the same name as in the start layout). 

Alternatively, the constant STATUS_READ_ALL can be used to call planning without an entry in 

status management. Allevo generates the necessary status entry itself as soon as planning val-

ues are transferred to an object. 

Further status information is either generated from the program itself (e.g. when plan data are trans-

ferred) or is set individually (e.g. when closing planning). The use of individual functions is linked with 

special authorizations (e.g. for additional checks for status 5 and 6). 
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7.2 Calling status management  

The processing screen for Allevo status management can be called in many ways; In all cases the au-

thorization group ZIPP_STT (or a superior group) must be stored for the respective user. Possible 

ways to call include: 

 Based on the authorization, it can be called in the start dialog of an Allevo planning transaction in 

the "Services" area with the | Status Management | button (see Figure 3.2) 

 For planners that have multiple objects to plan, but do not have the authorization for status 

management, it can be called using a customized button (controlled via the constant STATUS, see 

Section 7.8). 

 Status management can be called directly via the Cockpit or the transaction /ALLEVO/STATUS 

with an indication of the controlling area and the object type. In the layout selection, only those 

layouts where a status is assigned will be available for selection. The call takes into account the 

access for planners (see documentation for the constant STATUS) 

In each case, the status management screen in Figure 7.1 appears. 

7.3 Status management processing screen  

7.3.1 Functional overview 

Within status management, planning objects (e.g. cost centers) are shown with their planning status: 

 As a list with a status for each object 

 And in a condensed list with the number of objects for each status (for example, the number of 

objects with planning status 4 = closed). 

 

Figure 7.1: Status management, shown here including authorizations for reviewing and releasing 
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The list view of the selected objects shows the responsible planner for the master record and the 

current status. The display is made up of an ALV grid. Accordingly, the display structure can be ad-

justed to individual specifications and saved as a display variant. A variant of this list is always user-

specific; if it is saved with the option “default setting”, it applies to all object types.  

Examples for additional information that can be displayed with the help of familiar ALV functions in-

clude: 

 Information on the most recent changes to a status row including the user, date and time, as well 

as information on the most recent plan data transfer (you can see when the current object was 

last actively planned). 

 Organizational assignments such as profit center, cost center, company code and period of valid-

ity 

 Information on group ID, if a 1:n group is stored 

Die Listendarstellung der selektierten Objekte zeigt im Standard einen Verantwortlichen (entspre-

chend Stammsatz und den aktuellen Status. Die Darstellung erfolgt über ein ALV-Grid; entsprechend 

lässt sich der Aufbau an individuelle Anforderungen anpassen und als Anzeigevariante speichern. 

Eine Variante dieser Liste ist immer benutzerspezifisch; gespeichert mit Option „Voreinstellung“ gilt 

sie für jede Objektart. 

Beispiele für Zusatzinformationen, die mit Hilfe der bekannten ALV-Funktionen eingeblendet werden 

können: 

A BAdI can also be used to insert customer-specific information. Alternatively, the user can directly 

display the master record for the currently selected object using the menu "Jump >> Master data" 

(e.g., via KS03 for cost centers). 

After the first selection of the objects (see procedure below), the portion of objects per status are 

grouped to the right in the "Status overview" area. The selection can be further restricted by means 

of the corresponding buttons; for example, only display objects that are already "Active" or already 

"Closed". If such an additional filter is set, the button is subsequently grayed out. By default, no addi-

tional filter is set after the selection of the objects (i.e. what is shown when the "All" button is se-

lected). However, an additional filter can also be preset with the constant STATUS_FILTER. 

Note: Frequently, all planning objects are transferred to status management before the planning is 

started (i.e. they are activated). For later calls, only the current status of activated objects is of 

interest: in this case, it makes sense to use the additional filter "Active" directly at the start. 

Allevo can create a status individually for each layout or, alternatively, for all layouts within the con-

trolling area and object type. The status is always dependent on planning year and planning version, 

which result from column definition CX_WW (see also Section 5.2). 

7.3.2 Object selection  

For the selection of objects within status management, the usual selection criteria such as groups or 

From/To are available. Presets of these parameters are usually adopted by the calling program. 
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Figure 7.2: Status depending on planning year and planning version 

Normally, you would change the status for planning year and version as it is preset in CX_WW. All 

other versions that are actively stored in the system are also available for selection and therefore re-

striction of the list. This can be useful, for example, when Allevo is working with flexible version start, 

where the user can select differing validity ranged (see constant FLEX_VERSION). 

Note: A special situation also arises when planning via the additional module FP. In special cases, sta-

tus entries are generated automatically for a layout with the name FP and also for versions 

with the same name. If there are entries in the status table, Allevo also displays this layout in 

the layout selection box (or other layouts for which a status exists). 

The following filters are automatically respected when creating the object list: 

 For cost centers and profit centers, Allevo checks the range of validity according to the “refer-

ence date” (see figure above): normally this is the last day in the selected year. This date can also 

be changed in order to only see cost centers that were valid at the beginning on the year, for ex-

ample (the changed date must be changed within the selected planning year). 

 For cost centers, Allevo also checks whether planning locks are set (a detailed evaluation and dis-

play of planning locks can be displayed with from the menu “Additional filter”. 

 For internal orders, Allevo considers the deletion flag and, in individual cases, checks whether 

relevant transactions (RKP1, RKP2 or RKP2) are permitted. In this way, closed orders are also 

suppressed. 

 For WBS elements, the planning indicator must be set in the master record. 

Note: If the constant LIST_RIGHT_CHECK has been activated in the *-constants, only the objects for 

which the user has an SAP display authorization are displayed in status management (for de-

tails on the authorization check, see Section Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden 

werden.). 

This function is not available for WBS elements. 

7.3.3 Change status  

In order to change status information, a user must have ZIPP_STT authorization (or higher). In this 

Allevo role as a status administrator, a user can release planning objects for planning and change the 

planning status (between levels 1-4). The following entry possibilities are available: 

 Change an object status directly in the corresponding column of the ALV grid. 

 By selecting one or more rows and clicking the button |Set status|, the status can simultaneously 

be changed for multiple planning objects. In both cases, only status 1-4 are available for selection 

(also in the F4-value help). Caution: all selected entries are changed regardless of their previous 

status (potentially increased for the license count). 

 To close objects in a controlled manner, click the |Close| button.  In this case, only those objects 

which had already been planned (i.e., status 3), are set to status 4; Objects with status below 3 
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are reset, and thus removed from the status list. Important: in the end, the status list only con-

tains objects that were actually planned. 

 Status 5 (reviewed) and status 6 (released) can only be assigned using the buttons of the same 

name. The respective status is set for all currently selected rows (also depending on the previous 

status). 

Note: The assignment of status 5 and 6 is designed for applications where a separate review of the 

planning results is required. Accordingly, the buttons |Review| and |Release| are only dis-

played if the current user has the authorizations ZIPP_ST5 or ZIPP_ST6 (and is thus authorized 

to set and reset the current status).  

See constant AUTH_ST5_REDUCE to allow resetting of status 5 in a restricted manner. 

7.3.4 Copy status  

In order to organize planning in another fiscal year or version, all planning objects for the current 

planning session (Status larger than 0) can be transferred to another layout with a different combina-

tion of planning year and version (or even a different layout) using the button |Copy Status|.  

 

Figure 7.3: Copy status 

Any planning version can be entered as the target, even those that are not active in the SAP system 

(if necessary, Allevo gives a warning). 

Normally, the information for the target planning year and version are designed for future planning. 

In other words, the status is set to 1 in the target (the objects are automatically released for plan-

ning). 

For some exceptions (e.g., when contiguous planning steps are involved), it may be useful to simply 

transfer the existing status. In this case, enter an “S” (=copy status from source) in the status field. 

If the option “only valid objects” is selected when copying, Allevo checks whether the original list 

contains objects that are no longer relevant in the new planning year. The criteria are the validity 

range for cost centers and profit centers, and the system status is checked for orders, and WBS ele-

ments (query for "I0046 closed"). 

Note: The copy function can be assigned additional authorization via the constant STATUS_COPY to 

prevent unintentional calling (if access to status management is unlocked for many employees). 
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7.4 Status dependent on the Allevo planning layout  

In the standard delivery of Allevo, the status is controlled independently from the planning layout. If 

the constant STAUTS is active in the respective planning layout (entry of X in “Value from”), the sta-

tus can, however, be controlled depending on the planning layout. 

Status management shows whether the status is controlled centrally or if it is dependent on the plan-

ning layout (see Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5). 

 

Figure 7.4: General status with the indication “*-Status” 

 

Figure 7.5: Status dependent on the planning layout 

The decision whether the status is to be centrally planned or using the relevant planning layout, is 

usually made in the project phase. For retroactive changes with integration of specific layouts in one 

common layout, it may be necessary to merge existing status information. In this case the additional 

report /KERN/IPP_STATUS_MERGE can be useful assuring that the then highest status found is taken. 

7.5 Update status to another layout 

To display workflow functions, changes to the status in a layout can influence the status in another 

layout (for example, to release objects in the subsequent layout for planning when the preceding 

planning has ended). 

A control table defines what the entry in the subsequent layout should look like. The table is filled 

using the menu “GoTo >> Next Status”: 

 

Figure 7.6: Stats dependent on the planning layout 

In the example above, a cost center is automatically opened for planning in layout WORK (status 1), 

when the planner closes this cost center in the current layout. The status entry in the subsequent lay-

out is made for the respective main planning year (and also for the version there). 

Note: For this function, the constant STATUS must be active. Entries in the subsequent layout are only 

created or changed if a previous status change has been triggered via the Excel planning inter-

face (direct change in status management does not trigger entries in the subsequent layout). 

7.6 Status overview by layout dependent status 

If a separate status is maintained for each planning layout, there is occasionally the need to display 

the respective status in an overview. You can call this overview via the |Status Overview| button 
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within status management. The button appears only if the user has authorizations for groups 

ZIPP_ST5 and ZIPP_ST6. 

 

Figure 7.7: Status overview for different planning layouts 

The status overview is simply a display function: the objects listed are those from the original selec-

tion, but now with the status information from other layouts. It is therefore immediately recogniza-

ble which objects are also being processed in other layouts and whether they have the same or a de-

viating planning status. 

7.7 License warnings  

The number of objects in status management is also relevant for Allevo licenses, with the following 

rules: 

 Allevo creates a sum of all objects that have a status of 3(=planning) or higher 

 All controlling areas equipped with an Allevo layout are taken into account 

 Each object is only considered once per year, even if it is addressed in multiple layouts 

Normally, new planning objects are added with status 1: these objects are not directly relevant for 

license checks (only applicable as of status 3). However, the number of new objects shows whether 

the license limit may be exceeded as planning progresses. Therefore, when saving, Allevo also checks 

objects with status 1 and, if necessary, issues a warning. 

Note: Changes in planning status can also be made via the additional module FP. Normally a layout 

with the name "FP" is addressed and also a version "FP" (see FP manual). In status manage-

ment, this layout is automatically selected as soon as status entries exist. 

A complete overview of the current license situation can be displayed in the Cockpit via the menu 

|Cockpit – License overview|. This license overview is also available in status management with a re-

striction for controlling area and object type via the menu |Tools – License warnings| for the follow-

ing reports: 
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1. “Active by controlling area” shows the number of licenses per controlling area and the utilization 

of objects for the currently selected year. By clicking on the license number, you can see details 

on the license scope. From here, you can jump to a list of all license-relevant objects. 

2. “Active by version and layout” shows details on license use for the current year. All layouts and 

versions with a status entry are displayed (summary rows are shown in yellow). 

3. “All active planning objects” shows the same as information as number 2, but as an overview for 

all years, layouts, versions... 

The overview shows the following details in the columns: 

 "Active (St >=3)" shows the number of objects included in the current license 

 "Licensed" shows the number of objects used for the current license 

 "Active (St >=1)" shows the number of objects currently entered in the status table. 

The evaluation is designed to help recognize critical situations. 

Note: Usually, administrators receive a warning once per day if there are any license issues (e.g. 

through newly added objects). The constant ACT_LICENSE_WARNING allows this function to be 

customized. 

7.8 Status menu for the planner 

For planners that have multiple objects to plan, but have no authorization for status management, a 

personal status menu can be activated (via the “Value to” column for the constant STATUS; see F1 

help for details). 

In this case, an additional button |Status overview| appears in the upper area of the Allevo start dia-

log. 

 

Figure 7.8: Personal status menu for the planner 

In this mode, the planner only sees those objects for which they have an SAP planning authorization. 

Depending on the entries for the constant, the planner can change any entries, or can only set status 

4 (= closed). 

7.9 Display status in Allevo planning view 

In the Allevo start screen as well as the planning input screen, the status of the respective start ob-

ject is usually shown (e.g., CC_STATUS in the Excel master). 
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In the case of a MultiObject, it may be important to know the Allevo status for each listed planning 

object. The constant READ_STATUS activates such a function. 

7.10 Constants for use with status management  

The following constants have effects on functions in status management or for the display of status 

information: 

 STATUS control call of status management for planning layouts 

 READ_STATUS show status in the Allevo planning view 

 STATUS_COPY Parameter for copying status information 

 STATUS_FILTER default filter in status management 

 STATUS_READ_ALL read objects without a valid Allevo status 

 STATUS_SEND_EMAIL send an email after planning is released 

 STATUS_ICON determine icons for displaying the Allevo status 

 AUTH_ST5_REDUCE restrict the authorization for reducing from status 5 

 ACT_LICENSE_WARNING set up warnings for license counting information 
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8 Allevo planning layouts  

8.1 Functional overview for planning layouts  

Allevo offers a very wide range of variability, if the task is to use specific planning layouts for different 

purposes, and access different Excel planning layouts. Due to system requirements, Allevo generally 

differentiates by controlling areas and object types, i.e. for each combination of controlling area and 

object type, a separate Excel planning layout (Excel file) must be created.  

Which Allevo Master to use can be individually adjusted according to specific requirements: 

 Allevo has so-called "named" planning layouts and a superior layout for each controlling area and 

object type (without a defined short name). Settings can optionally be made in the named lay-

out, or in the higher-level layout, with settings being passed through if necessary. 

 An Allevo-Excel Master can be integrated in different layouts, however, different masters can 

also be addressed in a single layout (e.g., depending on a cost center group, see Section 6.7). 

 Each layout can have different authorizations (e.g., for separate planning of personnel costs) 

 The satellites used are activated for the respective planning layout and these can be provided 

with individual authorizations 

For the setup of new layouts, Allevo offers a multitude of help functions (e.g. up/download of set-

tings or copying data from an existing layout). If an Allevo Master with appropriate constant files al-

ready exists, the Allevo wizard can transfer these settings to a new layout.  

Allevo offers an evaluation of the layout depending on important characteristics (see Section 8.9). 

8.2 Settings of the Allevo planning layout 

With the selection of an object (for example, a cost center), it is sometimes unclear which business 

tasks are to be completed. Tasks can be differentiated, for example, according to budget and forecast 

processing for plans corresponding to different years and versions, or planning processes can be di-

vided according to their business content, such as cost of materials and personnel expenses.   

Allevo offers the possibility to define as many individual planning layouts as necessary. Each planning 

layout has its own settings. The planner is shown a selection of different Excel planning layouts de-

signed for different tasks. 

Different planning layouts can be created using the button |Planning layout| in the "Administration" 

area of the start dialog (see Figure 3.2). Only the administrator is authorized for access (authorization 

group ZIPP_LAY and/or ZIPP_ADM). When the menu is opened you see the following screen:  
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Figure 8.1: Options for defining the planning layout 

From here the user can access all basic functions of layout administration (creation of layouts, alloca-

tion of authorizations, upload/download of constants ...). The respective functions are described in 

the following sections. 

Note: The authorization group ZIPP_ZMM is additionally required for using the functions |Planning 

layout| to |Satellite-Authority| in the upper block (see also Chapter 23).  

8.3 Defining planning layouts  

The basic data of an Allevo planning layout consist of a four-character ID, a description and an indica-

tion of the application mode (e.g., MultiPage-mode). 

The processing of these basic settings for the planning layout is done by clicking on the |planning lay-

out| button with the following overview: 

 

Figure 8.2: Defining planning layouts 

Allevo layouts are addressed with a four-character ID and are automatically assigned to the object 

type of the start transaction and to the current controlling area when they are created. A description 

of the layout is stored in a language dependent manner, and when a new layout is created, it is saved 

in the current logon language. Later, when a layout is selected, Allevo first searches in the logon lan-

guage and then other languages.  

The entries in the columns 'Single', 'MultiPage', 'MO' (MultiObject) and 'REP' (Reporting) control the 

layout list on the Allevo start screen. If no entry is made, the layout is shown for all planning transac-

tions except reporting. 
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Note: When starting planning via ABC, a unique definition must be made (e.g., only mark the “Multi” 

column for MultiPage-mode).  

As of version 3.4, “ABC mode” is selected in a separate column. If no entry is made there, ABC 

searches for the appropriate mode from the standard columns (see ABC manual).   

 

This ABC mode is also relevant for Allevo-inplace-mode if the call is made from the panel (Allevo 

3.5 and higher). 

Please note that for each entry made in this table, one Allevo Master must be stored in the form of 

an Excel file containing the actual planning interface. Please read Section 20.9 for more information. 

The individual performance of a layout results from the assigned constants or other settings. For this 

reason, it is often useful to copy an existing layout or to create a new constant file via import (the rel-

evant parameters can then be changed). The Allevo Wizard uses the same approach. 

Delete layout  

To delete a layout, the appropriate row is simply removed from the ALV list. When editing of the list 

is complete, Allevo checks the missing layouts with a security query. If desired, all data / settings are 

deleted from the Allevo tables that were previously assigned to the layout (not only the master rec-

ord). 

In earlier versions, the settings are saved in the background (e.g. constants, but also status infor-

mation), optionally, the layout could also be rebuilt with the entry of the ID. In order to locate the 

data from these old layouts, Allevo offers a check function: the data for such old layouts can be sub-

sequently deleted. 

8.4 Read data for a layout with the Allevo Wizard 

This function simplifies the creation of a new layout by reading existing constant files. In this case, 

the planning master is addressed via Allevo file management. The corresponding file path is automat-

ically applied. Consequently, the layout can be immediately used for planning without further config-

uration (e.g., also for planning a workshop) 

The wizard is called from the “Editing” menu in the Allevo Cockpit. 
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Figure 8.3: Allevo Wizard for the creation of planning layouts 

In the first step, a path for accessing the Allevo Master and for reading a constant file is entered. In 

the second step, IDs and descriptions for the layout can be assigned (defaults are from the imported 

constant file). The Wizard is designed to quickly create a new layout; If a layout already exists, a 

warning is displayed. 

8.5 Access control for planning layouts  

Allevo uses the authorization object ZIPP_LAY to control access to planning layouts. This authoriza-

tion object is only evaluated by Allevo if it is defined in the system by the authorization administra-

tion (see Section 23.5). Additionally, authorization access can be controlled directly via Allevo set-

tings. This can be useful if access should be temporarily changed during the planning process.  

The access authorizations for planning layouts can be given to a single employee, or also for an ap-

propriate SAP user role. The two buttons |Layout authorization| and |Admin authorization| reflect 

these two options (seeFigure 3.1): 

 Authorization for planning tasks 

This function restricts access to the use of planning layouts. Example: a planner can access the 

layout for materials costs, but not the one for personnel costs. Only the layouts with a valid au-

thorization access are shown in the Allevo start screen. 

 Authorization for layout administration 

Defined here are the specific tasks that the layout administration can execute, i.e. what changes 

can be made to the Allevo settings (e.g., for editing |constants|, |cost element groups|, |1:n 

planning| etc.). 

Access authorizations are assigned for each layout, either at the user level or via roles.  
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Figure 8.4: Controlling authorization for planning layouts 

Figure 8.4 shows the input screen with authorizations for planning tasks. Here, planning and reading 

are differentiated. In the “reading” mode, the button for “transfer plan data” may be missing in the 

Excel input screen. 

Note: If the “planning” flag is inactive (i.e. only reading mode is set), the usual SAP authorization 

checks will still be made when calling a planning transaction. This means that planning authori-

zation is still required. The control here is different than in reporting mode. 

At least one of the two flags must be marked, otherwise the layout will not appear for selection in 

the Allevo start screen. If the current user only has access to a single layout, this layout is automati-

cally suggested in the selection field of the start transaction.  

A note in the comment field can also be helpful if access authorizations are temporarily changed.  

Note: Entries are only required if restrictions are explicitly wanted. If no entry is made for a planning 

layout, all planners or administrators are authorized to use the planning layout. However, as 

soon as an entry has been made, the access authorizations only refer to existing entries. 

 The access authorizations apply additionally to the authorizations defined in SAP on object lev-

els. Thus, the SAP planning authorizations are not circumvented. 

For a layout, the character * can also be entered: in this case the current authorization applies 

for all existing layouts automatically. 

8.6 Access authorizations for satellites  

As with the layout, access to satellites can be defined for each user or via SAP authorization roles. Au-

thorizations are verified when accessing a satellite via Allevo during planning, when retrieving data in 

the reporting interface and when uploading/downloading satellite data in the additional module “Al-

levo-Shuttle”.  

Note: A restriction for satellite access is often required with respect to personnel planning (data pro-

tection).  

In this context, separate filing locations for satellite data are sometimes needed (in another 

SAP system, such as HR system). For this application, Allevo offers specific remote functions 

for accessing satellites (see Section 14.8). 

Authorizations for the access to satellites are allocated via the |Satellite authorizations| button (see 

Figure 8.1). The entry in the field "Type of authorization" defines whether access is allowed for satel-

lite maintenance (and Shuttle) or for planning tasks (including reporting). Satellites without access 

authorization may not be shown in the selection lists (see also Section 14.9 and the Shuttle Manual). 
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8.7 Copying and adapting constants 

Every entry made in the table in Section 8.3 requires its own constants and parameters in the row 

definition, i.e. every planning layout has its own constants and parameters. In this way, flexibility of 

use is ensured. 

With the copy function (see Figure 8.1), the constants and row definitions can be easily transferred 

to the newly created planning layout. If the constants need to be changed for the new layout, this 

can be done directly from this menu. 

Note: The basic setting of the constants – before the definition of further planning layouts – is copied 

by the entry “*” under planning layout. 

Further functions of constants are explained in detail in Section 6.12. 

8.8 Layout when entering the planning transaction 

When all settings are made, the layout is added to the selection list in the Allevo start screen (See 

Figure 8.5) At this point, the planner needs to select the planning layout appropriate for the business 

task at hand – be it personnel planning, material costs planning with identical constants or projection 

with a different planning version in the background. 

Note: The planner only sees the planning layouts they are authorized to access in the input screen 

(see Section 8.5). 

 

 

Figure 8.5: Using different planning layouts 

8.9 Layout overview  

The many ways to work with Allevo can lead to a large number of layouts in order to set up the cor-

responding functions. Sometimes the overview can be lost, especially if central parameters are to be 

changed.  

In this case, Allevo provides support via the transaction /ALLEVO/LAYOUT_INFO or the corresponding 

entry in the Cockpit menu: a list of central parameters and characteristics of the layouts used is gen-

erated. Some topics include: 

 Layout master data 

 Number of objects with status information 
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 Number of satellites and their application 

 Number of assigned groups (via 1:n functions) 

Currently, this list has only display functions. Therefore, no explicit authorization checks are carried 

out in the program. 

In addition to the layout overview, the transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_INFO provides a where-used list for 

satellites: all layouts in which satellites are integrated are listed (see Section 13.11). 
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9 Data transfer from SAP to Excel 

9.1 Read reference data  

The read function concerns the display of historical data (reference data) in the Excel file, as it is reg-

ularly wanted in the planning process. The data is displayed in Excel columns which are defined by 

the Allevo column definitions. For each year, additionally differentiated according to plan/actu-

als/budget/commitment and/or quantity/value/price, there is a separate column and thus a separate 

column definition.   

This allows historical data to be read for almost any number of years and versions. Multiple monthly 

tables with 12 month blocks are available exact monthly planning. 

For reading and for writing operations, individual column definitions can be limited to months, quar-

ters or half-year periods.  

Normally, this information is defined by the Controlling and is therefore fixed for the execution of 

planning. Depending on the planning process, the selection (e.g., for year and version) can also be 

carried out by the planner themselves, either at the start of a planning transaction or directly 

through changes on the Excel side. These individual options are controlled via constants (see con-

stant FLEX_VERSION or DYNAMIC_COLDEFS). 

9.2 Dynamic reading 

The manual planning of secondary costs (activity cost allocation and secondary costs from order set-

tlement) cannot be carried out on the basis of the cost element alone. In addition, the sender rela-

tionship, i.e. the sender cost center and the sender activity type, must be defined. 

Due to the huge number of possible combinations, it is, often very difficult to take account of all con-

ceivable sender relations when setting up the planning template (Allevo Master). 

For this reason, Allevo offers the option to dynamically generate the lines for input activities and sec-

ondary order settlement costs in the Allevo Master – all while the reference data for the relevant ob-

ject is being read. For each historical posting relationship, Allevo automatically generates a new row 

in Excel, specifying the cost type, the sender cost center and the type of sender activity. 

In this context, we talk about the dynamic ranges: 

 Z for activity allocation  

 Y for indirect activity allocation through order settlement 

 X actuals credits from activity allocations.  

Please see the Allevo-Excel manual for more detailed information. 

For Allevo 3.3 and higher, the dynamic ranges can also be used for external activity relationships (see 

details in Section 25). 

Note: The use of dynamic ranges may be quite performance intensive, as read operations are carried 

out without definite selection criteria. For this reason it is possible to specify the cost elements 

to be considered for the dynamic via the settings in the folder |Dynamic ranges| (see Section 

6.8).  

If using MOD, data for all cost centers in the initial selection are read (valid for version 3.5 and 

higher, for earlier versions, only for the representative cost center.) 
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9.3 Currencies  

Data can be read in each of the currencies specified, i.e. in the controlling area currency and in object 

currency, or in both currencies simultaneously. This is controlled via the column definitions. 

9.4 Actuals values; fixed and variable  

If required, actuals values can be differentiated according to fixed and variable portions. The neces-

sary settings can be made in the column definitions (definition for "second currency/fixed portion").  

Note: Prerequisite: The SAP system carries forward the differentiation into fixed and variable por-

tions in the secondary cost totals tables. 

If this is done via splitting, care must be taken to represent splitting via the transaction 

KSI1/KSP2 (actuals/plan primary). The transaction also controls split primary costs in COSS, 

where they are read with value type 2 (plan) or 3 (actuals). 

9.5 Reading cost center activity types from SAP  

In the case that activity types are to be planned for a specific cost center, Allevo allows the user to 

read out the available activity types from the system when the cost center is opened. 

Criteria is the availability of a price for the activity type of the cost center corresponding the required 

combination of planning year and planning version as per column definition CX_WW, i.e. if prices are 

already planned (even temporarily) the activity type will also be read for the cost center (based on 

the SAP table COST). 

The function is activated via the constant LSTAR_FROM_SAP: subsequently, all identified activity 

types of the current cost center are transferred to the Allevo Master (entry made in rows with row 

definition M, including the activity type description). 

Note: For this reason, at least as many lines as the maximum number possible for a cost center 

should be configured for activity planning in the Allevo Master. The activity types are listed in 

alphabetic order. 

 The CY_KEYSA column (sender activity type; normally only necessary for activity input plan-

ning) in the Allevo Master shows the activity price indicator of the relevant price.  

If rule planning is activated for the combination of cost center and activity type (see Section 

12.2), X is added to the price indicator (with reference to the definition in the "Activity type" 

table belonging to rule planning). This can be useful for the case that prices with an activity 

price indicator 3 (manual planning) are to be planned with Allevo. 

9.6 Cost centers with costs from assigned objects (OR, PR) 

In this case, Allevo calculates totals from the direct costs for the cost center and the cost of the cor-

responding orders or WBS elements (corresponding to the assignment in the master record). Re-

strictions are possible, e.g., by object class. The function is controlled via the following constants: 

 KOSTL_WITH_OR read cost centers with the assigned orders 

 KOSTL_WITH_OR_EX definition of individual selection characteristics in orders 
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 KOSTL_WITH_PR read cost centers with assigned WBS elements  

9.7 Projects with costs from assigned objects  

The functions described in the last section are available in a similar form for projects. The following 

constants are relevant: 

 PSP_ACT_CUMULATE actuals costs with values from subordinate WBS elements 

 PSP_WITH_OBJECTS and PSP_WITH_OBJECTS_OR, for reading WBS elements and assigned ob-

jects 

Further details can be found in Section 6.5.7. 

9.8 Read quantities for primary costs  

It is also possible to read out and plan quantities according to primary cost types. For this purpose, 

use the row definition B. The procedure is analogous to that in Section 11.8. 

Note: Primary costs on monthly level cannot be processed simultaneously with quantities 

9.9 Display prices for activity allocation  

In addition to the reading function already mentioned, Allevo offers a feature for viewing planned 

activity prices used for the allocation of activities. The extensions of the column definitions “_PV” 

(variable activity price), “_PF” (fixed activity price), “_PU” (activity price unit) are to be used on the 

Excel side. 

Note: With the value category "Actuals" for column definitions, actuals values for prices are also 

read. Otherwise its planning values are read (see also constant TARIF_WRTTP). 

9.10 Elimination of IC sales 

The constant IBV_ELIM activates the Allevo elimination of IC sales. 

Effect for CCA: When the reference data is read, data records are deleted for the row definitions F, G, 

I and J (secondary costs, reading via the cost element), in which the sender and receiver of an alloca-

tion are simultaneously elements of the selection. 

In profit center accounting, the function is available for the row definitions A, B, C and D, and addi-

tionally for P for profit center integration. The activation is independent of the settings for CCA. 

For further details, see the documentation for IBV_ELIM. 

9.11 Restrict reference data via additional attributes  

Allevo allows you to restrict the read data via additional attributes that can be individually defined in 

Excel (e.g., restrictions for a specific functional area). For the transfer from Excel to SAP, Allevo uses a 

column key with a special meaning: currently, these are CY_KEYR and CY_KEYSA. 

The constants READ_WITH_KEYR and READ_WITH_KEYSA control which additional attributes should 

be taken into account and for which column definitions these should apply. Additional attributes 
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could be: functional area, partner functional area, and cost center group, or any field with the data-

base table. For details see the F1 documentation for the constant READ_WITH_KEYR. The additional 

restrictions can be especially useful for applications within profit center (see Profit Center manual).  
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10 Display line items  

Allevo inplace allows the planner to call a line item report with the respective button. 

 

Figure 10.1: Line item report (here for a profit center) 

This function only generates a line item report for the active column in Excel. The displayed report is 

divided into two areas: 

 In the upper part, line items are shown as they would appear in the SAP report. 

 In the lower part, line items that are decisive for the calculation of the total value of the current 

cell are displayed. The filters that are set via the row and column definitions in Allevo are also ap-

plied here (e.g., business transactions or debit/credit sign). 

If two different row definitions for reading are active in the master (column "read" and "read2"), 

then the contents of the line item list are also selected in two steps according to the two line defini-

tions. In the header for each part of the report, the selection criteria are shown (see green arrows in 

Figure 10.1).  

The display if line items can be called for plan, actuals, and commitment.  

Note: The list for the line item report has multiple columns, whereby the combination depends on 

the respective object type. Here, a logical pre-selection should be made and saved as an ALV 

variant (to support the end user). Allevo separates ALV variants depending on whether values 

for planning, actuals or commitments are displayed.  
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Optionally, ALV variants can also be saved depending on the object type. This can be especially 

useful in MultiObject applications, if different object types are consolidated in an Allevo Mas-

ter (see constant LINEITEM_LAYOUTS).  

Individual columns in the line item list are underlined (e.g., purchasing document number). Here, a 

link for the corresponding SAP original document is stored (for calling via SAP document flow). If this 

jump is not wanted (for data protection reasons), please pay attention to the constant LINEITEM_EX-

CLUDE. 

The following constants allow for individual controlling of the line item display: 

  BUTTON_LINEITEM contains the text for the button |Line item| and can also hide the button 

completely. 

 LINEITEM determines which of the two table sections should be displayed 

 NO_LINEITEM_BUSTRANS controls the differentiation between primary and secondary costs. 

 LINEITEM_EXCLUDE allows the call of original documents to be prevented for certain document 

types.  

 LINEITEM_LAYOUTS allows, ALV variants to be saved depending on the object type  

Note: For offline use, it can be helpful to transfer information on line items directly to the Allevo 

Master. The transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_LITEMS makes this possible (see also Section 15.10). 
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11 Allevo planning function 

11.1 Overview  

The planner is the person in charge of the planning of objects such as cost centers, internal orders or 

WBS elements. They have the option to retrieve the Excel planning file via the SAP transaction and to 

transfer the plan data of their planning object to SAP. 

 

Figure 11.1: Input screen after a call from the planner 

In the simplest scenario, after calling the relevant planning transaction, the planner only needs to en-

ter the number of an object (i.e. a cost center, internal order, or WBS element1, see Figure 11.1). 

Note: It is only possible to plan cost centers or orders that have first been created as master data in 

SAP and released for planning by an Allevo status. 

 If the Allevo Master is also defined in relation to the planning layout (see Section 8.2), then the 

mandatory Planning Layout field will also appear in the start screen. 

The controlling area is taken from the user specifications and can be set under the menu item |Al-

levo|. All other visible details are specified by the administrator and only displayed to the planner for 

their information. 

By pressing the |Start planning| button, the Excel planning layout (see Figure 11.2) is opened. Alter-

natively, the planner can open an Excel planning file which has already been processed. In this case, a 

planning object must also be entered, and Allevo checks to make sure that all entries in the saved 

data are valid.  

                                                           

1  Instead of a WBS element, a project can also be entered. Allevo then searches for the WBS element that is repre-

sentatively planned for the project (see also Section 6.5.7) 
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Figure 11.2: SAP menu fields in the planning view (here, Allevo for cost centers) 

After opening the most recent history of the relevant cost center via |Read reference data|, the 

planner can start carrying out the planning. This is done by entering the planning values into the cells 

provided for this purpose. By pressing the |Transfer data| button, the planner can transfer the data 

to SAP, even repeatedly. This means, each time this function is executed, the planning values in SAP 

are updated to the state represented in the Excel file. 

With |Close planning|, the planner confirms that they have finished the planning of cost centers/or-

ders/WBS elements. Allevo always checks if plan data have already been recorded: Status “3 = 

planned” must be stored. After calling the close planning function, the status changes to “4 = closed”, 

and the planner cannot make any further changes (see Section 7). Special cases: 

 In MultiPage-mode, the main objects of all Excel sheets are closed.  

 In MultiObject-mode, only representative objects are closed (appended objects are not closed, 

also applies to cross-object type planning). 

 With MOD, all objects of the start selection (e.g., an object group) are closed (if previously at sta-

tus 3). 

The described buttons (and others) can be given different descriptions by using constants, or can be 

completely hidden. The following table shows an overview of the available functions.  

Allevo functions  

(buttons can be hidden or re-named) 

Read reference data This function is used to read all data existing in SAP for the current object (such as the 

cost center) and to transfer the data into the Excel planning file. The settings for the 

current layout specify which data is read (in particular via line and column definitions, 

see Chapter 6). Following the initial reading of the actuals data, the planning status is 

set to "In progress" (constant BUTTON_REFDAT). 
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Allevo functions  

(buttons can be hidden or re-named) 

Transfer plan data Transfers all plan data of the Excel planning file into the relevant SAP tables (also data 

of the satellites). The planning can be traced directly via classic SAP reports (constant 

BUTTON_PLANDAT). 

Optionally, Allevo can simulate the first step of the transfer to check for possible error 

messages and warnings (see constant PLAN_TESTRUN). 

The constant WARNUNG_PLANEN defines what should happen if the planner has not 

read any reference data. 

The button for “Transfer plan data” is automatically hidden if Allevo switches to re-

porting mode (see Section 23.8.2). 

Close Planning Used to terminate the planning. The planning transaction is then blocked for the re-

spective cost center (constant BUTTON_PLAN_END). 

 The block can be removed again by the status administrator (see Chapter 7). If the 

constant STATUS_SEND_EMAIL is set, Controlling is informed of the closed planning 

via email. 

In MultiPage-mode, all objects in the master are closed (e.g. an entire group). 

In MultiObject-mode, planning is closed in an “object type pure” manner, so that 

planning can be reopened later if necessary. Example: when starting with a cost cen-

ter, corresponding orders are not closed (version 3.3 and higher). The constant 

CLOSE_OBJECT_MO should be used if the start object contains no plan data of its 

own. 

Read satellite This option only reads the contents of a satellite, irrespective of the other reference 

data available. When the button is clicked, a selection list of active supplementary ta-

bles appears. Additionally, a version can be selected (constant BUTTON_SAT_READ). 

See constant SAT_BUT_READ_ALL to read all satellites simultaneously.  

Save satellite This button is used to transfer the contents of the satellite table from Excel to SAP 

without additionally transferring any other planning to SAP. (constant BUT-

TON_SAT_SAVE). See constant SAT_BUT_SAVE_ALL to save all satellites simultane-

ously. 

Line items This button is used to open the single items report for a specific cost element. The 

cursor must be placed on either plan or actuals values (constant BUTTON_LINEITEM). 

See constant LINEITEM to configure the line item list). 

Allevo can also transfer line items in satellites and make them available for offline 

planning.   

Refresh data Only appears in status 3. Starts a Refresh of plan data only (constant BUT-

TON_PLAN_READ). 

Read FP Only appears when the additional module for flexible processing is activated for the 

reading function (constant BUTTON_FP_READ). 

Open file Open existing Excel file (constant BUTTON_DAT_OPEN). 
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Allevo functions  

(buttons can be hidden or re-named) 

Save as Save the current Allevo Master as an offline or backup file including reference data 

and current plan data (constant BUTTON_SAVE_AS). The suggested path and file 

name can be preset via the constant FILE_BACKUP.  

This function is also called by default if the Allevo planning view is exited via F3. 

The file can be used for further planning in offline mode and then later uploaded to 

Allevo using “Open file”. 

Display ADP rules This function shows the SAP tables that contain the rules for the activity dependent 

planning (constant BUTTON_LSVAR). 

Documentation Displays customer-specific documentation on the planning process                           

(constant BUTTON_DOCU). 

Save comments Only in reporting mode: saves comments (constant BUTTON_COMMENT). 

Comment overview Only in reporting mode: Overview of reporting comments 

(constant BUTTON_COMVIEW). 

Each time one of these functions is called, Allevo can optionally query the current status of the data 

entry on the Excel-side (execution of macros on the Excel-side) in order to stop the execution of a 

certain function if necessary. This makes it possible to use individual Excel functions for complete-

ness checks. 

The constants mentioned here allow two central settings of buttons to be configured: 

 Individual text can be used in place of the standard texts shown in the list above. The descripti-

ons can be language dependent.  

 Depending on the application, it may make sense to hide the button completely. This can also be 

done with respect to specific SAP user names. 

For further details, see the F1-help for the constants beginning with “BUTTON_xxx”. 

Two other buttons are available for supporting customer-specific requirements. The respective func-

tions can be implemented as a customer-specific ABAP development within the framework of the im-

plementation project (see the description for BUTTON_CUST1). 

When exiting the planning view (e.g., via F3), Allevo asks if the current processing status should be 

saved in an offline Excel file. This corresponds to the “Save as” function. With the constant 

BEENDEN_TEXT further queries and functions can be saved in this dialog.  

Note: By default, numbers in Allevo value fields have two decimal places (when planning yearly and 

monthly values). This can be changed with the constant NO_ROUNDING. 

By default, Allevo adheres to the SAP sign rule for absolute fields: costs have a positive sign, 

debits have a negative sign. The constant SWITCH_SIGN allows the inverse representation, i.e. 

each time the data is transferred between SAP and Excel, the sign is reversed. 

11.2 Edit plan data offline 

The previous chapter described how planning is performed directly in SAP when Excel is started di-

rectly via an SAP transaction. The “Save as” button allows the planner to save an already opened 
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master as a local Excel file, and then resume planning offline. All relevant reference data are then 

contained there. 

In the second step, the data of this planning file can then be uploaded back to Allevo. The |Open file| 

function in the start screen of the planning transaction (see Figure 11.2) can be used for this purpose. 

In this case too, the appropriate planning object must be re-entered. Allevo checks whether all the 

data stored in the saved file are correct: afterwards, Allevo opens the planning file and the same 

functions are available as described in the last section (including the transfer of plan data). 

Note: For an import, the data must be saved so that SAP recognizes a valid file path. Otherwise, an 

error message will appear from the SAP Desktop Integration. No special characters (including 

periods) should be used in the name. Since the import of each planning file is first copies in the 

temporary Windows directory, the same rule applies to the path here (see the Windows envi-

ronment variable %TEMP%). 

If Allevo is only partially used in offline mode, it is possible that an object (such as a cost center) 

could be directly changed in the system by employee 1, while employee 2 enters plan data in an of-

fline file, uploads it later and then overwrites the previous entries. In this situation, the constant 

WARNUNG_VORLAGE can be helpful.  

If planning is regularly done offline, the saving and uploading of files one at a time is a labor-intensive 

process. To reduce this complexity, special Allevo additional transactions are available for offline 

planning. They allow you to generate all relevant Excel files in one step and also to import data from 

any number of files back to SAP (see details in Chapter 18). 

11.3 Content of cost center, order and project planning  

Allevo differentiates the following planning areas: 

Area Contents Cost   

Centers 

Orders WBS         

elements 

Statistical key figures Fixed or total values  x x x 

Activity planning  

(activity output) 

Activity type, quantities, prices (if applica-

ble)  

x   

Primary costs Cost element, values, quantities (optional) x x x 

Activity input 

(Debit) 

Cost element, sender objects, activity 

type, quantities 

x x x 

Order settlement  

(Debit),  

Primary cost share 

Cost element, values x x x 

Order settlement 

(Debit),  

Secondary cost share 

Cost element, sender objects (source ob-

ject), activity type, quantities 

x x x 
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A planning comment for a key figure, activity type and cost element can be entered for all planning 

areas. In addition, it is possible to record a general comment for each object. 

In the planning process it is often normal that the quantities or values for an activity type or cost ele-

ment are derived from preceding calculations or lists. Here, Allevo enables the individual utilization 

of the full Excel functionality. By using the “satellites” function (see Section 14) it is possible to specif-

ically transfer such information into a central table in SAP and, in doing so, make it available for con-

trolling in a convenient manner. 

As a rule, only absolute planning values are recorded via Allevo. When posting via stored SAP func-

tions, Allevo automatically checks the difference to the previously planned value and posts the delta 

document to the planned line items. If the delta value has the value zero (because the same value 

has been passed several times), then zero values are also generated for the line items. To avoid these 

unnecessary documents, the fixed value NO_ZERO_DELTA must be set (see F1- documentation). 

Note: For information on the planning of profit centers please refer to the Profit Center manual. 

11.4 Planning horizon 

Almost unlimited years/versions can be planned simultaneously from one Excel planning layout (also 

for any number of months). 

If planning is to be made depending on the activity type and this should be carried out directly from 

the Excel planning layout, quantities and values per activity type can only be transferred for the first 

year (according to column definition CX_WW). Planning of the other years is activity independent. 

Activity type dependent planning by rules (see Section 12.2) is not limited by these restrictions.  

11.5 Monthly / periodic distribution of planned values 

Multiple planning alternatives are available: 

 Annual values with specification of the SAP distribution key 

 Splasher function in the Allevo Master for the distribution of annual values to months and planning 

based on monthly values (see Allevo & Excel manual) 

 Direct input of monthly values in the Allevo Master 

The distribution key is customized in a separate column for each key value (e.g. cost element). By ex-

tending the column definitions (suffix "_DKV” for variable and "_DKF" for fixed) the distribution keys 

can be used for specific years and versions (such as CX_WW_DKF for the main planning year).   

Note: The above extensions to column definitions replace the former Allevo column definitions 

CY_DISKEY. When upgrading a project, the Master must be adapted accordingly. 

Examples for the SAP distribution key: 

 1 = Even distribution 

 2 = Analog distribution (default in Allevo) 

 3 = Percentage distribution (multiplication of each period with the previous value) 

If no distribution key from Excel is provided via the column definition, Allevo uses the SAP distribu-

tion key "2 = Analog distribution" with the following effects: 
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 If planning values were previously posted, then monthly distribution is used as the basis for the 

distribution of the new planning values.  

 Without previous planning values, even distribution is used (same as for 1). 

The simplest case is for the distribution key to be permanently stored in the Master. Alternatively, 

Allevo can read an existing distribution key from SAP. This function is controlled by the constant 

READ_DISKEY for values and quantities and READ_DISKEY_ALL for reading the “total” distribution 

key. 

Note: In the case of the statistical key figures, the distribution key is only relevant for the key figure 

type "Total values". For the key figures of the “Fixed” value type, the annual value is posted 

for each month (as with SAP, the type is set up in the master data for the key figure). 

 For individual cost elements the “Either-Or” principle applies. Specific combinations of year 

and version are planned exact-to-the-month or per year. Nevertheless, it is possible to plan on 

a monthly basis during the first year, on a three-month basis in the second year and on a six-

month basis in the following years. This decision can also be made individually for each cost 

element. 

 The Allevo Master offers a function for bi-directional planning. This allows bi-directional en-

tries in the year column and in the month column in Excel. Distribution information is main-

tained even if the year column is edited. The function requires no formulas (see the section on 

the "Splasher" function in the Allevo & Excel manual). 

11.6 Planning for cost element groups (1:n) 

Frequently, there is a need to orientate planning more by cost element groups than by individual cost 

elements. For this case, Allevo offers an interesting additional functionality for planning. Allevo uses 

so-called “representative cost elements” (see Section 6.6 for details on the settings of this function). 

In the Excel planning layout, the key for the cost element group is entered instead of a single cost el-

ement. When reading the reference data, Allevo aggregates the data from all cost elements of the 

group. The planning is then executed later for the assigned planning cost element according to the 

process specified by the Allevo row definition. 

Note: In general, this functionality is only useful for planning primary costs and primary order alloca-

tion costs. When integrating secondary cost elements, the planning context needs to be taken 

into account. 

For parallel posting via SAP transactions, please note the following: If plan data are also entered via 

SAP transactions (such as KP06), this must also be done for representative cost elements in the same 

way. Otherwise, the next time reference data is read by Allevo, it would create a sum for the plan 

value, and if further corrections were made by the user, the entire planning value would additionally 

be written to the representative cost element (delta posting is not intended here). 

In MultiObject-mode, it is possible to switch between CO object types and profit centers. This switch 

is also observed by Allevo when interpreting cost elements or account groups (e.g., when ungrouping 

into cost elements/accounts and reading from reference data). If both types of groups are entered 

differently in the SAP system, this information must also be stored in the Allevo settings (see note in 

Section 6.6). 

Reporting function: For Allevo 3.0 and higher, there is no need to specify cost elements if data is only 

to be read for the respective cost element group. This helps to avoid entering plan data by mistake. 

However, it is still possible to enter comments via row definition T in the Allevo Master. 
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11.7 Planning for object groups (1:n) 

A similar feature for planning object groups (cost centers, orders or WBS element) is also available. 

Planning is then done via a single representative object with the values read for the group. 

 In contrast to planning for cost element groups, this representative object (such as a single cost 

center) is also entered as a planning object in the Allevo Master (column MO_AO). However, the 

values of all objects in the group are read. 

 In current Allevo versions, the ID of the group can be entered in the Excel sheet (see constant 

MULTI_WITH_GROUPS).  

Care should be taken to make sure that plan data are only entered for the representative objects. 

Otherwise, the next time reference data is read by Allevo, it would create a sum for the planning 

value, and if further corrections were made by the user, the entire planning value would additionally 

be written to the representative cost element (delta posting is not intended here). This is especially 

important if plan data are entered in parallel via SAP transactions (such as KP06). 

Section 6.5 describes the setup and execution of 1:n functions.  

11.8 Quantity planning for primary costs  

When using row definition B, quantities can be planned for primary costs.  For this, quantities must 

be allowed for the cost element and a unit must be defined (see the flag “Apply quantities” in the 

master record for the cost element). The following conditions must also be met: 

 A quantity is stored in the master record for the cost element, or 

 The quantity is provided during posting. In this case, Allevo uses the key CY_KEYR for the transfer 

from Excel to SAP. Important: the quantity transferred for each cost element must be consistent 

(i.e. no changes after entering the first planning value). 

Quantities can be planned both as activity type-dependent or -independent.  

Note: SAP note 352610 – quantities: Updating of CO summary records to show which restrictions are 

retroactively applicable for the recording of quantities per cost element. 

 

11.9 Create plan comments  

Allevo allows multiple variants for creating comments within planning: 

(A) Sheet comments 

 In the Excel range CC_COMMENT a long text comment can be created and is then saved to the 

currently active object (e.g. to a cost center).  

 An exception to this is the MOD variant in MultiObject-mode. When starting via a group, com-

ments are saved to this group (if the group structure changes, the comments remain intact). 

 In MultiPage-mode comments can be made per sheet and per object. 
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 Long text comments are saved in the Allevo table /KERN/IPPLTEXT. A maximum of 5000 charac-

ters can be saved. 

 (B) Plan comments 

 Detailed plan comments are created for each posting combination (e.g., for an object and cost 

element). These can be controlled via the write column definition: this allows multiple comments 

to be created in a single Excel row (enter in Excel using an “N” suffix for the column definition). 

 On the Excel side, row definition T specifies that no values should be handled, but rather only 

text (or only values in month columns). 

 The entries in the Allevo table /KERN/IPPCOMMENT with reference to the respective column def-

inition are saved. Other characteristics such as year and version are derived from the current col-

umn definition. The comment text may contain max. 255 characters. Special cases: 

o Depending on the planning process (for example, with row definition C), a comment is 

stored together with the ID of the activity type (that is, for each KL object). Such texts 

may not be found when reading via a deviating row definition (see constant LSTAR_COM-

MENT_OFF to skip activity type). 

o Optionally, a comment can be saved with additional information to the sender, e.g., a 

combination of sender cost center and sender activity type (table field KLOBJEKT, see 

constant LSTAR_COMMENT_ON).  

o Additional attributes (such as functional area) are activated for planning via the constant 

READ_WITH_KEYR (see F1-help). A corresponding characteristic value in CY_KEYR is also 

taken into account when saving and reading comments.  

 (C) Satellites 

 Satellites can also be used for saving comments. To-the-row reading can be helpful in this case 

(e.g., with a reference to the cost element or other posting element).  

The contents of these tables can also be viewed and edited in Shuttle, e.g., copying to a different 

year or version (call via Cockpit or the function |Satellite tables| on the start screen for Allevo plan-

ning transactions.  

All comments are also available in SAP evaluations in the report-report interface (see Chapter 14.11) 

The settings for plan comments can be controlled individually via the relevant column definitions. 

The following constants provide further options:  

 NO_GROUPCOMMENT controls the entry of comments when planning via cost element groups 

(1:n) or when starting via a group in MOD. 

 GROUP_COMMENT controls the display of comments in the report interface if the evaluation is 

made via cost element groups. 

 READ_COMMENT_SEQ identifies the year and version when reading comments  
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 USE_EXTENDED_COMMENT comments with an extended functionality 

 LSTAR_COMMENT_OFF save Allevo comments without the activity type 

 LSTAR_COMMENT_ON save Allevo comments with the additional info on the sender.  

 BUTTON_COMMENT label the button: save comments  

Another option for storing comments is available if an Excel table with the name "ZZObjectFields" is 

created in the Allevo Master. These data cannot currently be evaluated on the SAP side. See relevant 

section in the Allevo & Excel manual. 

A very specific comment function is provided by Allevo in the reporting transactions (see Section 

20.9). 

11.10  Allevo tables with plan and actuals data  

By default, Allevo posts the plan data in the ERP system via BAPIs, which are made available by SAP 

for such applications. The results are then directly available in SAP reporting. 

As an alternative, plan data that are originally only created in satellite tables can then posted to SAP 

in a second step via additional modules such as FP or the CO/PA interface. In this way, satellites can 

be used for further consolidation. In the end, posting is still done via BAPIs or other SAP standard 

functions.  

However, in some cases it may be useful to save Allevo plan data completely independently of other 

SAP functions. In this case the data do not appear in the usual SAP totals tables or in the line items 

and also not in SAP reporting.  

Note: In this way, planning scenarios can be created that are completely independent of other 

frameworks of the SAP system, e.g. free calculations, planning without relevant master data, 

etc.  

The function is used, for example within the framework of FID planning (see Chapter 25) or for 

the Allevo object type KX (see Section 3.6). 

For these applications, Allevo saves the plan data in their own tables, which are similar to the original 

totals tables from SAP (tables begin with /KERN/ACOS*, so for example, /KERN/ACOSS is equivalent 

to the SAP table COSS). The data are then read from here.  

The function for working with Allevo tables is activated with the constant USE_ALLEVO_TABLES. The 

activation can be carried out as a function of row and column definitions. For the row definition, it is 

a parameter in the constant, whereas column definitions are activated in the master record with the 

flag “Allevo tables”. Further details can be found in the F1 help for the constant USE_ALLEVO_TA-

BLES. 

Functions when reading: 

 Reading is done from the /KERN/ACOSx tables.  
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 For prices (table /KERN/ACOST) reading is done with the standard characteristics value type = 

01 and price indicators = 004. Additionally, start objects and selection characteristics are 

taken into account (via partner object): this enables object-specific price determination. 

 Reading with changing reference is possible via a column definition entry for "Reference if 

Stat. > = 3". It is also possible to switch between SAP and Allevo tables. Actuals data is first 

read from SAP tables. After the first planning, plan data is read from the Allevo tables. 

For the reading of data, it may also be useful to first fill Allevo tables with data as required for the re-

spective application (as in the context of the FID planning, see Chapter 25). 

For Allevo 3.4 and higher, PRE_SELECT can also be used for performance improvement: the selection 

is made via the Allevo tables (ACOSx), the usual Allevo tables for comments, and additionally via SAP 

tables with profit center data. 

Functions when planning: 

 All values are written in the Allevo tables (years, months, primary and secondary costs). An-

nual values are always distributed evenly.  

 For secondary costs, the price is also written if it is transferred at year > 0 and for months with 

the column type FP. Only total values (= fixed values) are handled. 

 If planning with quantities, Allevo automatically determines an appropriate quantity unit (see 

note below). 

 The debit indicator is always ‘S’.  

 Posting is done with the following transaction types: “RPK1” for primary costs, “RPK3” for sec-

ondary costs, “RPK2 for prices. 

 The currency type is taken from the write column definition. For currency type T, the constant 

TRANS_CURRENCY must also be set. 

 For row definition C, postings can also be made without partner objects.  

The following sequence is used to determine the quantity unit of secondary costs (determination can 

be analyzed using the constant TEST):  

1. Read from master record for the activity type, if the activity type is entered or if entries are 

assigned to the cost element (as long as the unit is unique). 

2. Transfer from planning cost element if not found in the first step  

3. Read from the Allevo table /KERN/IPPSECUNIT (an individual assignment for the unit can be 

stored for the cost element; entries are made via the transaction /KERN/IPPSECUNIT). 

Non-supported functions 

When using Allevo tables, some planning functions are not available, for example:  
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 Activity-dependent rule planning 

 Calling line items  

Therefore, the relevant functional scope should first be determined in the project. 
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12 Activity-dependent planning for cost centers 

Activity-dependent planning is only relevant for cost centers, since orders and WBS elements cannot 

generate their own activities. This means that costs are allocated directly to the activities performed 

by the cost center during the manual planning process. As an alternative, SAP also offers the splitting 

or formula planning functionality, where allocations are not planned in detail, but are calculated on 

the basis of predefined rules. 

Depending on the activities performed by the cost center the following transactions can be planned 

with Allevo: 

 Statistical key figures 

 Primary costs (values) 

 Order settlement (values (primary) and quantities (secondary) 

 Direct activity allocation (quantities) 

Allevo offers multiple procedures for activity-dependent planning. The difference between the pro-

cedures lies in the time and the place where the allocation of costs, activity inputs and statistical key 

figures to activity types is made: 

 With the Direct procedure type, the allocation is made in the Allevo Master, i.e. in the Excel plan-

ning template. This is where individual cost values for each activity type can be directly entered or 

calculated by formula. Once the plan is saved, the values that appear in Excel for the relevant ac-

tivity will be correspondingly posted in SAP.  

 Planning by rules is based on the principle that fixed calculation rules for activity dependent plan-

ning exist in the company. These rules can be implemented in Allevo. In this case, the differentia-

tion on the Excel side of costs, activity inputs or statistical key figures by activity types is not nec-

essary. In fact, allocation is automatically done in accordance with the company’s rules when the 

plan data is being saved. The work-intensive differentiation in Excel becomes redundant. 

 The third variant allows you to use existing data from SAP totals tables as reference data and to 

take the necessary rules from there. Such reference data could include historical data from old 

postings or data for a planning version created solely for this purpose. The function is activated 

with the constant READ_ADP. The reference data can also extend an existing set of rules (the pri-

ority is defined in the constant, see F1 documentation). 

Note: The respective cost elements must be defined in the column definitions CY_ADP or CM_ADP 

for activity-dependent planning in the Allevo Master (see Allevo & Excel manual). 

12.1 Direct procedure: Allocation via Excel 

This procedure should be chosen any time that no definite set of rules is available for the allocation 

of costs etc. to the activities of a specific cost center. 

 The planner decides on the costs to be planned for each individual cost element and activity type, 

and feeds the data to the Excel planning template. 

 Even if the amount of costs for an individual activity type can be calculated by formula, it is de-

pendent on other planning components (e.g. currently planned quantities). The rules according to 

which the allocation for activity types and the splitting into fixed and variable components is done, 

can therefore only be established during the planning process and cannot be predefined as fixed 

rules. 
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If annual values are planned, a differentiation is made between fixed values/quantities and variable 

values/quantities. Both areas can be provided with their own distribution key. Within the framework 

of a month-specific planning, the planning of fixed and variable values/quantities is also possible. For 

more details, please refer to the Allevo & Excel manual. 

Note: Activity-dependent direct planning (ADP) is only possible for one fiscal year. With regard to the 

planning year and the planning version, this type of planning uses the settings for the column 

definition CX_WW (see Section 6.2.9). 

 This procedure, however, is not recommended if planning is to be done exactly-to-the-month 

for several activity types and differentiated by fix and variable elements simultaneously. There 

are some simple design restrictions for the Excel layout. 

 If planning exact-to-the-month is done for one activity type per cost element only, monthly 

planning can only be done for two years. The first twelve months then represent the fixed 

planning share, the second twelve months represent the variable share. Constant YEAR2_PE-

RIOD must be set. In Excel, the key columns CM_FV1 and CM_FV2 have to be defined (see Al-

levo & Excel manual) 

 When already planned data is read again from SAP to Excel, the settings of CY_RW are deci-

sive. 

12.2 Planning by rules: Allocation via sets of rules 

This procedure should be chosen if a fixed set of rules is available, so that the following components 

can be decided before the actual planning process is started (for changes during the planning process 

see Section 12.4): 

 Which cost centers provide which activity types? 

 At which proportion are costs distributed on the activity types of the individual cost center? 

 At which proportion are costs per activity type split into fixed and variable components?  

Note: Planning by rules can be used for exact-to-the-month planning and for multiple years. The 

rules, however, apply to all years covered. 

Planning by rules is activated with the constant LSTAR_VARIATOR (enter X in the "Value from" col-

umn). In addition, a previously prepared2 Excel file must be deposited in the SAP Business Document 

Navigator, which is used for specifying the rules. The following naming convention applies to the Ex-

cel file (see Sections 22.4 and 22.5): ZIPP_LS_XXXX (XXXX replaced by the controlling area). 

Rules can be defined via the Allevo menu |Settings| in the folder |Rules for activity dependent plan-

ning|. The Excel file previously deposited in the Business Document Navigator appears here. 

Settings can be made in a layout-dependent manner or by defining them as default values in *-lay-

out. The definition follows the three components described below. 

Tip: Define your rules with reference to the layout. An editing mode will then be available for the 

planner during the planning process (see Section 12.4). 

 

                                                           

2 The Excel file is supplied by Kern AG. 
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Note: In the Excel template (Allevo Master) the column definitions CY_ADP and CM_ADP must be de-

fined. Please refer to the Allevo & Excel manual. 

12.2.1 Component 1: Which cost centers provide which activity types? 

The table "Activity type" on the Excel sheet “ADP” is filled by entering the activity types for each cost 

center. 

Tip: The structure of the table is similar to the report in SAP (transaction KSBT). If activity prices for 

cost centers and activity types are edited when preparing the planning, this report is a good 

download source for defining the set of rules. 

 

Note: The "Activity type" table must be complete. Cost centers that are not explicitly stated here 

with the specification of their activity types are always planned in an activity-independent 

way. 

12.2.2 Component 2: Share of activity types 

The table "Share", which is opened through the Excel navigation, must be filled with data. 

This table is used to determine at which proportion costs are split to the activity types previously 

specified for the cost center. This can also be done depending on the cost element or cost element 

group to be planned (for cost allocation the activity type; statistical key figure). 

The table is structured as follows: 

Field Contents 

LAYOUT Layout for which the rules are set up. 

KOSTL Cost center to which the subsequent rule applies. An entry must be made for 

each activity type defined in the "Activity type" table for the cost center. 

The cost center field can contain a specific cost center or a * in the case that the 

entry applies for all cost centers which are not separately defined.  

TYP a) K must be entered if cost splitting is concerned. The cost element (or *) 

must then be specified in the field KSTAR_LSTAR_STAT. 

b) KG is entered when cost splitting is dependent on cost element groups. In 

this case, the cost element group must be entered in KSTAR_LSTAR_STAT. 

c) L must be entered if splitting of activity inputs is concerned. The receiver ac-

tivity type (or *) must then be specified in the field KSTAR_LSTAR_STAT. 

d) S must be entered if splitting of statistical key figures is concerned. The sta-

tistical key figure (or *) must then be specified in the field 

KSTAR_LSTAR_STAT. 

In cases (a), (b) and (d) the correct entries must be made. * is not possible here. 
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KSTAR_LSTAR_STAT Cost element, (input) activity type or statistical key figure for which the rule is 

set up. * is possible, if the subsequent splitting rule applies to all cost elements 

(activity types, key figures) that are not specifically defined. 

LSTAR Activity type for which the share is specified in the field ANTEIL. These are the 

activity types customized for the relevant cost center in the IPP_Lstar table. If 

only one activity type is set per cost center covering 100% of the costs, this entry 

is redundant. * is not allowed. 

ANTEIL Percentage (value between 0 and 100). The total sum across all activity types for 

the cost center may not exceed 100. If the total sum remains below 100, the re-

mainder will be accounted for as independent costs. 

 

Note: In principle, the entry * is used as placeholder for all values. Care must be taken, however, to 

set up the values from the left (KOSTL) to the right (LSTAR), since *-entries are possible in two 

fields (KOSTL and KSTAR_LSTAR_STAT). 

Example entries: 

LAYOUT KOSTL TYP KSTAR_SENDER LSTAR ANTEIL Comment 

PROD 1000 K * P-HOUR 40 

PROD 1000 K * S-HOUR 60 

PROD 1000 K 400000 P-HOUR 50 

PROD 1000 K 400000 S-HOUR 50 

PROD * K 500000 P-HOUR 10 

PROD * K 500000 S-HOUR 90 

12.2.3 Component 3: Splitting into fixed and variable portions 

The table "FixVar", which is opened through the Excel navigation, must be filled with data. 

This table is used to determine at which proportion cost and activity inputs, which have been as-

signed to one type of activity, are split into fixed and variable components. This can be performed in 

relation to the cost element (or the receiver activity type) to be planned. 

The table is structured as follows: 
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Field Contents 

LAYOUT Layout for which the rules are set up. 

KOSTL Cost center for which the subsequent rule applies. An entry must be made for every ac-

tivity type defined in the "Activity type" table for the cost center. 

The cost center field may contain a specific cost center, a cost center group or a *. A 

leading * must be added if a group is used (SAP group). 

TYP a) K must be entered if cost splitting is concerned. The cost element (or *) must then be 

specified in the field KSTAR_LSTAR. 

b) KG is to be entered when cost splitting is done dependent on cost groups. In this case 

the cost element group must be entered in KSTAR_LSTAR. 

c) L must be entered if splitting of activity inputs is concerned. The receiver activity type 

(or *) must then be specified in the field KSTAR_LSTAR. 

In cases (a), (b) and (d) the correct entries must be made. * is not possible here. 

Statistical key figures cannot have a variable part. For this reason, statistical key figures 

are always accounted for as a fixed portion without requiring a specific entry. 

KSTAR_LSTAR Cost element or (input) activity type for which the rule is set up: * is possible if the sub-

sequent splitting rule applies for all cost elements (activity types) that have not been in-

dividually defined. 

LSTAR Activity type for which splitting is made. If no activity type is customized for the cost 

center, 100 percent is posted for the fixed portion. 

FIX Percentage (value between 0 and 100) of the fixed portion. The difference to 100 will be 

automatically booked as variable portion. 

VS_FIX SAP distribution key used to account for the annual value (fixed portion). If the entry is 

missing, key 1 is applied. 

VS_VAR SAP distribution key used to account for the annual value (variable portion). If the entry 

is missing, key 1 is applied. 

12.3 Combining the direct allocation procedure and planning by rules  

A combination of both procedures is possible. In this case, the constant LSTAR_VARIATOR (planning 

by rules) must be activated. 

The decision for which of the two procedures to use is made on the specific cost element level. This 

is done by entering the relevant control figure in the columns with the definitions CY_ADP and 

CM_ADP (1-4; see the Allevo & Excel manual for details). 

Optionally, Allevo can save the entered values for the column key CY_ADP/CY_ADM in SAP in order 

to easily enter them in the appropriate Excel cell the next time Allevo planning is called (see constant 

SAVE_ACTDEP). 
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12.4 Planning by rules: Changes during the planning process  

It is possible to give the planner access to the rules while they are working in the Excel file. The ac-

cess can be authorized in relation with the three components (see above) and be defined as read-

only or read/write access. 

For this purpose, a three-digit code, composed of the numbers 0, 1 or 2 must be defined in the con-

stant LSTAR_VARIATOR (in the "Value from" column). 

 Figure 0 = no view 

 Figure 1 = read-only mode 

 Figure 2 = read/write mode 

The first digit of the code represents rule component 1, the second rule component 2 and the third 

one stands for rule component 3. If, for example, the code 112 is entered in the "Value to" column, it 

means that the planner is allowed to see rule components 1 and 2 and to change component 3 for 

their cost center. During the planning process, the planner will now be able to modify or specify the 

distribution rules “fixed/variable” for their cost center as a function of the types of costs and activi-

ties. 

Note: The planner can only see the rules which have previously been created for the selected plan-

ning layout. If the rules are created as default values for a *-layout or *-cost center, they are 

not visible for the planner. 

 Any entries made by the planner are saved with reference to the planning layout and the rele-

vant cost center. The planner therefore may replace the default rules defined *, if applicable. 
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13 Allevo Master  

The Allevo Master defines what is to be planned and in which form. It determines the planning speci-

fications and thereby defines which details are relevant for the cost center (i.e., statistical key figures, 

activity types and cost elements). 

Only the key figures, activity types and cost elements defined in the key columns are decisive for the 

transfer of data to SAP or the reading from SAP. The data entered into the key fields must match the 

master data existing in SAP 3. 

Note: An automatic transfer of the relevant cost elements, activity types, and sender objects de-

pending on specific cost centers/orders/WBS elements etc., is not possible with a dynamic 

structure of the Allevo Master. Thus, it is the Allevo Master which determines the complete-

ness and the scope of the planning. (An alternative solution is ProCED; please see the ProCED-

manual) 

 There is, however, the possibility to read out activity settlement and order settlement data (in 

cost terms) for the specific object and to dynamically adapt the Allevo Master on the basis of 

the data records collected (so-called Y and Z areas, see Section 9.2). 

 When transferring data from Excel to SAP, Allevo checks whether the cost elements, activity 

types etc. also exist as a master record in SAP. If not, an error message is issued. 

13.1 General structure  

The setup of the planning template in Excel (Allevo Master) follows certain structures determined by 

the program. See the Allevo & Excel manual for a detailed description. 

The installation package includes an example file which is suitable as a template for setting up an in-

dividual customer-specific Allevo Master. 

The following explanations are general by nature and they apply equally well to cost centers, orders 

and WBS elements. 

13.2 Changes in the structure of an Allevo Master 

As long as the conventions for the designation and use of the Excel names are complied with, it is 

possible to freely change, add, or delete rows and columns. When deleting items, it must be ensured 

that no necessary Excel name definitions are deleted. 

If a new cost element is to be added for planning, simply add a new row in the Allevo Master, specify 

the relevant row definition and enter the cost element. 

Note: Additional columns may be used e.g. in order to derive plan or forecast data by using Excel for-

mulas. 

13.3 Excel sheet and workbook protection 

Using worksheet protection, it can be ensured that the planner does not change any important en-

tries in the Allevo Master or does not even see any control-relevant data. 

                                                           

3 However, leading zeros need not be entered. 
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Setting the worksheet protection for the central planning layout may only be done via the special 

"Customizing" worksheet which is supplied together with each Allevo Master. In addition to other 

data, the password for worksheet protection can be specified in this worksheet. 

Workbook protection ensures that neither the sheet name nor any hidden worksheets can be viewed 

again. 

Note: If worksheet protection is set via the Excel standard menu, the Allevo read functions are 

blocked. 

 Please find more detailed information on Excel protection mechanisms in the separate Allevo 

& Excel manual. 

13.4 Excel functions and Excel macros 

In principle, all Excel functionalities are maintained under SAP. Thus, in addition to worksheet protec-

tion, other classic Excel functions such as validities, conditional formatting, formulas, hiding of 

rows/columns/sheets, filters, structuring etc. are available. In addition, customer-specific Excel mac-

ros can be used, but must be set up in a separate VBA module. 

Note: If Excel functions are restricted by worksheet protection, these functions should be controlled 

by a macro. In this case, the macro must be designed such that worksheet protection is disa-

bled immediately before the use of any function, and enabled again immediately after use. 

 Complex macros should always exclude events (such as e.g. “change” or “activate”), as these 

may interfere with the operations of the Allevo program routines. If these events are nonethe-

less required, this must be individually discussed with Kern AG. 
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14 Allevo satellite tables and side calculations 

14.1 Functional overview 

In the Excel planning layout, a useful special functionality for the interaction with SAP dynpro can be 

set up: satellites! 

As a rule, these supplementary satellite tables are used as an auxiliary to identify quantity and value 

components for certain cost elements, activity types or key figures using detailed plans. Examples: 

 Details for cost element planning and activity dependent planning  

 Leasing- und investment planning (incl. derivation of depreciation) 

 Maintenance tasks and vehicle fleet planning 

 Salary and employee costs from personnel planning 

 Resource applications 

 Marketing budgets 

 SAP CO/PA interface 

Note: The individual applications of these Controlling specific additional calculations are designated 

as “side calculation” or as “side calculation planning”. Each topic is part of the Allevo license 

(see the corresponding note above). A topic is made up of at most 9 Allevo satellites 

An interesting aspect of these satellites is that the data entered in these detailed plans can also be 

stored centrally in SAP and then read back to Excel. Multi-layout data changes can be made via the 

Allevo menu |Satellites| or using the Shuttle transaction /KERN/IPPSHUTTLE (with many specific edit-

ing options). This data can also be used for other customer-specific analyses and evaluations. 

As many as 99 satellites can be used in Allevo: A satellite is made up of two digits within the range 

01-99. Satellite 00 has a special function, which we won’t discuss in detail here. For each satellite ta-

ble, a database table is assigned in the SAP system, in which the first 7 fields have a predefined struc-

ture. The database accesses the reading and writing functions for data via these index fields in Allevo. 

By default: 

 Satellite 01 works with table /KERN/IPPSAT01,  

 Satellite 02 works with table /KERN/IPPSAT02, etc. 

These standard satellites are delivered only with the required index fields. All additional fields are 

added by the customer with an append. This ensures that the necessary data structure is maintained 

for the customer (see the notes for append fields in the next sections). 

Note: For Allevo 3.5 and higher, other tables from the namespace /KERN/ or /KERNC/ can be as-

signed, as long as they correspond to the prescribed field structure in the index. 

In the delivery state, these tables can contain the index fields in order to map standard use 

cases (such as the standard case of investment planning). 

For each satellite in the Allevo Master, two Excel ranges need to be defined: The link between these 

satellites in Excel and the corresponding table in SAP is provided via the read / write functions of Al-

levo. 

In general, satellite ranges can be flexibly defined in the Allevo Master: this applies for the number 

and names of both columns and rows. In order to allow for synchronization of the respective ranges 
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between the Allevo Master and the customer-specific table in SAP, the field definitions made in the 

Allevo Master must be mapped to SAP. This is done with a so-called append structure for the respec-

tive table in SAP and can be done by the customer themselves.  

Note: The setup of satellite tables is a central aspect of the implementation of planning with Allevo 

side calculations. In order to map a specific side calculation, up to 9 satellites can be assigned 

(writing). This number can be found in the license for the side calculation.  

The transaction ALLEVO/SAT_INFO provides usage information for all currently used satellites; this 

evaluation is available from the Cockpit (see details in Section 14.11). 

General notes: 

 It is perhaps clear from the use applications mentioned, that the meaning of a satellite is deter-

mined by configuration in the Allevo implementation project (for example, by setting up a table 

append for storing the desired information). For this reason, the standard satellite table has only 

a neutral description in the SAP Dictionary (for example, "Allevo: Satellite table 12"). An individ-

ual description can be assigned in the project. With an assignment for side calculation planning, 

an individual description can be assigned (see next section). 

 The Allevo satellites are filled with data, which can be seen as central components in the plan-

ning process. Consequently, great damage can be done due to incorrect operation or incorrect 

uploads. Therefore, Allevo provides a specific function for satellite backup and restore (see Sec-

tion 14.13). 

 Data in satellite tables can be automatically provided via additional interface functions, including 

data from CO/PA, data transferred from ALV Reports or BW DataSources (see Details on reading 

Functions in Section 15). 

 For convenient use within planning, additional information can be added when reading the data 

in Allevo fields; such as the text for the material number (see Section 15.11). 

On occasion, the planning process also includes data with no predetermined structure (such as indi-

vidual sub-calculations for a cost center). The user therefore decides how the sub-calculation is struc-

tured. For this application, Allevo offers an alternative to the satellite table, which is described in the 

Allevo & Excel manual (see "Save any object-relevant data in SAP" or F1 help for the constant 

NO_LAYOUT_FOR_FIELDS). In this case, no customizing is required on the SAP side. 

14.2 Satellite settings (Satellite Cockpit) 

Settings for a satellite are entered via transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_DETAILS (can also be called via the 

Cockpit “Satellites >> Satellite Cockpit”). 
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Figure 14.1: Satellite details / Satellite Cockpit 

Calling this transaction is the first step if a new satellite is to be used in Allevo. Changing to an already 

existing satellite can be done via F4 (or the icon in the toolbar). The F4 selection is also integrated 

into all other areas of Allevo for selecting a satellite.  

Settings that are saved in the Cockpit include: 

 A text description of the satellite: the individual description reflects the contents of the side cal-

culation covered for the customer. The description is also displayed at the calling points for satel-

lites. Optionally, a description can be given for each Allevo layout via the constant 

SATxx_TAB_NAM, in the case that an individual text should be provided for each object type and 

controlling area. This function only exists for compatibility reasons (see documentation for 

SATxx_TAB_NAM). 

 Assignment to a side calculation(see Section 6.2.10) 

 The flag “read only” determines that the content of the satellite table can only be read. Plan data 

cannot actively be saved from the Allevo Master (such a satellite does not require a license). 

 In contrast to the Allevo standard satellite tables (/KERN/IPPSAT01 to 99), a reference table can 

be assigned, where Allevo then saves all data. The F4 selection shows only those /KERN/ and 

/KERNC/ tables that have the required index structure (see Section 14.5) 

 Display a backup table to be set up via transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_BKR (see Section 14.13). 

Satellite settings are saved in table /KERN/IPPSATSUBJ (except for settings for backups) 

Note: For Allevo 3.5 and higher, every used satellite is shown with an entry. Previously, only satel-

lites assigned to a side calculation were displayed. 

When updating to a current version, Allevo automatically fills the table with all satellites that 

are active in the Allevo layout. This function can also be manually executed from the menu 

“Satellites >> Import act. satellites” 
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The transaction provides two additional views: 

 The list of the fields in the satellite tables can be helpful when creating an Allevo Master (for ex-

ample, the number of each field). 

 A where-used list for the layouts in which the satellite has been used (comparable to entries in 

the satellite overview, see Section 14.11). 

14.3 Append fields for the satellite table in SAP 

Allevo is delivered with 20 standard satellites (numerated from 0 to 19) and can be extended to up to 

100 satellites as needed. Before they can be used in planning, satellites must first be set up. This rule 

applies for standard satellite tables in the namespace /KERN/IPPSATxx: as of Allevo 3.5, other tables 

with a distinct structure can also be integrated (see note below). 

You begin with the design of the satellite table in Excel. If the necessary columns and the data types 

to be used are already defined, the append structure can be set up in accordance with the respective 

table in SAP (see Figure 14.2). The tables are already defined and named in SAP with their basic struc-

ture (i.e. the key fields). Later, the unique allocation of the table fields between SAP and Excel is im-

plemented on the basis of the supplementary append structure. 

The append structure always starts with field 8 (Index 8). The first seven fields are designed for the 

key fields. When setting up the append structure, precise mapping of the data types (date, number, 

…) must be ensured so that the data can be saved correctly.  

Note: The SAP data types CURR and INT in append structures are not always sufficiently supported 

when utilizing external interfaces. In order to avoid any problems, we recommend using the 

data types DEC or NUMC in SAP. 

 Instead of the pre-defined fields, an include can be allocated to the append. This structure can 

also be used in multiple tables (which can simplify an Allevo-specific backup of satellite tables, 

see Section 14.13). The required fields are defined as structures via transaction SE11. 
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Figure 14.2: Append structure of the SAP table and Excel names of the satellite tables 

Note: The data in the satellites can be edited at different locations in the system (for example in the 

Allevo Master or using the additional module "Shuttle"). In order to protect sensitive contents, 

specific authorizations can be assigned to the satellite. This can be done individually for each 

user or group (via layout management, see Section 8.6 and Figure 8.1). 

14.4 Copy templates for satellite appends 

For common applications with satellite tables, the Allevo delivery package contains predefined struc-

tures, which can be used as a copy template for the definition of append fields. Included are, for ex-

ample, examples of investment planning and interfaces for the additional module ProCED. 

These structures can be called as data types in SE11. The name corresponds to the following format: 

/KERN/IPP_SAT_PROCED, so for example /KERN/IPP_SAT_PROCED_PR as a template for linking Pro-

CED with WBS elements. 

IMPORTANT: The structures should only be used as a copy template for viewing the correct field defi-

nitions. They should NOT be directly added to the append of a satellite, since there may be changes 

in future Allevo versions. 

14.5 Satellites with “ground tables”  

By default, Allevo satellite tables have the names /KERN/IPPSAT01 to /KERN/IPPSAT99: contained 

within this name are important index fields. The actual data structure is extended by the user via ap-
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pend fields (see the section above). Alternatively, a satellite can also reference another database ta-

ble if it is stored in the /KERN/ or /KERNC/ namespace and the index fields in question exist there. 

These tables can also contain data fields for standard use directly from the standard delivery, e.g. for 

the standard case of investment planning.  

One condition: The first 7 index fields have to be EXACTLY like our previous satellite tables.  We make 

sure that changes in the structure of “ground tables” remain compatible. These tables can be directly 

transferred to productive Allevo applications. Changes in the structure are made in a compatible way 

so that data exchange via the Excel Master is maintained after an Allevo update (there, it is common 

to use the column in the satellite table as an access key; therefore, there can also be no shifting of 

the table structure on the SAP side.  

14.6 Satellite ranges in the Allevo Master (Excel) 

To transfer data to Excel, corresponding ranges must be entered in the Allevo Master. For each satel-

lite table two Excel ranges must be created: Header and Write/read (see also Figure 14.2). 

SAP-Table Header area (Excel) Write/read area (Excel) 

/KERN/IPPSAT00 SAT00HR SAT00RW 

/KERN/IPPSAT01 SAT01HR SAT01RW 

/KERN/IPPSAT02 SAT02HR SAT02RW 

… … … 

/KERN/IPPSAT99 SAT99HR SAT99RW 

The satellite ranges with the suffix “HR” and “RW” reflect the simplest use. In certain cases, other 

namespaces may be necessary (see details in Allevo & Excel manual). 

Die genannten Satellitenbereiche mit Suffix „HR“ und „RW“ spiegeln die einfachste Anwendung wie-

der. In besonderen Fällen können weitere Bereiche erforderlich sein (siehe ausführliche Beschrei-

bung im Allevo-Excel-Handbuch). 

Example: Allevo Master files can also be used for uploading and/or downloading the satellite data in the 

additional module "Shuttle". In these cases, a second read/write area named SATxyRWS (most 

of the times identical with the area addressed by SATxyRW) must be available in the Excel file. 

14.6.1 Header for defining column display (Excel) 

The header line is used to bring together the table fields in Excel and the columns in the satellite ta-

bles. This is done via the index of the append structure. 

The header line lies outside the table and runs across all columns from which data is to be written to 

SAP, including the column with row numbers (Index 7). It must be ensured that the columns with the 

row numbers remain a part of the Excel table. 

The allocation of the respective column is made via the index, that is, via the position of a field in the 

append structure. These indices are entered into the header line above the corresponding column of 
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the satellite table (see Figure 14.2). Therefore, the sequence of the columns in the Excel satellite ta-

ble can be freely selected and also changed retroactively, without the append in SAP requiring any 

changes. If, in the case of the above example (see Figure 14.2), the column "Access" is to be shifted 

to the start, it would only be necessary to simultaneously shift index 11 of the header line.  

Example: In position 8 of the append structure, the field ZZ_Project is used to record the planned pro-

ject. In the Excel template, the number 8 must be entered into the header line above the col-

umn "Project", into which the quantities are later written. 

14.6.2 Satellite range for reading and writing data (Excel)  

The write/read range comprises all lines and columns of the table intended for storage. The row 

numbers (Index 7) must be contained therein, but the other key fields of the table do not. 

In this range, there are also fields that cannot not be completed directly, but rather are completed 

with formulas (e.g. "Quantity * Price"). The content of these fields can also be stored in SAP. 

  

Note: When reading tables from SAP to Excel, the fields containing formulas are not overwritten. 

However, the content is immediately re-determined through automatic calculation of the for-

mula. 

 It is permissible to use the Excel functionality to split up the Excel name definitions and thus to 

expand the range of a table (e.g. it is possible to insert columns with additional information, 

which are not intended to be saved in SAP). However, columns to be saved require a field in 

the append structure and the associated index in the header line. 

14.7 Notes for working with satellite data 

The mode of operation for transferring the data from the Excel supplementary tables into the SAP 

tables is always identical. If the planner initiates the data transfer by clicking the button |Save data to 

SAP|, the program checks whether the relevant SAP table already contains data for the cost center. If 

this is the case, all data related to the cost center is first deleted before the current entries from the 

Excel planning file are re-written into the table. In this way, data consistency between the Excel plan-

ning file and the SAP tables is guaranteed. 

Note: Deviations from this rule can be useful, and are controlled via constants (see list below). Espe-

cially for application in MultiObject mode, data can be read and written simultaneously over 

several objects at the same time. 

When working with satellites, the following points must be considered: 

 Every satellite must be assigned to a side calculation (for Allevo 3.3 and higher and correspond-

ing license management).  

 All tables used must be activated in the *-layout via constant ACTIVE_SAT. This activation de-

scribes with which object types the satellite should be used (per controlling area). In addition, 

the tables used for the specific planning layout must be activated in the corresponding constant 

of the planning layout. In both cases, the “Satellite Assistant” can help with simple entry. 

 The “Value to” column for the same constant (of the planning layout) can be used to specify 

whether read only or read/write access shall be granted for the table (see F1-help for ACTIVE_SAT). 
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A restriction in the *-layout automatically applies to the named layouts (if there is a deviating en-

try, a warning appears). For Allevo licenses, only those satellites that are actually meant for plan-

ning are relevant.  

 The constant READ_ORDER_SAT defines whether the reading operation for a specific satellite is to 

be done before or after reading cost elements. 

 The constant FOPEN_READSAT allows you to control the reading of satellites once the files are 

opened (independent of other reference data). 

 Similar to SAP procedures, satellite data is saved with a reference to the version and the fiscal year 

(corresponding to the settings in CX_WW), which means that when using the |Save satellite| but-

ton the data is always saved in the specified planning version. 

 Customer specific functions can be saved for each satellite (carried out by BAdIs). The call can be 

made either before or after reading/writing. Additional functions, such as calling FP or the CO/PA 

interface, can be executed after saving the satellite. 

 Satellites and additional functions are always processed in the sequence of the satellite numbers 

(i.e. Sat01, Sat02...). This should be taken into account if other superior functions are stored in 

which data form one satellite are processed with data of another satellite (if necessary, a satellite 

with reference data must have the smaller number, so that it can first be saved).  

 Only those data records are transferred from Excel to SAP for which a value or other entry is de-

fined in the column after the row number. It doesn’t matter whether this column is assigned to a 

field of the append or is a simple auxiliary column. 

 The entries in the satellite do not depend on the selected planning layout (see Section 8.2). There-

fore, if a satellite is addressed by two different Allevo Masters with identical selections4, entries 

overwrite each other. 

 The satellite range in Excel must at least contain all the fields created as append structure in 

SAP5, but it's also possible to add additional fields to the satellite in Excel (such as calculation 

fields). Also, certain fields can be hidden in Excel. 

 It is possible to set up several satellite tables in one Excel worksheet. 

 Cells containing formulas will not be overwritten with data in the read and write area, so that the 

formulas are preserved. However, in the case that during the current planning process in the Allevo 

Master a formula was changed, an inconsistency between the Excel data and the SAP data may 

occur. 

 In the standard procedure, when transferring the data from SAP to Excel, the data is read from 

the planning version currently set for the CX_WW constant. However, there is also the option to 

have the data of another version displayed via the |Read satellite| button. This functionality can 

be used e.g. for the forecast process by having the data of the budget version displayed as the 

starting point of the forecast. 

                                                           

4 With matching object number, controlling area, financial year and version. 

5 If the supplementary table in Excel does not contain all the fields of the SAP append, these SAP fields are overwrit-

ten with “empty” when the supplementary table is saved. 
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 The constant SATxxSELECT (xx being a placeholder for the relevant satellite) is used to adapt the 

selection of the data, for example, to read data without reference to the object number or ver-

sion. This is particularly useful if master data is saved in a satellite with cross-table characteristics 

(such as texts or translations). The function is only available for reading: the relevant data in this 

case must be entered via the satellite maintenance or the Shuttle. In some cases, it may also 

make sense to write: for this, the missing fields in the satellite index must be provided via Excel 

(such as the version number for cross-version reading). 

 In some situations, it can be useful to aggregate satellite data before transferring it to Excel. Exam-

ple: the planning Master is started through a cost center group (1:n function or selection in the 

Tree), and the planning screen then shows all data aggregated in a group. It can be advantageous 

in such cases to also calculate the corresponding totals for the details in the satellite (not only in 

Excel but already in SAP). Constant GRP_READ_SATxx (xx again being the placeholder for the num-

ber of the satellite) can be used in this case. The constant specifies which columns are taken as 

aggregation keys and which columns are used for calculating totals. The grouping function can also 

be used to transfer multiple planning objects directly to Excel and then write them back (e.g. for 

multiple selection in MOD). 

 “Merge” function: when reading satellite data, it may be useful to mix data from two tables. Ex-

ample: A satellite contains plan data that is to be regularly expanded by specifications from an-

other satellite (without entered plan data being deleted). Thus, when reading the satellite table 

with the plan values, only the contents of particular columns are to be replaced by data from a 

second table. This function is set via the constant SATxx_MERGEyy (with xx or yy as the number 

of the involved satellite tables, for details, see F1 documentation for the constant). 

 There are often references to master records or other SAP documents in satellite tables (e.g. ma-

terial or customer number). For display purposes in Excel, it can be useful to also have an appro-

priate description for these references (e.g. short description for material or customer name). 

Allevo offers additional functions in order to make such information automatically available (see 

Section 15.11). 

 In the *-layout via the |Constants| folder under the |Names| tab, the tables can be individually 

named. Default values are pre-set. However, naming is not important for the operation of the 

program and does not change the technical designations of the tables in SAP. It only serves to 

represent the customer terminology when using the buttons |Read satellite|, |Save satellite| or 

the menu |Satellites| (in earlier Allevo versions, an individual description per layout was possible, 

but this function is no longer supported). 

14.8 Confidential data in satellite tables (Remote access)  

Especially in the context of personnel planning, it may be desirable to store the associated personnel 

data in a satellite table outside of the CO client, for data protection reasons. Allevo offers two soluti-

ons in this case: 

(A) Saving the data in a separate client: this function in controlled via the constant SATxx_CLIENT 

(see F1 documentation) 

(B) Access via an RFC connection: in this case, the satellite table can also be stored in a com-

pletely different SAP system. 

To set up the remote system (B), additional transport is required. This is provided by Kern AG (allow-

ing the use of 50 remote satellites instead of 100 local satellites). 

The following steps are required: 
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1. A RFC destination must be created under transaction SM59 in the source system used by the user 

for logging in to SAP and starting Allevo. 

2. The Allevo constants (*-constants) are extended by the parameter RFC_DEST. In the “Value from” 

column, the exact key of the destination in accordance with SM59 must be entered. This setting 

applies for all planning layouts and cannot be separately specified for individual planning layouts! 

3. In the "Value to" column, a combination of 0 and 1 must be entered. Each digit represents one of 

the satellite tables, namely 

Digit 1: Satellite 01 

Digit 2: Satellite 02 

...etc. 

1 signifies that this table communicates with the remote system; 0 signifies that this table com-
municates with the source system. 

The entry can also be made with the help of the “Satellite Assistant” in constant maintenance (in 
the column “RFC”). 

4. All tables which communicate with the remote system must be available in both systems with a 

structure that is as identical as possible (remote and local, same append structure). A completely 

identical structure is no longer possible, since SAP checks for identical field names (identical field 

names are then not written/read, but the access is not broken). 

These settings specify that the data of the supplementary table is read from the table in the remote 

system and is even saved therein. No data is administered in the source system. Access via the |Sat-

ellite tables| function is then no longer possible (see Section 14.9). 

Note: Only one remote system can be addressed, which means that the tables cannot be distributed 

across several remote systems. 

The RFC user must have at least the authorizations for Allevo planners (i.e. group ZIPP_PLA for 

the authorization object S_PROGRAM).  

Remotely stored satellites can have some restrictions as compared to a local installation (e.g., 

no implementation of a BAdI before reading and writing data.  

14.9 Satellite maintenance/Shuttle: display and edit data 

The |Satellite tables| menu in the Allevo start dialog automatically calls the Allevo module “Shuttle”. 

For a detailed description, see the Allevo Shuttle manual. Additionally, Allevo comments can also be 

displayed and edited here, such as copying to another year or version (incl. sheet comments). 

Note: For versions 3.3 and higher, the Shuttle module is connected here. For older versions, individ-

ual editing functions are called (so-called “satellite maintenance”). 

14.10  Satellite 00 

Besides the satellites described above, there is another satellite with a special function: satellite 00 

(/KERN/IPPSAT00). This satellite has the special feature that it is immediately read when the Excel 

planning file is opened in SAP. The other tables are only processed after clicking the |Read reference 

data| button. 

Satellite 00 therefore is the perfect choice any time central controlling options are to be managed in 

one satellite, which dynamically controls the definitions, e.g. for reading operations, once the Excel 
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planning file is opened. Another application area is the defining of object type groups when using 

MultiObject. 

Note: The satellite 00 can only be accessed once per Excel planning file. It is activated via the con-

stant SAT_00_ACTIVE. In the “Value to” column, the Excel sheet where the table is located 

must be specified. 

 The use of Satellite 00 is primarily intended for MultiObject. Using Satellite 00 in Multipage on 

the planning layout to be multiplied is not possible, since the table may only be used once for 

each Allevo Master. 

 The constant SAT_00_SELECT offers interesting features for controlling the selection. 

14.11 Satellite where-used-list 

Satellites and the side calculations that they contain are an important component in the Allevo plan-

ning process. Since there is such diversity in the way satellites can be applied, it is important to have 

thorough documentation. The transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_INFO can be helpful in this case. This trans-

action shows a where-used-list for all currently used satellites. 

This evaluation can also be accessed via the Cockpit and can be made for individual satellites, or for 

all active satellites. The following figure shows the selection screen: 

 

Figure 14.3: Selection screen for satellite where-used-list 

The evaluation is made up of a hierarchical list with a single header per satellite table. If desired, a 

header can also be displayed per controlling area and object type. Optionally, all rows can be shown 

from the evaluation (option “list with complete hierarchy”). 

The where-used list can help answer the following questions: 

 Which satellites have been used in Allevo until now? 

 To which layouts or controlling areas and object types is each satellite connected? 

 Which satellites have a read only function and which also have a writing function? 

 To which additional modules is a satellite connected (FP, ProCED, CO/PA) 

 Which descriptions are used for the satellites in the layouts? 

The list also shows the names and descriptions of the satellite appends. The corresponding structure 

(dictionary structure) can be identified via the evaluation “Export system info” from the Allevo Cock-

pit (or as header data when calling “Excel initial” in Shuttle). In addition to a satellite overview, the 

transaction /ALLEVO/LAYOUT_INFO offers a layout overview with the number of associated satellite 

tables (see Section 8.9). 
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14.12  Important constants for working with satellites 

The following constants are specifically important for working with satellites: 

 ACTIVE_SAT list of the active constants 

 ACTIVE_SAT_SORT change the sequence when reading/writing satellite data   

 SAT00_ACTIVE activate satellite “00” 

 SATxx_TAB_NAM name of the supplementary table (usually set in the *-layout)  

 READ_ORDER_SAT determine the order for reading  

 READ_AFTER_PLAN_SAT re-read the satellite data after planning  

 FOPEN_READSAT determines the reading process for offline files 

 SATxxSELECT for defining which selection parameters should be deactivated for the key  

 SAT00_SELECT for defining which selection parameters should be deactivated for satellite “00” 

 GRP_READ_SATxx for selective reading and aggregation of data 

 NO_SATFIELD_CHECK deactivate data checks for satellite tables 

 SAT_BUT_READ_ALL read data from all satellites simultaneously 

 SAT_BUT_SAVE_ALL save data for all satellites simultaneously 

 SATxx_CLIENT satellite data in a separate client 

 SATxx_COPA directly call the Allevo interface for CO/PA 

14.13  Satellite backup/restore 

The Allevo satellites are filled with data, which can be seen as central components in the planning 

process. Consequently, the damage is great when, for example, data is lost due to incorrect opera-

tion or incorrect uploads. In some cases, it may also be useful to restore a particular state. 

With the Allevo backup/restore functions it is possible to save the contents of any satellite tables in a 

separate satellite table. The target table has to have the same structure as the source table (i.e. the 

same append structure). The backup target tables do not require licenses. 

Allevo backups can be made using two different processes: 

1. With a complete-backup, the contents of a satellite table are completely copied into the target 

table. This backup must be explicitly started by the user (or run as a background job, e.g., for 

daily backups during the planning process) 

2. With a “per-object-backup”, each write operation is logged to a satellite table in the background 

and the previous status is saved in the backup table. 

Only one of these options can be used at a time (determination is made per satellite).  Allevo saves 

the information on backup date and time for each backup: for process (1), there is an entry for the 

entire backup, for option (2), there is an individual entry for each object. Accordingly, the procedures 

for the restoration of data also differ. 
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Allevo allows a maximum of 99 backups, so that there can be a single backup for each satellite table.  

14.13.1 Settings for satellite backups  

All satellite tables to be backed up need to be defined via transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_BKR. 

 

 

Figure 14.4: Setup of satellite tables for backup 

The definition consists of the assignment of the source and target table: the target table can also be 

a satellite table, or alternatively, a customer-specific table in the namespace /KERNC/, Z- and Y (for 

Allevo 3.5 and higher). The correct structure of the target table is of utmost importance here (see 

note below). 

The entry in the “number” column determines how many backups Allevo should maintain in the tar-

get table simultaneously (up to 99 backup runs are possible).  

The entry for “backup type” determines which backup process should be used: complete-backup or 

dynamic for each change made to an object.  

Important: The source table and target table MUST have the same structure (append-structure). It is 

therefore recommended to work with the append with a reference to a shared structure in-

stead of with individually defined fields. Such structures are defined via transaction SE11 and 

can be included in satellite appends via an INCLUDE command. Expansions are then automati-

cally available. 

Note: The number of a backup and the ID of the object are saved in the COOBJECT column in the tar-

get table. 

14.13.2  Create backup  

If a satellite table is set up for "per-object-backup", the previous state is stored in the defined backup 

table each time an object is modified in Allevo. This function is activated as soon as the settings for 

the backup are made (see previous section). 

For the “complete-backup” procedure, backup storage is started via the transaction /AL-

LEVO/SAT_BACKUP. The only available selection parameter is the name of the satellite table. The 

available satellites for selection (that were set up for complete-backup via transaction /AL-

LEVO/SAT_BKR) can be called via F4. 
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Figure 14.5: Set up complete-backup for satellite tables 

The complete contents of the satellite table(s) are saved (also for all years and versions). 

Note: During a complete-backup, all backups are logged with the date and time of the backup in the 

table /KERN/IPPSAT_BLG. For per-object-backups, the log can be found in /KERN/IPPSAT_OBL 

(also with other details such as the object number). 

The entries of the respective log files are available as selection parameters for data restora-

tion. 

14.13.3  Restore satellite data 

Depending on the application, it may be helpful to see previous states of individual objects or to view 

the complete status at a given time. For this, the process also differentiates itself, depending on 

which backup procedure was used. 

In both cases, the restoration of data is started via the transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_RESTORE. Figure 

14.6 shows an example of the selection parameters for a satellite table with a complete backup.  

 

Figure 14.6: Restore satellite table 

The name of the satellite to be restored must be entered. After selecting the controlling area and the 

object type (as a minimum qualifier), the date of the backup can be selected via F4.  

Other parameters in the “Data contents” section can also be set: data can be restored for all objects 

or only selected objects. 

When restoring data that were backed up with the per-object procedure, an object must first be ex-

plicitly entered in order to access the log table from the last backup with F4. Alternatively, a date can 
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be entered: in this case, the restoration program searches through individual logs and tries to restore 

the data for this date. 

important: According to the selection parameters, all data that correspond to the selection are overwrit-

ten or deleted. This function should therefore be used with caution.  

Allevo generates a log for each restoration (table /KERN/IPPSAT_RLG or /KERN/IPPSAT_ORL). 
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15 Using satellites and allocating data  

15.1 Functional overview 

Allevo satellites offer multiple ways to allocate planning relevant data. They can function using active 

data entry (e.g., secondary planning investments), or as simple information providers for additional 

information in reading mode (e.g., relevant information from master data). 

In order to compile this information in an individual manner, an Excel upload via, or a customer-spe-

cific program for compiling data from different SAP source tables into a satellite table Shuttle can be 

used. 

As an alternative, Allevo offers a number of interface programs for transferring data from existing 

SAP documents and then linking them to different Allevo functions. Possible sources: 

 Actuals line items (especially for display while using offline planning) 

 Transfer of asset depreciation simulation / depreciation simulation per cost center 

 Transfer from a BW DataSource / extractor 

 Transfer of data from the ALV display of reports or queries 

 Transfer of data from materials calculations (in accordance with CK13N) 

 Transfer from CO relevant data records 

The following sections describe the corresponding transactions and their specific functions and appli-

cation possibilities. In all cases, the transfer to Excel (i.e. for processing in the Allevo Master) is made 

with the help of Allevo satellites. Allevo also offers diverse functions to help realize customer specific 

data allocation in satellites, e.g., via customer specific BAdI implementation or data transfer reports. 

The requirements can be adjusted in the Allevo implementation project if necessary. 

When allocating data, it can be useful to use SAP background processing (for example, to provide 

current day-to-day information with overnight runs). 

Provide additional information/text for master data 

For Allevo interfaces with reading functions, references to master records or other SAP documents 

are often transferred to a satellite (e.g., material or customer number). In this case, it may be useful 

to provide additional information (such as descriptive texts) automatically. This general Allevo func-

tion is described in Section 15.11 below. 

Reading function for MultiObject 

In MO-mode, satellites are often used to build a planning structure that will suit the individual needs 

of the customer (e.g., to only show posting combinations with values). This support is provided by a 

special function of MOD or ProCED (see the Allevo & Excel or ProCED manual). The special functions 

of Satellite 00 are related (see Section 14.10). 
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15.2 Reporting functions via Allevo satellites  

The above Allevo functions for data transfer can supplement the planning content or be the basis for 

individual reporting independent of the planning functions. In the case of reporting functions, the 

satellite itself often assumes the central role for the transfer and presentation of the results (e.g., to-

gether with graphics). Optionally the output is again made via MultiPage-mode or via lists in Multi-

Object mode. For the latter, an entry via the MOD variant of Allevo can be useful for attaining an out-

put over several objects. This allows a flexible selection of the objects involved on the SAP side. If 

only the data in the satellite is important, the main planning range in the Allevo Master can be omit-

ted completely – it is enough to set the MOD constants on the SAP side for the extended object se-

lection when starting (for the MOD functions, see the Allevo & Excel manual). 

Often, Allevo objects can be used to group the data according to the essential characteristics (e.g., 

display per company code). 

15.3 Basic functions (scheme, constant, preview) 

A satellite can contain data for multiple applications (e.g., data regarding master data, depreciation 

simulations, line items, etc.). Accordingly, this data comes from different sources. The contents of the 

corresponding Allevo data allocation functions are described in the next sections. 

These superior functions are called from the toolbar of the individual data transfer transaction, 

shown here using the example of data transfer from an ALV Report: 

 

Figure 15.1: Basic functions for controlling data transfer (scheme, constants, preview) 

These data allocation functions rely on central functions that will be described in the next sections. 

The first goal is the assignment of relevant information from the source to the fields of the satellite 

table for the subsequent transfer to Excel. 

15.3.1 Schemes, constants, and mapping 

Normally, for each use case, a scheme is defined that is made up of an ID and an appropriate descrip-

tion of the use case. The scheme is then created at the level of the satellite and controlling area. 

Constants help define which data fields should be transferred from the source and which should be 

the corresponding target fields in the satellite (mapping). The assignment of these constants is made 

based on the controlling area, satellite and scheme.  
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Note: Depending on the interface function, Allevo first starts with a test run for the integrated trans-

action in order to (1) check the link between stored reports and (2) to obtain the structure of 

the data (for subsequent mapping). This test run should of course be made with a sensible se-

lection variant, which must be stored in the start screen of the Allevo transaction. 

Example for transferring ALV data from a report: 

 

Figure 15.2: constants with mapping for data transfer in satellites 

In the upper area, a “Map Area” is shown (among other things): the code in the entry field represents 

the execution type via which the field assignment has been called up. This specification is important 

if reading functions are to be called automatically from Allevo planning (see constant 

SATxx_PROC_BEF_RD). 

In the bottom half of the figure above, the column on the left shows the satellite table fields to be 

filled. In the next column, the assigned components of the currently active interface function: in the 

example above, source fields supplied by the ALV list in transaction KE5X are available for selection. 

The description of the fields is transferred from the satellite fields. Details on mapping that are de-

pendent on the interface function are described in the next sections. 

As can be seen in the figure above, simple ABAP processing functions for character strings can also be 

stored in the source field. Parts of the contents of a source field can thus also be transferred (see, 

e.g., satellite field ZZ_KTEXT with the transfer of 10 characters from STEXT, beginning with the third 

character). 

A component can be transferred to several different satellite fields: this can be particularly helpful 

when a component is handled by the ABAP processing functions for character strings (for example, to 

divide parts of a component into different fields of the satellite table). 

The fields in satellites can also be supplied with fixed contents, such as ZZ_MEINS in the example 

above. 

The index fields of the satellite (such as year and version) can also be filled using field assignments.  

Usually, however, these would be fixed in advance (such as in the example above for GJAHR). With-

out mapping, the fields are automatically filled with the entries from the start screen of the respec-

tive transfer transaction. If an index field is left blank (e.g., no content for COOBJECT), then the re-

spective row is deleted. 
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Note: The COOBJECT field usually plays a special role for the representative object via which Allevo 

later transfers the data in the Excel planning screen. 

In the example above, the field is filled with a profit center from transaction KE5X. If the corre-

sponding components in the source contain no data, Allevo fills the field with the entry from the 

selection screen (if there is an entry there). 

15.3.2 Preview for source data 

Allevo offers a preview function which is accessed via the “Preview Function” button. The data of the 

linked interface functions can be shown in their original form. 

 

The preview itself is also an ALV list. The tool tip for the column description shows the field name of 

the current column for the assignment to the desired satellite field (mapping component). This pre-

view is accessible without any setup steps (e.g., definition of a satellite). 

Note: This is also the most important goal of the preview function. A user sees which data can be 

called before any set up steps have to be made. 

15.4 Transfer data from depreciation simulations in satellites 

15.4.1 Functional overview 

Within the framework of Allevo planning processes, regular access to depreciation data is required. 

These data are usually accessed via the SAP report RASIMU02 (Transaction AR18 = depreciation sim-

ulation). 

Background: with this report, it is possible to simulate future depreciations. The entry of the report 

date determines to which (future) fiscal year the simulation should be run or for which fiscal year a 

simulation for a specific time range should be made. 

For this reason, Allevo offers functions for transferring the results of a depreciation simulation into a 

satellite table as the basis for further planning functions. It is even possible to use multiple satellites 

for different uses, for example: 

 Determination of monthly depreciation values for one satellite 
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 Determination of new asset additions for the current year in a second satellite 

Solution properties: 

 Depreciation data are available as both monthly and yearly values (for up to 3 years). 

 The data are automatically assigned to the stored cost centers. 

 Optionally, an accumulation can be made at the level of the asset class (see note for assignment 

of cost elements below). 

The corresponding transaction /ALLEVO/RD_DEPR (or /KERN/IPP_RD_DEPR) uses the same basic 

functions as the transfer of data from BW extractions (see the general note further above). For exa-

mple: 

 Creation and selection of a scheme for the satellites where the constants are stored (for Allevo 

3.4.19 and higher, earlier versions only used the STD standard scheme). 

 Set up of field assignments (constants), which allow the result of a depreciation calculation with 

the relevant parameters to be written into the fields of a satellite table.  

 Call the SAP report RASIMU02 with a defined selection variant and save the relevant data in the 

satellite table. 

Note: All of the parameters that are necessary for an accurate depreciation calculation must be 

stored in the selection variants of RASIMU02. Allevo does not use any of its own parameters 

when calling in this case. 

Authorization check: calling the interface is only possible if the current user also has an au-

thorization for SAP transaction AR18. 

The transfer of data from an ALV report was not yet available in the first NetWeaver Base Ver-

sion 7.0. Therefore, EHP1 or the individual installation of SAP Note 946699 is necessary. Allevo 

checks the function before calling the field assignments / constants. 

In current ERP versions, SAP also offers the report RASIMU_ALV01, which allows additional 

fields from the asset master to be transferred (see SAP Note 427827). In order to connect the 

respective transaction AR18N, the general ALV transfer in Allevo should be used (see section 

below). 

After calling the transaction, the following selection screen appears: 
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Figure 15.3: Entry for transfer of data from a depreciation simulation 

The most important parameters when executing the interface and transferring the data to a satellite: 

 Name of the selection variant with which RASIMU02 is to be called. 

 Satellite table for storing the data; saving is always done per controlling area. If necessary, this 

must also be taken into account in the report variant for RASIMU02 (for example, calling via suit-

able company codes). 

 Scheme for the satellite (to be created in advance via the |Schemes| button). Multiple schemes 

per satellite can be useful if multiple years should be read one after another (see also the merge 

function for “other options”) 

 Entries such as object number (e.g. cost center), fiscal year and version are transferred in the re-

spective index fields of the satellite if there are no assignments via constants.  

Note for determining COOBJECT: depreciation data are usually assigned to a cost center, which is 

then automatically transferred to the COOBJECT field of the satellite table. For this, the interface 

provides the fields KOSTL or KOSTLV (the responsible cost center). If no object number is deliv-

ered from mapping, the default from the start screen is used (if there is no default entry, rows 

without an object assignment are deleted). 

In current Allevo versions, depreciation data can also be saved for orders (component CAUFN) or 

an Allevo object. The latter can be sensible for transferring depreciation date per company code.  

 The option “Update fields with additional info” allows data that are set up in the Allevo transac-

tion /ALLEVO/SAT_TXT_RULE to be read (= rules for making additional info available). Fields in 

the satellite index can also be addressed here.  
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 The option “summarize according to asset class/cost element” allows the aggregation of the data 

according to object, asset class and cost element (if the latter has been determined via mapping, 

otherwise only object and asset class are relevant). 

 An entry in “Delete rows below total” allows especially small depreciation amounts to be sup-

pressed. 

Other options: 

 “Display satellite data before saving” allows for a manual check of the read data before it is saved 

in the satellite (a sort of preview for the transferred data). 

 The options for deleting / merging data in satellites are described in Section 15.4.5 below. 

All parameters for executing the depreciation simulation via RASIMU02 must be saved in the called 

depreciation selection variants. Please note the following: 

 The Allevo interface saves data to a predefined controlling area. Accordingly, the parameters also 

need to be selected in the selection variant (for example, with a restriction to the relevant com-

pany codes).  

 The option “list assets” must be set in the selection screen of the depreciation variant.  

 In the selection screen, RASIMU02 offers the option “Evaluation time period” with the options 

“monthly, quarterly, 6-month and yearly”. By default, Allevo assumes that one of the fist options 

will be selection (e.g., monthly). When selecting “Year”, the transfer parameters (i.e. the compo-

nents in field mapping) are filled with different contents from SAP than expected from the de-

scriptions of the constants / components. This can lead to confusion as to the meaning of the 

fields, but does not limit the function of the interface.  

Some Allevo constants with yearly values are simply calculated internally as the sum of monthly val-

ues. 

Note: The SAP report also allows the transfer of valued asset additions (base values) to the deter-

mined depreciation. 

In this context, Allevo also offers transaction /ALLEVO/ASSET_ACQ (similar to SAP transaction 

S_ALR_87012050) in order to enable the transfer of asset movements (e.g., additions) to a satel-

lite. 

15.4.2 Field assignments (constants) 

Here, it is determined which fields of the interface should be transferred to a satellite. For the basic 

functions, see Section 15.3). 

The assignment of these constants is made on the basis of controlling area and satellite table (see 

the button “Constant” in the start screen). 
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Note: When calling the field assignments, Allevo starts a test run for RASIMU02 to check the basic 

functionality of the ALV interface. This should be done with a sensible selection variant, which 

must then also be stored in the start screen of the Allevo transaction. 

The usual Allevo assignment table is shown for assigning the components of the interface table and 

the fields of the satellite table.  

 

Figure 15.4: Field assignments for depreciation data 

The column on the left contains the fields of the satellite table to be written to. The second column 

contains the fields (components) of the interface to the depreciation report. Please note the follow-

ing: 

The available components are stored in the structure / KERN / IPP_S_MAP_DEPR02 (accessed via 

transaction SE11 for direct display in the ABAP Dictionary). It is a subset of the components that are 

available for ALV output via the SAP report. This subset is supplemented by additional information, 

e.g. from the master record of assets, such as inventory and serial number (contents of table ANLA). 

Note: Depending on the execution parameters of RASIMU02, different components of the ALV are 

filled with data. Which these are can be identified via a direct call of RASIMU: 

 In the ALV output for RASIMU, change to “Settings  >> Display variants >> Current”. The 

corresponding popup shows all fields that are available in the current view. In the context 

menu, the option “Tech. field names” displays the components with their field names. 

 It is, of course, possible to transfer the contents of columns that were not previously dis-

played from the list of "hidden fields" and to check their contents in the ALV output. 

 

Filling the COOBJECT index field: The cost center (interface component KOSTL) must be transferred to 

the satellite table as a representative object. The aggregation function is based on this and the asset 
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class. If the field is not filled when the data are transferred, Allevo transfers the cost center from the 

initial screen of the transaction (without this default, rows with an empty cost center are ignored). 

Executing a depreciation simulation for “Year”  

The description of the interface components (last column in Figure 15.4: Field assignments for depre-

ciation data) is primarily for simulations within a year, i.e. calling RASMU02 with “Monthly, quarterly 

or 6-month” in the selection parameter “Evaluation time range” (Example: AFA01 = planned depreci-

ation month 01). 

If the report is started with an evaluation time range of “Year”, individual fields are filled with con-

tents that have a deviating meaning. Examples: 

 AFA01 = cumulated depreciation at the beginning of year 

 AHK01 = Normal depreciation at the beginning of the year 

 ZAHK01 = Cumulated normal depreciation at the beginning of the year  

 BCHW01 = Residual book value at the beginning of the year 

 AFA02 = Additional depreciation in year of evaluation 

 AHK02 = cumulated acquisition value at the end of year 

 ZAHK02 = Additional acquisition value in year of evaluation 

 BCHW02 = Residual book value at the end of the year 

These deviating meanings must be considered when setting up the constants. Additionally, some in-

ternally calculated Allevo components cannot be sensibly used for a yearly evaluation (e.g., AFA_Y1 

to AFA_Y3 for calculated yearly values). These should therefore not be used in mapping.   

15.4.3 Additional information (e.g., for account identification) 

The interface provides two ways to add data to the output that are not originally provided through 

RASIMU02: 

 Special components in structure /KERN/IPP_S_MAP_DEPR02, which are filled directly from the 

interface with content if the associated constants are assigned to a satellite field. 

 Additional info, whose info is stored in Allevo transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_TXT_RULE (= provide 

rules for additional information). 

Both of these functions can also address fields in the satellite index. The contents of the COOBJECT 

field can be determined by such an additional function, which is then the basis of the aggregation by 

asset class. Allevo creates the relevant row numbers only after the data are stored in the satellite ta-

ble.  

Allevo specific constants and account identification 
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The following information is provided individually by the Allevo data transfer interface because it is 

not available in the ALV output: 

 AFA_Y1, AFA_Y2, AFA_Y3 for yearly values (e.g., as the sum of AFA01 to AFA12). A field assign-

ment to these components is therefore only useful for evaluation period "month". 

 ANLN1, ANLN2 Asset main-number/ sub-number;  

The information is only available in the interface as a compound object number in the OBJCT 

field. 

 INVNR_ANLA Inventory number of the asset (from ANLA, master record of the asset) 

 AM_SERNR Serial-number of the asset (ANLA) 

 KTOGR Account determination / grouping (ANLA) 

 KTOPL Account plan (via T001, master record company code) 

 KTGRTX Account determination identification 

 KTNAFG Expense account normal depreciation (table T095B, see below) 

 REPDATE Report date from the header of a RASIMU02 call 

 DEPR_AREA Depreciation area 

Determining cost elements (expense account) 

The assignment to a cost element is helpful for the correct processing of depreciation data within Al-

levo planning. For this reason, the data transfer offers an automated determination of the cost ele-

ment in KTNAFG using the abovementioned components KTOPL, KTOGR and DEPR_AREA and the 

data in table T095B. 

Important: The 3 components mentioned must be set in mapping to perform the account determina-

tion. The cost element in KTNAFG is also the basis for aggregation at the level of asset class. 

Of course, the relevant cost elements can also be assigned in the Allevo Master in order to cover cus-

tomer-specific requirements (no aggregation should take place beforehand). 

Function “Update fields with additional info” 

This option allows you to add data where the determination is stored in the Allevo transaction /AL-

LEVO/SAT_TXT_RULE (= provide rules for additional information). Here a multi-stage determination 

as an example application: 

 

Figure 15.5: Determination of cost center via additional info for creation 

In the case in the figure above, the determination of COOBJECT is made in two steps: 
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 Step (1) determines the number of an investment order that is stored in the field EAUFN of an 

asset and writes it in the CAUFN field of the satellite. 

 Step (2) determines the responsible cost center KOSTV from this asset and transfers it as COOB-

JECT. 

If no cost center can be determined in this way, Allevo assumes the default entry for the COOBJECT 

from the start screen. 

15.4.4 Special feature for the Preview function 

The preview for depreciation data transfer has two different display variants: 

 

 The first display option shows the data as they are provided from the current selection variant of 

RASIMU02. Depending on this variant, the column structure may differ (e.g., depending on the 

entries for year / period). It is thus recognizable which information is available.  

 The second variant shows the data after they have been transferred to the Allevo table structure 

with all components that are also available in mapping (based on /KERN/IPP_S_MAP_DEPR02).  

In addition, the fields filled by Allevo in the interface are also filled here (for example, yearly to-

tals, but also ANLN1 and ANLN2 with asset main / sub-number, see also note above). 

In both cases the conversion to satellite data has not yet taken place. The options "Update fields with 

additional info" and "Sum after asset class/cost center type" will therefore not go through. 

The technical name of a field is again displayed using the tool tip for preview (see basic information 

on the preview function above). 

Note: Here is a further note on how the technical name when directly executing RASIMU02 can be 

recognized. 

Usually, when calling the F1-help in the ALV output screen, only the stored components are 

named, but not the field name that is required for Allevo mapping. Therefore, you cannot im-

mediately recognize which components are relevant in Allevo based on the output values. 

In this case, it can be helpful to use a basic function of ALV in the layout settings; See ALV 

menu "Settings >> Display variants >> Current", then in the dialog for "Change layout", call the 

context menu with "Technical field names on". 

15.4.5 Delete or merge existing depreciation data 

Via the section “Other options” in the selection screen, the following variants are available for delet-

ing / merging existing data. 
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Figure 15.6: Delete / mix existing depreciation data 

The following options are available for selection: 

 “Delete based on CO-Object” deletes data in the satellite for all currently addressed objects, such 

as cost centers (with regard to year and version). 

 The option “X = delete all for year/version” deletes all depreciation data in satellites from the 

start screen for the respective year and version. 

 Option “A = delete with additional attributes” allows any field in a satellite to be checked and 

then the relevant rows to be deleted. 

Use example: depreciation data for cost centers are determined for a defined company code (stored 

in the report variant). To ensure that all cost centers to this company code are removed from the sat-

ellite, the company code must be stored in a field of the satellite table. The name of this field is also 

entered in the start screen. 

 Option “M = merge” allows depreciation data of several program calls to be transferred into the 

same rows of the satellite table if the mapping of the individual calls uses different fields in the 

satellite (this can be represented by separate schemes). 

Example for merge: the depreciation simulation shows period relevant data for a single fiscal year. In 

order to transfer data for multiple years in an exact manner, RASIMU2 can be called multiple times 

(each time with an appropriate report date). 

 The first scheme writes to the satellite normally (deleting existing data if necessary) 

 The second scheme writes in the same satellites, but in different fields for the relevant deprecia-

tion data (second period block). Depending on other characteristics, these data should, of course, 

supplement the satellite rows generated in the first run. 

 The M option must be set for the second run (and others). Then, in the start screen, another field 

opens for entering the satellite fields to be used as "key fields for merge". Input is a comma-sep-

arated list. These fields must each unambiguously identify a satellite row: by default, these are 

the satellite fields for asset main / sub-number. If no matching row is found, the interface creates 

new rows. 
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15.4.6 Program execution 

In execution mode, the report RASIMU02 is started with the chosen selection variants (see Figure 

15.4: Field assignments for depreciation data. Allevo checks the authorization with transaction AR18. 

The most important parameters in the selection screen: 

 Name of the selection variant to be called with RASIMU02 

 Satellite table for storing the data (saved per controlling area) 

 Depreciation data can be saved either to cost centers, orders, or to an Allevo object. Usually, the 

corresponding field COOBJECT in the satellite key is derived via the mapping to the depreciation 

data (for example, from the responsible cost center). The object number in the selection screen 

is only used if no entry is available via the depreciation data (or if no cost center is assigned via 

mapping). Rows without assignment by mapping and without a default object are ignored (not 

written to the satellite table). 

 The entries for year and version respond to the corresponding columns in the satellite table. 

 Optionally, an accumulation for each object, cost element, and asset class can be carried out: au-

tomatic account determination for component KTNAFG should be active (otherwise aggregation 

is only at the level of object and asset class). 

 If a total value is entered, it is checked for each row and, if necessary, a row below this limit is 

not written to the satellite table.  

The result is written with the selected field assignments in the satellite table. All old entries in satel-

lites with year and version in the current controlling area are deleted beforehand. 

15.5 Transfer data from BW DataSource to satellites (extractor) 

15.5.1 Functional overview 

Data from a BW DataSource are transferred to a satellite table via transaction /ALLEVO/ BW_EX-

TRACT (or KERN/IPP_BW_EXTRACT). Two basic functions are involved: 

 Setup of field assignments (mapping): this allows the data extraction results to be written to the 

satellite table with the correct parameters. 

 Executing the extraction and saving the data in the satellite table 

Note: Currently, all DataSources (extractors) for which a functional module is stored for data acquisi-

tion can be integrated (extraction method F1). See also the definition in SAP transaction RSA1. 

Transaction RSA3 is available in order to test the usability of a DataSource. 

After calling the transaction, the following screen appears: 
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Figure 15.7: Start screen for BW data extraction 

Most important parameters: 

 Indication of the satellite table for storing the data 

 A scheme for field assignments for the DataSource and satellite. Assignments for the key fields of 

the satellite can also be made here (i.e. controlling area, object number, etc.) 

 Optionally, the contents of the satellite key fields can also be supplied by mapping the constants. 

Or they are predefined: Allevo then takes the entries from the default data. In this way, data can 

be stored very easily under a particular version or a representative object. 

 The lower area defines the SAP DataSource (and thus the stored extractor). Depending on this 

definition, the possible selection parameters are offered in a list. 

15.5.2 Field assignments (mapping) 

In this area, you define which interface fields should be transferred to a satellite (button “Con-

stants”). For the basic functions, see Section 15.3 above. 

Hier wird definiert, welche Felder der Schnittstelle in einen Satelliten übernommen werden sollten 

(Button „Festwerte“). Zu den Grundfunktionen siehe Abschnitt 15.3 weiter oben). 
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Figure 15.8: Field assignments for DataSource 

The column on the left contains the fields of the satellite table, where the data are to be written. In 

the second column, the source fields of the DataSource are listed: these fields are structurally de-

fined according to the entry for “Table” in the top part of the screen. 

15.5.3 Program execution 

In execution mode, the extractor is started with the selected selection parameters (as a full upload). 

The result is written in the satellite table according to the selected field assignments.  

15.6 Transfer data from SAP evaluations with ALV 

15.6.1 Overview and requirements 

Allevo offers specific functions for transferring data from the ALV output of a report, a query or a drill 

down report to a satellite table. Three such execution options are available: 

 

Figure 15.9: Execution options for ALV data transfer 

For these transfer functions, the following requirements must be met: 

 The functions described here are only available for SAP evaluations where the output has been 

configured to ALV. In many SAP reports, this is the case: SAP note 747469 provides an overview. 
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Accordingly, the SAP List Viewer must also be selected as the output media in the called evalua-

tions. 

 Reports/queries/drill down reports must output their data via ALV (List Viewer). 

 A transaction must be assigned for each report/query/drill down report. The respective transac-

tion is called by Allevo and checked for execution authorization (There is no need for a general 

authorization for SA38 or SQ01). 

 When a query is executed, the user must be assigned to the relevant query user group. 

 The list of data fields is derived from the properties of the report or the query. This SAP function-

ality is not yet available in the first NetWeaver version 7.0. EHP1 or the installation of SAP Note 

946699 is required. 

 The functions described here are only available for SAP evaluations for which the output is set to 

ALV. In many SAP reports, this is the case: SAP Note 747469 (changeover to SAP List Viewer) pro-

vides an overview. 

Report integration 

In some instances, additional settings are required so that the output is made via ALV.  

Examples: 

 Material management reports partly take into account the user parameter ME_USE_GRID (= ALV 

Grid Control in Purchasing Reporting); In the FI area, FIT_ALVC may be required. 

 In other cases, additional customizing may be required, see e.g., “Default values for transactions” 

in Customizing for purchasing reports. 

Query integration  

 The interface functions described here refer to queries that are created via transaction SQ01 (not 

on “QuickViews” of transaction SQVI). 

 Allevo supports queries in the workspaces “Standard” (for client dependent applications) and 

“Global” (with a connection to SAP transport).  

 To execute the query via the Allevo interface, a transaction must be assigned to the query. 

Drill down report integration 

Drill down reports can be used in the following areas, among others: 

 Profit center plan actuals comparison 

 Cash flow reports 

 Balance sheet numbers /-reports 

 Public Sector Management (PSCD) 

 Investment management 

 Property management 

15.6.2 Functions  

ALV data transfer is controlled via Allevo transaction /ALLEVO/RD_PRG_ALV. This transaction con-

tains two basic functions: 
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 The setup of field assignments (mapping): the result of the transfer can be written into the satel-

lite table with the correct parameters.  

 Execution of the report or query and saving the data in the satellite table 

An execution transaction must be assigned to both the report and the query. An SAP authorization 

check is carried out automatically. The entry for the Allevo transaction results in the following start 

screen: 

 

Figure 15.10: Start screen for ALV data transfer (here with a list of profit center master data) 

The execution type differentiates between report, query, and drill down report. Please observe the 

following: 

 In all cases, Allevo expects the entry of a transaction that starts the corresponding report or 

query (for authorization check). In the example above, transaction KE5X is used to retrieve a re-

port with profit center master data. 

 A selection variant should be created for the transaction (or the stored report / query). When the 

Allevo transaction is executed, the stored report / query is executed invisibly for the user, in or-

der to transfer the data to the satellite table. 

 In some cases (for example, for tests), it may be useful to call report / query without a variant: 

this opens the selection screen for user input. In this case, the called report / query must also be 

executed manually via F8. When returning with F3, Allevo transfers the result of the last program 

run. 
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 Several schemes can be stored for each satellite table. In principle, this allows the satellite to be 

filled via different sources (to stay with our example, a list of master data for cost centers and 

profit centers). In this case, the constants (components of the interface) are also stored in the 

scheme. As usual, all constants are also stored according to controlling area.  

Allocation of default values: 

 Key satellite fields (such as year and version) can be provided via constant mapping. The contents 

are then transferred, for example, from the ALV data of the called report. 

 Without mapping, or with missing mapping contents, Allevo uses the default values from the se-

lection screen. In this way, all data can be stored easily under a particular version or a repre-

sentative object. This rule also applies to the controlling area: the content of the field KOKRS in 

the satellite can also be overwritten by an entry in mapping. 

Options for execution: 

Normally, Allevo deletes only the data for those objects which are addressed by the current program 

call during program execution. Advantage: the program can also be executed successively for differ-

ent objects. 

Alternatively, all data for the given combination of year and version can be deleted before Allevo 

writes the data into the satellite table (option "Delete data for year / version"). This ensures that no 

legacy data remain in the table. 

Allevo can show a preview the result of an ALV transfer before the corresponding data are written to 

the satellites ("Display sat. data before saving"). Optionally, the user can also abort the process with 

this option. 

Filter empty contents:  

Any number of satellite fields can be entered for this filter. At least one of these fields must have 

contents: only then will Allevo transfer the corresponding rows to the satellites and avoid the trans-

fer of unnecessary information. Example: the ALV output contains comments or totals rows that 

should not be transferred to the satellite (there are then empty columns that would otherwise carry 

values). 

15.6.3 Constants for field assignments (mapping) 

As soon as a satellite and a report or query are entered in the start screen, the required field assign-

ments can be made (call via the button “Constants”, for the base functions, see Section 15.3). 
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Figure 15.11: Field assignments for ALV data transfer 

The column on the left contains the fields of the satellite table where the data should be written. The 

source fields in the second column are automatically taken from the report or query. 

Determining the ALV source fields  

In order for Allevo to display the information / components used in the ALV as a constant, the filed 

report / query must be called once. It is a good idea to have a suitable variant entered in the start 

screen. The call is made automatically the first time you enter constant maintenance. 

After this initial call, the determined fields / components are stored temporarily for further pro-

cessing (table /KERN/IPPMAPCOMP) and are then available in the F4 field selection for mapping. The 

display shown via the button |Source structure| can also be useful. Here, Allevo shows all the com-

ponents together with the data definitions that are stored in ALV (for example, as a basis for the cre-

ation of a satellite append). 

Note: In order to determine the ALV source fields, certain prerequisites must be fulfilled, as men-

tioned in the introductory section above. 

The button [Source structure] is currently not available in other interfaces. There, suitable 

structures are available in the ABAP Dictionary, where the data definitions can be found. 

An update of the list with the ALV components can be made at any time with the |Refresh compo-

nents| button in constant maintenance. 

After the initial call, the normal entry screen for constants appears. The display is on either one or 

two tabs (header and position data): this depends on whether the data in the ALV of the called re-

port is made with one or two levels.  

Background: The two-level output corresponds to a hierarchical representation in the ALV. Depend-

ing on this, the corresponding data are also available in the Allevo interface via one or two tables 
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(header and position data): two tabs are automatically provided for entering the associated con-

stants. When executing the interface with data transfer to the satellite, one row is always created 

per position: Allevo ensures that data from a header table are repeated. 

The technical name of a field results from the tool tip in the Allevo preview function. 

Note: A second way to find out the technical name of the fields for an ALV output. 

Typically, when you call the F1-help in the ALV output screen, only the stored component is 

named, but not the field name required for Allevo mapping. With the output values, it is not 

possible to immediately see which component is relevant in Allevo.  

In this case, it is helpful to use a basic function of ALV in the layout settings: see ALV menu 

"Settings >> Display variants >> Current"; Then in the dialog for "Change layout", call the con-

text menu with "Technical field names on". 

15.6.4 Program execution 

In execution mode, a report a query is started with the chosen selection variants. The result is auto-

matically written in the satellite table with the selected field assignments.  

If the query is carried out via a two-level ALV, one row is always created per item: Allevo ensures that 

entries from a header table are repeated accordingly. 

The assignment of constants can also be done for satellite index fields. Empty entries can occur if no 

valid data is provided via ALV. These rows are then ignored by Allevo (this can happen only if neither 

the mapping nor the start screen provide a valid value). 

For additional options for deleting previous data and filters for the new data, see notes above. 

Authorization Check: Allevo searches for a transaction for the relevant report and checks the corre-

sponding authorization. 

Preview function  

Allevo currently only supports the preview function for the single-level output of a report or query. 

15.7 Transfer SAP materials calculations to satellites 

Allevo provides functions for transferring data from materials calculations, allowing it to be prepared 

for further planning in Excel. Some applications could include: 

 Estimation of utilization and requirements based on planned sales (for example, in conjunction 

with Allevo COPA interface), or derivation of values for activity planning. 

 Overhead costing / post-calculation based on planned services / prices. 

Allevo offers display formats for materials calculation similar to SAP transaction CK13N: 

 LI List of materials with calculation data 

with information such as costing- number, type, date, version, and status. 

 IT Itemization 
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With all cost components for the current material (quantity structure of costs); Subordinate ma-

terials are not resolved. 

 EX Bill of materials explosion 

With complete resolution of the costing structure (evaluated structure parts list). The level of 

resolution of subordinate components can be individually assigned. 

 CC Cost component 

With fixed costs and total costs in a cost estimate, organized by, e.g., raw materials, freight costs, 

third-party services, etc. (depending on the stored element scheme, including cost elements for 

cost components). 

An Example of the display of a materials calculation in Excel: 

 

Figure 15.12: Display of a materials calculation in Excel  

15.7.1 Functional overview 

The program for transferring data from the materials calculation is called from the Allevo Cockpit 

(“Satellites” menu) or the transaction /ALLEVO/READ_MAT_CE. Two basic functions are contained 

here: 

 The creation of a scheme and the setup of field assignments (mapping): the data from the mate-

rials calculations can be written to the satellite table with the correct parameters 

 Calling the corresponding SAP BAPIs for reading the calculation for a predetermined selection of 

materials and saving the data in a satellite table. 

After the call, the following selection screen is shown: 
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Figure 15.13: Screen for transferring data from a materials calculation 

The execution type determines the structure and level of detail of the evaluation. 

As with other Allevo interfaces, multiple schemes can be used for each controlling area and satellite 

table. In this way, for example, it is possible to do a transfer using different execution types (and 

therefore different forms of a materials calculation) for the same satellites. 

Section “Satellite data”: The selection of the relevant materials (“main material”) is made by default 

using organizational criteria such as plant or material type. The typical combination is usually repre-

sented by an Allevo object. Therefore, the specification for the representative planning object in the 

satellite table is currently limited to object type KX. When the program is run, the data for the plan-

ning year and version are also transferred to the index fields of the satellite table (unless an individ-

ual assignment is defined for the constants). 
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Section “Materials”: The selection of the materials for which data for the material costing is to be 

transferred can be set individually: in the figure above, for example, a direct input is provided with 

presets for plant and material. 

Alternatively, the list of materials can also be provided via a second satellite, which may contain in-

formation about planned quantities. When you change the selection type for materials, the following 

fields for selecting suitable characteristics also change. 

 

Figure 15.14: Predefined material and plant via additional satellites 

The data in this controlling satellite are addressed via a selection variant, which, for example, prede-

fines for which year and version the planned materials should be transferred. Using different variants 

offers some advantages if different combinations of materials are to be analyzed (the stored report 

/KERN/IPP_SAT_SELECTION does not contain any functions, but rather serves the maintenance of the 

variants). 

Also required is an entry with the fields in the corresponding satellite table in which the plant or ma-

terial is entered.  

Section “Material properties”: The selection of materials can be restricted by material type and pro-

curement type. 

Section “Calculation data”: Allevo respects the predefined calculation variant or the corresponding 

calculation status. If suitable cost estimates are not found for a material, a note appears in the log 

after the program is executed. 

Sections “Bill of materials explosion” and “Filter”: Depending on the execution type, further selection 

options are available to adapt the transfer of the data to the satellite. The example above shows the 

options for the most detailed list with the resolution of all levels (EX = BOM explosion). There are 

special filter options: 

 Using a filter by item type, only the specified calculation parts are written to the satellites and 

transferred to Excel (for example, only own goods/services or only integrated materials). 

 The bill of materials can also contain items for which no quantity is indicated. These items are 

usually irrelevant for further calculations. Optionally, they can be removed from the list. 

 Header lines in assemblies are a special feature, since totals are entered over all components. If 

the components are displayed simultaneously in Excel, this can result in multiple amounts being 

counted. Optionally, these header lines can be omitted. 
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15.7.2 Constants for field assignments (mapping)  

As soon as a satellite and a report or a query are entered in the start screen, the required field as-

signments can be made (call via button "Constants"; for the basic functions see Section 15.3 above). 

 

Figure 15.15: Field assignments for data transfer from materials calculations 

The column on the left contains the fields of the satellite table where the data should be written. 

The source fields in the second column are provided via the stored SAP-BAPI (dependent on the exe-

cution type). 

The list of the source fields corresponds to the interface parameters that are provided by the respec-

tive BAPI. Source fields that begin with “PRODUCT_” are special in that they are individually trans-

ferred from the properties of the materials called for cost determination (main materials). 

15.7.3 Program execution 

In execution mode, the calculation data are read in the desired format and saved to the entered Al-

levo object (alternatively, the object could also be found via mapping, but this does not make sense 

in most realistic use cases). All the data saved for the entered object in the satellite will be deleted 

first (again by year and version). 

Materials for which no suitable cost estimate is stored are named in the execution report. 

Prerequisite for the selection of data is the authorization to show the product cost estimate (as for 

CK13N, authorization object K_KEKO, see next section). 
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15.7.4 Technical background 

Depending on the execution type, different SAP functions are called for reading the costing data. 

Here are the corresponding parameters: 

Called BAPI  EX: BAPI_COSTESTIMATE_GETEXPLOSION 

 IT: BAPI_COSTESTIMATE_ITEMIZATION 

 LI: BAPI_COSTESTIMATE_GETLIST 

 CC: BAPI_COSTESTIMATE_GETDETAIL 

Please also observe the SAP notes for these modules,  

for BAPI_COSTESTIMATE_GETEXPLOSION: 

 1900477 - Performance 

 2352019 – Missing value according to structure. 

SE11 Data structure  /KERN/IPP_S_MCE_EX 

 /KERN/IPP_S_MCE_IT 

 /KERN/IPP_S_MCE_LI 

 /KERN/IPP_S_MCE_CC 

These structures contain all components assigned to a satellite via field 

mapping. The structures give an overview of the usable components.  

 /KERN/IPP_SAT_MAT_CK13 

This structure contains fields that are typically useful when a detailed bill of 

materials is transferred. It can be used as a template for a satellite append 

(please copy it if necessary, do not include it directly in the append, since 

the fields in future Allevo versions may change).  

Authorization The BAPIs check the authorization object K_KEKO using the function 

module CK_F_K_KEKO_AUTHORITY_CHECK (= authorizations in the 

product cost estimate). This function checks, among other things, 

whether a display of valuation views is allowed for the current cost-

ing variant or organizational elements (for example the plant). 

The same check can also be made with transaction CK13N. 

See also the documentation for the respective BAPI. 

Via the button [BAPI documentation] in constant maintenance, the SAP documentation for the re-

spective BAPI or fields can be accessed. 

15.8 Interface to SAP Easy Cost Planning in the project system  

The SAP functions for Easy Cost Planning (ECP) enable quantity- and feature-based cost planning at 

the level of project structure elements. Components of the planning in this case include materials 
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and internal / external services. The SAP system evaluates the entries with the prices that have been 

stored and assigns the costs according to WBS element and cost element. 

You can call up functions for ECP using transaction CJ20N or directly via CJ9ECP using the SAP Project 

Builder. Thus, ECP roughly corresponds to a side calculation plan, as is usually depicted in Allevo with 

the help of satellites. 

15.8.1 Functional overview 

Allevo supports the ECP functions like a side calculation plan: existing calculation data is read from 

the SAP tables and transferred to Excel via satellite. Changes and additions in Excel are transferred to 

SAP ECP when plan data are transferred: an overall costing is then executed (that is, bills are resolved 

and prices are retrieved). An update to cost elements for the WBS element is also carried out auto-

matically. When reading reference data again to Allevo, this data is then again available in Excel. 

The following figure shows a simple example (list) for changing prices in Excel. 

 

 

Figure 15.16: Data from Easy Cost Planning (PR) in Excel 

This manual only describes the functions of the interface to Allevo; The user should be familiar with 

the functions and the common SAP ECP transactions (e.g., working with costing variants). 

Functions of the interface: 

 The data of an entire project with all the WBS elements are always read and written. The storage 

in the satellite table is carried out as usual under the WBS number in the COOBJECT field. 

 Reading and writing can take place via separate satellites or a common satellite. Different field 

assignments can be used for reading and writing.  

 The Allevo functions can replace the original SAP dialog, controlled via Excel and satellite table. 

ECP data in the selected project are automatically read from the SAP document and transferred 

directly to the SAP document when saving via Excel (these extended dialog functions are con-

trolled via Allevo constants).  

 Calculations can also be made completely in Allevo and saved in satellites (with a later transfer to 

SAP). This can be useful for pre-calculations for new projects. 

 ECP is offered for various SAP object types (e.g., internal order, appropriation request). The Al-

levo interface is currently only implemented for projects, which is probably the most common 

application.  
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15.8.2 Requirements 

The SAP functions of the Allevo interface are only available as of SAP ERP 6.0, EHP3 (Allevo checks 

the versions of the SAP base functions). Additionally, some other settings are required in Customizing 

for the project system (Section “Planning costs >> Easy Cost Planning”): 

 A CO version for Easy Cost Planning must be set up (default is “000”) 

 A costing variant for Easy Cost Planning must be created and be assigned to a project profile via 

the planning profile (it is recommended to use the SAP delivered costing variant PS06). 

 The option “activate planning for network activities with Easy Cost Planning” must be set: The 

update of Allevo ECP plan data is currently only based on cost elements for WBS elements, not 

on network activities. In individual cases, it may also be necessary to execute the report RCN-

PRECP (= Activation of ECP in several plan versions for projects). 

In general, the "Plan Integration" flag cannot be set in the master record for the project profile (tab 

"Controlling"), since the Easy Cost Planning costing method cannot be used for planning-integrated 

projects. 

Note: Allevo uses the function module CNECP_READ and CNECP_MAINTAIN as an interface to SAP.  

Please see the corresponding SAP notes. The following error corrections should be imple-

mented: 2018532 / 1814305 Dump when reading calculations. 

15.8.3 Setting up the interface functions  

The interface can be set up via transaction /ALLEVO/ECP or the corresponding entry in the Allevo 

Cockpit menu. Two basic functions are contained: 

 Setup of field assignments (mapping) for reading and writing data. One or two satellite tables 

transfer the data between Excel and SAP. The data can also be saved in the satellite table as a 

backup. 

 Program execution for reading the data (from ECP to the satellites) or for transferring the data to 

ECP. This two-directional data transfer is triggered directly in Allevo planning (e.g., when trans-

ferring plan data). 

Calling the transaction delivers the following start screen: 
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Figure 15.17: Start screen of the Allevo interface to Easy Cost Planning (PR) 

The execution type is differentiated between a reading and a writing function. The exchange of data 

with the SAP system is always done for a whole project: 

 When reading, all project data are saved to the satellite. The representative object there is (as 

usual) the first WBS element in the project, unless another assignment is made using constants 

(satellite field COOBJECT). 

 The writing function of the Allevo interface (i.e. changing the SAP ECP data) automatically checks 

whether costing data have been changed and, if necessary, transfers these new rows to SAP. 

Controlling in this way can also be executed via the constant MD_RELEASE.  

The program execution (and the assignment of constants) depends on the controlling area and satel-

lite. Allevo does not recognize any individual schemes here (in the background, the schemes ECP_R 

and ECP_W are used). 

The entries for fiscal year and version refer to the corresponding fields of the satellite table: they 

serve as default values if no assignments are made to the constants. 

The parameter “Simulation (Test run)” can be used for both execution types: 

 For R = Read, no data are written to the satellite table. Allevo simply names the number of found 

rows in ECP for the current project.  

 For W = Write, the data are taken from the current satellite table and are transferred as a test to 

SAP ECP. 

The test run is important for writing in order to control for messages from ECP before actually trans-

ferring data. 

When writing, the data transferred to SAP are deleted from the satellite table. Access from the Allevo 

Master is therefore only possible after re-reading the ECP data. 
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The transaction /ALLEVO/ECP is not only the entry point for setting up the interface functions: read-

ing and writing ECP data can also be executed in the dialog here. Usually, this comparison between 

SAP document and data in the satellite is wanted directly when the Excel processing screen is called: 

the activation of these functions via Allevo constants is described in Section 15.8.5 below. 

15.8.4 Field assignments (mapping)  

As soon as a satellite and a report or a query are entered in the start screen, the required field as-

signments can be made (call via button "Constants"; for the basic functions see Section 15.3 above). 

 

Figure 15.18: Field assignments for Easy Cost Planning (read) 

The column on the left shows the interface components (different for reading and writing). The sec-

ond column contains the fields of the satellite table, where the data are to be written (or for writing, 

the source). The descriptions of the components are taken from the interface.  

The fields in the satellite table index are automatically determines: 

 For COOBJECT, the internal ID of the respective WBS element is entered. 

 Year and version are taken from the entries in the start screen (or from the Allevo parameters 

when calling from there). 

Allevo does not check for entries in required fields. Without a field assignment for certain compo-

nents (project, WBS and position number, material and/or activity, price, etc.), working with the in-

terface will not be possible.  

Note: The Allevo interface is based on the SAP function module CNCEP_READ and CNCEP_MAINTAIN 

(available as of SAP ERP 6.0 EHP3). The respective SAP documentation  can be called via the 

button “BAPI documentation” in constant maintenance. 
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Both SAP function modules for reading and writing ECP data have different interface parameters. As 

a result, components in the Allevo input screen are also different for constants. The following table 

compares some central interface components: 

Write Read Meaning 

PSPID PSPID Project definition (such as PROJ-PSPID) 

WBS_NAME WBS_NAME WBS Element (such as PRPS-POSID) 

PS_POSNR PS_POSNR WBS Element (such as PRPS-PSPNR) 

Contents can be transferred to the satellite table in COOBJECT if 

saving should be done per WBS element (which is only sensible 

in special cases).  

ITEM_NUMBER POSNR Item number in ECP 

Using this entry, the reference to existing rows of the calcula-

tion are created when transferring data to SAP ECP. Rows with 

no entry for ECP item number are created for the first time.  

TYPPS TYPPS Item type. 

Allevo transfers all items in the SAP ECP calculation using the 

reading function (incl. surcharges that are determined via the 

SAP costing scheme).  

When transferring plan data, changes in SAP ECP are currently 

only made for the following item types: 

M = Material (with indication of plant in WERKS) 

E = internal services (via LSTAR and KOSTL) 

F = external services (via INFNR purchasing info record) 

FLAG_DELETE_ITEM  Enter ‘X’, if a data row should be deleted. 

MATNR MATNR Material number 

WERKS WERKS Plant 

LSTAR LSTAR Activity type 

KOSTL KOSTL Cost center 

INFNR INFNR Purchasing info record 

DESCRIPT DESCRIPT Item description (can be changed) 

QUANTITY MENGE Quantity 

UNIT_OF_MEASURE MEEHT Unit of measure 

COST_ELEM KSTAR Cost element 

TOTAL TPREIS Total price transaction currency 
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Write Read Meaning 

FIXED TPREIFX Fixed price in transaction currency 

CURRENCY FWAER Transaction currency 

The different SAP field names for reading and writing components make it necessary to create sepa-

rate schemes for both functions. This may be helpful to other reasons as well (for example, when 

changes/entries should be restricted to a few fields). 

When creating ECP plan data, the following rules should be taken into account (see also the docu-

mentation for the function CNEP_MAINTAIN): 

 If a new cost row is created, the field ITEM_NUMBER must remain empty. An item number is au-

tomatically assigned by SAP when the plan data is transferred. At the same time, the new row is 

sorted into the previous structure of the calculation. 

 In order to delete an existing row, an X must be entered for the component FLAG_DELETE_ITEM. 

 Depending on the item type, different fields may be used for entering a feature (e.g. MATRN = 

Material number and LSTAR = Activity type). This is different than the entry from in the SAP dia-

log of ECP. 

Constants with a special controlling function when writing 

The first three components in Allevo mapping begin with “MD_”. These have a special role and trans-

mit specific controlling functions when transferring satellite data to SAP. 

 MD_RELEASE controls the release of data records. If this field is actively entered as a constant, a 

“1” must be entered in the corresponding field of the satellite table in order to transfer data to 

SAP ECP (otherwise the data would only be saved in the satellite table on the SAP side). The com-

ponent can be used to enable an individual release of planning. 

 MD_USER and MD_DATE serve as log functions: after transferring a plan to SAP ECP, the date of 

creation/change and the name of the user can be found here. 

15.8.5 Program execution  

The data exchange between satellite table and ECP is always done for an entire project, so all ECP 

data of a project are handled simultaneously. Accordingly, the selection is made via a single or multi-

ple projects. The entry in the satellite tables is made with the usual WBS numbers as COOBJECT.  

In read-mode (R), the ECP data are written with the selected field assignments to the satellite table. 

In the reading function, Allevo transfers all items of the SAP ECP calculation (including surcharges de-

termined via the SAP calculation scheme). All old satellite entries for the selected project are first de-

leted (for year and version from selection). 

In write-mode (W), changed rows of the satellite table are transferred to the SAP ECP functions (on 

the basis of project number). Please note: 

 The assignment of data from the satellite table to the rows of the SAP ECP calculation is made 

using the ECP item number (field PS_POSNR).  

 Planning rows with empty item numbers are newly created in SAP ECP; If necessary, bill of mate-

rials lists can be ungrouped or dependent components such as surcharges added.  
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 The transfer of plan data is carried out according to SAP ECP currently only for the item catego-

ries M, E and F. 

 When the calculation is executed, prices for internal services are calculated for the current date 

(prices should be created accordingly). 

Note: ECP plans are posted via transaction KEKP and transferred with this characteristic to the totals 

table COSP.  

Direct refresh of SAP in the Allevo Excel dialog: 

The transaction /ALLEVO/ECP is primarily the initial step for setting up the interface functions, but it 

can also be used to read and write ECP data (i.e., for comparing SAP documents and data in the satel-

lite). However, this comparison is normally wanted directly when the Excel processing screen is 

called: the following two constants must be active: 

 SATxx_PROC_BEF_RD activates the function for reading ECP data from an SAP project.  

 SATxx_PROC_AFT_WR activates the transfer of ECP data changed in Excel after saving the satel-

lite data. 

When entering the constants, xx should be replaced by the number of the satellite. The correspond-

ing function code in the “Value from” column is MDEC, so the scheme in column “Value to” should be 

entered as ECP_R and ECP_W. Effects: 

 When reading satellite data, Allevo automatically branches to the function for reading the ECP 

data and transfers the field mapping accordingly. 

 When writing the satellite data, an update of the ECP data is made automatically, incl. an auto-

matic recalculation (e.g., for determining additions). When re-reading the satellite, these data 

are then also transferred to Excel. 

Allevo should be called in MultiObject-mode with the project as the start object. 

15.9 Provide data from SAP master records 

15.9.1 Functional overview 

During planning, additional information from SAP master records is often very helpful and can be 

transferred to the Excel interface (see constant MAP_FIELDxx). 

For more complex requirements, it may be useful to transfer properties of the master records using a 

satellite. This can be the basis for change functions that are executed through Allevo Architect, for 

example. 

This extended read function is provided via transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_MD_RD. 

The transaction uses the same basic functions as when transferring depreciation data (see general 

notes above). Example: 

 The creation and selection of a scheme for satellites in which constants are saved.  
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 Set up of field assignments (constants). Master records with the relevant parameters can there-

fore be written into the fields of a satellite table. 

 Calling the SAP read function for master data for transferring the data to the satellite table.  

Note: Allevo currently only supports the reading of master data to projects or WBS elements.  

15.9.2 Read data to a project 

Allevo can read master data from both the project definition and the corresponding WBS elements 

and transfer the master data to Excel via satellites.  

Example: In order to expand the existing project structures via Architect or change WBS elements, 

these need to first be temporarily saved in a satellite table as a “transfer medium” for transferring to 

Excel. 

Corresponding components: 

Master data type PR project 

Called BAPI BAPI_BUS2001_GETDATA Read data on the project level 

BAPI_BUS2054_GETDATA Read data for WBS elements 

Data structure in SE11 /KERN/IPP_S_MRPR_PR Data for the project definition 

/KERN/IPP_S_MRPR_WB Data for the WBS element 

Direct integration Constant SATxx_PROC_BEF_RD with "MRPR" in the “Value from” column and the 

scheme in the “Value to” column. Example: 

 SAT36_PROC_BEF_RD with MRPR and WHF_R automatically reads the mas-

ter data from satellite 36 for projects/WBS elements with the field assign-

ments defined in the scheme PR_R. 

 In order to transfer changes in the satellite data directly back the SAP master 

records, the constant SAT36_PROC_AFT_WR would also be required with 

MDPR and PR_W (if PR_W is the appropriate write scheme in Allevo Archi-

tect).  

Data transfer can be executed with the help of the dialog transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_MD_RD or by di-

rectly calling a satellite table with the constant SATxx_PROC_BEF_RD (see parameters above). 

Field assignment setup (constants) 

Requirement: The satellite tables must exist with the appropriate append structure and a scheme 

must exist for the field assignments. 
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Figure 15.19: Field assignments for reading data to a project 

In order to correctly set up the project hierarchy in the satellite, a field assignment for the project 

number must always be entered in the WBS element tab (usually this is the same entry as on the pro-

ject tab). 

There are field assignments with entries for the project definition and WBS elements. 

For further processing via Allevo, it is important to correctly select the entry for the COOBJECT in the 

satellite. This can be done using the following interface components: 

Components for Project definitions (IDs): 

PROJECT_DEFINITION ID of the project definition (external display) 

PSPNR Internal ID of the project definition 

REPR_PSPNR Internal ID of the WBS element that is used as a representative object in Allevo 

(by default, the first WBS element in the project). 

The designation here is especially helpful for the entry in the satellite index field 

COOBJECT, so that the corresponding data are also read correctly in Allevo plan-

ning (when starting with a project). 

REPR_WBS External display for REPR_PSPNR, or the WBS element used as a representative 

object in Allevo (is often the same ID as in the project definition.  

Components for displaying WBS elements: 

WBS_ELEMENT WBS element number in external display 

PSPNR Internal ID for the WBS element 

LEVEL Level within the hierarchy (especially necessary when changing data via Allevo 

Architect). 

Executing the read function 

Allevo can read data for individual WBS elements or for entire projects. 
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Figure 15.20: Load project master data into a satellite 

The execution can be done per project or for a list of any WBS elements. The COOBJECT is taken from 

mapping (see the list of possibilities above). The entry from the selection screen is used if there is no 

entry designated from the field assignments. 

Note: For editing functions via Allevo Architect, the selection should always be made for the project 

in order to be able to access the entire project structure on the Excel side.  

A selection made directly from WBS elements can be useful if the structuring is not required, 

but additional info should be made available for help during planning.  

The satellite key can also be entered with a different object type. Example: a list of many WBS ob-

jects is to be changed on across projects. The summary call from an Allevo planning transaction could 

in this case be made via an Allevo object. 

Example of a simple list of changes for WBS descriptions: 

 

Figure 15.21: Project structure as a list in Excel 
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15.10  Prepare line items for offline functions  

15.10.1  Background  

When Allevo is used with offline functions for planning or reporting, there is no connection to the 

SAP system. Consequently the line items cannot be directly called (see popup as described in Chapter 

10). 

In this case, Allevo provides a solution using satellites: the relevant line items are copied into a de-

fined satellite per ABAP report. When creating the offline planning files, the line items are trans-

ferred to the Excel planning file, which corresponds to the current object selection (for example, to 

the selected cost center). 

Note: For navigation on the Excel side, the respective macros must be active in the Master. This al-

lows you to jump from an Excel cell directly to the appropriate line item. These functions are 

usually customer-specific and are usually implemented in the implementation project.  

The same fields as those in the general Allevo line item list are available. In this case, however, a drill 

down is not possible for downstream SAP documents as it is when working directly in SAP inplace 

mode. The export mode is currently only available for actuals data.  

15.10.2 Export line items 

Line items can be exported to the desired satellites using the transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_LITEMS.   
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Figure 15.22: Load line items in a satellite table 

The export program can be executed in two ways, which differ in the way that the fields of the line 

item list are transferred to a satellite table: 

 The newer way, “M = Mapping” allows a flexible assignment of information from the line item list 

to fields in the satellite (available for Allevo 3.5 and higher). The corresponding Allevo standard 

functions have been described in previous sections (setting up schemes, field assignments, etc.). 

This method is very flexible and should be preferred for new installations. 

 “L =Layout” is a method that corresponds to the original form of the data transfer. In this case, 

Information on the satellite is obtained from the settings for the layout constant SAT_LINEITEMS. 

The field names in the satellite must largely match those of the line item list. 

The export of data to the satellite table is always made based on an Allevo layout. This layout defines 

the year and the version under which the data in the satellite are saved (i.e. according to CX_WW). 

For selecting the relevant objects, three options are available: 

 Objects in the provided layout that are maintained with an Allevo status. 

 Objects from the 1:n relationships in the provided Allevo layout. The line items are saved under 

the representative object in the satellite table.  
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 All objects of an SAP group (such as a cost center group). This selection can be useful for report-

ing uses if a status is not required or STATUS_READ_ALL is used. With this option, all objects of 

the group are selected independent of their status in the layout. 

These options can also be combined using multiple calls in succession. In this case, the previous data 

should not be deleted, but rather the entries for the selection should be simply overwritten (see de-

lete option “Based on object selection”). 

Cost element selection  

In order to limit the amount of data, the line item list can be filtered according to cost element: ei-

ther by providing the single values for the cost element (also with From/To selection) or via a cost 

element group. See also additional filters below. 

Execution options 

The period for which the line items are made available results from the entered layout or the selec-

tion of column definitions, since the relevant data for the year and for the period are stored there. 

In the Allevo planning screen, the individual items can be displayed in two different views, which can 

be set up using the LINEITEM constant. The display can be either as a list of all line items that are 

found for a cost element or restricted according to the definitions in the respective Allevo column 

definition (for example, limited by value types and activities). These two options are also available for 

selection in the report for line item export: see the option “Read all line items” or “consider extra re-

straint of the column definitions”.  

The report offers a specific preview function for checking the data before they are exported to the 

satellites (see option “Preview satellite data before saving”). 

Delete prior data  

It can be useful to transfer line items into a satellite table in several steps. In this case, it must be en-

sured that data from previous runs are retained. The deletion option "Based on object selection" can 

be used here. 

Filter 

As mentioned above, line item exports can be filtered to include only certain cost elements. In addi-

tion, two further fields of the satellites can be used for a restriction, using either selection via multi-

ple selection or minimum and maximum value, respectively. The function can be useful for a re-

striction by document type or organizational unit. Please note: 

 The values entered for the filter must correspond to the data format of the selected field. If nec-

essary, an internal format should be used (e.g., beginning with zero). Allevo does not provide any 

automatic conversion here. 

 The filter does not have any influence on the performance when reading the data: it is only used 

to reduce the number of data records in the satellite. 
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Note: Of course, a large number of line items increase the size of the Excel file that is generated dur-

ing offline planning. In this respect, a restriction on the amount of data should be given suffi-

cient attention. The entered cost element group could, for example, contain a list of the cost 

elements as defined in the Allevo Master. 

15.10.3 Set up export function for variant M (mapping) 

The newer variant, “M = Mapping” allows a flexible assignment of information from the line item list 

to fields in the satellite (available for Allevo 3.5 and higher). The selection of the relevant satellite ta-

ble is made directly in the selection screen. The corresponding Allevo standard functions have been 

described in previous sections (setting up schemes, field assignments, etc.). This method is very flexi-

ble and should be preferred for new installations. The layout constant SAT_LINEITEMS has no mean-

ing for this method. 

15.10.4 Set up export functions for variant L (layout constants) 

For the older execution variant of the report, the constant SAT_LINEITEMS must be active in the se-

lected layout. Under “Value from”, the number of the satellite table should be entered. "Value to" 

describes the prefix for the definition of matching fields in the satellite: these fields must follow a 

given naming convention and correspond to those which are available in the Allevo line item list (see 

next section, for details see F1-help for the constant). Only those columns that are found in the satel-

lite table with a field of the same name are filled. 

Note: In the table appends, the fields are usually created with a prefix code such as "ZZ". This code 

must be entered under "Value to" of the constant SAT_LINEITEMS. 

Example: If you use the abbreviation "ZZ", a field ZZBLDAT must be created in the append to 

transfer the document date of the line item list. 

15.10.5  Components of the line item list 

A list of common fields in the line item list are available in the ABAP dictionary as the structure 

/KERN/IPP_SAT_LINEITEM (see appropriate Allevo UseCase). 

Additionally, a summary of the available fields per object type of the structure 

/KERN/IPP_S_xx_OFFL_ITEM_ACT can be found, with “xx” as a placeholder for the respective object 

type. For example, for object type KS, the fields in the structure /KERN/IPP_S_KS_OFFL_ITEM_ACT 

are available (can be displayed via transaction SE11). 

All named structures should NOT be directly integrated in the append of a satellite table using an IN-

CLUDE command, in order to ensure compatibility with future Allevo versions. The structures are 

only designed as a copy template for the definitions of the fields in the satellites.  

Eine Liste gängiger Felder der Einzelpostenliste steht im ABAP-Dictionary als Struktur 

/KERN/IPP_SAT_LINEITEM zur Verfügung (siehe passender Allevo UseCase). 

Profit center Accounting:  
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In this case, the export structure is not only dependent on the object type, but also depends on 

whether the Allevo reference data are to be read for the classic or the new general ledger. The differ-

entiation is made in the Allevo layout via the constant PC_READTABLE; the corresponding data struc-

tures are /KERN/IPP_S_PC_OFFL_ITEM_ACT and /KERN/IPP_S_PC_OFFL_ITEM_NGL. 

Compatibility with S/4Hana: 

The dictionary structures mentioned above contain, in part, components in the /KERN/- namespace, 

e.g., /KERN/KOSTL instead of field KOSTL as in the original SAP line item tables. These differences 

(seen as of Allevo 3.4) with field names are necessary in order to be compatible with S/4Hana. 

When working with the constant SAT_LINEITEMS, the original field name can be used in the satellite 

append (and the necessary prefix, i.e. ZZKOSTL). Allevo ensures the correct allocation of the content. 

15.11  Provide additional information/text for master data in satellites 

15.11.1  Functional overview 

Data in satellite tables can be provided automatically via Allevo interface functions (for example, 

from depreciation simulation or data from CO / PA, see the following chapter). Frequently, refer-

ences to master records or other documents are also included in the SAP system (e.g., material or 

customer number). For viewing in Excel, it is helpful to have appropriate descriptions, or other addi-

tional information (e.g., short descriptions of the product or the name of the customer). Allevo offers 

special functions to add such information automatically. These functions can be optionally executed 

when reading and/or writing data. Some features: 

 The parameters for determining additional texts must be stored in fields of the satellite (or con-

trolled by fix values).  

 The determination can be made independent of language. 

 Calling the function can optionally be done when writing satellite data, reading or via a transac-

tion to fill many objects simultaneously. 

In order to execute such a function, Allevo must know in which SAP table the description can be 

found and with which characteristics it is to be read. This control information is stored in an Allevo 

control table. 

15.11.2 Set up control table 

The basis for this function is the Allevo control table /KERN/IPPTFRRULE: for each relevant key field it 

defines how to find additional information (e.g., an associated description). Matching entries are rec-

orded via transaction /ALLEVO/SAT_TXT_RULE. 
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Figure 15.23: Satellites with additional texts for key fields 

The rules should be entered for each satellite. Relevant entries: 

 In the column “Target field” the field of the satellite table where the additional information 

should be stored must be entered.  

 In the column “Rule/Table”, enter the name of the table in which the additional information is 

stored (currently, it has to be a table, in future updates, fixed rules may also be possible).  

 The field “Description” is a free comment text. It has no meaning for further functions.  

 After this, there is a list of 10 parameters that are relevant for selection. The first parameter is 

always the field of the database table that is to be read and transferred (the target field). 

 Further parameters reflect the selection conditions: they must be entered according to the index 

fields of the current table. Normally, you would want to transfer information from the current 

data record of the satellite (such as the material number). Fix values (in single quotations) or SAP 

system parameters (in brackets) can also be entered. Important: all parameters must always be 

filled according to the main index of the table to be read.  

The entry in the column “type” determines when a rule should be applied. The following entries are 

possible: 

 

ID Text Note 

R Read The data are filled when reading a satellite table (applies to all Allevo 

modules). This option has advantages for language-dependent additional 

texts, which are then shown in the logon language in Excel. 

W Write The data are filled when writing a satellite table. This option is also avail-

able for all Allevo modules. 

X Read and Write Function R and W simultaneously 

leer Other cases A satellite without an explicit entry is only filled when executing the 

transaction KERN/IPP_UT_TFRRULE.  

Figure 15.23 shows an example use case with additional text for fields in three satellite tables. 

Die Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. zeigt beispielhaft Anwendungsfälle mit 

Zusatztexten für Felder in drei Satellitentabellen. 
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 The entry in the first row allows you to enter the description of a profit center target field COM-

MENT_INV into the satellite table. Data is read from the SAP table CEPCT with the texts for the 

PC master record (see column Rule/Table): the corresponding field of the table is entered in the 

first "Parameter" column. All other fields are evaluated during selection. The sequence here must 

match the main index of the master data table. In this case, the first four fields are from table 

CEPCT (without field MANDT): 

o (SY-LANGU) transfers the current language 

o COOBJECT is a field in the satellite table with the ID of the profit center 

o '99991231' is a fixed specification for the period of validity (see note further below) 

o KOKRS transfers the controlling area from the field of the same name in the satellite ta-

ble. 

In special cases, an extended selection can be useful, if the specification of a single value is not suffi-

cient for the selection. In the example above, the text for the profit center is read for a predefined 

date. In this case the relevant text must necessarily be stored with exactly this date (here 

'99991231'). Therefore, alternatively, an interval can be entered separated by a forward slash. If mul-

tiple records are found in this interval, Allevo uses the first record. Examples of selection: 

o '20160412'/'20171231'  First data record in the provided date range 

o (sy-datum)/'20991231' First data record from today to '20991231' 

o (sy-datum)/     Frist data record from today 

o /(sy-datum)   First data record before today 

 The second row determines the name of a customer from table KNA1 and field NAME1 and 

writes it into the field ZZKUNNR_NAME of the satellite table. As a selection parameter, only the 

ID of the customer is used in field ZZKUNNR (the index of KNA1 consists only of the customer 

number). 

 The last entry reads a language-dependent material text; the current language being transferred 

in this case as the last parameter (as defined in the main index to MAKTX). 

The example here describes how a selection needs to be structured: 

 First and foremost, the necessary selection parameters need to be made available via the satel-

lite table. 

 Fix values (such as the date in the first row) require single quotation marks (as in ABAP). 

 ABAP specific system parameters can be combined with quotation marks (e.g., components of 

the ABAP duration variable “SY”). 

 Free selection: currently, each parameter in the index must have an entry (either by mapping to 

the appropriate field in the satellite or by a constant as shown above in the example for the 

date). If the content of a field is not relevant for the selection, the entry of a From/To value with 

the maximum value can help. For example, '00' / '99' for a two-digit, numeric field. Allevo may 

use the contents of the first row found in the database table. A free selection using * is currently 

not supported. 

There are a maximum of 10 parameters available for accessing the master data table: the first pa-

rameter always contains the field from which contents are to be selected. The other nine parameters 

are transferred to the corresponding WHERE condition (always in the same order as in the main in-

dex of the master data table, see entries in SE11). 
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Several field assignments can be made per satellite; In this case, several rows must also be entered in 

the control table. Allevo addresses the rows one by one. In order to specify a specific sequence, the 

column "Nr" can be filled with a number (Allevo 3.5 and higher). This is particularly useful if the result 

of a first determination is required for further steps (for example, reading the cost center according 

to a feature in the satellite row, then reading the cost center texts in the second step). 

15.11.3 Program execution  

If a satellite is not set up to read or write automatically, you must execute transaction /AL-

LEVO/SAT_TXT_UPD to update all records according to a selection. 

 

Figure 15.24: Update additional texts in the satellite table via TFR rules 

The corresponding report reads the data records of a satellite table via predefined selection parame-

ters and expands the descriptions according to the rules in the table /KERN/IPPTFRRULE. 

Note: Language dependent additional texts are transferred to the satellite in the current logon lan-

guage. 
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16 Integration in report interface 

16.1 Functional overview 

Allevo centrally stores the information entered during the planning process in the satellites on the 

Excel side in SAP-ERP. The Allevo administrator may open and edit satellite contents in SAP via the 

|Satellites| menu in the Allevo start screen or via the Shuttle. The planner (and other SAP users), 

however, has no access to these data, even if they themselves have entered them during planning 

(unless they call data again via the planning interface).  

In this situation, it may be helpful to include Allevo functions as detail view directly in SAP Reporting, 

similar to calling line item reports via the SAP report/report interface.   

In that way, Allevo-specific contents may be displayed:   

 Planning comments, details on investment and personnel planning, as well as contents of other 

satellites may be reproduced via SAP standard reports in this way at any time.  

 In addition, the Allevo Reporting transaction may be called directly from here. 

16.2 Purpose of use and functions 

Double-clicking on one of the lines in an SAP report (e.g. in transaction GR55) opens the SAP re-

port/report interface and displays Allevo-specific contents. Two general types of display are available 

for selection in the Allevo implementation of this interface:   

 Contents of Allevo additional tables are displayed, such as comments or satellite contents. 

 The appropriate Allevo reporting transaction is called for the selected object (e.g. a cost center), 

in order to display contents via the Allevo Master.  

The call automatically includes the relevant object type (Setclass). Depending on the application case, 

further selection criteria are adopted from the SAP report (such as fiscal year, version, cost center, 

cost element). 

The Allevo implementation of the interface includes single cost elements and a list of cost elements 

as they result from double-clicking on a row with cost element groups. In this case, comments are, 

for example, displayed for all cost elements of the group. Optionally, you can also display all com-

ments of a group by double-clicking on a row containing a cost element.  

On the other hand, Allevo offers the possibility to directly enter and store comments for a cost ele-

ment group: these can also be displayed (see note below).   

The Allevo interface also shows flexibility with regard to the version (e.g. reading from a different 

version) and characteristics that exceed the limits of the object type (e.g. reading detailed infor-

mation on all cost centers in the current profit center).  

The SAP report/report interface must be established for the desired Allevo functions in order to be 

able to use the mentioned functions. The necessary steps will be described in the following sections. 

Basically, two steps are required:  

 Set up selection variants for the Allevo report /KERN/IPPCCA051R. The program contains all func-

tions currently provided by Allevo for the report interface: the name of a variant affects which of 

the offered functions will actually be executed during the later call.  
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 To call from Reporting, each selection variant must be assigned to at least one report group; a 

selection variant may be used in as many SAP report groups as desired.  

16.3 Set up variant for report/KERN/IPPCCA051R  

A suitable selection variant is required for report /KERN/IPPCCA051R to be able to use the report in-

terface. This report can be called via transaction /ALLEVO/REPVAR_MNT, the Allevo Cockpit (Menu 

“Extras”) or via an SAP transaction for report execution (e.g. SA38 and SE38). 

Note: The report is at this point not executed directly. The call only serves to provide suitable selec-

tion variants when leaving the report interface later on.  

The name of the variants controls parts of the function.  

16.3.1 Parameters in the selection screen 

The report shows the following selection screen. 

 

 Figure 16.1: Selection parameters of report /KERN/IPPCCA051R (part 1) 

The specifications in the upper section “Interface parameters” are unimportant at this point: most 

contents are automatically adopted later (when calling via the report interface) from the transfer pa-

rameters of the report interface. Only mandatory fields must contain a value when saving a variant 

(this is currently only the controlling area).  

The specifications in the lower section “Individual parameters” are not provided with data by the in-

terface and may, depending on the application case, be preset with a sensible entry (some applica-

tion cases will be explained below).  

 “ALV layout variant”: Contents of Allevo tables – e.g. the satellites – are displayed via an ALV grid. 

It may be useful to predefine the desired allocation of columns (see Section 16.5).  
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 Reading data may be restricted via “Setclass” (e.g. 0106 to read for the profit center only). If the 

Setclass is not set, Allevo will determine the right entry using the data transferred by the calling 

report (depending on whether object numbers for cost centers or orders are named in the trans-

ferred selection parameters).  

 Access to (satellite) data that have been entered under another object type (see Section 16.6). 

 “Planning layout“: The report sometimes needs to access contents of an Allevo planning layout 

(e.g. to go to Allevo Reporting, see Section 16.3.3). 

 “Selection of version”: a specification is useful if data are to be read with a different plan version 

than set in the current report (e.g. in cross-version comments).   

Specifications for “Dynamic Selection”  

The following figure shows additional parameters for dynamic selection.   

 

Figure 16.2: Dynamic selection in the selection parameters for Report /KERN/IPPCCA051R 

Background: if detailed satellite data are displayed via the report interface, Allevo uses the object 

number (e.g. cost center) to read all satellite rows for this object number. Often, however, satellite 

data are specifically stored for each cost element, with the cost element contained in a field of the 

satellite append, i.e. individually per Allevo installation. Consequently, there is no general selection 

function for the cost element, although it is actually available via the interface after selection by the 

user.   

To still enable further filtering of the displayed satellite rows, entries are required in “Dynamic Selec-

tion” with two specifications respectively:     

 Type of field to additionally be used as filter; only attributes provided via the SAP report interface 

may be selected.  

 Name of the corresponding satellite field 

The application will be explained with the example entries in  Figure 16.1:   

 The first row defines the cost element as additional filter criterion via “Field type”; it can be 

found in field ZZKSTAR of the satellite append.   

 Satellite data shall additionally be filtered via the cost centers in field ZZKS_SEND. Simultane-

ously, Allevo recognizes that this attribute (cost center) is normally already used for selection via 

field COOBJECT in the satellite index. This selection condition is automatically deactivated (thus, 

the filter only relates to field ZZKS_SEND). 

Note: An additional filter via “Dynamic Selection” takes automatic conversions into account that are 

stored in a characteristic. The corresponding selection thus considers the internal and external 
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display of possible values for this attribute (e.g. reading via cost elements independent of lead-

ing zeros).    

Specifications in “drill down” 

This additional function allows for a modified viewing of data in the satellite by double-clicking on a 

column that will then also be used as deviating attribute of filtering (selection in ALV with display of 

satellite data). This function will be explained in section 16.7 further below. 

Name of a Selection Variant 

A “variant name” (variant ID) with a special importance regarding the report interface must be en-

tered: the ID (or parts of it) defines the functions to be executed later by the Allevo report when call-

ing from the interface (e.g., display of comments or contents of a satellite). Correspondingly, there is 

an Allevo-specific naming convention for this variant name, which must be kept depending on the 

desired function.  

The following general functions are distinguished:  

 Display contents of Allevo satellites. 

 Go to display of Allevo planning comments, reporting comments or sheet comments.  

 Directly switch to the Allevo transaction for reporting. 

A selection variant is created via the icon for “Save” or the key combination “Ctrl+S” just as with 

other SAP reports. 

16.3.2 Report variant to display Allevo table contents  

The control with variants allows contents of Allevo additional tables to be displayed on the screen in 

a tabular form. The following are supported:  

 Satellites 

 Row comments 

 Sheet comments 

 Reporting comments 

The following list shows the provided Allevo tables. 

Satellite or  

other Allevo table 

Components of the name (ID) of the variant  

(* = any) 

Satellite 01, usually table 

/KERN/IPPSAT01 

*SAT*01* 

Satellite 01 *SAT*02* 

… … 

Satellite 98 *SAT*98* 

Satellite 99 *SAT*99* 

/KERN/IPPCOMMENT *COMMENT* or *KOMMENT* 
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Satellite or  

other Allevo table 

Components of the name (ID) of the variant  

(* = any) 

/KERN/IPPCOMMENT *COMMENT*2* or *KOMMENT*2* 

/KERN/IPPREP01 *REP*01* 

/KERN/IPPREP02 *REP*02* 

/KERN/IPPLTEXT *LTEXT* 

The left column contains names of possible Allevo tables that may be included (satellites, comments 

or report comments).  

The right column shows name components that must be contained in the variant names to ensure 

that the report interface will later on read and display data of the correct table. Examples: 

 If components “SAT” and “02” are contained in the name, the report will automatically read ap-

propriate data from the corresponding satellite (e.g. /KERN/IPPSAT02): in the simplest case, a 

variant name “SAT02” is suitable. 

 With name component *REP*, the Allevo Reporting comments are displayed (current entries or 

archive). 

 With *LTEXT*, Allevo shows the sheet comments for the current object. An Allevo layout 

needs to be entered in the variant for this function (available from Allevo version 3.3).   

Concrete example of a variant: 

 

Figure 16.3: Variant for the display of data from satellite 01 

The first reasonable name component is always adopted; the variant name should therefore be clear 

(i.e. the variant name for reading a satellite should not contain both “01” and “02”).  

Note: It is, however, entirely reasonable to create different selection variants for the same table, in 

order to, for example, work with different column structures (names would then be e.g. 

“SAT01A” and “SAT01B”: in both cases, the Allevo report performs the function intended for 

the display of satellite 01).  

A report group controls which variant is executed when calling via the report interface (see 

next section).  

As you can see in the list above, the name components for comment table /KERN/IPPCOMMENT rep-

resent a special case. Here, two versions may be selected: 

 The first entry automatically includes the cost element when calling via the report interface.  

 If “2” is additionally contained in the variant name, the cost element will be ignored; the report 

consequently shows all comments regardless of the current cost element. 
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Note: Allevo planning also allows comments to be entered and stored directly for a cost element.  

A suitable controlling parameter must be active in the Allevo constant GROUP_COMMENT in 

order to display these comments in the report interface.  

Using this constant also requires the planning layout to be stored as parameter of the selec-

tion variant (in accordance with  Figure 16.1). 

16.3.3 Report variant to switch to the Allevo reporting transaction (Allevo Master)  

Table contents are listed as basic functions of the Allevo Report interface. Alternatively, it is also pos-

sible to directly switch to Allevo Reporting transactions (e.g. /KERN/IPPKSREP in the case of cost cen-

ters). 

The variant name must contain two components for this call: “ALLEVO” and “01”. Furthermore, an 

Allevo layout set up for the Allevo Reporting functions must be specified in the corresponding selec-

tion parameters (see  Figure 16.1). 

The interface transfers year and version from the reporting time frame to the Allevo column defini-

tions CX_RR and CX_WW (if available) and starts Excel inplace for the current object, e.g., the current 

cost center. In this case, the structure of the stored Allevo Master defines further information to be 

displayed. 

Note: The remaining column definitions should meaningfully be created in the relevant Allevo layout 

with relative reference to CX_RR or CX_WW. 

16.4 Allocation in the report group 

After creating the variants with the given naming conventions, they must be entered in the relevant 

report group to enable the call via the SAP report/report interface.  

The relevant SAP transaction is GR52: a processing screen as in Figure 16.4 appears after selecting a 

report group and confirming via “Enter”.  
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Figure 16.4: Installation report/report interface 

The following steps are required: 

(A) Using button |Configure...|, the popup “Allocate reports” opens (see arrow A in Figure 16.4).  

(B) Generate a new row in this popup using icon “Insert rows”. Another popup opens for the “Selec-

tion of a report writer report”: select button |Other report type| and then RT (= ABAP report). 

Now, the query for report name and variant follows (see Figure 16.5). 

 

Figure 16.5: Add ABAP Report with variant in the report/report interface 

Enter the report name /KERN/IPPCCA051R with the desired selection variant and adopt this en-

try: a new row “Allocate reports“ appears in the popup (see Figure 16.4). 

(C) Now, only a name that will not appear to the SAP user later in the SAP report is missing. Entry is 

made in the popup under “Description receiver report“ (see Figure 16.4). 

(D) Control of the entry in transaction GR55: Double-clicking on an amount field opens the selection 

list of available detail reports.  
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Figure 16.6: Call Allevo detailed planning from the SAP report/report interface 

Note: In the case that a great number of detail reports have been created, it may be easy to lose the 

overview of which variant is included where: button |Techn. names on| may be helpful in this 

case (see Figure 16.6).  

16.5 Centrally define ALV layout for Allevo Report 

Satellite tables may contain complex information and consequently comprise many columns. It is not 

always useful or desired to display all this information via the report interface; an adjustment in the 

column structure is therefore meaningful.  

Since all Allevo table contents are displayed via an SAP ALV grid, the display may be comfortably ad-

justed via the ALV layout. Users may modify these layouts depending on the authorization: this corre-

sponds to the SAP standard functions for ALV layouts.  

Exception: Allevo uses a generic function to display table contents, since contents of different tables must 

be displayed.  A variant may therefore NOT be saved as presetting (default).  

An ALV layout may alternatively be predefined. The following steps are necessary:   

 Include an Allevo table as described in the previous sections.  

 Then call Reporting (GR55) by double-clicking on a data row. Select Allevo table view and create 

of the desired column structure with the help of the usual ALV layout functions. Save the ALV lay-

out variant under a new name (including special signs „/” in the beginning, as is usual with gen-

eral ALV layouts). 

 Go back to transaction /ALLEVO/REPVAR_MNT to extend the relevant selection variant for report  

/KERN/IPPCCA051R  (see Figure 16.1): enter the ALV layout variant in the selection parameter of 

the same name. Save the selection variant under the same name as before.   
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When calling the report interface the next time, the modified ALV view should appear as it was pre-

set. 

The ALV view is mandatory for all users during this procedure since such an ALV layout may no longer 

be modified by the user.  

16.6 Special function: Cross-object type reading for profit center 

With profit center reports (when working with profit center integration, see Chapter 17), it is possi-

ble to directly access data of allocated objects (e.g., to display comments that have been entered to 

corresponding cost centers). This means that data do not appear for the PC itself in this case.  

For this application case, the selection screen for report /KERN/IPPCCA051R offers the two selection 

fields “Source Setclass“ and “Additional Source Setclass“ in addition to the standard Setclass (see  

Figure 16.1). The respective entry will define the objects for reading.  

Example: Assuming the Setclass is 0106 (= profit center) and the source Setclass is 0101 (= cost center): 

then, (satellite) data will be selected for all cost centers where the given profit center is stored.   

Cross-object type reading is currently possible for the combination of profit center with cost centers 

(0101), orders (0103) and WBS elements (0110).  

An entry in both fields for the “Source Setclass” allows for switching to two different object types 

within one call. The function is however not yet available during selection of sheet comments or in 

the application of drill down functions.   

16.7 Special function: drill down in the satellite display  

This additional function permits a modified view of satellite data by double-clicking on a specific row. 

This requires at least one additional variant to be available for report /KERN/IPPCCA051R. Installation 

steps: 

 The name of the drill down column must be entered in the report main variant. In addition, refe-

rence to the subvariant must be made.   

 The drill down column must then be entered as an additional filter in the subvariant.  

In the following example, data from satellite 33 are included with additional filter and drill down 

function. First, the suitable specifications for the main variant: 

 

Figure 16.7: Main variant in drill down function 

The main variant contains (as shown in the example above) the cost element as a filter of dynamic 

selection.  

The “Drill-Down” section defines that column ZZAUFTRAG shall be used in the satellite append for 

further branching to single internal orders. Important: the specification on the object type is only re-

quired if the corresponding object contains an object number. In case of fields without reference to 
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an object number (e.g., drill down via activity type), the column for the object type (OT) must remain 

empty.  

In the example above, report variant SAT33B shall be used for the display. The following entries must 

be maintained in this subordinate variant: 

 

Figure 16.8: Subvariant in drill down function 

The entry in “Dynamic selection” ensures firstly that the transferred order will be used as an addi-

tional filter of selection, and secondly that the cost element will be kept as a filter.  

The application of report variants via drill down appears as follows: 

 

Figure 16.9: Display of data via main variant in report interface 

In the example here, starting was performed via cost center 1000 as planning object; the filter to cost 

element was additionally adopted from the SAP report. An ALV display variant was further stored in 

the report variant for the sorting according to order number.   

Double-clicking on an order opens the view of all data for the respective order regardless of the cost 

center selected previously (display via report variant SAT33B): 

 

Figure 16.10: Display of drill down data via side variant in report interface 

All cost centers with data stored for the order are consequently listed as planning objects. 
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Note: The selection parameters controlling area, business year, and version may currently not be dy-

namically adopted using the previous values from GR55 or the main variant. They must there-

fore be permanently stored in both report variants (the report variant must therefore be ad-

justed, e.g., upon transition to another business year).  

This restriction due to technical reasons applies only when using the drill down variant.  

16.8 Authorizations 

Whether contents of a satellite can be displayed or not, depends on the authorizations of the regis-

tered user.   

In a first step, the relevant SAP authorizations for calling the GR55 reports must be available, e.g., for 

the selected current objects and cost elements. Since the original selection conditions of the SAP re-

ports are transferred to the Allevo functions of the satellite/report interface, the call of the satellites 

is performed within the framework of these specifications and in that way also these authorizations.   

If specific access authorizations are assigned to a satellite in the Allevo planning layouts, the users of 

the SAP reports must also be stored here (otherwise, data will not be displayed in the report inter-

face either).  
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17 Profit center integration 

Profit center integration allows data from a profit center to be read or posted while planning a cost 

center or another planning object. Therefore, the profit center is not directly called, read or planned. 

Everything works via representative objects in the overhead cost management of SAP CO (cost cen-

ter, order, WBS element).   

Note: Direct planning of the profit center is possible as well. A separate module and manual are 

available for this purpose (see Profit Center manual).  

17.1 Profit center data 

Generally, it is sufficient in operative planning in SAP, and even necessary for subsequent functions, 

to enter planning data on the CO objects cost center, orders and WBS elements. These data are auto-

matically carried forward to the corresponding profit center via the SAP default settings for plan inte-

gration. In this context, the profit center must be seen as a superior report object summarizing the 

planning results of the single CO objects that are assigned to it.  

There are, however, reasons for changing to the profit center perspective during the planning pro-

cess, even if planning is primarily done for cost centers or orders. The profit center perspective al-

lows for simultaneously observing revenues and costs, which is not possible from the individual order 

or individual cost center point of view. 

At this point, interests for implementing an efficient planning process are often conflicting. How can 

cost center planning be effective, if revenues must simultaneously be observed for this purpose, 

which is only possible in the profit center? And how can planned revenues, which can only statisti-

cally be recorded for cost centers and can therefore not be subject of an automatic entry to the 

profit center, eventually be posted to the profit center? 

17.2 Profit center integration during cost center planning  

In general, the normal procedure is maintained. Allevo cost center planning is started. From there, it 

is possible to retrieve data from the profit center and – with a detour via an order or WBS element – 

post it to the profit center. 

17.3 Reading reference data 

17.3.1 Scope and limitations 

Reading data is always done for the profit center defined in the master data of the selected cost cen-

ter. It is only done for cost elements (corresponding to the account in profit center accounting) 

marked by a special row definition in the Allevo Master. 

Note: Allevo does not verify whether a profit center is also assigned to other cost centers, which 

means that the same data would also be shown when selecting the other cost center. 

All actual and planned values recorded for the account specified in the Allevo Master are read 

from the profit center. This applies for all column definitions available also for cost center 

planning of Allevo. The data can also be read on a monthly basis. 
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Further differentiation within the account, for example, according to the partner profit center, 

or the display of quantities is not supported. It is however possible to limit the data for the rel-

evant account with respect to the criteria "ledger", "operation", "record type" and 

"debit/credit indicator". 

 Allevo also reads the balance carried forward for the account (period 0). It is therefore possi-

ble to even read end-of-period values of balances sheet accounts. 

Allevo usually considers the current company code when reading reference data for the profit center 

(also useful for performance reasons). The following rules apply:   

 The relevant company code is adopted from the master record of the current profit center.  

 If there is no company code stored here, the list of company codes for the current controlling 

area will be used instead.  

The latter rule also applies if data of PC integration are read for a superior group (e.g., a cost center 

group). If the company code is missing for a relevant profit center, the list for the controlling area will 

be used.   

17.3.2 Settings 

The following parameters must be maintained for profit center integration.  

 Constants 

 In the Allevo planning layout for CO planning, the constant PC_INT must be activated via column 

“Value from”. In the “Value to” column, the currency for reading data must additionally be speci-

fied, i.e. HSL for company code currency or KSL for profit center local currency.  

Allevo then reads both debit and credit postings via row definition P. A debit/credit indicator 

stored in the Customizing of the row definition will be ignored during reading of data. A separate 

S/H display may be achieved via the additional constant PC_BEKNZ. 

Working with the new general ledger requires further settings. These are explained in the Allevo 

Profit Center manual (PC_READTABLE, PC_NGLA_PLANNING). 

Note: The profit center local currency usually corresponds to the controlling area currency but 

may also be defined differently in controlling area customizing.  

 Row definitions 

For any cost elements/accounts that are not to be read from the cost center but from the profit 

center, the row definition P (for example, instead of A) must be specified in the corresponding 

column. Each line is therefore either read from the cost center or from the profit center. 

If the reading function is to be restricted for individual accounts with respect to operations, rec-

ord type and debit/credit indicators, this can be done by defining a new column definition, for 

example P1, with the corresponding restrictions. 

 Ledger 

If the reading of data is to be restricted to a specific ledger (for example 8A), this can be achieved 

by a corresponding entry in the "Value to" column in the LEDGER constant. 
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 Version 

When using profit center accounting through the new general ledger, a different version may be 

required for reading. In this case, the constant PC_INT_VERSION should also be set. 

17.4 Reading function (planning) 

17.4.1 Scope and limitations 

Planning of values is normally not done directly for a profit center, but rather for a substitutional ob-

ject of overhead cost planning. This can be the cost center used for the planning itself. In this case, 

the posting to the profit center is automatically made via the plan integration in SAP, which must be 

activated for this purpose, and does not require any further settings in Allevo. 

If, however, revenue accounts (cost elements of type 11) are to be addressed, these can only be 

posted statistically to the cost center. Statistical postings are not transferred to the profit center. It is 

now necessary to find another way for planning revenues. 

Allevo offers two options: Direct planning of the profit center (direct approach) or representative 

planning of an orders or a WBS element assigned to a profit center directly from cost center planning 

(automatic entry). 

This planning is restricted to pure value planning per cost element (comparable to primary cost plan-

ning). Quantities or secondary allocations, partner profit centers, or functional areas cannot be 

planned. All periods (months included) available in Allevo cost center planning are supported. 

17.4.2 Revenue planning via direct approach to the profit center 

The direct approach refers to the profit center and controlling area defined in the master record of 

the start object (e.g. of the cost center). This type of planning requires row definition U. 

Note: As no standardized SAP-BAPI is available, the operation used for planning the profit center via 

Allevo is different from the planning of objects from cost center accounting (cost elements, or-

ders, WBS elements). A batch input is used here.   

 For this purpose, it is necessary that the SAP standard layouts, which are also used for the 

manual planning of profit centers (8A-111), and the corresponding authorizations are made 

available to the planner. 

 Strictly speaking, Allevo checks if the set planner profile of the user has the necessary planning 

layout. If this is indeed the case, Allevo controls the position of the layout and returns the cor-

responding variable to the program, which represents the position of the layout in the plan-

ner’s profile. If negative, Allevo tries to set a planner profile for the posting procedure, which 

has the layout 8A-111. 

17.4.3 Revenue planning via automatic entry 

This alternative again uses plan integration according to SAP standards. Revenue postings for the ob-

ject types 'order' and 'WBS element' are "real postings" which are automatically made to the profit 

center assigned to these objects. 
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The “automatic entry” under Allevo is more of a "re-direction". Instead of the cost center, the object 

defined for the cost center is posted. This is done for cost elements that are marked by the row defi-

nition P in the Allevo Master 

Note: The redirection to another object type is exactly limited to one order or WBS element per cost 

center.  

The access path to the necessary program settings is via |Settings| and |Rules for automatic entries 

in PCA|. This program screen can also be used to view existing data and create a sample upload file. 

The allocation is saved in the SAP table /KERN/IPPSECPOST 

 

Figure 17.1: Example SOURCE (Setclass 0101) directing to TARGET (Setclass 0103) 

17.4.4 Satellite/report interface in profit center reports 

If planning is based on the cost center or another planning object, but the report view is the profit 

center, the satellite/report interface has no target when changing the object type. Please see Sec-

tions 14.11, and 16.5 for more information. 

17.5 Relevant constants of PC integration 

The following constants affect functions of profit center planning:  

 PC_INT   Activate PC integration (incl. currency type) 

 PC_INT_VERSION  PC integration with new general ledger: version actual data 

 PC_BEKNZ   PC integration separated by debit and credit 

 PC_NGLA_PLANNING Activate PC planning via new general ledger 

 PC_READTABLE   Read PC reference data from new general ledger 

 PC_REP_COMP_SELSelection company code in PC Reporting 

 NO_COMPANYCODE Read reference data without restriction to company code  

 LEDGER    in cost center planning and profit center integration  
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18 Allevo in offline mode 

The start transactions described above (see Chapter 3) are opened to call the Allevo Master directly 

in the Excel dialog (inplace mode).  

The offline functions, on the contrary, allow the central controlling to generate Excel files for the dif-

ferent objects in a single operation and store them in a network folder. The corresponding transac-

tion is therefore the ideal tool for repeated reporting via Excel files (e.g., monthly reporting).  

Optionally, the generated Excel files may be used for the offline entry of planning data. This proce-

dure may be beneficial for planners that do not have SAP access. Allevo may then automatically re-

read the Excel files with the planning data.   

The corresponding Allevo transactions for starting offline functions are included in the Allevo Cockpit 

(for details about the execution see Section 18.2). 

 

Note: To use the planning functions in this module, they must be released via an appropriate entry in 

the license key. You may need to arrange the required SAP user licenses directly with SAP.   

18.1 Functional overview 

The basic Allevo planning transactions can generate a local copy of the planning file (including all ref-

erence data relevant for planning). It is then possible to continue working with the data of this Excel 

file offline. After completion, data can be transferred to SAP using |Open file| in the start screen of 

the Allevo planning transactions. 

If many objects are required to be planned offline, saving and uploading each file individually is a 

time-consuming task. Allevo offers additional transactions for offline planning to reduce the effort 

and time required (both for generating data and for reading). 

Note: The generation of Allevo offline files is in many cases also used for reporting purposes; e.g. for 

the monthly evaluation “at the push of a button”. Allevo supports this application through dif-

ferent special functions (e.g. conversion to PDF file or parameters for an automatic allocation 

of the file name depending on the evaluation period).  

They allow to: 

 Generate all relevant Excel files in one step  

 Transfer the planned data from any number of files in one step to SAP. 

Allevo planning in the offline process comprises the following steps: 

1. In a first step, the necessary Allevo planning files are created for the planning objects, which can 

be found below the start group. This is done using the standard Allevo transactions and running 

them, one by one, for each planning object and/or each relevant subgroup. In the background, 

the desired Excel files are generated with all reference data read from SAP and saved in a previ-

ously defined download folder. Then, the files only need to be distributed among the individual 

planners (for example, by email or via the Allevo planning calendar). 

2. The planner can now work in the Excel files without being connected to the SAP system. 
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3. After planning completion, files are saved in a central upload folder and transferred in one batch 

to SAP. When uploading the data, the system verifies if the data belong to the specified group. 

Authorizations are checked as in the main program. 

These steps are normally done by central controlling; offline planning is therefore centrally con-

trolled. The offline module runs with all object types supported by Allevo. Important requirements 

for offline planning are:  

 The objects and/or groups relevant for the offline process must be grouped in one common start 

group.  

 It must be possible to individually save and upload an offline file as described in Section 11.2 (es-

pecially for verification of the provided path specifications).  

The generated Excel files of offline planning are stored with a “speaking” file name to facilitate iden-

tification (e.g. on a central network path).  

 

Note: There is no direct connection to the SAP system when using Allevo for offline planning or of-

fline reporting. Consequently, the usual display of line items via a pop-up is not available ei-

ther. In this case, an additional function of Allevo may be useful to provide line items via satel-

lites (see notes above).  

 

Additional Options 

 Files may also be exported in PDF format: Allevo supports periodic reporting functions in this 

way. A reasonable naming of the export file should be ensured (see Allevo file management).  

 Excel files may automatically be re-imported after the export: this is especially helpful if auto-

matic calculations (surcharges …) are stored in the Master and planned values need to be recal-

culated for many objects. A similar function (Batch mode) is available also in the ABC. 

A customized program may be executed after generating and before uploading an Excel file. It is in-

stalled on the respective local Windows work center. The program might for example ensure individ-

ual processing of Excel data. Further details are described in the documentation for the constants OF-

FLINE_GEN_PROGRAM and OFFLINE_PLAN_PROGRAM.  

18.2 Execute Offline Transactions 

Allevo offers the following transactions for offline planning: 

 /KERN/IPP_OFFL_GEN 

Allevo offline mode: Generate data 

 /KERN/IPP_OFFL_IMP 

Allevo offline modus: Import planning data 

Note: For Allevo 3.0 and higher, the offline program can no longer be accessed via the menu of the 

relevant Allevo single object transaction as was the case in previous program versions. The 

new, optimized offline process is now always accessed via the above stated transactions. 
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Executing the offline transaction requires authorization group IPP_ADM or ZIPP_MM. 

18.2.1 Generate files with reference data 

Analog to the logic used in Allevo Multi, a group is resolved for offline planning. The data of the plan 

objects found are written in one or several Excel files. The generating transaction runs through the 

same functions as the relevant Allevo single object transactions. This guarantees identical functionali-

ties (such as using the same Excel layout). 

Note: In complex hierarchies, it may be necessary to run the Allevo basic functions very often in or-

der to generate the Excel files.  Please keep the amount of time required for this process in 

mind for your planning. 

Excel is called also when exporting offline files in order to transfer the data (also if the call is 

invisible for the user). For that reason however, the export may NOT be executed as a back-

ground job. 

Excel files are generated for offline planning via transaction /ALLEVO/OFFL_GEN. The following pro-

gram dialog appears. 

 

Figure 18.1: Offline process: Generating files with reference data 

The type of execution specifies the Allevo single object transaction that shall be used to generate the 

desired files. The following types are available:  

 MF MultiFile: A file with reference data is generated for every object found in the group  

 MP MultiPage: A MultiPage file is generated for each group of objects (the file has one page for 

each object)  

 MO MultiObject: A file is generated for every object found in the group (the representative ob-

ject defines the further file structure) 
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Controlling area, object type and planning layouts must previously be defined, similar to the process 

in the single transaction dialog mode. In particular, the same planning layout can be used in the of-

fline process. 

Selection of Planning Objects 

In model type MF and MO, one file is generated for each object (exception MOD; see note below); in 

case of MP, one file is generated for each group of the selected hierarchy level (see notes in Section 

18.4). Correspondingly, there are differences in the selection parameters for the object:  

 In model type MP, objects may be selected via a group in the respective planning hierarchy. The 

entry in field “Level” specifies if the planning files for a certain group shall contain also the plan-

ning objects in the respective subgroups. As an alternative, planning files may be created inde-

pendently of the hierarchy level if planning objects are located directly below the node (see Sec-

tion 18.4). 

 In model type MF and MO (exception MOD), a file is created for each planning object of the spec-

ified group; it may be resolved again in the entire hierarchy. This may also be a selection variant 

that is for example created for cost centers via transaction KM1V. Alternatively, From/To specifi-

cations and multiple selection are possible for the planning object.   

Note: The model type MO considers also the special type MOD showing all objects of a group on the 

same Excel sheet as list (see also Allevo & Excel manual).  

The selection screen of offline transactions is in this case the same as in the MultiPage execu-

tion type, since this also involves generating a single file for all objects of a group.  

Execution in the offline transaction requires the relevant cost elements to be defined via con-

stant DYN_KSTAR_FIX (no entry in the dialog).  

Save planning file 

The generated files are located in a defined download file after execution of the transaction (see 

notes in Section 18.2.3 below). A list of the generated files is displayed as log.   

The offline generation function may in that way be efficiently used also for central Reporting via Al-

levo.  

Note: The functions in the Allevo planning calendar additionally allows for automatically sending 

these files to the responsible planner.  

Output as PDF 

The Allevo functions for generating offline files are often used for reporting purposes as well: enter-

ing planning data is in that case not intended. It may therefore be useful to generate PDF files as an 

alternative to the Excel files (see corresponding activation button in Figure 18.1). The path and file 

name of the export file have the same structure as in the Excel export (only that the file ending is 

.pdf).  

Note: PDF files are usually smaller than complex Excel Masters; the file format is therefore suitable 

also if export files shall be regularly sent as e-mail (e.g. within the framework of a monthly re-

porting). The corresponding function in the Allevo planning calendar may be used for this pur-

pose. 
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Common Excel functions are of course no more available when displaying the PDF file (neither 

is the usual Allevo navigation).  

The generation of a PDF file corresponds to the output of a printed document; suitable print areas 

must therefore be defined in the Excel Master. The output itself is performed macro ‘Ant-

loop.SaveAsPdf' (stored in the Allevo Master from version 3.2). Complex outputs (e.g. across various 

areas on a page) may be displayed using customized Excel macros.   

With constant BUTTON_SAVE_AS active, the PDF export is available when directly working in the Ex-

cel planning interface (see F1-help for the constant).  

Re-import of exported data 

Excel files may automatically be re-imported after the export: this is especially useful if automatic cal-

culations (surcharges…) are stored in the Master and planned values shall be recalculated via many 

objects.   

Requirement for this function: the export and import directories defined in the file management 

must be the same.  

A similar function (Batch mode) is available also in the ABC and HRC (to e.g. determine effects of gen-

eral changes in prices).   

18.2.2 Import planning data to SAP  

After planning completion, the Excel files must be collected in a central “upload” folder. Transaction 

/KERN/IPP_OFFL_GEN (/KERN/IPPMBPP) reads the files and imports them to SAP using the same 

functionality as for |Save data to SAP| in Inplace mode. 

The upload transaction uses the same selection parameters as for generating files. These parame-

ters, among others, are used to define the relevant file names (in accordance with the name conven-

tions defined). Here, the same entries should be made as for generating the files. The files may not 

be renamed during the planning process. 

In addition, the upload routine verifies if data of the read Excel files really belong to the group speci-

fied during the transaction start (see constant CHECK_SHEET_ON_OPEN to deactivate this verifica-

tion).  Authorizations are also checked analog to the main program. 

Note: Allevo usually displays a message in case of Excel files without relevant planning data. 

Constant SUPPRESS_EMPTYWARNING serves to switch off these messages.  

When the transaction is completed, all successfully uploaded files are moved from the upload folder 

to a so-called copy folder (as backup). Erroneous files or files that don't belong to the specified plan-

ning group remain in the upload folder. It is also recommended to create an additional backup of the 

file to be planned.  

Note: Import is also possible right after exporting files (see documentation in the previous section).  
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18.2.3 Execution Log 

Allevo internally maintains an execution log of all offline planning runs (when generating offline files 

and during import). The corresponding table /KERN/IPPMBPLOG contains an error status, path and 

file name for every offline file. These entries are the basis for automatically sending the files by e-

mail (a function of the planning schedule). 

18.3 Basic settings for offline planning 

18.3.1 Access to Allevo Master and up/download files  

Before the programs can be started in the offline process, two symbolic file names must be defined: 

 for finding the Allevo Master (can be found via constant BDS_ENABLED or FILE_TEMPLATE as 

usual) and 

 to define path and file names used for saving the Excel files (upload and download; to be entered 

in constant FILE_OFFLINE). 

The required settings for accessing the files will be explained in detail in section 22.8. The following 

functions may be very useful in the offline process:   

 Placeholders are used to generate individual file names that are self-explaining, e.g. by indicating 

the relevant cost center (see Section 22.6.2.) 

 Placeholders additionally allow to work with available network paths to, for example, comply 

with prescribed network authorizations according to departments (see Section 22.6.3). 

18.3.2 Authorizations in the offline process  

Requirements for the execution of offline transactions:  

 Planning data may only be read via the import transaction if the corresponding attribute is set in 

the Allevo license; otherwise, files may only be exported (e.g. for reporting functions). Authoriza-

tion group ZIPP_ADM must be available; this applies both for the export of files as well as for 

reading planning results.  

In offline transactions, the usual Allevo planning functions are called and executed consecutively for 

the selected objects (Excel is also called in the background but not displayed). This also involves run-

ning the corresponding authorization checks (e.g., activity 02 for object K_CSKS_PLA for the involved 

cost centers): the planning authorization is also checked when generating Excel files with export of 

reference data. This is to avoid that authorization problems will be recognized during reading only.  

Note: Offline Reporting 

If the generation of Excel files is only applied for reporting, the user might not have a planning 

authorization; in this case, verification is also not useful. For this case, Allevo offers two op-

tions to change the call to reporting mode, which only requires the reading authorization:  

 Set button “Read” in the access control for the layout. This may be performed user-specif-

ically if necessary. 
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 Constant “AUTH_PLAN_START” for individual configuration of the authorization check in 

the Allevo start screen.   

In any case, the user needs SAP authorization for the reading of data (e.g. activity 03 for object 

K_CSKS_PLA for the involved cost centers). 

18.3.3 Constants in the offline process 

If a layout is used for offline planning, the following constants should be defined:  

 READ_ON_OPEN must be active; this assures the automatic transfer of reference data from SAP 

to Excel (“Value from” = X)  

 MULTIFILE may not be active (field “Value from” = blank)  

 If additional satellite data are to be transferred to Excel, the constant ACTIVE_SAT must be set 

for the relevant satellite.  

 If a Master with MOD functions is stored in execution type MO, the relevant cost elements must 

be defined in constant DYN_KSTAR_FIX. 

Call in reporting mode, i.e. data are to be generated only but not re-read:  

 AUTH_PLAN_START Authorization check during start (check for reading/planning) 

The following constants may be helpful for the import of planning files that have been generated of-

fline:  

 FOPEN_READSAT activates re-reading of satellites from SAP when opening an existing Allevo 

planning file (independent of reading reference data).  

 RE_READ_ON_OPEN allows to re-read all remaining reference data when opening an existing Al-

levo planning file.  

 HEADER_NO_ERROR to import offline file in case of deviating selection  

 SEND_COLDEFS may be helpful if you wish to always read data on the basis of the current refer-

ence data (e.g. for automatically calculated values). The constant here ensures that reference 

data will be transferred to the Master again in an updated version before reading.  

Integrate customized Windows program at the local work center: 

 OFFLINE_GEN_PROGRAM Call after download 

 OFFLINE_PLAN_PROGRAM Call before upload 

18.4 Rules for resolving the SAP group hierarchy of the planning object  

When generating MultiPage files (execution type MP) or integrating an MOD Master, one Excel file is 

created for all objects in a group. The selection of relevant object files is always done via a group 

within the group hierarchy. The selection parameter "Level for hierarchy" defines, in this case, how 

the relevant planning objects are found and in which form they will be shown in the Excel file later. 

The Allevo logic of the definition for the level should therefore be taken into account when creating 

the hierarchy.  
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18.4.1  “Pseudo” hierarchy Level “-1”  

The special function of a negative “hierarchy level” is only possible during the generation of offline 

files. The specification triggers Allevo to generate its own export file for all groups of the hierarchy 

(only the start group as exception).  

The generation transaction goes through all nodes of the start group and creates a list of subordinate 

groups. A file carrying the group name is generated, irrespective of whether planning objects are di-

rectly assigned in the group (this is the central difference to level 0 in the following section).   

Note: Depending on the hierarchy structure, a cost center, for example, will be included in various 

export files (for each superior group). That is why this special function is not available during 

reading of data.  

Files of superior groups may become very large!  

The hierarchy level “-1” is not stored in the F4 documentation for the entry field. 

18.4.2 Hierarchy Level 0 (or blank)  

The generating transaction runs through all the nodes in the start group and creates a list of subordi-

nate groups. As soon as a planning object is found in one of these groups, a file is generated with the 

name of the group. 

Im-

portant: 

If there are several subgroups with planning objects in one of these groups, the individual ob-

jects are resolved as well and integrated in the generated file. The same rules apply for these 

subgroups when generating the files afterwards. 

When creating the groups, please ensure that a subgroup with planning objects does NOT 

contain any further subgroups! 

18.4.3 Hierarchy level 1 (or higher) 

The generation transaction only runs through the nodes of the specified hierarchy level and gener-

ates files with the name of the corresponding subgroup if planning objects are contained. The plan-

ning objects of the subgroups are also included and added to the file. The easiest way to proceed is if 

groups only cover two levels, as shown in the following example. 

18.4.4 Example 1: Group with two levels 

Groups containing only two levels do not require any entry for the level (see figure below).  
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Figure 18.2: Example for a group 

In this case, three files are generated: one file for subgroup LEVEL-1_1, LEVEL-1_2 and LEVEL-1_3. 

The files contain worksheets for each assigned cost center. 

18.4.5 Example 2: Groups with more than two hierarchy levels 

The following figure shows an example with groups and three hierarchy levels. 

 

Figure 18.3: Group with more than 2 levels 

Resolving of the groups depends on the entry in the selection parameter “Hierarchy levels”.  

 Level = “-1” 
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An export file is created for each group below the start group MULTI. This function is not 

available during reading of data.  

 Level = 0 

Files are generated for groups “Level1.3“, “Level2.3“, “Level2.2” and “Level1.1”. The planning file 

for “Level1.3” contains also the objects of group “Level2.3”, (2100,2200 and 2300). 

 

 

 Level = 1 

Files are generated for the groups “Stufe1.3”, “Stufe1.2” and “Stufe1.1”. The planning files con-

tain also the objects of the respective subgroup.   

 

 

For reporting purposes, it may be useful to export objects on different levels (as in the example here 

with specification of level 0); planning data should, however, always be imported via Excel planning 

files with clearly assigned objects (as in level 1 here).  
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19 Allevo planning calendar  

19.1 Functional Overview 

The planning calendar allows users to schedule and control repeated controlling activities (tasks). In 

the current program version, these activities cover pure e-mail functions, which can directly be 

started from the SAP system. Example: 

 E-mail to all planners to be informed during the current planning process. Optionally, a list of all 

assigned planning objects (such as cost centers) can be included as attachment. 

 Sending the Excel file during the offline process  

Both applications are based on the allocation of the planners to the objects (such as the individual 

cost centers) or groups used during planning. Based on this allocation, the relevant email addresses 

are found (for example by reading the user master data). 

19.2 Processing screen for the planning calendar 

19.2.1 Call and header specifications 

The planning calendar is started via transaction /ALLEVO/CAL_WF.  

 

Figure 19.1: Allevo planning calendar 

A planning calendar contains the following specifications in the header:  

 Description 

 Runtime defined by start and end date 

 Two persons in charge (may be relevant for information that are to be sent automatically) 

 Reminder for timeout 

if active, a program message appears when starting the Allevo Single transaction to remind the 

user in charge of the action to be executed. 

 The entries in field "Log.Status" define which level of detail is to be applied for the log of actions 

in the planning calendar. On the most detailed level, a log entry is generated for each email sent 

(display each activity via button “log”).   
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19.2.2 View “Actions” 

During ongoing planning, the planning calendar can be used to schedule different e-mail dispatch ac-

tivities (column “Activity”).  

 Dispatch of information relevant for planning (e.g. notes for meeting dates or the processing sta-

tus) 

 Sending of files for offline planning or recurring reporting requirements (Excel and PDF format 

are supported)  

The entry in column “Trigger”, as well as the one in “Days”, define when the activity is performed. 

Functions at the beginning of planning (e.g. XX days before the scheduled start) or at the end are 

supported.  

Important: Actions are not automatically started at the due date, but must always be confirmed by the 

person in charge. This person gets a program reminder as soon as the defined time is reached. 

Start of activities can also be linked to specific conditions, such as status query (see column with the 

same name). 

The column "Obj. list" indicates whether a list of the planning objects the individual planner is re-

sponsible for, is added to the e-mail as attachment. 

Example: A few days before the end of planning, an email shall be sent to all planners who have not 

completed their planning up to then.  A list of pending objects is attached to the email. 

Whether and when an activity has already been completed can be seen from the entries in the col-

umns "Status", " Processing date" and "Processing time". A detailed log may then be queried using 

the button of the same name (detail level is controlled via the corresponding entry on the header 

level).  

19.2.3 View “Layouts” 

This view defines for which layouts the planning calendar is applicable. Year and version are adopted 

from the column definition of the layout and are only shown for information purposes. The allocation 

of the layout to the planning schedule has major importance, since the relevant e-mailing lists are set 

up on the basis of the status data for the relevant planning objects. 

19.3 E-Mail contents/text 

The button "E-mail text" on the "Action" tab can be used to add or edit text in the e-mail to be dis-

patched. After being saved, the text can be found in the column "Email text". 

Alternatively, SAP transaction SO10 can be implemented for standard texts. This can be done by 

specifying the name of the desired text in the column "Text name" (see example in Figure 19.1, step 

50). In this case, transaction SO10 is directly started when clicking on the button |Email text|. The 

advantage of this variant is the possibility of saving and using text in multiple languages. 
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19.4 E-Mail Recipients 

The relevant email recipients are determined for every activity in the planning calendar according to 

the current conditions (for example, on the basis of the object status in the allocated layouts). It is 

therefore recommended to check the list of recipients before dispatching the emails using the button 

|Recipients|. 

 When using |Send e-mail|, the list of recipients results from the object status or the conditions 

defined. By default, only single objects are listed (e.g. all relevant cost centers).   

 When using |Send offline files| the objects result from the log of offline files generated so far. 

The list can include both single objects AND groups. 

 

Figure 19.2: List of recipients in the planning calendar 

Recipients, who are listed several times, for example as a result of the direct allocation of objects and 

simultaneous presence in a group, will only receive one e-mail. Duplicates are deleted before the 

emails are dispatched. 

In addition, the list of recipients can be edited before dispatch, this may be required, for example, if 

an e-mail address is not correct or not available. 

19.5 Edit Mailing List 

Before using a mailing list, the persons in charge must be assigned to the objects or groups once (incl. 

e-mail addresses) to set up the mailing list. This allocation is done via transaction 

/KERN/IPPCAL_DISTR. 
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Figure 19.3: Mailing list for the planning calendar 

The allocation is always done for the controlling area and the object type.  

The layout specification is optional: in this way, allocation of recipients may be done for all layouts at 

the same time or individually for each layout.  

Selecting "Start Inplace direct" opens an empty Excel sheet and fills in the allocations stored in the 

system. As an alternative, a template can explicitly be set up via SAP-BDS or the Allevo file manage-

ment (Allevo searches in the sequence).  

Note: Using an explicit Excel template for maintenance of the mailing list is beneficial when aiming 

to automate the functions on the side of Excel (e.g. via formulas). Such a file must be created 

specifically for the customer (not included in the Allevo delivery package).  

To access such an Excel file, the symbolic file name entered above must in a first step be set 

up in the BDS or in the Allevo file management. (ZIPP_CAL is only a suggestion here).  

The following figure shows a mailing list in Excel.  

 

Figure 19.4: Edit mailing list 
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Every line in this mailing list corresponds to an allocation either to the single object (column COOB-

JECT) or to a group (column GRPNAME):  

 The recipient can be identified via the SAP user name, possibly to be entered in column 

REC_USER_ID. Allevo will later on determine the e-mail address from the user master record 

(and later display in columns EMAIL upon the next call).  

 As an alternative, any name can be entered under REC_ID and the corresponding email address in 

the next column (with multiple addresses separated by blanks). The data are specifically recorded 

under this name in the SAP system. The name ID may be used several times in the column REC_ID: 

Allevo automatically adds the emails indicated in the first place (in case of further rows, entering 

the ID in REC_ID is sufficient) 

 Direct entry of an e-mail address is only possible in combination with an entry in REC_ID (saved in 

table /KERN/IPPCAL_USR). 

When transferring the data to SAP, some system checks are automatically made (such as availability 

of SAP user names). Error messages are written in the column ERROR_TEXT. 

19.6 Search recipients 

When allocating an email address to the planning object or to a group, a multi-level search process is 

started. It is based on the mailing list, which can be created via transaction /KERN/IPPCAL_DISTR (see 

Section 19.5). 

On the basis of these allocations, Allevo now searches an email address for every object, following 

this sequence: 

1. Verification of allocations to the object and in the current layout:  

□ If a SAP user name is allocated to the object (for example cost center), the email address is 
adopted from the corresponding master record. 

□ In the case that a freely chosen name with an email address is allocated to the object, this address 
is added (or various).  

2. If searching for the current layout provided no results, entries will be searched without reference 

to the layout (corresponds to logic for the * layout).  

3. If the search was generally unsuccessful on the object level, searching will be continued on the 

group level. For this purpose, a list of all groups the current object is allocated to is created. Each 

group is then searched for an SAP user and/or a free email address. Here again, the current layout is 

checked in the first run and, if no results are shown, the search will be repeated without reference to 

the layout. 

Note: As a result of the allocation of groups (see step 3) it may happen that an email address is 

shown more than once for the same object. The list of results also shows these entries (with 

reference to the relevant group). Duplicates are always deleted before dispatch. 

When sending offline planning files (e.g. in the MultiPage application), email addresses have to be 

allocated to the used groups. In this case, searching is started on the group level (with reference to 

the layout first, then, if needed, without reference to the layout). 

How email addresses are found can be seen in the list of recipients (see Figure 19.2, column "Det."): 
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 "O" indicates that the entry directly refers to the object. 

 "D" indicates that determination was performed and the address has been found through the 

group (see column "Group name"). 

If offline plans have been generated on the group level (e.g. in the MultiPage application), e-mail ad-

dresses must be allocated to the groups used. In this case, the search is started right on the group 

level: at first considering the layout and then, in the second run, without layout.  

19.7 Send E-Mail  

The button |Send e-mail| is used to start the currently selected activity: 

 First, the current list of recipients opens (see Figure 19.2) and can be edited now if necessary. Al-

levo identifies the recipients from the allocations stored in the master data (see section on the 

mailing list). If an activity shall be repeated, Allevo will ask if the available list of recipients shall 

be used again (as an alternative, recipients may be determined from the master records once 

more).  

 A warning message appears if the list contains objects without a valid e-mail address.  

 The user may then cancel the activity and edit the recipient or add an email address (see section 

19.4). 

Dispatching e-mails follows the following principle:  

 When sending general information, every recipient gets an email, even if they are allocated to 

multiple objects. The list of relevant objects can optionally be added as attachment (see button 

for object list). 

 When sending offline files, a separate e-mail is generated for each file, which may be sent to mul-

tiple recipients if required. Planners, whose objects are distributed over several files, receive sev-

eral e-mails.  

The two lists are consequently different. Entries may be deleted from the list if necessary (for exam-

ple, if some information is not relevant for individual employees or if single offline files shall not be 

sent).  

Allevo displays a warning message if rows in the list do not contain any e-mail address. 

 

Figure 19.5: Warning if e-mail addresses are missing 

Depending on the header data settings of the planning calendar, Allevo creates a log for the sent e-

mails. The log may be queried for the activity via button “Log” at any time.   

Additional notes about sending offline files:  
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 Excel files with reference data are generated for offline planning via transaction /AL-

LEVO/OFFL_GEN (see chapter 18).  

 The transaction may be executed in steps (e.g. consecutively for various groups). 

 A log entry containing relevant additional information is generated during the export for each 

exported file: e.g. Allevo layout, file name, relevant objects or the group that the export was exe-

cuted for (see table /KERN/IPPMBPLOG).  

 The planning calendar then again reads this log table and tries to send the file included there 

(provided that it has been generated via the current layout).  

19.8 Technical background 

Allevo uses SAPconnect functions for dispatching e-mails, which must be set up correspondingly in 

the customer system.  All dispatch orders are processed via transaction SOST and logged there as 

well.  
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20 Additional Allevo modules 

20.1 Functional overview 

Satellites form the interface between Excel and processing in SAP for a series of Allevo additional fea-

tures and side calculations. These additional functions can provide data for Excel (reading) or transfer 

data to the corresponding SAP modules (writing). The following additional modules are described in 

separate manuals.   

Some additional modules can be executed directly during reading and writing of data, or as a sepa-

rate function where satellites are working while data buffer:  

 Depending on the interface complexity, the call as a separate function may be useful for perfor-

mance reasons.  

 Background execution is possible to some extent: the performance gain is then also maintained 

for direct integration in the Allevo Excel interface (in current Allevo versions, the calling sequence 

may also be affected).  

Allevo constants, which may be set up individually for each interface (e.g. via the Allevo Sat. Assis-

tant, see Section 6.2.), control the execution of a call. Examples: 

 ACTIVE_PROCED Activate ProCED call from Allevo 

 ACTIVE_FP Activate call of FP in the Allevo planning layout  

 ACTIVE_FP_PARAM Call FP in the background 

 SATxx_COPA Direct call of the Allevo CO/PA interface for CO/PA  

 ACTIVE_COPA_PARAM Call CO/PA interface in the background 

20.2 Profit center planning 

Profit center planned values are often generated through a fully automated process called “inte-

grated planning” in SAP. Integrated planning – if active – ensures that a profit center is automatically 

(or at least by pushing a button) planned with the allocated objects (cost center, order, WBS ele-

ment). Furthermore, transferring planning data from CO/PA is possible. Therefore, if the profit center 

is to be directly addressed in planning, there are normally special reasons for working directly on the 

higher aggregation level of the profit center.  

Profit center planning is to a great extent integrated in the architecture of Allevo. The usual Allevo 

settings are therefore generally available. These include:   

 Status management 

 MultiPage 

 Representative planning (1:n via profit center and account groups) 

 Satellites 

 Line item display 

 Reporting 

 Control of the Excel planning interface via row and column definitions  

Further information is provided by the Profit Center manual. 
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20.3 Allevo ProCED 

Often, SAP objects cannot be planned according to a strict cost element structure, since different 

planning events are to be addressed depending on the business purpose. Why then include cost ele-

ments in a planning form, where 90% of the cost elements are simply unnecessary for the individual 

planning event or may affect system performance due to communication with the system?    

The Allevo additional module ProCED (Provide Cost Element Dynamics) aims to determine the ideal 

and therefore often individual cost element structure for the respective planning object beforehand 

and create the planning form in a dynamic process at runtime. Therefore, it is necessary to set up 

certain rules for the relevant planning structure for an object or object type.   

Further information can be found in the separate ProCED manual.  

20.4 CO/PA Interface  

From the technical point of view, the planning process of the profitability analysis in SAP (CO/PA) is 

completely independent from cost center accounting (CCA). This is understandable, since the plan-

ning data are based on completely different data models and thus on different entry sheets. CO/PA 

works with characteristics and value fields that can be flexibly used and individually extended by the 

customer, while cost center accounting is always based on more or less the same structure of cost 

elements, activity types and statistical key figures. SAP does not support integration of both planning 

types in one uniform process. 

At this point, interests for implementing an efficient planning process may often be conflicting. How 

can cost center planning be efficiently structured, when there are interdependencies with the plan-

ning of revenue elements, such as turnover or sales volumes? The idea behind the CO/PA interface is 

the intention to be able to make CO/PA postings from an Allevo satellite. The normal procedure is 

maintained. Allevo cost center planning is started. The planning of CO/PA elements is done via a sat-

ellite. Thanks to the flexibility of Allevo satellites, the planning structure for CO/PA data can be freely 

designed. Costs are directly posted to the cost center during the planning process. The CO/PA data 

are entered in the same Excel form and transferred to the satellite on the SAP side. As a result, the 

satellite in SAP contains all CO/PA planning data that have been entered during cost center planning 

through an integrated process. 

The CO/PA interface receives these data and writes them to SAP CO/PA. Please see the separate 

manual for CO/PA interface for more details.  

20.5 Allevo FP: Flexible Processing 

Allevo satellites offer a very flexible solution for integrating detailed data from decentralized plan-

ning processes, such as cost center planning, into a central data platform on the SAP side. Possible 

applications are abundant. Satellites are regularly used to generate and save planning data for activ-

ity quantities or primary and secondary costs from a list of detailed measures. Examples include: 

 Activity quantities of a sending cost center are determined from a list of recipients and their re-

spective quantities used. 

 Tax depreciation costs are calculated on the basis of the individual investment activities of a cost 

center. 

 The costs to be expected for a project are determined on the basis of a list of planned measures. 
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In all these examples, planning data are not only determined for the cost center to be planned, but 

implicitly for the respective partner, too. In the first example, this is the receiving cost center, in the 

second example, it is the investment order, and in the third example the WBS element. The addi-

tional Allevo module "Flexible Processing" makes it possible to feed these objects automatically with 

data. 

Please see the separate manual "Flexible Processing" for more detailed information. 

20.6 Allevo Shuttle: Edit satellite data/comments  

The Allevo module “Shuttle” is started via the menu |Satellites| in the Allevo start dialog. Here it is 

possible to list the Allevo comments entered so far and edit them if necessary (incl. sheet com-

ments).   

Further information can be found in the separate Allevo Shuttle manual. 

20.7 Allevo Architect: Create/change master data 

Allevo allows create master data relevant for CO directly from the planning process and – with some 

restrictions – modify them. The functions refer to the following objects:  

 CO: Costs centers, internal orders, cost elements & activity types, statistical key figures  

 PS: Projects, WBS elements (currently only as customized solution)   

 IM: Appropriation requests 

The features are continuously being expanded (e.g. G/L accounts, vendors, customers, investments).  

Please see the separate Allevo manual Architect & Actual for more information. 

20.8 Allevo Actual: Actual Processes and Postings  

Allevo makes it possible to create documents for other SAP application areas directly from the plan-

ning process; the following application processes are currently supported:  

 FI Posting to G/L accounts, vendors, customers, investments 

 CO activity allocation, key figures, transfer posting, data entry for SAP CATS 

 LO (logistics): Customer order, purchase requisition (under development)  

The functions are continuously being expanded.  

Please see the separate Allevo manual Architect & Actual for more information.  

20.9 Allevo HRC: Personnel Planning and Controlling 

Allevo HRC is a controlling tool focusing on statistical key figures that are truly relevant in personnel 

planning and personnel controlling. HRC does not claim to be able to simulate complex or specialized 

personnel calculation rules in the plan. The module primarily addresses the (personnel) controller 

with the aim of performing a fully integrated planning of personnel costs and quantities in SAP CO.  

The call is only possible via the Allevo ABC.  

More information can be found in the Allevo HRC manual.  
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21 Allevo reporting 

21.1 Functional overview 

Allevo Reporting provides the tried-and-tested interface between SAP and Excel for the reporting 

process: monthly variance analyses and forecasts are supported (including feedback and reasons). 

Note: The functions described here are closely related to the standard Allevo, with display of business 

results as when entering planning data (e.g. structure via row and column definitions) and are in 

that way rather limited. Other Allevo standard functions, however, may also be perfectly ap-

plied in reporting. Examples:  

 Satellites make it possible to transfer data from a variety of SAP sources to Excel (see notes 

in chapter 15). 

 The Allevo offline functions make it possible to create and send Excel or PDF files or store 

them at certain positions in the network. This is ideal for repeated evaluations (see Section 

18). 

Allevo Reporting may be called via the Cockpit or via single transactions specifically for each object 

type (e.g. /ALLEVO/KSREP for cost centers). These transactions are also included in the SAP report 

interface, e.g., as detail view in transaction GR55 (see Section 14.11). 

Call and function of the Reporting module are close to the Allevo standard functions of the respective 

object type (e.g. cost center, profit center, order, WBS element); the expanded selection screen of 

the respective reporting transaction makes it possible to flexibly specify year/version for the used Ex-

cel column definitions.  

Allevo Reporting has access to all satellites: it is therefore possible to also include the usual side cal-

culations (e.g. investment or personnel planning). Using the Allevo satellite upload in that way offers 

an easy way to integrate non-SAP systems as well.  

Note: Different from the planning process, users only need reading authorization for the relevant ob-

ject for Allevo Reporting (for example, activity 03 for the object K_CSKS_PLA in cost center plan-

ning). 

Two operating modes must be distinguished when setting up reporting: 

1. Standard reporting 

The structure of the reporting view is mainly defined by the Controlling. During Customizing, a 

relative time reference should be set up in the column definitions. If the user changes the main 

planning year in the start screen, the years will automatically be adapted accordingly in other col-

umn definitions.  

2. Ad-hoc reporting 

Ad-hoc planning provides more freedom for reporting. The user can directly change the specifica-

tions for year and version for several column definitions in the start screen. The controller should 

only make sure at the turn of period/year that suggested values are correctly set in the Customiz-

ing. 

Note: The operation mode “Ad-hoc Reporting” additionally allows the user to change specifications 

such as year and version directly in Excel (see notes in the Allevo & Excel manual).  
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It may happen that Excel functions depend on whether data are being planned or the Master is func-

tioning in the reporting mode only. When using a Master both for reporting as well as for planning, it 

may be useful to evaluate an information about the mode also on the side of Excel (e.g. to individu-

ally show or hide columns). This information is transferred from SAP to Excel via the constant 

MAP_FIELDxx; direct query for the transaction code in Excel is an alternative.   

21.2 Example: Cost center reporting 

In the following, the reporting is started for cost centers via transaction /ALLEVO/KSREP as an exam-

ple (see Figure 21.1). 

 

Figure 21.1: Selection in cost center reporting 

Reporting can be run on any aggregation level (for single objects or groups). When groups are se-

lected, outputs can be on one sheet per group, if the corresponding button “Combine on 1 sheet” is 

set in the selection view (all single object values are added).  

 The button may be preset via constant REPORT_MODE: this is useful e.g. if a reporting layout is to be 

used primarily for totals display. The button is also automatically set and highlighted in grey when 

selecting objects in reporting via the Allevo Tree function (with constant OBJ_SEL_IN_EXCEL active).  

The list in the lower section of the screen shows the column definitions of a layout with all specifica-

tions set active for direct change upon start of the reporting transaction (see explanations in Section 

6.3). All fields highlighted in white are editable. Usually, at least CX_RR will be included in the list: in 

many cases, you will define specifications in other columns with reference to CX_RR.  

Satellite data are also selected via the main planning year and the corresponding version in Allevo 

Reporting (specifications in CX_WW). 

Note: The button label used to be “Group on one sheet”: the function however does not apply for 

groups but for every selection of objects.   
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Note: The technical short names of column definitions are not shown by default but can temporarily 

be added using the function "Change layout" in the symbol bar. 

21.3 Special feature of profit center 

For profit centers, the selection screen also shows the company code. 

If a profit center is allocated to several company codes, it can be useful to perform analyses on a su-

perordinate level. If necessary, the input field for the company code can be released for this purpose 

(see constant PC_REP_COMP_SEL). The entry * calculates the totals covering all company codes. 

Note: Totaling over several company codes will only give reasonable results when working with the 

controlling area currency or a uniform company code currency. 

21.4 Reporting Views 

The following shows one simple example of a reporting view: In May of the reporting year, the per-

son in charge of the cost center is interested in the development of actuals figures compared to plan 

figures. The focus could be represented as in Figure 21.2: 

 

Figure 21.2: Example of a Reporting view 

In this display, the responsible employee can immediately recognize where action is required. The 

button |Period| can be used to show the corresponding figures of the period. 
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Figure 21.3: Example of a Reporting view with details on the period 

The respective line-item report can be called as in the planning form via button |Line items| (see 

Chapter 10). 

21.5 Reporting with 1:n groups for objects (e.g. cost centers) 

The Allevo additional function 1:n describes an object group and the corresponding planning object 

(e.g. the allocation of a cost center group and exactly one planning cost center). When calling a lay-

out with such 1:n relations via a reporting transaction, Allevo does by default not include these group 

allocations: this means that only the reference data for the representative object are read.  

The constant ONETON_REPORTING makes it possible to use these allocations (and summation) in re-

porting, too.  

Note: If button “Combine on 1 sheet” is active in the report selection screen during start of report-

ing, this constant will be ignored: this means that if the selection (e.g. a cost center group) also 

contains objects with 1:n allocations during the start, still only the representative object will be 

considered during combination of all objects on one sheet.  

21.6 Reporting comments 

Reporting also supports the input of comments: up to three entries can be made, for example to jus-

tify and approve differences before presenting the report to the management. This function there-

fore enhances the communication in the decentralized reporting process of a company. 

Reporting comments are saved specifically for the employee. Texts are entered using three special 

column definitions with predefined key (CC_RP1_N, CC_RP2_N and CC_RP3_N). Unlike column defini-

tions of planning, the entries do not need to be entered in the Allevo settings on the SAP side (for de-

tails see Section 21.8.3).  

The comments are entered with regard to the planning element as usual; e.g., on the level of cost 

element or statistical key figure (not group). Use button |Save comments| to transfer comments to 

the SAP system. A valid row definition is additionally required for writing.  
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Button |Comment overview| opens a list of comments created so far (see Figure 21.4). 

 

Figure 21.4: Reporting comments 

In the default setting, the comment overview shows a list of all comments made by the currently reg-

istered user; the stored F4 value documentation shows a list of all users that have crated comments 

so far. 

This list of comments may be restricted via the creation date. Optionally, it is also possible to list old 

entries that are stored in the Allevo archive for reporting comments.  

Note: Comments are saved in table /KERN/IPPREP01. Reporting comments can be archived via trans-

action /ALLEVO/REPARCH (see Figure 27.5). 

The reporting comments are available in the SAP report/report interface, too. Set up is described in 

detail in Chapter 14.11. 

Existing comments can be deleted by entering a blank space in the respective Excel cell. It is not suffi-

cient to simply delete the content, since the Allevo Master does not transfer empty contents to SAP 

for performance reasons (old entries would therefore remain in table /KERN/IPPREP01). 

21.7 Read satellite data 

Satellites often contain data of a detailed planning that should be available in reporting as well. How-

ever, these data are usually read in Allevo on the basis of year and version in the (write) column defi-

nition CX_WW. This (write) column definition, however, usually has no importance in reporting 

mode, but CX_RR, which may serve as reference for further column definitions, is relevant in this 

case.  

Specifications in CX_RR may automatically be transferred to CX_WW in order to still enable reading 

satellite data in reporting transactions. This function is controlled by constant FLEX_YEAR and 

FLEX_VERSION (see F1 documentation). 

21.8 Setting up Allevo Reporting 

The first step for setting up Allevo Reporting is to create a planning layout for the object type: for a 

cost center, for example, via transaction /ALLEVO/KS, button |Planning layout|. 

The steps required for setting up the planning layout are described in detail in Chapter 7.8. With ref-

erence to reporting, the settings described in the following must also be observed. 
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21.8.1 Activate layout for reporting 

In principle, a planning layout can be used for reporting 1:1. X must be set in the column "REP Lay-

out" in the master data of the planning file (as in Figure 21.5). 

 

Figure 21.5: Active planning layout for Reporting 

It is also possible to create specific reporting layouts, which do not appear in other planning transac-

tions. In this case, only the switch for "REP Layout" must be set (like for A1 in the sample layout in 

the figure above). 

Note: Allevo Reporting only recognizes one start screen per object type. The usual Allevo planning 

transactions are executed in the background: constant REPORT_MODE serves to control 

whether calling the respective Single, Multi or MultiObject transaction (see notes there).  

21.8.2 Column definitions: attributes for reporting 

The maintenance dialog for column definitions provides a "Reporting" section (see Section 6.3.2). 

Here, the attributes for the column definitions are specified. The section in Figure 21.6 shows the 

read column group "Actuals current year" as displayed in the start screen in Figure 21.1 

 

Figure 21.6: Reporting attributes in the column definition 

The attribute "Column sorting" specifies where the column definitions will be shown in the selection 

screen (without this specification, the column definition is not listed).  

The attribute "Adaptable columns" indicates which columns will be editable by the user in the re-

porting view (see white fields in Figure 21.1). The activation code comprises seven digits, which stand 

for the seven attributes of the column definitions in the start screen of the selection form. 

Examples: 
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 A "1" in the first place indicates that the user can change the value category (actual, plan ...). "0" 

indicates that no entries can be made in this field by the user. 

 "1" in the last two columns (see Figure 21.6) makes it possible to change the end of the planning 

period (month and year). 

Note: In fields with a relative reference, year and period specifications are determined just before 

being accessed in Excel. The value shown in the Allevo start screen may therefore vary.  

In addition, it is recommended not to unlock the year/version fields to be entered when the 

reference value is relative. 

21.8.3 Setting up reporting comments 

When setting up reporting comments, please make sure that the column definitions for the three 

available reporting comments are CC_RP1_N, CC_RP2 and CC_RP3_N. Figure 21.7 shows a different 

definition compared to the plan comment columns. 

 

Figure 21.7: Column definitions for reporting comments 

Comments are saved in table /KERN/IPPREP01. 

21.9 Constants for reporting functions 

The Allevo Reporting functions may be individually controlled using the following constants:  

 REPORT_MODE   Define reporting execution mode with two options:  

o Display in Excel (Single, MultiPage, MultiObject)  

o Preset button “Combine on 1 sheet” in the selection screen 

 ONETON_REPORTING  Treatment of 1:n relations in Allevo Reporting 

 MAP_FIELDxx   Transfer of additional information from SAP master records  

 PC_REP_COMP_SEL  Selection company code in reporting for profit center 

 BUTTON_COMMENT  Buttons for “Save comments” 

 BUTTON_COMVIEW  Button for comments management 

 FLEX_YEAR   Read data from satellites via year in CX_RR 

 FLEX_VERSION  Read data from satellites via version in CX_RR 
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22 Access to files (e.g. Allevo Master)  

22.1 Overview 

Allevo needs access to files in different locations. Some examples for the path and file names that 

must be specified when installing Allevo are given here: 

 Depending on the layout, different Allevo Masters may be set up. The access to these Excel tem-

plates is certainly the most important basic setting of every Allevo implementation. 

 For planners wanting to also save the files in a local system, a meaningful path and file name will 

be suggested. 

 For the offline process, the Allevo Master files are automatically filled with reference data and 

stored in the file system. A convention on file names is required for this automated storage, in 

order to prevent mutual overwriting of files. In addition, the file name should give some infor-

mation on the content of the file (e.g., name of the cost center). 

 Some editing functions of Allevo also use the Excel interface (for example satellite management or 

Allevo Shuttle). The corresponding Allevo templates must automatically be retrieved here as well. 

 Allevo provides an F1 documentation containing a description of all relevant constants for indi-

vidual installation procedures. In addition, customized instructions for the planning process can 

be stored.  

As can be seen from the list, several requirements must be fulfilled, for example, for reading tem-

plates or suggesting file names for files to be created. Allevo is highly flexible regarding the way the 

path and file name administration can be stored in the system (technical implementation). The main 

characteristics are: 

 Any location in the network or other file management systems can be addressed, provided that 

the directory can be referenced as URL. 

 The files can also be stored in the SAP internal document management system (BDS = Business 

Document Service). 

 Allevo uses short names (so-called "symbolic file names") that are translated into the correct ac-

cess type depending on the application. The user only needs this short name and doesn't have to 

remember long file names. 

 There are fixed symbolic file names that are addressed as soon as a valid file name is referenced. 

These symbolic file names can, in some cases, automatically be generated from the current data 

(e.g. layout or controlling area). 

 Different constants are available for the individual access control per layout. 

Which way is selected for the technical implementation in the individual case, depends on the appli-

cation and, for example, the specific company's network topology. In order to reduce maintenance 

time and work, it is recommended to select a central filing location for the Allevo Master. Only in 

cases of worldwide use, it may be advantageous to save copies in the local network in order to re-

duce, for example, loading times. 

22.2 Compatibility with previous Allevo versions (FILE) 

In previous Allevo versions, the SAP customizing transaction FILE had to be set up for accessing files 

saved in the network. For version 3.0 and higher, the allocations required between symbolic and 
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physical file names can be made directly in the constants settings in Allevo (using the button |File.as-

sistant|). 

To ensure compatibility with previous program versions, settings made via SAP transaction FILE are 

still being accepted and read. For new projects, we recommend using the Allevo internal solution. 

The main reason is that the SAP transaction generates a mandate independent Customizing and 

therefore requires an SAP transfer order.  

Note: The required steps for setting up the SAP transaction FILE are described in previous Allevo 

manuals.  

22.3 Set up Excel Master files 

A crucial point for every Allevo implementation is setting up Excel Master files. Since this is so im-

portant, the following section will describe access to these files in detail. This sample procedure can 

be used for all other application cases as well. 

By default, the following steps are required for setting up the Allevo Master: 

 Creating symbolic file names 

 Saving the Excel Master in the BDS or reference to a physical network path to the Master  

 Setting up constants that, depending on the layout, refer to different Masters.  

Note: In most of the cases today, the symbolic names can be selected freely, usually with a descrip-

tive short name in order to facilitate the identification of the file (such as IPM1 = interna-

tional planning master). 

In previous Allevo versions, these short names were automatically suggested by the system 

following a predefined naming convention. The free allocation of names and control via the 

constants is easier to set up and allows a better overview.  

Previous names are still processed if no file is found, in order to ensure compatibility with 

previous program releases. 

 The previous naming conventions are described in detail in the manuals up to Allevo 2.9.  

22.4 Determination logic for the Allevo Master 

22.4.1 Control via constants 

Two ways of setting up the Allevo Master in the system are described in the first part of this chapter:   

 Through the SAP internal document management (BDS) or  

 Via storage in network directories  

Which method is finally used for accessing the Allevo Master is controlled by a set of rules (such as 

constants in the layout).  
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Figure 22.1: Constants for accessing the Allevo Master 

In the example of Figure 22.1 above, the constant BDS_ENABLED was used to enable access to the 

SAP document administration ("Value from" is active). The symbolic file name ZWHF_MOD is used: 

this must be the name under which the Allevo Master was imported to the BDS before. You can find 

a detailed description in the following section. 

The constant used for the access to a network path is FILE_TEMPLATE. It is not activated here, but 

the same symbolic file name as for the BDS has been set (the same name can be used). Section 22.6  

below describes how to set up a symbolic name for access to the network. 

Note: In our example, a symbolic name beginning with Z is used. This is not mandatory; any short 

name is possible (such as FILE_HELP in the line defining search for help files). 

If no symbolic name is set in the field "Value to" for an active constant, Allevo tries to generate such 

a name using a predefined naming convention (see Section 22.4.2). 

If none of the mentioned constants are activated, Allevo will check via the file assistant whether a 

general symbolic name is defined with an entry depending on the specific application. For accessing 

an Allevo Master, for example, the symbolic name ALLEVO_TEMPLATE is used. 

Note: The Excel template format (*.XLTM) should always be used for storing the Allevo Master via 

the file management: this ensures that a temporary working copy is created on the user’s 

workcenter when starting Allevo planning. You may optionally use *.XLSM when calling via 

BDS, since the download process from BDS creates this local copy itself. 

If such a general symbolic name is defined in the file management system, the corresponding path 

will be used; otherwise, Allevo will check all entries that may have been set up via SAP transaction 

FILE (for compatibility with previous Allevo versions). The general, fixed symbolic names are listed 

below together with the specific applications. 

If these determination steps do not result in any Master being found (e.g. after initial installation for 

workshop), Allevo will open the usual file selection dialog where the Master can be selected individu-

ally (this function is not available in production systems, these always require a determination to be 

set up).  

Note: Figure 19.1 shows an entry for constant FILE_DOKU: the placeholder <BUKRS> is part of the 

symbolic file name which is replaced by the real short name for the company code in real Al-

levo planning processes. This functionality allows to meet even the most individual require-

ments (see section 22.6.2 for details and specific applications). 
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22.4.2 Symbolic Name Generated by Allevo  

In the example above, the constant BDS_ENABLED was activated and, at the same time, a symbolic 

name was associated. This clearly defines the determination logic. 

Another possibility is to activate the mentioned constants without a symbolic name for "Value to". In 

this case, Allevo tries to generate a name which is then used to retrieve the data from the BDS. The 

naming convention used is identical to the ones common in previous Allevo versions. 

For the Allevo Master, for example, a naming convention with the following components is applied: 

ZIPP_(OBART)_(KOKRS)_(LAYOUT)_(IPPGROUP) 

The terms in brackets are replaced by the valid parameters: 

 ZIPP   = Predefined prefix 

 (OBART)  = Object type key (KS, OR, PC or PR) 

 (KOKRS)  = Controlling area key 

 (LAYOUT)  = Planning layout key 

 (IPPGROUP)  = Entry as in 1:n settings |Group|, otherwise empty 

Example: Within the context of cost center planning with the controlling area 1000 and the layout 

TEST, Allevo will try to find an Excel Master under the symbolic name ZIPP_KS_1000_TEST. 

The following table shows a few additional examples: 

OBART KOKRS LAYOUT Group  

(optional) 

Symb. Name 

KS 1000 PERS  ZIPP_KS_1000_PERS 

KS 1000  S1 ZIPP_KS_1000_S1 

KS 3000 A111 Market ZIPP_KS_3000_A111_Markt 

OR 4000 D  ZIPP_OR_4000_D 

PR 1000   ZIPP_PR_1000 

The automatic determination of symbolic names is set up for BDS_ENABLED and FILE_TEMPLATE. In 

the case that the corresponding constant is active but no entry is available for "Value to", Allevo will 

try to implement the naming convention. 

Note: If none of the constants is active, Allevo will run through the previously used definitions in 

SAP transaction FILE. The same naming convention applies as described above. 

All mentioned examples refer to the naming convention for the Allevo Master. Other applications 

may require additional name components (see Section 22.7). 
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22.4.3 Determination steps 

The above explanations show that Allevo runs through a set of internal queries in order to find the 

applicable file name in the determination logic. The following approaches can be used for determin-

ing a symbolic name: 

 Using a default value 

 Reading from field “Value to” of the relevant constant  

 Generation of a search term for the symbolic file name using placeholders and data from the cur-

rent object  

The individual steps and conditions required can be summarized as follows (here, as example, for 

searching a symbolic name for the Allevo Master). Searching always starts with the constant 

FILE_TEMPLATE: 

 If FILE_TEMPLATE is active: 

o The entry in “Value to” has top priority  

o If no entry is available there, the system will try to deduce a symbolic name from the cur-
rent object data  

o If nothing is specified via |File. Assistant|, the name ALLEVO_TEMPLATE will be used 

 If nothing is stored here either, analysis of BDS_ENABLED will be started 

 If BDS_ENABLED is active: 

o The entry in field “Value to” has top priority  

o If no entry is available there, the system will try to deduce a symbolic name from the cur-
rent object data  

 Query for SAP transaction FILE with symbolic name according to the naming convention and the 
current object data  

 If no name can be found or no file is stored for the name, Allevo will generate a corresponding 
message. 

22.5 Store Allevo Master in BDS (Business Document Service) 

Using the SAP internal Business Document Service has the advantage that access can be set up inde-

pendent from the rest of the network. For this purpose, the relevant Allevo Master must be up-

loaded to the BDS before the initial call. This can be done in two ways: 

4. Via SAP transaction OAOR (=Business Document Service), allowing to upload any number of docu-

ments to BDS 

5. Using the equivalent Allevo transaction /ALLEVO/BDS_MNT, with the advantage that relevant Al-

levo characteristics are preset already  

6. Via transaction /ALLEVO/BDS_UPLOAD, which makes it possible to upload several Excel files sim-

ultaneously.  It is especially useful during the project stage, when new versions of a Master (or 

several Masters) are regularly created. Previous versions are in that case automatically removed 

from the BDS.  
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Note: When using a large number of documents in BDS, it can be helpful to create an Allevo-spe-

cific overview (|Settings - show Allevo templates in BDS|).  

22.5.1 Technical requirements for working with BDS 

The class name /KERN/IPPVORLAGEN must be set up in transaction SBDSV1 in order to use BDS for 

the first time.   

It may be useful to copy an existing entry of the type “OT = Other Objects” for this class name, which 

makes it possible to upload documents to BDS (document class BDS_LOC1, BDS_POC1, BDS_REC1 

and object name BDS_CONN00). 

Important: If there are false attributes in SBDSV1, uploading an Allevo Master to the BDS will be cancelled 

e.g., with output of error message SBDS152. 

In previous SAP versions, XLS used to be stored in the SAP system as the only Excel file format: when 

using a current SAPGui version however, format XLSM may be used (as for Report writer, 1286768). 

It may however be required to create an XLSM document type explicitly for working with BDS. The 

relevant settings are made via the SAP Customizing for “ArchiveLink” in two steps:   

 A form type describes the technical format of a document (e.g. XLSM, PDF). Here, characteristics 

for the MIME type and the application are stored. Entries are made via the SM30 view 

"V_TOADD". See also SAP note 1895122. 

 In a second step, a document type must be set up via transaction OAC2 to enable working in the 

BDS with form type XLSM.  

Note: All adjustments mentioned here are equivalent to the requirements in other SAP applications 

with Office integration (e.g. Excel call via Report Writer). They are usually adopted from the 

SAP basis (possibly upon first transfer of the Allevo transfer order). 

See also the Allevo installation guide for further details.   

22.5.2 Authorizations for working with BDS 

Files are usually uploaded to BDS by an Allevo administrator. This requires the following authoriza-

tions:  

 Authorization to call transaction OAOR or the Allevo-specific transactions named above  

 Authorization object S_BDS_DS/BC-SRV-KPR-BDS with 

o Authorization for “/KERN/IPPVORLAGEN” as CLASSNAME. 

o Authorization for class type “OT” as CLASSTYPE. 

o Authorizations 1-6 and 30 in ACTVT. 

 Authorization object S_GUI with  
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o Authorization for activity 60 in ACTVT (for access to a local file directory). 

22.5.3 Uploading via transaction /ALLEVO/BDS_MNT or OAOR 

Document management in BDS is done via the Business Document Navigator which is started using 

transaction OAOR. The class name /KERN/IPPVORLAGEN and the class type OT must be specified in 

the start dialog. 

 

Figure 22.2: Starting the Business Document Navigator (OAOR) 

Specifying the object key is optional here: The key can be used to store Allevo templates in folders 

and is recommended when working with a large number of Excel planning layouts. If the specified 

object key is not available yet, the corresponding folder is automatically created (with new templates 

being saved there). 

Note: As an alternative to the start via OAOR, you may also use transaction /ALLEVO/BDS_MNT, 

which offers the following advantages:  

 The entries for class name and class type are preset. 

 Only BDS entries of the Allevo naming convention may be accessed in the editing screen.  

 An F4 documentation is available in the selection screen for the fields for object key and 

description (display of values created in the BDS thus far).  

 For the description, which must contain the symbolic file name, you may search using 

parts of a name and *.  

Otherwise, the editing functions are identical.   

To create a new document (the Excel planning file), double click on Table template on the Create tab 

in the next window – bottom left in the dialog (Figure 22.3). The files are shown which can be se-

lected to integrate the Excel document. 
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Figure 22.3: Insert an Excel document 

 

Figure 22.4: File description according to naming convention 

Important: Enter the symbolic name to be used for opening the file in field “Description”; i.e. the same 

name specified for constant BDS_ENABLED.  

Within the framework of the SAP function, e.g. via |Document – Change|, the document may be ed-

ited and saved again within the Business Document Navigator. 
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Note: In order to be sure to find the desired Allevo Master, care should be taken to avoid uploading 

two Masters with the same name to the Business Document Navigator (not checked by BDS!). 

22.5.4 Upload via Allevo BDS uploader 

The Allevo BDS uploader is started via transaction /KERN/IPP_BDS_UPLOADER or, alternatively, using 

the button |Upload| in the administration view of the planning layout (in the section "Auxiliary func-

tions").  

The BDS uploader allows direct uploading of an Excel file in accordance with Allevo naming conven-

tions. In addition, multiple files can be uploaded at the same time. 

Important: The files in the BDS are overwritten if entries with the same name are already available. This 

prevents accidental access to previous versions.  

The selection screen after program start is shown in Figure 22.5. 

 

Figure 22.5: Selection for BDS Uploader 

The specifications of the class name and class type relevant for Allevo are preset. The directory indi-

cates the source from which one or more Excel files are read: depending on the file type, XLS, XLSM, 

or both types are included. "File name" can be used to restrict the selection to single files. 

Note: The specification for the controlling area does not directly affect data selection. It is however 

useful for the allocation of a symbolic file name via the F4 documentation in the next window 

(see below).  

If files with the same name are regularly uploaded, it may be useful to choose the selection variant 

accordingly. 

Note: In addition to the parameters for uploading with OAOR, the characteristic "Object key" is used 

here (predefined with "BDS Uploader"). All documents uploaded with this transaction are 
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grouped under this key in the BDS (like folders, you can easily see which way was used for up-

loading). Manually created documents with another object key are still overwritten, since Al-

levo only searches for the symbolic names (without regarding the object key).  

 

Having started selecting via F8, a list of all Excel files found is displayed, corresponding to Figure 22.6. 

 

Figure 22.6: List of files in the BDS uploader 

The column "Symbolic name of Master" corresponds to the name in the BDS, under which the Excel 

file is saved or searched for afterwards (must be identical with the entry in constant BDS_ENABLED). 

This name can freely be changed: F4 value help shows all names currently found in the system for 

constant BDS_ENABLED (in form of a list for all planning layouts for the controlling area specified in 

the start selection). 

Note: Both upload and BDS are case-sensitive. The correct spelling must be respected for the sym-

bolic name of the Master. 

The name of the Excel file (without extension) is used as the default value in the column "Symbolic 

name of Master". The ideal solution is to save the original file on the drive with the appropriate 

name. In this way, no further adaptations are required. 

The upload is started via F8 or the "Start" symbol. All files listed are uploaded. All lines that are not to 

be included in the upload must be deleted! Files on your drive will not be removed.  

The results of the BDS upload are recorded in the last column, such as error messages, "added" for 

new entries, and "changed" if an entry already existed under the same name (entries with the same 

object keys and names are always overwritten!). 

Versions  

In the course of a project, the Excel Master is continuously improved. In other words, new versions 

are steadily created; very often in the same directory even though only the most recent version 

should be uploaded to BDS. This process is supported by the section "Options for files with version 

indicators" in the selection screen of the BDS Uploader (Figure 22.5). You might need to set the flag 

for "Show only last version" there. In addition, a short name can be entered in the field "Cut file 

name at". This short name defines which files contain different versions of the same Master. 

Example: Three versions exist for an Allevo Master with the following file names: 

 TEST_1000_V1.xlsm 

 TEST_1000_V2.xlsm 

 TEST_1000_V3.xlsm 
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In BDS, the symbolic name TEST_1000 should be used. The cut would in this case be set at "_V". The 

BDS uploader now searches the file modified last on the basis of the editing date and time, only 

shows this file and suggests the symbolic file name “TEST_100“.  

Note: The same object authorizations must be available for working with the BDS uploader as for us-

ing transaction OAOR (see Section 22.5.3). 

22.6 Allevo-specific file management 

In this application too, a symbolic name is used as search term and translated into a precise path and 

file name (see entry for the constant in Figure 22.1) when executing an Allevo transaction through 

the determination logics.  Allevo uses specific logics with specifications of physical path and file 

names for translating the symbolic name. 

As with Allevo file management, central network paths are used for the SAP transaction FILE to ad-

dress the relevant Allevo files. The disadvantages of using this variant are: 

 FILE is a Customizing transaction; any changes must be made in the development system first 

and can only then be transported. 

 FILE is a generally valid transaction, which can be adapted to Allevo-specific requirements 

only to a certain extent.   

Due to these disadvantages when using the FILE transaction, we recommend using the Allevo inte-

grated file management with its possibilities.  

22.6.1 Edit symbolic names in the file assistant  

The editing dialog (see Figure 22.7) is accessed via the button |File. Assistant| in the constant view. 

 

Figure 22.7: File management: Assign file names 

Any number of entries can be made in the column "Symbolic file names". Entries in Allevo are case- 

sensitive. Upper case letters, however, have proven to be easier to read. 
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Note: The Allevo file management system provides an export and import function (see Figure 22.7) 

making it possible, for example, to save all contents as text files or transfer the files to another 

SAP system. Import always transfers all contents (existing entries are overwritten). 

Some symbolic names are preset, such as ALLEVO_HELP for the help files of the constants. They form 

the default values if no other constants are defined for specific requirements. These are the default 

short names: 

 ALLEVO_TEMPLATE: Standard master template (independent of the layout) 

 ALLEVO_BACKUP: Backup path 

 ALLEVO_DOCU: User documentation 

 ALLEVO_DOWNLOAD: Download folder 

 ALLEVO_HELP: Constant for help files 

 ALLEVO_OFFLINE: Storage in the offline process 

If these entries are available, no separate reference via constants will be required. The names are au-

tomatically shown when opening Allevo file management; the entries will, however, only be saved if 

a path is entered.  

Example: ALLEVO_TEMPLATE must be set to integrate a central Allevo Master template. The central 

help file requires an entry in ALLEVO_HELP (see Section 19.5.2).  

 Whether the preset names are used in practice depends on the individual project require-

ments. For central storage of help files, ALLEVO_HELP will be used in most cases. Access via 

ALLEVO_TEMPLATE, on the contrary, is not recommended when multiple Excel Masters are 

used. 

In most application cases, however, individual specifications exist for the layout, depending on the 

object or organizational data. These are controlled via the constants, by allocating a symbolic name 

and the corresponding path and file names in Allevo file management (see example in Section 22.6).  

The file names can include placeholders which are replaced by the actual program parameters only 

when the file is opened. In Figure 22.7, for example, it is the definition for ALLEVO_HELP with the 

placeholder <SUBFILE> in the file name. When accessing the constant help, this is replaced by the 

name of the relevant constant. Allevo then directly refers to the relevant chapter in the help file. 

If more than one Allevo file are available in the same folder, it is recommended to explicitly specify 

the file path and a symbolic name on the "Paths" tab. 
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Figure 22.8: File management: define paths 

The names specified in the field "Symb. path name" can be freely chosen. Please note that all entries 

in Allevo are case-sensitive. 

The column "Path" designates the directory in the file system where the files are stored. Access to 

these directories follows the same determination logic as used by the operating system (Windows) - 

i.e. server name, IP address and URL/FTP path. For example, the first line shown in Figure 22.8 refers 

to a server path. It must begin with two back slashes (\\). The use of placeholders is also possible (see 

description for object types in line 7 "IPP"). 

Note: Specifying a path type is only necessary if the settings refer to offline planning (see Section 

19.5.6). 

In a final step for accessing the searched file, Allevo connects the specifications on the path and file 

names. Please make sure that the relevant structural separation mark is included at the end of the 

path name: such as “\” for Windows path names, “/” for FTP-URL. If no separation key is set, “\” is 

added at the end by default. 

Note: The following test scenario can be used for the path and file name:  

 Replace all existing variables by an appropriate value.  

 Open the file explorer or a browser. 

 Enter the path and file name in the address line and confirm by pressing Enter.  

 If specifications are correct, Excel will be started and the respective file will open.  

22.6.2 Use of placeholders 

For some file functions, it can be useful to use placeholders in order to address or generate different 

file names depending on the application. Placeholders may be located at any place in the file name or 

in the symbolic file name. This makes it possible to deal with special requirements. Applications:  

 An Allevo layout is normally linked to a Master. Using placeholders in the symbolic file name 

(“Value to” in the constant) makes it possible to avoid this rule and address different Masters in 
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one layout.  Example: in case of slow network connections, it may be useful to install the Allevo 

Master (depending on the region) on different servers to accelerate the starting process. This 

could also be controlled, for example, via the company code as placeholder.  

 Different file names are to be created in the offline process in order to avoid overwriting previ-

ously generated files. In this case, a placeholder should be placed in the definition for the file 

name (e.g. the object number). The file name may also contain placeholders for year and period 

in order to get a clear name for each period.  

 The offline process can also be useful for storing the generated files in previously defined net-

work directories, which are created e.g. according to organizational units and network authoriza-

tions. In such cases, placeholders such as <SUBGROUP> may be useful. Each group is then allo-

cated to a specific target directory in file management.  

At runtime, Allevo replaces the placeholder by the current parameter during execution: in that way, 

the currently set controlling area may become part of the currently addressed file path via place-

holder <KOKRS>. This makes it possible to address different paths in dependence on the controlling 

area. The corresponding paths must then be available in the network as well.   

22.6.3 Variables and allocated character strings 

Sometimes, appropriate paths are not available or should not be created (e.g., due to existing au-

thorizations). For this case, placeholders may be replaced by concrete name parts in the path. Exam-

ple: The controlling area is 1000, a suitable part in the path name would be “\Ablage\DE”. Allevo sup-

ports this implementation through the third tab of the file management (see figure below).  

 

Figure 22.9: Place holders and allocated character strings 

The placeholder is to be specified in the first column. It is followed by the value in SAP and the char-

acter string to be used for the respective value. To translate a symb. path, Allevo searches an entry in 

this table and, if possible, adopts the found characters to the final path. Otherwise, it is the value it-

self.   

This replacement function is of course not always useful for all placeholders, e.g., in case of time 

specifications such as <TIME>. The possible entries are still specified in the column for the place-

holder as F4 value help (except for parameters resulting from column definitions).  

* may also be entered as “value”: This entry will be included by the Allevo determination if no spe-

cific value is available. Application example: Specific paths shall be addressed for single cost center 

groups. A standard path is stored for all groups via *.  
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In individual cases, it may be useful to not translate a parameter into a character string (e.g., in the 

context of Allevo offline functions). In this case, suffix “!” should be included (e.g. <SUBGROUP>!). 

22.6.4 List of possible placeholders (variables)  

The placeholders may reflect generally valid system parameters or contain Allevo specifications.  

Generally valid system parameters: 

Placeholder Meaning 

<OPSYS> Operating system according to requirements 

<INSTANCE> Instance of the SAP system 

<SYSID> Name of the SAP system 

<DBSYS> Data base system 

<SAPRL> ERP release 

<HOST> Name of computer 

<CLIENT> Client 

<LANGUAGE> Login language, two digits 

<DATE> Current date 

<YEAR> Current calendar year, four digits (to be distinguished from <PLANYEAR>) 

<SYEAR> Current calendar year, two digits 

<MONTH> Current calendar month 

<DAY> Day 

<WEEKDAY> Weekday 

<TIME> Time 

<STIME> Hour and minute 

<HOUR> Hour 

<MINUTE> Minute 

<SECOND> Second 

 

Allevo-specific parameters (variables):  

Placeholder Meaning 

<KOKRS> Controlling area 
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<BUKRS> Company code assigned to the current object.  

In special application cases, such as calling via a group in offline planning, it may 

happen that no object is available. Allevo will then use the representative ob-

ject that is possibly stored in the group characteristics in SAP Reporting (see 

notes in Section 6.5.6 for 1:n groups). 

<OBART> Object type 

<LAYOUT> Allevo planning layout 

<OBJECT> Object number 

<PLANYEAR> Planning year (from CX_WW) 

<VERSN> Version (from CX_WW) 

<MAINGROUP> Main group in the offline module specified in the offline transaction (specifica-

tion is empty when selecting single objects or From/To).  

The content is only available upon export/import of a file; not during determi-

nation of the symb. name for the Allevo Master.  

<SUBGROUP> Subgroup in the offline module: group that is transferred to the planning trans-

action in the MultiPage mode or for layout with MOD. It results from the level 

selected for resolving the main group.   

<OBJGROUP> Group in the standard hierarchy that is stored in the master record of an object; 

e.g., for the cost center (determination might also be time-dependent based on 

the period in CX_WW). Available for object types KS, PC, BP and KX. 

Application case: Offline files shall be saved in sub-directories carrying the same 

short name as the group in the master record of the respective cost center. 

<SUBFILE> Is only used when accessing Allevo F1 documentation: the placeholder is re-

placed by the name of the previously selected constant at run time. Allevo then 

directly refers to the relevant chapter in the help file. 

<FILESERVER> This placeholder is filled with the contents of the user parameter 

/KERN/IPP_FILESERVER at runtime. The parameter used to be intended for gen-

erating customer-specific file names: you can use any text that should be con-

tained in the symb. file name or path (not necessarily only the name of a 

server).  

 

<OFFL> Flag for offline mode with the following contents:   

 “0” if Allevo is called in the dialog   

 “1” if Allevo functions are called via offline transactions (e.g. /AL-

LEVO/OFFL_GEN) 

This placeholder is useful, for example, to use a different Master depending on 

the call via an offline transaction.   
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The parameters shown in the following, make it possible to use specifications from Allevo column 

definitions in the current layout. A specific naming convention for placeholders applies in this case. It 

has the following pattern: 

 <YY_YY_XXXXX> 

with YY_YY representing the five-digit short name of the column definition, XXXXX standing for the 

placeholder of the desired field (<CX_RR_PERIODTO>, for example would read the field "Value to" of 

the column definition CX_RR). 

 Parameters for the column definition: 

Placeholder Meaning 

<YY_YY_VERSIONFR> Version (from-value) 

<YY_YY_VERSIONTO> Version (to-value) 

<YY_YY_PERIODFR> Period (from-value) 

<YY_YY_PERIODTO> Period (to-value) 

<YY_YY_YEARFR> Year (from-value) 

<YY_YY_YEARTO> Year (to-value) 

 

Note: Using placeholders with reference to column definitions is recommended, for example, when 

monthly reporting is established with Allevo using offline transactions. The specification of 

year and month in the file name prevents overwriting the files of previous months.  

22.6.5 Additional editing functions for the placeholder 

Additional editing functions can be added to placeholders in order to limit the number of characters 

in the file name and to reposition the file. Examples: 

<KOKRS(2)> Provides the first two signs of the corresponding parameters: for controlling 

area ABCD, only AB appears in the file name.  

<KOKRS+1> A parameter is used without the first character: controlling area ABCD in this 

case becomes BCD.  

<KOKRS+1(2)> Combinations are also possible: controlling area ABCD now becomes BC. 

<SUBGROUP>! The content of a placeholder is not being replaced via allocated character 

strings as described in Section 22.6.5. Instead, the current content is kept (e.g. 

short name of a group) and will be used for further determination of a name or 

a path.  

Application case: in offline planning, files shall be stored depending on control-

ling areas in specific directories defined by character strings for <SUBGROUP>. 

At the same time, the controlling area short name shall appear in the name of 
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the generated file:  here, <SUBGROUP>! should be used (controlling area 

“H1010“ appears with the “H1010“ in the file name). 

22.6.6 Network authorizations 

For accessing the network directories, all Allevo users participating in the planning process need at 

least reading rights, and in some cases, also writing authorizations (if, for example, backup files are 

saved there). 

22.6.7 File management - example FILE_TEMPLATE 

The following example attempts to explain Allevo file management more in detail using the constant 

FILE_TEMPLATE. 

Several Allevo Masters are available on a network path. For constant FILE_TEMPLATE, the following 

parameters are defined: 

 “Value from” contains X to activate the Allevo-specific file management  

 “Value to” contains a symbolic name in analogy to BDS_ENABLED  

 

Figure 22.10: File management: Activate constant 

In the example in Figure 22.10 above, the symbolic name ZWHF1 is used. It is defined in file manage-

ment under the file name "Allevo_I10_WHF1.xlsm" and saved under the local path "C:\tmp". After 

merging, this results in the file reference "C:\tmp\Allevo_I10_WHF1.xlsm" (see last line in Figure 22.7 

or Figure 22.8 above). 

In this example, the symbolic name was defined in the field "Value to". Without such a definition, Al-

levo tries to compose the key from the current parameters (like object and layout). The naming con-

ventions explained in the following sections specify which parameters are relevant. 

22.7 Other applications 

In the following, we will explain other applications, in particular regarding exceptions from standard 

name determination procedures in the Master. 
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The description is based on the use of the Allevo file management (see |Settings|, button |File assis-

tant|). If no entry is available here, Allevo will start search runs like in previous program versions (de-

pending on the specific application, queries to BDS or via SAP transaction FILE). 

Depending on the application, an appropriate constant must be set in Allevo (starting with FILE_*); a 

symb. name may alternatively be used as default (starting with ALLEVO_*). 

Note: The internal file management introduced with Allevo 3.0 is still not available for all application 

areas (such as the Shuttle). The previous rules are applied here (such as storage in BDS).  

22.7.1 F1 documentation for Allevo constants 

Allevo provides F1 documentation in two languages, where the individual constants are explained. 

The help is opened via F1 after having placed the cursor in the column "Parameters" or the "Value 

from" column of the constant in question. Languages DE and EN are available.  

Opening the F1 documentation requires Allevo to know the path for the corresponding file. The follo-

wing parameters for the symbolic name apply:   

 Default symb. name:  ALLEVO_HELP 

 Constant:    FILE_HELP 

Two alternatives are available  

(1) Calling the HTML files on the Kern homepage 

The documentation can be called in the browser using the following link:  

http://www.kern.ag/allevo-online/Help/EN/hh_start.htm 

Capital and lower case are to be observed as in the given link. To directly receive the explanation 

for the selected constant, the following entry should be stored in the file management:  

http://www.kern.ag/allevo-online/Help/<LANGUAGE>/hh_goto.htm#<SUBFILE>.htm 

The placeholders <LANGUAGE> and <SUBFILE> are provided with contents by Allevo itself when 

calling the F1 documentation. The placeholder <SUBFILE> is automatically replaced by the name 

of the just selected constant: it is in that way directly transferred to the HTML start screen.  

(2) Calling CHM files in the customer network 

Two files are delivered for this purpose: 

 IPPHILFE_DE.chm 

 IPPHILFE_EN.chm 

When calling the F1 documentation, Allevo automatically transfers the respective constant 

(<SUBFILE> therefore does not need to be specified). If both help files are stored centrally on a 

network server that can be accessed by all users, the corresponding path should be stored in AL-

LEVO_HELP. Example:  

k:\Allevo\Help\ipphilfe_<LANGUAGE>.chm 

http://www.kern.ag/allevo-online/Help/EN/hh_start.htm
http://www.kern.ag/allevo-online/Help/%3cLANGUAGE%3e/hh_goto.htm#<SUBFILE>.htm
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Depending on the login language, different help files may be called. Use placeholder <LANGUAGE> in 

the definition for the file name (see also example above on the HTML-Help).  

If the constant FILE_HELP is active, but no symbolic name is defined in the field "Value to", Allevo will 

search the file management system for the symbolic name ZIPP_HILFE to ensure compatibility with 

former program versions. If no path or file name can be determined via the file management, the 

logical file name ZIPP_HILFE will additionally be resolved in transaction FILE. Only one path should be 

defined there, where the help files mentioned above can be found (languages are automatically set). 

Note: If only the table of contents is shown in the left column when opening Windows help files (CHM 

files) and the content is missing in the right column, this can be due to a Microsoft security up-

date. This problem occurs when the CHM file is opened from the server via UNC path, or via 

HTTP. 

Microsoft offers several solution approaches and an instruction for their implementation with 

group rules (see http://support.microsoft.com). The following solution uses the security zone 

variant, which means it determines in which security zones Internet Explorer is allowed to open 

the CHM file. These settings can be defined using the following registration key: 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\HTMLHelp\1.x\ItssRestrictions  

Define a DWORD value (32 bit) with the designation MaxAllowedZone and allocate a value (0-4) 

from the following table. 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\HTMLHelp\1.x\ItssRestrictions  

MaxAllowed 

Zone 

Local Zone "Local Intra-

net" 

"Reliable Sites" Internet zone "Restricted 

Sites" 

0 Authorized Blocked Blocked Blocked Blocked 

1 Authorized Authorized Blocked Blocked Blocked 

2 Authorized Authorized Authorized Blocked Blocked 

3 Authorized Authorized Authorized Authorized Blocked 

4 Authorized Authorized Authorized Authorized Authorized 

Opening and reading CHM files is then possible from the authorized zones.  

22.7.2 User documentation 

The button "Documentation" in Allevo planning transactions can be used to create one or several 

customized documentations - object type or layout-specific, if required. When using the Allevo file 

management system, it is also possible to open the corresponding files through the network. As an 

alternative, BDS can also be used. 

The following parameters can be accessed via the Allevo file management:  

 Default symb. name: ALLEVO_DOCU 

 Constant:   FILE_DOCU 
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If no entry is available in the file management for the name ALLEVO_DOCU and constant FILE_DOCUE 

is not active (no X in field “Value from”), Allevo will automatically search for the corresponding files 

via BDS.  

Note: If the constant FILE_DOCU is active, a valid symbolic file name should be specified in the field 

"Value to". At this place, no naming convention is defined for the automatic file searching. 

 

When using BDS, the documentation files must be uploaded via transaction OAOR first (or 

/KERN/IPP_BDS) with class name /KERN/IPPVORLAGEN and class type OT. The following naming con-

vention must be applied to search for the files: 

ZIPP_(OBART)_DOKU_(KOKRS)_(LAYOUT)_(LANGU) 

Some parts are optional here; ZIPP_(OBART)_DOKU_(LANGU) for example, which is used to save the 

documentation for a specific object type and language. 

The searching procedure runs through different levels. If, for example, no entry is found for the cur-

rent layout, Allevo will continue searching on the controlling area level. In some cases, several 

searching runs in BDS are performed until a matching entry is found. 

Example: Key ZIPP_KS_DOKU_1000_DEMO_DE should make it possible to find the cost center planning 

for controlling area 1000 with layout DEMO (language DE).  If this key is not found, Allevo will 

first search for an EN language version and then continue searching without layout specifica-

tion and, if no results are found, without controlling area (the final search term would there-

fore be ZIPP_KS_DOKU_EN).  

22.7.3 Default directory for file download 

Once the planner leaves the Excel interface, a security prompt appears, asking whether he/she wants 

to save the currently opened file. Allevo suggests a file name and a directory to store the file in, 

which is predefined by the following parameters: 

 Default symb. name: ALLEVO_DOWNLOAD  

 Constant:   FILE_DOWNLOAD 

To create identical download directories for all users, another option is to define the symbolic file 

name ALLEVO_HELP via the file assistant (see |Settings|). No separate entry is required then for the 

constant. 

When determining the physical path/file name, Allevo distinguishes by path specification and sug-

gested file name. Some examples: 

 K:\Public\Download\Allevo_<OBJECT>_<YEAR><MONTH><DAY> 

 K:\Public\Download\<OBART>\Allevo_<OBJECT> 

In the first case, the same directory is suggested every time, in the second case, a sub-directory is 

added for each object type. The determined path must be available in the system; otherwise, the SAP 

default path will be used.   
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In both examples, the object number (e.g. cost center) is part of the file name; in the first case, the 

date is specified in addition.  

Further application details are described in the F1 documentation for constant FILE_DOWNLOAD.  

If the constant ALLEVO_DOWLOAD is active, but “Value to” is not specified, Allevo will start the 

searching procedure using a symbolic name with the following naming convention:  

ZIPP_(OBART)_DOWNLOAD_(KOKRS)_(LAYOUT) 

The terms in brackets are replaced by the current values prior to starting the file search. If, for exam-

ple, a backup is to be made for the cost center Master of controlling area 1000 and layout TEST, the 

logical file name ZIPP_KS_BACKUP_1000_TEST must be defined via the file assistant. The name must 

always contain the term “DOWLOAD”.  

If no file name can be determined using the logic described above, Allevo will start the search proce-

dure from versions up to 2.9 (with the functions of SAP transaction FILE). In this case, Allevo always 

uses a symbolic name resulting from the above-described naming convention. 

Note: Variables for the physical file name can be used when setting up FILE. If no variables are used, 

Allevo will automatically follow the convention <OBJECT>_<PLANYEAR>, i.e. the object number 

(for example the cost center) and the plan year are added to the file name, when saving the 

backup.  

22.7.4 Create backup files 

Allevo can save a copy of the planning file in a defined folder for every planning process. Depending 

on the configuration, this may be the last plan version or a daily backup, for example. This is deter-

mined when setting up the name. 

Corresponding file names must be set up in file management in order to be able to activate this func-

tion. The following parameters are used for the symbolic file name: 

 Default symb. name: ALLEVO_BACKUP 

 Constant: FILE_BACKUP 

The physical file name used when saving the Excel files in the target directory can be customized to 

meet individual requirements. The corresponding program parameters are again provided to be used 

as placeholders when defining the physical file name. Example: 

ALLEVO_KS_<OBJECT>_<YEAR><MONTH><DAY>.XLSM 

Under this file name, a backup is made for each object (here: cost center): one new file every day the 

cost center is worked on. 

If the constant ALLEVO_BACKUP is active but no entry is made for "Value to", Allevo starts searching 

with a symbolic name following the following conventions: 

ZIPP_(OBART)_BACKUP_(KOKRS)_(LAYOUT) 
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The terms in parentheses must be replaced by the relevant values. If, for example, a backup is to be 

made for the cost center Master of controlling area 1000 and layout TEST, the logical file name 

ZIPP_KS_BACKUP_1000_TEST must be defined via the file assistant. 

If no file name can be determined by the logic described above, Allevo will start the searching proce-

dure used until version 2.9 (with the functions of SAP transaction FILE). In this case, a symbolic name 

resulting from the above-mentioned naming convention is used for searching. 

Note: Variables for the physical file name can be used when setting up FILE. If no variables are used, 

Allevo will automatically follow the convention <OBJECT>_<PLANYEAR> , i.e. the object num-

ber (for example the cost center) and the plan year are added to the file name, when saving 

the backup. 

22.7.5 Activity-dependent planning 

SAP Office Integration together with a corresponding Excel template are used by Allevo for entering 

master records of activity-dependent planning. This file is accessed either via the Allevo file manage-

ment or the SAP Business Document Service. The entry in file management has higher priority here 

(see also Section 12.2). 

A fixed naming convention with the following scheme is applied for the symbolic file name: 

 Symb. name: ZIPP_LS_XXXX 

with XXXX representing the current controlling area.   

22.7.6 Application in the Shuttle 

The additional module Shuttle accesses Allevo file management using the following naming conven-

tions for the symbolic file names:  

 

ZIPP_SAT_UPL As general template 

ZIPP_SAT_UPL_XX Satellites of specific Shuttle Masters (with XX as satellite number)  

ZIPP_SAT_UPL_XX_ttt Several Shuttle Masters are saved for one satellite (with “ttt“ as any desired 

text)  

See the Shuttle manual fur further details.  

22.8 Settings for offline planning 

Two symbolic file names must be defined in order to be able to start the programs in the offline pro-

cess:  

1. One for finding the Allevo Master 

2. One to define the path and file name used to save the Excel files (up and download) 

The first one is the Allevo Master name as specified in the layout. No further settings are required for 

offline use. 
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Storage of files (second point) requires a few specific definitions for the up and download paths as 

well as for correctly naming the generated files. The explanation below presumes that the file assis-

tant is used for defining path and file names.  

Note: Like in previous program versions, the settings can also be set via SAP transaction FILE. Disad-

vantage: this transaction generates a client-independent Customizing and requires an SAP 

transfer order (must therefore be executed in the development system of the user).  When us-

ing the Allevo transaction, settings can be defined in the target system and more functionali-

ties are available.  

22.8.1 Assign file names (File.Assistant) 

The relevant controlling parameters for the symbolic file name are:  

 Default symb. name:  ALLEVO_OFFLINE  

 Constant:    FILE_OFFLINE 

In the planning layout to be used for executing offline functions, the constant FILE_OFFLINE is usually 

activated and a valid symbolic file name is assigned to it. If the constant is inactive, Allevo will check 

whether the symbolic name ALLEVO_OFFLINE is available in the file assistant and possibly use the 

path specified there for exporting and importing files. 

Note: If no name is found, Allevo will search for definitions in the SAP transaction FILE. In our exam-

ple, the relevant symbolic names are found with a broader naming convention. The basics will 

be described in the section below.  

 SAP transaction FILE, used until Allevo 2.9, is by far more complex than the Allevo file manage-

ment system. For this reason, it should only be used to ensure compatibility with existing Al-

levo installations.  

The symbolic name defines the names offline files are given and the directory to which the files will 

be saved. The file names generated when reading and saving reference data must be unique and 

identical to avoid overwriting existing files. Therefore, it is recommended to use placeholders in the 

file name, which will be replaced by the actual data when generating the files. In Section 22.6.2, you 

can find a list of predefined parameters. 

 

Figure 22.11: File management: File names for offline mode 

Figure 22.11 shows examples for two variable file paths. The first entry can be used for offline plan-

ning in MultiFile or MultiObject mode (MF, MO), where one file is created for each representative 

object. In cost center planning processes with the layout TEST, the file OFFL_KS_TEST_1000.XLSM 

would be generated for cost center 1000. 
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Note: If the object is not specified in the file name, the ID of the relevant single object will automati-

cally be added for the functions MF and MO 

The file name in the second line of Figure 22.11 is suitable for MultiPage mode (MP). In this mode, 

one file is generated for each combination of group and subgroup. 

In both cases, the symbolic path name "OFFLINE" is allocated, ensuring correct separation of files 

during upload/download (see Section 22.8.2). 

22.8.2 Allocate File Paths (File.Assistant) 

When working with offline transactions in Allevo, three folders are required for each planning layout:  

 All Excel files needed for planning are stored in the download directory. These files contain 

all reference data required for planning.  

 The upload directory must contain all files that are to be imported into the SAP system after 

completion of the offline planning.  

 The import transaction then saves all files which have been successfully transferred to SAP in 

the copy directory.  

Note Usually, three different directories are used for the single files. If Allevo recognizes that direc-

tories for up and download are identical, it will neither copy nor delete any upload files.  

Although three different directories are used, only one symbolic name is required. The three file 

paths are distinguished by the "path type". The same symbolic path name must therefore be created 

three times with specification of the path type and directory (see OFFLINE in Figure 22.12). 

 

Figure 22.12: File management: Paths for the offline mode 

The path type specifies the folder used for downloading, uploading, and copying the files. There is no 

restriction to the number and type of folders allocated; reading and writing authorizations must be 

available 

22.8.3 Symbolic names (transaction FILE) 

There is an SAP specific file management provided via transaction FILE. Allevo will use this if no sym-

bolic name for the offline mode could be found via its own file management (see previous section).  
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Example: There are some restrictions for the use of transaction FILE compared to Allevo file manage-

ment. It is only supported for compatibility with previous Allevo versions. 

Please refer to our manuals of previous Allevo versions (up to Allevo 2.9) for more information 

on the steps required for setting up the offline mode using SAP transaction FILE. Here, we will 

only refer to the naming conventions used for the symbolic name compared to the short 

names MF, MP and MO, used today. 

The naming convention for accessing files via transaction FILE again contains the object type, control-

ling area and planning layout with the following structure:  

ZIPP_(OBART)_XXXXX_(KOKRS)_(LAYOUT)  

The shortcut "XXXXXX" has a specific control function, since it defines the folder type to which refer-

ence is made. The following table shows possible values for the download, upload and copy folders. 

Execution Type Download Upload Copy 

MultiFile MFDOWN MFUPL MFCOPY 

MultiPage MMDOWN MMUPL MMCPY 

MultiObject MMODOWN MMOUPL MMOCOPY 

 

Example: The entry ZIPP_KS_MFDOWN_1000_LOCL designates the download folder in controlling area 

1000 with planning layout LOCL (object type KS = cost center, type of execution MF = Multi-

File). 

 

The fact that folder types are distinguished via the symbolic file name has the consequence that at 

least three symbolic names must be created via transaction FILE (correspondingly higher, when more 

layouts and controlling areas are used). 
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23 Authorizations in Allevo 

23.1 Functional overview 

In general, Allevo uses the authorization rules according to SAP. When opening Allevo planning, it is 

particularly checked whether the user has the authorization for planning the relevant SAP objects 

(e.g. for cost centers in the context of cost center planning). Planners may therefore read and plan 

the same via an Allevo transaction in the same way they would via the original SAP transactions.  

Note: There may be some exceptions to that rule.  

Example: The controlling area is a central organizational element of Allevo planning; here, 

changes are possible using an Allevo internal function and do not explicitly require an authori-

zation for the execution of SAP transaction OKKS.  

Allevo distinguishes two different user modes:  

 The planner is the person who is in charge of, for example, cost center planning. They are able to 

activate the Allevo Master via the SAP transaction and transfer the planning data of their cost 

center to SAP. The term “planner” comprises pure reporting tasks, in case that the reporting is 

not handled separately.   

 The controller performs all other task of the different levels:   

 Typical controller tasks, such as the preparation of Excel files, maintenance of auxiliary tables 

in SAP (“satellites”), maintenance of settings for planning (“constants“, Allevo-specific addi-

tional tables), control of planners, etc.   

 Rather administrative tasks such as backup and restore of satellites and planning comments, 

set up and execution of regular planning support operations, etc.  

Depending on the structure of your company and requirements during the planning process, some 

tasks may be assigned to the Controlling or rather to the administration. General allocations are 

therefore neither possible nor reasonable. These tasks may also be separated on the SAP authoriza-

tion level if necessary.  

Caution: Some areas of the authorization management may rather be assigned to the SAP authoriza-

tion administration by creating a customized authorization object. In this case, it is essential 

to proceed in a coordinated manner in order not to completely stop current project tasks or 

even the production operation. More information will be provided in the following sections. 

When planning the granting of SAP authorizations in the Allevo environment, it has proven to be use-

ful to separate business from Allevo organizational authorizations (at least on the role level). This 

does not automatically apply to the creation of composite roles.  

In line with the initially mentioned Allevo maxim not to avoid any SAP authorizations, reporting and 

planning components of Allevo may be viewed as alternatives to the SAP standard transactions. 

Additional time must only be invested for those planners that have not been planning as SAP users so 

far but are meant to do so in the future. In this case, corresponding business roles are probably miss-

ing.  Strictly speaking, this is not part of the Allevo introduction but a positive consequence of consol-

idating effects of Allevo, since important business processes are no longer running outside the SAP 

system.  
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The necessary tasks may be very different for the Allevo organizational SAP authorizations. The busi-

ness component, however, usually drops out, since controllers are already equipped with appropri-

ate authorizations.  

23.2 Planner roles 

A planner role usually consists of: 

 One to four authorization objects with a few values, and 

 The appropriate planning and reporting transactions  

The possible authorization objects for maintenance are shown in the following figure.  

 

Figure 23.1: Role with authorization objects for planners 

Characteristics of authorization objects: 
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Authorization Object Authorization Field Value Comments 

60 Import 

03 Export 

S_PROGRAM P_ACTION SUBMIT  

  VARIANT Create/modify planning 

 P_GROUP ZIPP_PLA Show planning 

KOKRS <…>  

KOSTL <…>  

KSTAR <…>  

ACTVT 27 Show summary records 

KSTAR <…>  

02 Change 

03 Show 

 

23.3 Controller roles 

Users with the role of a status administrator see the additional bar "Services" with additional but-

tons for data maintenance in |Satellites| and for access to the |Status management| when the Al-

levo transaction is opened (see section 7). Three sub-roles can be defined in status management 

 Status administrator for status 1 – 4 

 Status administrator inspector: status 5 

 Status administrator reviewer: status 6 

Compared to the planner and the status manager, the administrator has the additional right to access 

to administration menus (|Settings| and |Planning layout|; see Chapter 6 and Section 7.8). 

In the case that different planning layouts (see Section 8.2) are used simultaneously, the super ad-

ministrator may also issue access administrations for individually defined planning layouts and for 

the individual administration menus.  

These Allevo-specific roles are mapped via the standard authorization concept of SAP (see Section 

23.5). 

Note: In some cases, it may be useful to add such Allevo-specific functions to the authorization rules 

available in SAP.  Allevo offers an additional, own authorization check, which is described in 

Chapter 24. 

Other specific authorizations are applicable for the layout definition and/or viewing and edit-

ing data in satellites (see corresponding sections in this manual). 

23.4 Allevo transactions 

Authorizations for the following transactions are required for working with Allevo (depending on the 

license model): 
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 Central Allevo transactions  

/ALLEVO/COCKPIT The Cockpit is a central entry point for controllers and provides a way to call all 

other Allevo transactions via the menu. Access authorizations to the subordinate 

transactions are supervised for each of these calls. 

/ALLEVO/COCKPIT_ALL Like /ALLEVO/COCKPIT, but without authorization check for the available transac-

tions.  

/ALLEVO/AGENDA Allevo Agenda as entry for planners 

 

 Single transactions for the central Allevo planning functions  

Object Type Single Multi MultiObject Reporting 

Cost centers /ALLEVO/KS 

/KERN/IPPKS 

/ALLEVO/KSM 

/KERN/IPPKSM 

/ALLEVO/KSMO 

/KERN/IPPKSMO 

/ALLEVO/KSREP 

/KERN/IPPKSREP 

(/KERN/IPPKSREPK) 

Orders /ALLEVO/OR 

/KERN/IPPOR 

/ALLEVO/ORM 

/KERN/IPPORM 

/ALLEVO/ORMO 

/KERN/IPPORMO 

/ALLEVO/ORREP 

/KERN/IPPORREP 

WBS elements /ALLEVO/PR 

/KERN/IPPPR 

/ALLEVO/PR 

/KERN/IPPPRM 

/ALLEVO/PRMO 

/KERN/IPPPRMO 

/ALLEVO/PRREP 

/KERN/IPPPRREP 

Profit Center /ALLEVO/PC 

/KERN/IPPPC 

/ALLEVO/PCM 

/KERN/IPPPCM 

/ALLEVO/PCMO 

/KERN/IPPPCMO 

/ALLEVO/PCREP 

/KERN/IPPPCREP 

Business process /ALLEVO/BP 

/KERN/IPPBP 

/ALLEVO/BPM 

/KERN/IPPBPM 

/ALLEVO/BPMO 

/KERN/IPPBPMO 

/ALLEVO/BPREP 

/KERN/IPPBPREP 

Allevo objects /ALLEVO/KX 

/KERN/IPPKX 

/ALLEVO/KXM 

/KERN/IPPKXM 

/ALLEVO/KXMO 

/KERN/IPPKXMO 

/ALLEVO/KXREP 

/KERN/IPPKXREP 

 Transaction for calling Allevo additional functions (usually for administrators)  

Transaction Description 

/ALLEVO/SHUTTLE Satellite uploads or downloads and table editing  

/ALLEVO/TAB or 

/KERN/IPPTAB (old) 

Allevo table maintenance (former view 5 in the Shuttle).  

Display of table contents in the Kern AG naming environment (exceptions are 

HRC tables with posting information).  

To display data in satellites, the user must be authorized for at least one Allevo 

layout (as for Shuttle call). The authorization group ZIPP_HR1 is required to dis-

play data in HRC tables.   

The transaction comprises a change mode, which is linked to authorization 

group ZIPP_TAB. The function is only meant for support cases.  

For further details, please see Section 27.9. 

/ALLEVO/SAT_BACKUP 

/ALLEVO/SAT_RESTORE 

/ALLEVO/SAT_BKR 

Satellite backup 

Satellite restore 

Set up satellite backup/restore 
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/ALLEVO/REPARCH Archiving and management of comments 

/ALLEVO/OFFL_GEN 

/ALLEVO/OFFL_IMP 

Offline planning (generation of offline files and import planning)  

/ALLEVO/FILE Allevo file management 

/ALLEVO/BDS_UPLOAD 

/ALLEVO/BDS 

Upload Excel Master to the SAP document administration (BDS). 

Upload Excel Master to BDS as for TA OAOR, but with restriction to the Allevo 

specifications for class name and type.   

/ALLEVO/CP_IDL Transfer of customized transactions to the Cockpit. 

/ALLEVO/AGENDA 

/ALLEVO/START_MNT 

Central processing of Allevo Agenda contents.  

/ALLEVO/CAL 

/KERN/IPPCAL_DISTR 

Allevo Planning Calendar with e-mail notifications.   

Central configuration of mailing lists for the planning calendar.   

/ALLEVO/STATUS Direct call of the Allevo status management.   

/ALLEVO/LAY_INFO Layout overview (list of layouts with key figures) 

/ALLEVO/APPLOG Display Allevo logs in the SAP Application Log  

 

 Allevo object 

Transaction Description 

/ALLEVO/OBJECT 

/ALLEVO/OBJ_MD 

Master data for Allevo object  

/ALLEVO/OBJ_GROUP Master data group/hierarchy for Allevo object  

 

 Other Allevo additional functions (only required in exceptional cases)  

Transaction Description 

/ALLEVO/GRP_EXP 

/KERN/IPP_GRP_EXP (old) 

Resolve object/cost element groups and export to Excel  

/KERN/IPP_AGGR Create Allevo summarization levels  

/ALLEVO/SAT_LITEMS Provide line items for offline planning/reporting 

/ALLEVO/UP_DOWN Cross-module up/download of settings  

 

 Transactions for calling additional modules (usually for administrators)  

Transaction Description 
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/ALLEVO/FP Additional module Flexible Processing; see user manual “Flexible Processing“ 

(reading and writing)   

/ALLEVO/PROCED Dynamic provision of relevant posting combinations for all object types supported 

by Allevo  

/ALLEVO/COPA Allevo interface to CO/PA (reading and writing) 

/ALLEVO/SAT_MD_CR Create CO master data via satellites 

/ALLEVO/FI_POST Create FI posting documents via satellites  

/ALLEVO/CO_POST Transfer of actual data to the Controlling (via satellites) 

/ALLEVO/HRC_START Allevo HRC personnel controlling 

Direct access to the general SAP planning transactions (such as KP06, KP26, KP46 for planning cost 

centers) are not required for execution of Allevo.  

23.5 Authorization object ZIPP_PROG for program execution  

An authorization object ZIPP_PROG allowing for control via authorization groups (authorization field 

P_GROUP) should be available in the system when using Allevo. A list of authorization groups for Al-

levo can be found below.   

Allevo checks for availability of an appropriate authorization group for the current user in its program 

modules. Whether and which parts of Allevo the user is authorized to open and execute, therefore 

depends on the group that they belong to.   

Note: The authorization object ZIPP_PROG is optional: if not available, Allevo will check the alterna-

tive entries for authorization groups stored in S_PROGRAM.   

Since S_PROGRAM is also used by other SAP users, we recommend creating ZIPP_PROG in all 

cases. An orderly approach for the creation is to be ensured, i.e. including all relevant authori-

zation groups (since otherwise Allevo may no longer be used).   

Suitable single authorizations are available for each function in the Allevo start screen.  

To minimize the administrative effort, superior authorization groups representing a meaningful com-

bination of single authorizations may be selected: Allevo now checks single authorizations first and 

then (if not fulfilled) the superior groups.  

23.5.1 Available Single Authorizations 

The following authorization groups are available for single authorizations:   

 ZIPP_STT 

Authorization group for status management; is checked upon call via button |Status manage-

ment| 

ZIPP_ST5 

This group makes it possible to assign status 5 (checked) in status management. ZIPP_STA is re-

quired in addition to call the status management (see also special notes in Chapter 7). Additional 

functions:  
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(1) The user (inspector) may remove Status 5; e.g. change it to Status 3 to revise planning. 

(2) In current Allevo versions, the inspector can modify planning data even with Status 4 (re-

lease).    

Constant AUTH_ST5_REDUCE makes it possible to adjust these functions.   

 ZIPP_ST6 

If belonging to this group, status 6 (release) may be assigned in the status management. 

ZIPP_STA is required as well (see also special notes in Chapter 7). 

 ZIPP_SAT 

Authorization group for direct satellite maintenance; checked upon call via button |Satellites|  

 ZIPP_LAY 

Authorization group for layout administrators; checked when calling via button |Planning layout| 

in the Allevo start screen. Creating/modifying master data for the layout or assigning authoriza-

tions also requires ZIPP_ZMM.  

 ZIPP_SET 

Authorization group for maintenance of layout settings (button |Settings|) and central mainte-

nance of Agenda entries.  

 ZIPP_TAB 

Additional authorization for general table maintenance via transaction /ALLEVO/TAB (equal to 

the 5th layout of the Shuttle). 

 ZIPP_MM 

This authorization group allows the execution of offline download functions (see Chapter 18).  

The following single authorizations refer to Allevo additional modules and are not contained in any 

superior authorization group (see next section).  

Authorization group Area Meaning 

ZIPP_KOM Comment Authorization for the administration of backups for reporting 

comments via transaction /KERN/IPPREPARCH (see Section 

27.5). 

ZIPP_MD1 Architect Create/change master data 

ZIPP_MD5 Architect Simulation mode for creating/changing master data  

ZIPP_MD9 Architect Set up Mapping / constants for creating master data  

ZIPP_FI1 Actuals: FI documents Create or cancel FI documents  

ZIPP_FI5 Actuals: FI documents Simulation mode for creating/cancelling FI documents (test 

run)  

ZIPP_FI9 Actuals: FI documents Set up Mapping / constants for FI  

ZIPP_CO1 Actuals: CO actual 

documents 

Create CO actuals documents 
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ZIPP_CO5 Actuals: CO actuals 

documents 

Simulation mode for creating CO actuals documents (test 

run)  

ZIPP_CO9 Actuals: CO actuals 

documents 

Set up Mapping / constants for CO actuals documents  

ZIPP_LO1 Actuals: logistics 

document 

Create or cancel logistics documents  

ZIPP_LO5 Actuals: logistics 

document 

Simulation mode for creating or cancelling logistics docu-

ments (test run)  

ZIPP_LO9 Actuals: logistics 

document 

Set up field assignment / constants for logistics documents  

ZIPP_CP1 CO/PA Interface Allevo CO/PA scheme administrator. 

ZIPP_CP2 CO/PA Interface Allevo CO/PA constant administrator 

ZIPP_CP3 CO/PA Interface Allevo CO/PA administrator allocation table 

ZIPP_FP1 FP Flex.Planning Allevo FP scheme administrator 

ZIPP_FP2 FP Flex.Planning Allevo FP constant administrator 

ZIPP_FP3 FP Flex.Planning Allevo FP cancellation administrator 

ZIPP_HR1 HRC Allevo HRC administrator (without planning authorization)  

ZIPP_HR2 HRC Allevo HRC global planner (without check on HRC authoriza-

tion groups)  

ZIPP_HR3 HRC Allevo HRC evaluations 

ZIPP_HR4 HRC Allevo HRC master data 

ZIPP_HR7 HRC Allevo HRC Reporting (without check on HRC authorization 

groups). 

ZIPP_HR8 HRC Allevo HRC Reporting 

ZIPP_HR9  HRC Allevo HRC planner (HRC authorization groups are also con-

sidered) 

23.5.2 Superior authorization groups 

The following superior authorization groups form a combination of single authorizations according to 

meaningful roles for the Allevo planning.  

 ZIPP_PLA (planner) 

This group allows the execution of Allevo planning functions, and therefore corresponds to the 

role of the planner. ZIPP_PLA is in any case necessary for calling the single transaction start 

screen. It is not included in any other group.   
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 ZIPP_CST 

ZIPP_CST is composed of ZIPP_LAY and ZIPP_SET; it therefore opens layout and settings mainte-

nance. ZIPP_ZMM is required to create/change layouts or assign authorizations (as for ZIPP_LAY). 

 ZIPP_ADM (administrator) 

This group makes it possible to execute the administration tasks, corresponds therefore to the 

role of the administrator.  

ZIPP_ADM summarizes the following authorizations: ZIPP_STA, ZIPP_CST and ZIPP_MM, or alter-

natively the single authorizations ZIPP_LAY and ZIPP_SET, if ZIPP_CST is not defined. 

Additionally, ZIPP_ADM authorizes the adjustment of settings in FP and the CO/PA interface (see 

descriptions there).  

 ZIPP_STA (Status administrator) 

This group makes it possible to control the status management – usually the role of the status 

administrator/division controller. ZIPP_STA summarizes ZIPP_STT and. These authorizations al-

low for changing the status between 1 and 4.  

 ZIPP_ZMM (Super administrator) 

Additional authorization for creating/changing layouts (including constant upload via transaction 

/ALLEVO/SET_UP_DOWN). This groups makes it possible to execute the Allevo-specific authoriza-

tion management for planning layouts (see Section 8.5). Furthermore, authorizations for the sin-

gle administration menus (see Section 24.4) may be assigned in dependence on the planning lay-

out.  

Schematic illustration of the three levels (without ZIPP_ST6 and ZIPP_ST5): 

ZIPP_PLA ZIPP_ZMM ZIPP_ADM ZIPP_TAB 

Planner Super Admin Administrator Table ma-

nagement 

  ZIPP_STA ZIPP_CST ZIPP_MM  

  Status management/Satel-

lites 

Layout settings Offline plan-

ning 

 

  ZIPP_STT ZIPP_SAT ZIPP_LAY ZIPP_SET   

  Status ma-

nagement 

Satellites Layout ad-

min. 

Settings   

 

Note: Authorization groups contain all authorization groups located below on one level (cumulative).  

SAP roles must comprise several of such groups depending on the task. 

23.5.3 Create and assign authorization groups 

The authorization groups are included in the installation kit. Manual processing is possible by creat-

ing and maintaining groups and associated texts in tables TPGP and TPGPT via transaction SE16.  
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The corresponding authorization groups are then assigned to the respective user via roles or activity 

groups in the authorization group ZIPP_PROG (alternatively S_PROGRAM) by setting the variables 

“P_ACTION = SUBMIT” and “P_GROUP = authorization group”. 

 

Figure 23.2: Example for the authorizations of a local administrator 

Furthermore, the respective user must hold SAP authorizations for cost center planning (orders, WBS 

elements, profit center) as well for the display of actual values.  

23.6 Authorization object ZIPP_LAY for layout access 

Allevo uses the authorization object ZIPP_LAY to control the access to planning layouts: this authori-

zation object is only evaluated by Allevo if provided by the system. The access authorization may ad-

ditionally be controlled via Allevo-specific settings (see Section 8.5). 

Note: The authorization object ZIPP_LAY is to be distinguished from the authorization group of the 

same name, which is described above. 

 In addition to this short overview, a detailed documentation can be provided by Kern AG upon 

request.   

 

Important: this functionality is activated in the moment that the authorization object has been cre-

ated by the administration (e.g. via transaction SU21). The corresponding profiles, roles and user 

master records must then be added as well: users with no appropriate profile cannot start Allevo 

planning.  

The authorization object ZIPP_LAY uses the characteristics controlling area, object type and Allevo 

layout (here, patterns such as * may be entered). The activities 33 for reading as well as 72 for plan-

ning are currently being used (with 33 also required for 72).   

23.7 Authorization objects for the Business Document Navigator 

The restriction of authorizations for a certain class name in the Business Document Navigator (trans-

action OAOR or /KERN/IPP_BDS) is done in the authorization object S_BDS_DS (BC-SRV-KPR-BDS: au-

thorizations on document set). 

As parameter for CLASSNAME, enter “/KERN/IPPVORLAGEN”. The restriction to the required class 

type OT can be specified under CLASSTYPE. The activities (1-6, 30) are maintained under ACTVT. 
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23.8 Authorization checks for planning and reporting  

23.8.1 Overview 

Before reading reference data and before new planning data can be saved in SAP, Allevo checks 

whether the current user holds the required SAP authorizations: this is done for every object and 

where appropriate for every cost center (especially in the MultiPage and MultiObject mode). The 

check covers 4 situations:   

 Start of Allevo 

 During object selection in the Tree  

 In the MultiPage mode for every sheet (object)   

 In the MultiObject mode for every object  

Where appropriate, an authorization check is therefore performed prior to calling the Excel planning 

interface (e.g. single object). If the start object is representative for a group, each determined object 

of the 1:n group is checked (see also constant USE_1N_AUTH). 

Which checks are performed depends on the object type. Allevo uses functional modules recom-

mended for the respective object type by SAP (e.g. K_CSKS_PLA_AUTHORITY_CHECK for cost center 

planning): a documentation is sometimes provided there. These modules may also contain customer-

specific extensions/checks.  

Note: In addition to the SAP authorization checks, Allevo performs its own access checks in the situa-

tions named above, providing further controlling options. These Allevo-specific access checks 

will be described in Chapter 24. 

The checks usually follow the subsequent scheme (exceptions occur in the MO mode, see below): 

1. Check for availability of an authorization for the respective object. Authorizations for “Show plan-

ning data” and “Change planning data” are checked, depending on whether Allevo is to be 

started in the reporting mode or for planning.  

2. Checks on the start object: when calling a planning transaction, range, or contents of a group:   

a. Authorizations "Show planning data" and "Show summary records" must be available 

b. When planning is called, "Change planning data" is also checked  

3. Check for each object and cost element while reading reference data   

a. If more than 10 cost elements are to be read, the check will be done for "Show summary 

records" first for combinations of objects with *  

b. If (3a) is not successful, an individual check for "Show summary records" is performed for 

each combination of object and cost element  

4. Prior to saving planning data, Allevo checks the writing authorization for each object and cost el-

ement (check on the cost element level may be switched off via constant).  

The following sections explain, which SAP authorization objects are being queried in the respective 

application: listed for each object type with the relevant characteristics for planning and reading (cor-

responds to transaction SU21). The lists may serve as a basis for setting up suitable Allevo roles. 

Some characteristics are only mentioned for completeness; they can be recognized by the place-

holder “<…>”, contents must therefore be “selected appropriately by the customer”.  
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Allevo has an internal reporting and reading mode that partially affects the authorization checks as 

well (see following sections).  

Some features of the authorization checks may also be individually controlled via constants. Examp-

les:  

 Checks on the cost element named in (3) may be prevented using constant NO_KSTAR_CHECK 

(e.g. for performance reasons). 

 Constant RIGHT_OBJECT_PSP allows for an individual control of the authorization check for pro-

jects and WBS elements. Even though SAP offers dependencies from organizational units, there 

are no authorization objects where, for example, a WBS number may be stored.  

 Constant AUTHORIZATION supplements the SAP authorizations named so far by Allevo-specific 

authorization checks. Their contents will be described in Chapter 24 in this manual.   

 When including all objects while working in with MultiObject, you may not want the start object 

to be checked, especially if it is not being planned itself. For this application case, constant 

AUTH_PLAN_START is useful (see section below). 

23.8.2 Differentiation planning / reporting / reading mode 

Allevo internally distinguishes a planning and a reporting mode; this is the basis for the SAP authori-

zation checks for the activities “Create/change” or “Read”. Consequences:  

The "Reading mode" is active in the following cases: 

 The planning object is already closed for planning (i.e. from status 4).   

 In the layout settings, only the flag for “Read” is set.  

 

The reporting mode is applied in the following situations:   

 Call of an Allevo Reporting transaction, such as /ALLEVO/KSREP. 

 Allevo planning is called for a combination from year/version, even though this combination is 

not released for planning in the Customizing (exception KX object: planning is possible if active, 

since data are saved in Allevo-specific tables).  

 Working with the reporting layout in the ABC (see corresponding attribute in the master record 

for the layout). 

 Call of a group in the object Tree (the planning mode may however be forced via constants as 

well).   

Consequences: 

 Button "Adopt planning data" is no longer available in either of the cases (automatically hidden). 

In reporting mode, however, comments may still be stored. This requires BUTTON_COMMENT to 

be active (comment functions are deactivated in reading mode).  

 The reading mode does not directly affect the extent of the SAP authorization check; normally, 

the check for the activity "Create/change" is performed. In reporting mode, the authorization 

check is only performed with "Read".  
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23.8.3 Authorization checks in MultiObject mode   

In this case, different object types may be included for planning (e.g. cost centers and corresponding 

internal orders). This requires authorizations for all involved object types (regardless of the start 

transaction).  

In some cases, planning is even performed without the starting object, especially when using the ad-

ditional module ProCED: the start object (e.g. a cost center) then only serves to identify assigned ob-

jects (e.g. orders and WBS elements). A planning authorization for the start object is not necessary: 

constant AUTH_PLAN_START defines what will be checked upon the start. Normally, however, the 

Allevo status must be maintained for the start object (see also constant STATUS_READ_ALL). 

23.8.4 Check for the cost element 

A cost element authorization check is by default performed for all objects named in the following. 

The activity “02 = Change” is only checked in the planning mode. 

Authorization object Auth.field Value Comments 

KSTAR <…>  

02 Change 

03 Show 

This check on the cost element level may be deactivated via constant NO_KSTAR_CHECK.  

23.8.5 Cost centers 

Allevo uses the functional module K_CSKS_PLA_AUTHORITY_CHECK for the authorization check of 

cost center planning (see corresponding documentation in SE37). The module specifically checks the 

authorization object K_CSKS_PLA for each cost center addressed in the Allevo Master. A check for the 

display of summary records is done via function K_REPO_CCA_AUTHORITY_CHECK. 

The following authorization objects/checks are relevant.   
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Authorization object Auth.field Value Comments 

KOKRS <…>  

KOSTL <…>  

02 KS Change planning data  

03 KS Show planning data 

RESPAREA <…>  

1002 Create/change planning 

1003 Show planning  

3027 Select summary records  

KOKRS <…>  

KOSTL <…>  

KSTAR <…>  

ACTVT 27 Show summary records  

 

23.8.6 Orders 

Allevo uses the functional module K_ORDER_AUTHORITY_CHECK for the authorization check with in-

ternal orders. The module specifically checks the authorization object K_ORDER for each object ad-

dressed in Allevo.  

The following authorization objects & checks are relevant.   

Authorization object Auth.field Value Comments 

RESPAREA <…>  

AUFART <…>  

AUTHPHASE <…>  

1002 Create/change planning (only required for 
planning)   

1003 Show planning 

3027 Select summary records 

AUFART <…>  

KOKRS <…>  

KSTAR <…>  

ACTVT 27 Show summary records 
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23.8.7 Profit center 

For the profit center authorization check, Allevo uses the functional module K_PCA_RESP_AUTHOR-

ITY_CHECK. The module specifically checks the authorization object K_PCA for each profit center ad-

dressed in the Allevo Master (applies for new and classic general ledger).   

The following authorization objects/checks are included:   

Authorization object Auth.field Value Comments 

RESPAREA <…>  

1002 Create/change planning (only required for 
planning)   

1003 Show planning 

3027 Select summary records 

KSTAR <…>  

For the classic general ledger, Allevo profit center postings are performed via Batch input to the cor-

responding SAP planning transactions; the following authorization objects must be assigned for this 

purpose (not necessarily required for the new general ledger).   

Authorization object Auth.field Value Comments 

BRGRU <…>  

ACTVT 16 Execute 

GLRLDNR 8A  

GLRRCTY <…>  

GLRVERS <…>  

ACTVT 02 Change 

 03 Show 

See also SAP note “103818” about the PC authorization management. 

23.8.8 WBS elements / projects 

SAP offers several possibilities to control the planning authorization for a WBS element. However, 

the WBS element or project is never part of an SAP role.   

In the standard case, Allevo runs only one authorization check in the application area project system; 

as well as the usual check on the cost element level.    
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Authorization object Auth.field Value Comments 

Standard authorization checks for object type PR  

PSARG 0131 Planned costs 

A Show 

V Change 

Constant RIGHT_OBJECT_PSP activates another SAP authorization object for the check in Allevo. The 

associated checks refer to organizational parameters from the master record of the WBS element or 

project (e.g. depending on the cost center or profit center). These options are described in detail in 

the F1 documentation on the constant.   

Note: This concept of authorization check has been revised from Allevo version 3.3.18 and differs 

from the previous logic in central aspects. For information about earlier versions, please see 

previous documentation.    

23.8.9 Business process 

Allevo uses the functional module K_CBPR_PLA_AUTHORITY_CHECK for the business process authori-

zation check (check for authorization object K_CBPR_PLA), as well as functional module K_ABC_AU-

THORITY_CHECK to display summary records. 

The following authorization objects/checks are relevant.   

Authorization object Auth.field Value Comments 

KOKRS <…>  

PRZNR <…>  

02 Change GP planning data  

03 Show GP planning data 

AUTHAREA <…>  

1002 Create/change planning 

1003 Show planning 

3027 Select summary records 

23.8.10  Allevo object 

The Allevo-specific authorization check is available for Allevo objects.  

23.9 Authorization Checks for |Status management| and |Satellites| 

The constant LIST_RIGHT_CHECK is used to activate specific authorization checks in the named func-

tions. These correspond to the checks required for calling CO reports (e.g. created via SAP Re-

portPainter). 
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23.9.1 Authorization for the object display in |Status management| 

Two conditions lead to the execution of an authorization check for displayed objects in status man-

agement (exception is object type PR where there is no check available yet):   

 By default, the planning authorization for objects is queried upon call by the status manager (at 

least authorization group ZIPP_STA). 

 If status management is opened by a user with a planner role (“Value from” set for STATUS), sta-

tus management will appear in display mode. In this case, the selection of objects may addition-

ally be restricted via LIST_RIGHT_CHECK (the check is then done for reading authorization).   

The authorization check is performed with the same function as during start in the Allevo Single or 

MultiObject (see further below). The check for cost center as example:   

Authorization object Authorization field Value Comments 

For cost centers    

KOKRS <…>  

KOSTL <…>  

ACTVT 02 Planning 

1003 Show planning 

3027 Select summary records 

23.9.2 Object selection under function |Satellites| 

From Allevo 3.3, the function |Satellites| directly branches to the Shuttle as a general Allevo tool for 

data editing in satellites. This call automatically includes the constant AUTHORIZATION_SHUTTLE 

(possibly in compliance with the Allevo-specific authorization check, in previous versions it was 

LIST_RIGHT_CHECK). 

With an active constant, the following authorization checks are performed during selection of the rel-

evant cost centers and orders (no check is available for other object types yet):  
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Authorization object Auth.field Value Comments 

For cost centers    

KOKRS <…>  

KOSTL <…>  

ACTVT 02  

RESPAREA <…>  

KSTAR <…>  

CO_ACTION 1002 Create/change planning 

For orders    

RESPAREA <…>  

AUFART <…>  

AUTHPHASE <…>  

CO_ACTION 1002 Create/change planning  

 

23.10  Create FI posting documents 

The check for the following authorization objects is performed on the header and item level.  

Authorization object Authorization field Value Comments 

FI documents    

BUKRS <…> Company code of postings 

ACTVT 01 Create 

KOART S 
D 
K 
A 
 

Postings to G/L accounts  
Postings to customers 
Postings to vendors 
Postings to investments 

ACTVT 01 Create 

The above-named authorization groups must be available for the execution of the corresponding 

transaction (create and cancel).  

23.11  Constants that affect authorization checks  

The following constants allow for an individual control of authorization checks (while SAP checks are 

still being performed).  

 NO_KSTAR_CHECK Deactivate Allevo authorization check for cost element 

 NO_KSTAR_LIST Authorization check of cost elements with no output list  

 AUTH_PLAN_START Planning authorization for start object 

 RIGHT_OBJECT_PSP Configure authorization checks for project 

 LIST_RIGHT_CHECK Authorization check in status management  
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 STATUS Authorization to also display the status management for planners  

 AUTHORIZATION_SHUTTLE Shuttle with authorization checks  

 AUTHORIZATION, OWN_AUTH_TRACE Control of the Allevo-specific authorization control (see 

notes in the next chapter)   

 USE_1N_AUTH Resolve object group depending on authorizations  
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24 Allevo-specific access checks / authorization control  

24.1 Overview 

Allevo-specific access checks represent a redundant authorization check and should only be used if 

available SAP authorizations cannot sufficiently be restricted and if administration of authorizations 

is to be done by Controlling. 

The Allevo-specific access check does NOT disable SAP authorizations. It is always in addition, and is 

therefore restrictive. 

Note: The Allevo-specific access checks further provide functions that are not available in the SAP 

standard.  

The “Only-Group” function, for example, defines that planning is only allowed by starting from 

a group (with WBS elements via project), and can then not be done from a single object.  

The access checks are available for all object types supported by Allevo (cost centers, orders, profit 

center and WBS elements). They are also particularly useful for Allevo objects, since SAP-specific au-

thorization checks are – for understandable reasons - not available here. 

Currently, the Allevo-specific access checks do not distinguish between authorizations to make 

changes (planning) and for reading (e.g., for reporting).  

The following steps activate the access checks:  

1. Create a customer-specific table (for example, in namespace Z) to include all relevant author-

ization relations. A maintenance dialog must be created for data entry (e.g. via SM30) and, if 

necessary, also a suitable transaction.  

2. Activate the check via constant AUTHORIZATION. 

3. For every field in the customer table, mapping can be entered in Allevo Customizing with the 

corresponding Allevo-specific field. 

The steps will be described in detail in the following sections.  

Two procedures are distinguished for the creation and use of the customer-specific authorization ta-

bles:  

 The table may be arranged for all objects, and authorizations can be entered in a common Z table 

for all relevant object types (both for cost centers and orders). You can immediately see what is 

included for the respective user; data types in the table must be generally applicable.  

 As an alternative, you can arrange the table specifically for each object type; this may require 

several Z tables. This can be a meaningful solution if you want to use different authorization 

strategies depending on the object type: e.g., search via groups for cost centers or authorization 

for WBS elements via individual criteria that are stored with patterns. While creating the table, 

data types may be used specifically for the respective object type (e.g., KOSTL for cost center); 

this might also facilitate maintenance.  

The examples in the following sections are reflect a cross-object approach, thus following the first 

procedure. 
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Note: Allevo authorization control has been fundamentally revised in Allevo 3.0. The enhanced func-

tionalities are no longer compatible with previous program versions. Please remember this 

when upgrading! 

The functionalities of previous versions are included in the new functions: incompatibility 

mainly affects the names in field assignments. When upgrading to the new version, these con-

stants must be re-allocated. 

Another option is to set the "Value from" parameter in the constant AUTHORIZATION to "2" 

(instead of X) in order to be able to continue using the previous authorization check (and in 

that way the previous name): this “solution” is only temporarily available. 

24.2 Table with Allevo-specific rules for access checks 

The access checks are represented in an SAP table: this can often be a customer-specific table (in 

name space Z). 

Note: Further explanations also refer to a customer-specific table.  

For Allevo 3.4 and higher, however, an authorization table for standard applications is already 

contained in the standard delivery (table name /KERN/IPPAUTHSMP). This table may be used 

as default without any mapping.  

Transaction /ALLEVO/AUTH_MNT is available for creating entries. 

 

The table must contain a field for each desired feature of the access check. The field names may be 

freely assigned following internal guidelines.   

 

Figure 24.1: Allevo authorization table: Example for cost center  

Access checks are assigned on the basis of individual users: see first column in Figure 24.1. In this ex-

ample, checks have been assigned for cost centers and cost center groups (object type KS): the user 

may only call a cost center if directly specified, located in one of the ranges indicated there or con-

tained in one of the groups.  
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In this example, a cost center can be authorized as single value or as range with From/To specifica-

tion: the same fields are being used, since the authorization control will know how to perform the 

query itself.  

A group assignment is required for opening Allevo planning from a group (e.g. in MultiPage mode). In 

this case, the access check only searches on the group level (not for the included objects). If a group 

is released, starting from groups arranged on a lower level in the hierarchy is then allowed as well.   

The example also shows how access checks can be maintained depending on the layout: a direct lay-

out entry allows access only for the specified layout, whereas entries with WH* allow for access to all 

layouts starting with WH. The greatest advantage of these patterns is that they may significantly 

lower the number of data records that need to be entered. Except for the user name field, patterns 

may be used in all fields; e.g., also for specifications on the object as shown in the last rows for WBS 

elements (useful, since the project structure can usually also be recognized from the structure of the 

short name).   

The figure below shows the table structure of the example above (via transaction SE11); it addition-

ally contains recommendations for useful data elements. 

 

Figure 24.2: Field definitions in SE11 for the authorization table 

The table corresponds to the general model described in the beginning: there is a column OBART for 

the object type; both cost centers and WBS elements are specified in the same field (e.g. OB-

JECT_FR).  

Since the authorization check performed later does not only compare values directly, make sure to 

use character fields as data elements. This is especially important if patterns are to be used and pre-

vents unwanted conversions between internal and external representation. For the object level, for 

example, you may use the data element /KERN/IPPCOOBJECT. 

A unique key must be defined to allow several entries for each user. In the example here, an addi-

tional row number is used as part of the index (field LINE).  

Note: Basically, you may also include all the characteristic fields in the key for the sake of clarity.  

In the example here, an additional numeric field, which will be counted in sequence upon en-

try (like row number), is used. This solution is useful in case of many attributes in order to 

comply with the maximum key length defined by SAP. 
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24.3 Constant AUTHORIZATION 

The Allevo-specific access checks are activated via the Allevo constant AUTHORIZATION (from version 

3.4, the constant can also be entered on the level of the general * layout). This constant contains an 

X in the column "Value from" and the name of the table presented above including the access rules 

in the column "Value to". Field assignment as described in the next section, is only possible once the 

constant is active. 

The current version of access checks is not entirely compatible with previous versions. Entering 2 in 

“Value from” activates the method used in version 2.9 and lower (useful to prevent rearranging of 

existing authorization tables).   

Note: By removing X in the field “Value from”, access checks that have been set can be deactivated; 

this is useful, e.g., for short-term tests (entries in the field assignments are kept).  

If the constant is active together with the Allevo standard table /KERN/IPPAUTHSMP, access 

checks will be run even without explicit field assignment using a default mapping (see next 

section).  

24.4 Field assignment for Allevo-specific access checks  

Assignment to internal fields is required once for the access checks in the customer-specific table. 

The assignment can be found in the Allevo settings under the entry |Authorization concept|. 

 

Figure 24.3: Opening the authorization concepts 

Allevo then shows the currently stored assignments.   
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Figure 24.4: Field assignment for the authorization table 

The current table containing the access checks is specified in the header of the editing function (ac-

cording to constant AUTHORIZATION). The first column in the list shows all Allevo internal constants 

for mapping: entries depend on the object type that was used to start Allevo. The fields in column 

“Value” are used to assign a field of the table (assignments are stored in the Allevo table /KERN/IPP-

PARAMAU). 

Note: The icon “Re-initialize” in the SAP symbol bar deletes all constants; the list will be re-filled with 

constants relevant for the current object type.  

Only the constant FIELD_USER requires an obligatory entry, since the Allevo access checks are per-

formed explicitly for each user: only data records relevant for the current user are read.  

In the example of Figure 24.4, the relevant fields for cost centers are listed: there are equivalent 

fields for other object types. The example, however, already makes it possible to recognize the 

scheme of assigning names:   

 If the check is always done on the level of a single cost center, the corresponding field of the ta-

ble should be stored in constant FIELD_KOSTL. 

 As an alternative, checks may be performed for objects of a certain range (e.g. cost center 

From/To). Add the endings FROM and TO to the fields (single cost centers are also recognized).  

 FIELD_KOSTL_GRP is used for assignment of a group. 
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 For Allevo 3.4 and higher, generic components are available in the field assignments (e.g. 

FIELD_OBJECT instead of specific fields such as FIELD_KOSTL or FIELD_AUFNR). This also facili-

tates the field assignment when a common table is to be used for different object types (cost 

center and order number may in this case be specified in the same field of the customer table, 

the component FIELD_OBART ensures correct treatment).   

Functional key F5 (or the icon in the symbol bar) deletes all assignments. 

The following table contains the most important constants and their application depending on the 

object type.   

Constant Object type Required Entries 

FIELD_USER All Field name for the user; this is the only mandatory field of the 

authorization check.  

FIELD_LAY All Field name for layout 

FIELD_KOKRS All Field name for controlling area  

FIELD_OBART All Field name for object type: this component MUST be assigned if 

access checks for different object types are included in the same 

table (e.g., to facilitate the entry of rules). In this case, generic 

fields e.g., for the object number should be used as well (see the 

list below).    

FIELD_OBART will be evaluated in MultiObject mode even if dif-

ferent object types are addressed in the same Master.   

FIELD_SORT All Field name if an explicit search sequence is to be defined.  

FIELD_KOSTL KS Field name for cost center  

FIELD_KOSTL_GRP KS Field name for cost center group  

FIELD_AUFNR OR Field name for order  

FIELD_AUFGR OR Field name for order group 

FIELD_PROJ PR Field name for project (external display of the project number is 

expected).  

FIELD_PSPEL PR Field name for WBS element (external display of the WBS ele-

ment is expected)  

FIELD_PSPGR PR Field name for WBS element group  

FIELD_BUKRS PC Field name for company code  

FIELD_PRCTR PC Field name for profit center  

FIELD_PRCGR PC Field name for profit center group  

FIELD_ONLYGROUP All Field name for a prohibition to resolve groups (see Section 

24.5.4). 
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This table only contains the parameter names allowing a query for one of the characteristics; then, 

the comparison will be made with specification in the assigned field or by using a pattern (see Sec-

tion 24.5.3 ). Further available constants allow querying via ranges (with From/To specification, see 

section below).  

 

As mentioned above, further generic fields are available as components for Allevo 3.4 and higher: 

Constant Object type Required entries 

FIELD_OBJECT All Field name for object; depending on the object type, it is treated 

in the same manner as components such as FIELD_KOSTL or 

FIELD_AUFNR  

FIELD_OBJECT_FROM All Field name for object (Value from)  

FIELD_OBJECT_TO All Field name for object (Value to)  

FIELD_GROUP All Field name for group; depending on the object type, it is treated 

in the same manner as FIELD_KOSTL or FIELD_AUFGR 

FIELD_GROUP_FROM All Field name for group (Value from) 

FIELD_GROUP_TO All Field name for group (Value to)  

The specified field assignments are stored in the Allevo table /KERN/IPPPARAMAU. 

For version 3.4 and higher, we recommend using these generic field names in order to facilitate the 

step towards a cross-object access check. Specific components for the newly introduced checks for 

Allevo object and business process are no longer available anyway.    

If the constant AUTHORIZATION is active and the Allevo standard table /KERN/IPPAUTHSMP is en-

tered there, the access check may be performed without any concrete field assignment as was de-

scribed before. The following table fields will then be evaluated automatically:   

Constant Table field Meaning 

FIELD_USER USERNAME User (mandatory field of check) 

FIELD_KOKRS KOKRS Controlling area 

FIELD_BUKRS BUKRS Company code 

FIELD_LAYOUT LAYOUT Allevo layout 

FIELD_OBJECT OBJECT Planning object  

FIELD_GRPNAME GRPNAME Group 

FIELD_ONLY_GROUP ONLY_GROUP Special function for evaluation group 

These standard field assignments will be evaluated only if at least one data record can be found in 

the table /KERN/IPPAUTHSMP with the authorization rules.  
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24.5 Process of executing the access check 

By default, the Allevo-specific access check is run when a planning transaction is started (for example 

when using |Start planning|). The only exceptions are MultiObject transactions: here, only the start 

object is checked at first, and all other objects are checked only when transferring planning data.  

When starting an Allevo planning transaction, all access checks that the current user is entered for 

will be read into the internal memory. 

Note: If no data record is found, the control is negative. In other words: appropriate data records 

must be available for every user if the Allevo-specific access check is activated. 

After selecting an object (e.g., cost center) and calling |Start planning|, all user-specific table rows 

are run through one by one using the access rules, until a combination of values that matches the se-

lection parameters is found. This means that authorization is given; if no matching rows can be 

found, no authorization is given. 

For this verification process, every row is broken down into its logical parts and analyzed. Five sepa-

rate control cycles are run through in the following sequence: 

1. Object type 

2. Controlling area 

3. Company code 

4. Layout 

5. Planning object/planning object group/project  

Allevo first analyzes within one row, which of the fields are assigned in Customizing. Only these fields 

are queried. Then, the five individual tests named above will be performed. Only if all checks have 

been successful for the table row will the row be rated as “successfully checked”. 

24.5.1 Object type check / MultiObject mode   

This individual check mainly refers to standard object types in Allevo planning: KS, OR, PC and PR. 

They are always checked for consistency. 

Note: Special case "PD": 

This short name can be specified for the object type PR as an alternative and shows that the 

authorization for the WBS element is defined through the project definition. If the project is 

released, all associated WBS elements will be permitted as well.  

Depending on the object type, the following checks are possible:   

 KS: Cost center or cost center group   

 OR: Order or order group  

 PC: Company code, profit center or PC group  

 PR: WBS element, WBS element group or project  
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Tip: If the object type is included in the authorization table, other fields can also be used with a 

second function (for example, one field for cost centers and orders). 

Special features in MultiObject Mode 

In this mode, Allevo allows an object type change in the Master, e.g. starting from a cost center and 

planning dependent orders. The Allevo-specific access checks may also be applied to the correspond-

ing objects with some restrictions: in this case, mapping for the object type is required and objects 

must be entered together with their object type (e.g., the order number in the same field as the cost 

center but with a different object type).  

Without object type mapping, only objects of the start object type will be checked.   

24.5.2 Checking other fields (general)  

The constants in the access check Customizing use the following scheme:   

 FIELD_<XXXX>   Field for the absolute value of a check   

 FIELD_<XXXX>_FROM Field for the from-value of a check  

 FIELD_<XXXX>_TO  Field for the to-value of a check  

The short name <XXXX> is used as placeholder and must be replaced by the name of the relevant 

fields. The following names are possible for <XXXX>: 

 KOKRS  Controlling area 

 BUKRS  Company code 

 LAY  Planning layout 

 KOSTL  Cost center 

 KSTGR  Cost center group 

 AUFNR  Order 

 AUFGR  Order group 

 PRCTR  Profit center 

 PRCGR  Profit center group 

 PSPEL  WBS element 

 PSPGR  WBS element group 

 PROJ  Project 

The following rules apply for the assignment of field names to constants:   

 If the check is defined via a clear field value, the constant FIELD_<XXXX> should be assigned 

to a field in the authorization table. 
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 To query intervals, assignments must be made for the constant FIELD_<XXXX>_FROM and 

FIELD_<XXXX>_TO. 

Allevo checks by default for consistency of entries. If an entry is found in the authorization table for 

the current cost center, access will be allowed.  

Note: A check for inconsistency on the other side, would also be possible (do not allow objects 

from). Corresponding operators (e.g. NE = Not Equal) are possible; the constant 

FIELD_<XXXX>_OPT is meant for such future developments.  

24.5.3 Using patterns 

When analyzing lines of the authorization table, contents of relevant fields are compared by default 

(normally using operator EQ for equal). As an alternative, the Allevo access check offers two symbols 

for analyzing patterns: 

 the * symbol serves to allow any character string for searching  

Example: With object type PR, the entry "P.2000.*" finds all WBS numbers beginning with P.2000 

(normally all subordinate WBS elements).   

 the + symbol allows single characters for searching  

Example: an entry "11++10" for the cost center would allow all cost centers with 6 digits, begin-

ning with "11" and ending with "10“. 

Important: The patterns are available for all components of the authorization table, but not in the field for 

the user name. 

24.5.4 Start from group  

When starting from a group (e.g. in MultiPage transaction), Allevo checks whether the group is 

stored in the authorization table itself or whether it is released by a superior group. Only the stand-

ard hierarchy is searched through in this case.  

In this check, the group is not resolved but processed as a whole. Planning will not be started if single 

elements are released in other ways. 

Note: There is no such dependence on the standard hierarchy when starting from a single object. In 

this case, objects of all groups are determined and then compared to the start object.   

24.5.5 Checking groups and special case FIELD_ONLY_GROUP 

If a group is maintained, the user may only call Allevo from this group or a subordinate group. Other 

groups are not allowed even if all allocated objects are included in the authorized group (this behav-

ior applies for all Multi applications such as MultiPage and MOD, but also for the Tree).  

Background: this behavior is different from the Allevo check for SAP standard authorizations: here, 

starting is permitted with at least one authorized object. 
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In some cases, further restriction may be useful, so that a combination of objects may only be called 

from a group completely (e.g., for display in MultiPage mode). This function is provided via 

FIELD_ONLY_GROUP. It is further possible to allow Allevo planning to be started only from the exact 

group entered; for WBS elements, this is the project (please clarify the specific conditions in the in-

troductory project).   

24.6 Authorization trace 

Given the complexity of Allevo access control, it can be very useful to get an overview of the single 

checks to be performed. Such a log is created by the so-called “Authorization Trace”. This must previ-

ously be activated via the constant OWN_AUTH_TRACE in the Allevo layout (X in the field "Value 

from"). The name of the user that the log shall be created for must be specified in "Value to". When 

executing the planning transaction (button |Start planning|), the authorization log is created in the 

Excel view.  A program dialog is provided for opening the log. 

 

Figure 24.5: Log of Allevo access checks 

The data range comprises individual blocks corresponding to rows in the customer-specific authoriza-

tion tables (blue). The columns are arranged like the columns in the authorization table. The names 

of the different fields are indicated in the header. 

The other rows of the table show the individual control steps executed for the current planning row. 

In the first place, the checked value is shown followed by the content of the check.  

The last line in the log (“Access given”) indicates whether the check has been successful. The steps 

that have led to this result are displayed above.  

24.7 Integration into Allevo planning transactions  

The access check is started once the user clicks on the button |Start planning| or |Open file|. The 

following list provides various examples of application cases with object type KS (= cost center); the 

examples apply correspondingly for other object types as well.  
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Case 1: Single planning or MultiObject (e.g. table /KERN/IPPKS or /KERN/IPPKSMO).  

 The program searches for a rule for the specified cost center.  

 If this cannot be found, the program will check all groups the cost center is allocated to (but 

only groups with resolving enabled).  

 If no release can be found, the program returns to the Allevo screen.  

Case 2: Single planning with object selection via Tree on the Excel side  

 The program transfers the list of selected objects to Excel.  

 When selecting an object in Excel, the access check is started (if there is no authorization, no 

data will be read).  

Case 3: Multi planning with interval or multiple selection  

 The program checks the access for every cost center selected using the same logic as de-

scribed for case 1. Cost centers without authorization will not be transferred to Excel 

Case 4: Call of Allevo transaction from a group (1). 

 If the constant for a group is defined (e.g. FIELD_KSTGR), a rule is searched for the group indi-

cated in the selection.   

 If none can be found, the program will run the access checks for other cost center groups 

and checks if the group specified is a subgroup of a released group. 

 If no release can be found, the program returns to the Allevo screen. 

Case 5: Opening the Allevo transaction from a group (2).   

 The constant FIELD_GROUP is not defined, contains no entry or the authorization table con-

tains no such field. 

 The group specified is resolved (if no prohibition) and access is checked for every element 

individually. Note: this function is available only with restrictions; please clarify in the intro-

ductory project. 

Case 6: Allevo Single and opening an existing file (button |Open file|). 

 The Excel file is opened, header data of the planning working sheet are read and the cost 

center is recognized. The program then checks for a release of this cost center – as in case 1.   

Case 7: Allevo Multi and opening an existing file. 

 The Excel file is opened, and the list of planning sheets is read. The header data are used to 

identify the cost centers.  

 The program goes through the list and verifies for each cost center if an authorization is 

available, like in case 1.  Processing is terminated and control is passed back to the form as 

soon as a cost center is blocked (no release).   
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24.8 Special features for projects  

Two types of groups may be available for WBS elements: the project and the WBS element group. 

The access check can include both groups (constants beginning with FIELD_PROJ and FIELD_PSPGR). 

The following rules apply: 

1. Start from the project 

a) Project is released: OK 

b) WBS of level 1(!) from the project is released: OK  

c) Project is not released: ERROR 

d) No WBS of level one from the project is released: ERROR 

 

2. Entry from WBS group  

a) WBS from the group is released: OK  

b) No WBS from the group is released: ERROR  

c) One element of the group is also part of a released project and the indicator “OnlyGroup” is 

not set: OK  

d) One element of the group is also part of a released project and the indicator “OnlyGroup” is 

set: ERROR  
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25 FI Dynamic (FID) 

The Allevo application »FI Dynamic« (FID) allows to dynamically read ‘external activity relations’ of 

customers and vendors analogous to the dynamics of ‘internal activity relations’.  

25.1 Background and systematics 

Allevo functions that are called “Dynamic” serve to support the planning of secondary costs from in-

ternal activity relations (directly or indirectly). This requires specifications on the sender object (e.g. 

cost center) and activity type. Along with current receiver objects, a variety of combinations that is 

usually not available in the Allevo Master may be relevant here. Therefore, row definitions read the 

relevant information from SAP and enter the data dynamically into the Master (see also Section 9.2). 

In addition, Allevo uses these dynamic editing functions of FI Dynamic for external activity relations, 

e.g. for planning costs of deliveries from external agents. Such costs are usually posted via FI and 

transferred to CO for each document. Contents of the relevant partner object result from the ac-

count type specified in the document (e.g., K = vendor). To keep the usual “CO” way of thinking, Al-

levo converts the account type and associated account (vendor number) to an appropriate object 

type (e.g. “KR”). This information will then appear in the Allevo Master following the same scheme as 

for example a partner cost center in activity allocations planning.  

This special Allevo feature is not included in the original SAP CO planning.  

The following relations between account type and representative object type apply in Allevo:  

Account type Name Object type in Allevo Debit/Credit 

A Investments AN S 

D Customers DB H 

K Vendors KR S 

S G/L account SK S 

M Materials MA S 

 

FID offers the special function of a line item display in the Allevo Master (without creating summary 

records). In this case, the Allevo-specific object type ZZ is used for the partner object. In the Master, 

you may even display the posting text. 

25.2 Relevant functions 

The Allevo Report /KERN/IPP_AGGREGATE_DATA_FID summarizes the relevant COEP line items for 

each cost center, cost element and offset account (as partner FI object) and writes the summary rec-

ords in table KERN/ACOSS (in analogy to other SAP CO functions). Call via transaction /AL-

LEVO/AGGR_FID. 

Constants and entries in column definitions allow Allevo to know when to read data from the FID 

summary record table instead of using common CO tables (also relevant for reading planned values). 
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The FID relevant rows appear in the dynamic area of Allevo. Specifications on the partner object are 

provided by the usual columns CY_KEYSTYPE and CY_KEYS (e.g. vendor) or CY_KEYRTYPE and 

CY_KEYR (customer). 

Required settings for FID: 

 Activate the constant USE_ALLEVO_TABLES for access to an Allevo-specific summary record table 

/KERN/ACOSS. 

 Set up the relevant column definitions for reading and writing FID data using button “Summariza-

tion”.   

 Activate the constant READ_PARTNER_TEXTS for reading texts/descriptions via the Allevo com-

ment functions.  

 Optional: Transfer texts for the cost center from SAP using constant READ_ELEMENT_TEXTS 

Please see also chapter 8 “Planning data in Allevo-specific tables” or the F1 constant documentation 

for general information on the application of constant USE_ALLEVO_TABLES. 

25.3 FID Settings 

25.3.1 Activate Allevo-specific tables with planning data 

The constant USE_ALLEVO_TABLES generally activates planning via Allevo-specific tables (“Value to” 

= X); therefore, also the reading of aggregated FID data from table /KERN/ACOSS. 

To be able to use the corresponding functions in the dynamic area, the relevant row definitions must 

be entered in field “Value to” as comma-separated list; e.g. “X,Y,G1” to import data into the dynamic 

ranges X and Y. In addition, the row definition that is to be used for reading the values must be en-

tered in “Value to”. We recommend using your own definitions here, such as G1 for reading in the 

dynamic area Y.    

 

Note An entry in “Value to” is absolutely necessary for reading via Dynamic, since /KERN/ACOSS is 

read for all rows as default EXCEPT for the Dynamic.  

25.3.2 Row and column definitions 

The used row definitions must be reconciled with the appropriate business transaction (usually 

COIN), so that relevant specifications appear as rows in the dynamic area (e.g., enter business trans-

action COIN in row definitions X & Y or delete the entries for the transaction, since reading is only 

done from Allevo-specific tables anyway).  

If column definitions are to transfer FID data, the button “Summarization” must be activated in the 

master record (applies both for read and write column definitions). 

 

Note As common in the Dynamic, data are searched in all years stored in the column definitions, 

no matter if “Summarization” is set or not.  
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In the Master, relevant row definitions must additionally be entered in column “read2” in 

order to allow for reading reference data already during the first call.   

 

Important in period planning: Period planning is only supported in the “Balloon” variant, via a three-

line range of COL_M in the Allevo Master. Here, the corresponding column definitions must be en-

tered with suffix “_V”, since Allevo would otherwise try to write quantities into this column (FID data 

are internally treated like secondary costs). 

25.3.3 Provide text descriptions for the partner object  

The Allevo function of comment columns allows to read descriptive texts for the involved objects 

from SAP and transfer them to the Allevo Master. This function is controlled via the constant 

READ_PARTNER_TEXTS: 

 “Value from” must contain a comma-separated list of up to 8 column definitions to be used for 

the transfer. For example: “CY_R3, CY_R3” (each without suffix “_N”).  

 The position in the list defines which text of a column definition will be transferred. 

For further details, please see the documentation for constant READ_PARTNER_TEXTS. 

25.3.4 Transfer text description to cost element  

Usually, the text description of a cost element is stored permanently in Allevo. This is not possible in 

the dynamic area since relevant cost centers are not known when arranging the Master. In this case, 

constant READ_ELEMENT_TEXTS may be used to directly adopt the text from SAP (see documenta-

tion on the constant).   

25.4 Summarization / aggregation of FID data 

The report /KERNC/FID_AGGREGATE_DATA reads data for 'external activity relations' with vendors 

and customers and summarizes them to totals lines in table /KERN/ACOSS (analogous to SAP func-

tions for COSP). The corresponding transaction is /KERN/IPP_AGGR_FID. 

The relevant information is read from SAP table COEP; relevant account types are K = vendor, D = 

customer (object types of the FI module) and the corresponding offset account (field GKONT = num-

ber of customer and vendor).   

Example for selection screen upon call:  
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Figure 25.1: Aggregate data 

Selection is done with predefined CO objects. One cost element group may be included per object 

type: this leads to the dynamic in the Allevo Master being restricted to elements of this group as 

well.  

Note Optionally, it is possible to execute the program several times, in order to, for example, 

get different summarizations depending on the cost element group.  

Summarization / aggregation function: 

 The button “Aggregate FI data” serves to aggregate data for each offset account or partner ob-

ject. Explicit indicators comprising one object type (2 characters) and one explicit key are saved in 

field /KERN/ACOSS-PAROB. 

 During active aggregation, data are totaled via account type GKOAR and the account GKONT of 

COEP. The corresponding partner object entries in PAROB contain a “simulated” object type re-

flecting the type of offset account (e.g. “KR” for vendor, “AN” for investment).   

 During transfer on the document level (data as in COEP, no aggregation), the report creates an 

individual key comprising posting number and posting row as “simulated” partner object. Corre-

sponding entries then contain the object type “ZZ” in PAROB.  

Existing / old data may optionally be deleted for the selected objects.   

Special notes: 
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 The report offers value type and business transaction as selection characteristic: entries 04 (= ac-

tual) and COIN (= transfer from FI document) are suggested.  Both specifications are written into 

the ACOSS table as well: the column / row definitions for reading via the Allevo Master must 

therefore be organized appropriately.  

 The debit/credit indicator (field BEKNZ) is set according to the type of offset account (GKOAR): 

e.g. S for vendor, H for customer.  

 The aggregation is done for all fields in the currency of the transaction, object, and controlling 

area as well as the provided quantity fields.   

25.5 Treatment in the Allevo Master 

There are no adjustments necessary: »external activity relations« with vendors and customers are 

represented in the same way as the dynamic of »internal activity relations«. 

Transfer offset account: FID supports both an aggregated display of data for each partner object as 

well as a line item display (see notes above). Depending on that, relevant information is transferred 

to the partner object using the following column definitions:   

 CY_KEYSTYPE:  

for the partner object type (e.g. KR for vendors and “ZZ“ for single documents)   

 CY_KEYS:  

for the partner number (e.g. vendor) with aggregated version; otherwise the original document 

number from COEP   

 CY_KEYSA:  

only important in line item display (transfer of item number)  

CY_KEYS and DY_KEYR that have been used for ILV so far, are being generalized: the vendor is lo-

cated below S, the customer below R.  

25.6 Checklist for setup steps 

The following table shows the an example setup when working with the dynamic range “Y“:   

Step Action/constant Explanation 

Transaction /KERN/IPP_AGGR_FID Transfer aggregated COEP data to table /KERN/ACOSS 

Row definition Optional: Copy “G“ to GF G is then kept as standard reading function for other 

rows.  

Row definition Entry COIN as business transaction 

for row definition (here “Y” and 

“GF“)  

You may continue without also specifying the business 

transaction, since the restriction is already made through 

the aggregation report.  

Row definition Optional: Copy “G“ to GF Enables separated reading function in other rows 

Column definition Reading via CX_RR, CY_R1 

Activate summarization for reading 

Current year, historic years AJ-1, AJ-2 

Column definition Writing via CX_WW, CY_W1, …, 

CM_W1, CM_W2, … 

Activate summarization for writing 

Years, periods that “FI data” are planned for  

Column definition CY_RE, CY_RP “Only comment” with reference to CX_RR is sufficient 
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Constant READ_ELEMENT_TEXTS CY_RE, CY_RP 

Constant USE_ALLEVO_TABLES “Value from” : X  

“Value to”: Row definitions GF,Y 

Master Insert column def. CY_RE_N  Delivers the cost element text 

Master Insert column def.  CY_RH1_N  Delivers the partner text (FI object)  

Master If period values: CM_R1_V Suffix “_V” required for restriction to values  

Master Set up/check dynamic range  Entry and range name CC_Y under CY_KEY 

Master Row definition GF Insert under Write & Read  

Master Row definition Y Insert under Read2  
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26 Performance and summarization levels 

26.1 Overview 

Allevo is a universal and flexible planning tool along with the Excel Master, which determines the 

data to be read from SAP (e.g. depending on column and row definitions). The high degree of flexibil-

ity, however, may have an impact on performance in some application cases, for example, compared 

to processing data in SAP standard reports. If requirements are complex, the Allevo working perfor-

mance should be checked using productive data (already during introduction).  

Allevo offers different possibilities or parameters to improve the performance, if needed. Which pa-

rameters are to be used depends on the customer-specific application; for example, on the number 

of cost elements specified in the Master, the size of the cost centers or cost center groups or the use 

of dynamic ranges. 

Depending on the situation, the performance can be optimized by activating certain constants. Alter-

natively, an Allevo-specific table with summarized data can be used for reading (historical) actual and 

planned data. 

The constant TEST can be useful for a first run-time analysis of Allevo functions (see Section 26.2). 

26.2 Allevo-specific run-time analysis (constant TEST) 

Two Allevo-specific functions may serve for a first run-time analysis of Allevo functions (especially for 

reading reference data): 

 Command SAP2EXCEL shows the data transferred from SAP to Excel. This may be useful for con-

tent analysis. The time until the respectively next table is displayed gives an impression of the 

time needed for assembling the data. However, this also comprises Excel functions that are run, 

for example, after transfer of the previous table.  

 The constant TEST may also be helpful during the Allevo setup. If this constant is activated via 

“Value from” in the respective Allevo layout, a log listing the times required for the single reading 

steps appears after reading the data (run-time/ performance analysis).  

Furthermore, “empty” selections may be displayed using column “Value to”. Examples:  

 The intersection of row and column definitions shows no common features, i.e. no matches of 

the stored business transactions.  

 An object group is stored in the Master and constant MULTI_WITH_GROUPS is active. No data 

are read for a group without assigned objects.  

This function is especially useful in the context of Allevo administration. It should stay deactivated 

during ongoing operations (see also F1 documentation on the constant).  

Note: To use this function during ongoing operations, the test function may be activated temporarily 

by entering TEST in the command field. It applies only for the current user and only until 

he/she leaves the corresponding Allevo transaction or enters TESTCLEAR in the command 

field.  
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26.3 Performance with large 1:n groups 

The use of large 1:n groups (containing many allocated objects and/or cost elements) can negatively 

affect the performance when reading reference data, especially if the Master contains many column 

definitions. The following options may help:  

 The 1:n function for objects generally applies for reading planned values as well. Since the allo-

cated objects, however, can in fact not contain any planning data (or “should” not), 1:n resolving 

may optionally be skipped for column definitions with planning data. This may lead to perfor-

mance improvements, especially in the case of very large groups (see corresponding characteris-

tic for the column definition).  

 Normally, Allevo runs the required access check for each object in a group. The check may be re-

duced to the first object using constant USE_1N_AUTH. This automatically leads to all other ob-

jects being released as well.    

 Master records may be time-dependent for some object types (e.g. for KS and PC). Correspond-

ingly, Allevo resolves groups for each column definition individually (according to the relevant 

time interval). If constant USE_COLDEF_GROUP is active, the resolving is done only once over the 

entire time interval of all column definitions.  

 If the cost element hierarchy is complex, it may be beneficial to temporarily save the allocations 

of group and cost element (see constant KAGRP_BUFFER). This is especially recommended if cost 

element groups do not result from formulas in the Master but are read directly from SAP. 

26.4 Performance Dynamic Ranges 

Using dynamic ranges may affect the performance, since cost elements or sender objects are not de-

fined for the search.  

To accelerate the process, cost elements for the activity allocation and order settlement should be 

listed in the Allevo menu |Settings| and |Dynamic ranges|. 

26.5 Parameters/constants that affect performance  

The following constants may lead to an improvement of Allevo performance (especially when reading 

large amounts of data). They can usually be found in the tab “Performance”.   

SELECT_TURBO Read reference data in blocks (by default active for version 3.3 and higher).  

From Allevo 3.5 with performance optimization for the reading of reference data 

for S/4 Hana.   

KAGRP_BUFFER Resolve cost element groups via buffer tables (recommended when reading very 

large cost element groups) 

PRE_SELECT Preselection (active by default for version 3.0 and higher, however not in Multi-

Object mode) 

SELECT_SEQ_COUNT Avoid long SQL statements (from 3.3 set by default) 

USE_1N_AUTH Control authorization check for 1:n object groups 

USE_COLDEF_GROUP Column definitions with central object list. The constant reduces efforts to create 

the Allevo internal object list when using 1:n groups.   
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READ_MULTI_AREAS Temporal storage of selection characteristics in MultiPage mode (facilitates the 

data transfer SAP <> Excel). 

INDEX_COS Index for reading from COSP and COSS 

KL_OBJECT_OFF Ignore KL objects 

NO_COMPANYCODE Company code for reading profit center data  

NO_KSTAR_CHECK Authorization checks on the cost element level 

READ_BLOCKS Transfer large amounts of data to Excel in blocks  

TEST Activation of the Allevo run-time analysis 

Further details are provided in the documentations on these constants (F1).   

26.6 Summarization levels / data aggregation 

In order to improve performance during the reading process, Allevo makes it possible to create ta-

bles for primary and secondary costs respectively containing summarized data (tables /KERN/IPP-

COSP1 and /KERN/IPPCOSS1). The corresponding aggregation functions may be applied to those ac-

tual and planning data that are not changing during the ongoing planning process.  

Background:  

 Depending on the number of data records in SAP-specific tables and  

 Depending on the configuration of the underlying data base (table indices),   

the selection of actual data may take some time.  

Allevo makes it possible to create your own, summarized tables without redundant data records. This 

is done firstly by leaving out data records of  

 irrelevant years and  

 irrelevant objects 

Secondly, a secondary cost summarization may be applied. In this case, summary records are created 

according to the settings in the Allevo layout and stored in the database table. The aggregated data 

might then apply for single layouts only.  

Example: Several cost centers are to be included in the reading of reference data for a planned cost cen-

ter via the Allevo 1:n functions. The aggregation run stores the resulting total values for each 

combination of planned cost center and cost element. Consequently, only the aggregated val-

ues need to be read in the planning process: this may lead to a significantly reduced amount of 

data during reading (1:n group does no longer need to be resolved).  

These aggregated rows, however, only contain the correct values when reading with 1:n. Val-

ues that are allocated to the planned cost center only, can no longer be determined with the 

aggregation tables.  

Allevo offers the following aggregation functions: 

 Aggregation to planning objects if 1:n groups are stored (as described in the example above)  
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 Including the constants KOSTL_WITH_OR and KOSTL_WITH_PR, or PSP_WITH_OBJECTS. The ag-

gregation run identifies data of allocated objects using the same functions as in Allevo planning.   

 Summary records on the level of cost element groups (for all elements in a hierarchy). The func-

tion is especially useful when reading values for summary records of the Allevo Master from SAP 

(not calculated in Excel) or when planning via a cost element group. 

 Summary records on the level of object groups for all elements of the hierarchy specified in the 

start screen. Useful, for example, in Allevo Reporting when selecting groups or a group via the 

Tree.  

 Summary records on the level of object groups and cost element groups 

The function requires two steps: 

 Activate the summarization table for each column definition 

 Determine the aggregated data via a layout-specific aggregation run 

Restrictions: 

 The aggregation functions are available for object type KS, OR and PR (not for PC).   

 There is currently no aggregation within the project hierarchy for PR (nor for the top WBS ele-

ment, which usually carries the same name as the project). 

 Summarization to groups includes no selection variant: these must still be resolved and read dy-

namically. 

26.6.1 Activation of summarization 

The aggregation function is activated for each column layout using the button “Summarization”; acti-

vation is done simultaneously for primary and secondary costs.  

 

 

Figure 26.1: Activation of summarization in the Allevo column definition 

If the flag is set, the Allevo function “Read reference data” will first check whether suitable entries 

are available in the tables /KERN/IPPCOSP1 and /KERN/IPPCOSS1. Otherwise, Allevo uses the stand-

ard reading routine: this logic is also used to read data if the summarization function is active but the 

aggregation run has not yet been performed for determination of data.  
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26.6.2 Aggregation run to determine summarized data  

The aggregation run is started with transaction /KERN/IPP_AGGR or the corresponding entry in the 

Allevo Cockpit. The following selection screen appears.  

 

Figure 26.2: Selection screen for determination of summarized data 

Normally, aggregation is done for all column definitions in a layout where the flag “Summarization” is 

set. Restriction to one column definition may be useful if, for example, only data of one year have 

changed (and aggregation shall be performed again).   

All objects in the defined group are selected. The group may also be used to create group summary 

records. Object type PR is an exception: here, WBS elements may be selected by predefining project 

definitions or the project profile. 

Note: The “Object group for selection” in the hierarchy should meaningfully contain all subgroups 

that may be addressed by Allevo (then, totals will be calculated automatically and stored in 

the summarization tables). To be on the safe side, the program additionally reads all groups 

stored in 1:n relations and adds all objects found there.  

Specifications in the lower section “Other options” are only relevant for service purposes.  

When the program is started, a list of all relevant years and versions is created first; then, the follow-

ing steps are performed for every combination:  
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 Deletion of all previous entries in table /KERN/IPPCOSP1 and /KERN/IPPCOSS1 on version, year 

and value type.   

 Copy of all relevant data records from COSP and COSS to the mirroring tables /KERN/IPPCOSP1 

and /KERN/IPPCOSS1.  

 Read allocated objects (e.g. KL objects or according to constants) and add to the amounts of the 

respective cost element.   

 A totals line is created for each cost element group based on the entries for the cost element (ac-

cording to the specification in the start screen of the transaction). These rows are newly created 

in the summary records table.  

 In the last step, a totals line is created for each object group (according to specifications in the 

transaction start screen). Various details are being removed on this level (e.g., about partner and 

original object), i.e. the involved rows are summarized. These rows are created again in the sum-

mary records table.  

 For object groups without value for a cost element, blank rows are available in the summariza-

tion tables (this prevents Allevo to execute a complex selection using the original tables).   

The program generates a log specifying the number of rows that have been modified or inserted 

compared to the original state.   

 

Note: Specifications on object groups are saved per controlling area; this also covers the case that a 

group contains orders from different controlling areas (several entries per group are then 

stored in the summarization table).   

26.6.3 Use summarized data in planning transactions  

Every Allevo planning transaction checks for availability of data records for the current object in the 

summarization level when it is started.   

Note: As a precondition, reading from the summarization must be activated in at least one active col-

umn definition.  

If data are available for the object in the summarization level, these will not be checked for 

completeness. Reading for the corresponding column definition will only be performed from 

the summarization level. There will be no subsequent reading from COSP or COSS. 
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However, it is possible to generally prevent reading from the summarization level via the menu after 

opening the Excel planning layout.  

 

Figure 26.3: Selection options for the data basis 

26.6.4 Remove Data from Aggregation  

When starting an aggregation run, the entries in table /KERN/IPPCOSP1 and /KERN/IPPCOSS1 are de-

leted (with version, year and value type according to current program parameters).   

In general, all data of a year are deleted for each controlling area and object type using button |De-

lete aggregation| (see Figure 26.2). 
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27 Additional Information and Tools  

27.1 F1 Documentation (HTML) 

Allevo contains an F1 documentation in two languages, where all constants are explained in detail 

(|Settings| > |Constants|). Once the cursor is placed on a constant, the relevant help chapter for the 

constant can be opened by pressing F1. 

There are two options for calling these help files:  

 The texts are available in HTML format on the KERN homepage. Link to these files is stored auto-

matically in Allevo (no set up required).  

 The HTML files can also be stored in the customer network (only useful in exceptional cases).  

 In earlier Allevo versions, help files were provided also in the CHM format. This made it possible 

to store the files in the customer network only, reference to these files had to be entered in AL-

LEVO_HELP (the CHM format is no longer supported for current Allevo versions).  

Note: The documentation in HTML is also available for constants of the Allevo additional modules 

(FP; COPA, ProCED).  

Each module provides a summarized documentation of all constants which can be called as 

first entry (via pseudo names such as “_Constants_ALL”). This additional entry is useful espe-

cially for full-text search.  

Details about the access to help files are explained in the section on the Allevo file management (see 

Section 22.7.1). 

27.2 Customer-specific documentation 

One or several customer-specific documentations can be stored in the Allevo planning transactions 

using button “Documentation” - where appropriate, depending on the object type or on certain lay-

outs. Any Office documents on the local work center may be used.   

This requires access to the documents to be set up in the system (via BDS or the Allevo-specific docu-

ment administration; see Section 22.7.2). A button to open the documents will then be available in 

every start dialog of an Allevo planning transaction as well as in the Excel editing view. 

27.3 SAP standard functions / transactions 

A series of SAP standard functions are helpful when working with Allevo:  

 Plan line items for cost centers (transaction KSBP) indicate who (entered by) planned what (busi-

ness transaction) and when (date of entry, of adding), and whether planning with Allevo has 

been successful (document header). 

 Using the transaction STAD (Business Transaction Analysis), it can also be followed who made 

which postings or deletions in the system and when. (Warning: data are only available for 48 hrs. 

after saving, depending on the system settings!) 

 Transaction ST05 starts the performance trace, SE30 supports detailed run-time analyses. In new 

SAP releases, it is transaction SAT. 
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 SAP report RKPLNC27 deletes zero summary records in COSP and COSS if there are no line items 

available. The SAP function may for example be useful when Allevo determines the relevant post-

ing rows automatically via ProCED and many rows appear with empty values.  

 Several Allevo modules can write error messages or other notes into the SAP Application Log. The 

log is used for example for postings via Allevo FP, when entering master data or actuals postings.  

Entries are usually displayed with the SAP transaction SLG1: the relevant Allevo messages can be 

found under object ID “/KERN/ALLEVO“. The transaction /ALLEVO/APP_LOG gives the same re-

sult; analysis is restricted to Allevo messages.  

 The SAP transaction OKKS allows to switch between different controlling areas. The controlling 

area is a central organizational element of Allevo planning; switching might be performed via Al-

levo-internal functions. 

SAP offers a series of transactions that are frequently required in the environment of Allevo planning 

(e.g. generate plan copies). Many of these transactions can be directly integrated into the Allevo 

planning process:  

Transaction Description Allevo functional module  

KSA8 Plan calculation of imputed costs for cost cen-

ters 

/KERN/IPP_PLAN_ACCRUAL_KS 

CJ46 Surcharges PLAN: projects /KERN/IPP_PLAN_OVERHEAD_PR 

CJ9FS Copy project calculation /KERN/IPP_PLAN_COPY_PR 

CJ9B Copy WBS plan to plan (collective processing) /KERN/IPP_PSP_COPY_PR 

CJ9E Plan settlement for projects (start and reset de-

pending on call) 

/KERN/IPP_PLAN_SETTLEMENT_PR 

Allevo functional modules are provided to automatically execute these transactions (see last col-

umn): they may be integrated into the Allevo planning process via Badi or customer button. For the 

corresponding call, however, an individual program extension according to the desired process is ad-

ditionally required.  

27.4 Allevo Debugging Mode 

Allevo offers an own debugging mode that allows to visualize transfer tables of the data exchanged 

between SAP and Excel. The debugging mode is activated via the corresponding entries in the SAP 

command field and records the exchanged data in the Allevo functions |Read reference data| and 

|Adopt planning data|. The following commands are possible:  

 TAB2SAP (or TABREAD) displays data that are transferred from Excel to SAP. The contents also 

specify which criteria are to be used for data selection in SAP.  

 Command TAB2EXCEL (or TABWRITE) displays tables that are used to transfer the selected data 

from SAP to Excel (when reading reference data).  

 Command TABBOTH shows the tables for both directions.   
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Figure 27.1: Entry of the TABREAD command to activate debugging 

For example, if command TAB2SAP is entered in the planning screen, the following transfer tables 

will be displayed for selection:  

 

Figure 27.2: Selection of internal tables (here for TAB2SAP) 

When using TAB2SAP in the Allevo start screen, tables that are relevant only once during call of the 

Master are displayed as well (e.g. Sat00). The current data for all selected interface tables will be dis-

played in the next step:  
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Figure 27.3: Example of a transfer table 

The table contents are displayed when calling the functions |Read reference data|, |Plan| and |Save 

comments|, as well as |Read sat.| and |Write sat.|. 

A log can also be created for the data shown in the Tree on the Excel side (only useful for layouts 

with activated tree functionality). In this case, the data are not shown on screen, but saved in a file 

with XML data (directory can be selected). This function is activated by entering TREETEST in the 

command field. It will be enabled until the user leaves the corresponding Allevo transaction or enters 

TREECLEAR in the command field. 

27.5 Archiving reporting comments  

Allevo Reporting makes it possible to display previous versions (maximum 999) of comments (as de-

scribed in Section 21.2). In order to be able to access these historical comments, archiving proce-

dures must be run (these must be started manually, for example at the end of the planning cycle). 

With every archiving run, a copy of the comments is saved in the archive. The original entries are not 

deleted. Transaction /KERN/IPPREPARCH can be used to create new archive entries; this transaction 

also provides an overview of all existing archiving cycles (see Figure 27.4). 

 

Figure 27.4: Display of Current Reporting Comments 

The default view shows all current Reporting comments. 

The selected rows can be copied under a new number to the archive using the button |New archiv-

ing|. Authorization group ZIPP_REPC is required. A short descriptive text can be added to the archiv-

ing cycle.  

By choosing another selection of entries, it is possible to view archive entries from previous saves. 

(see Figure 27.5). 
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Figure 27.5: Archived reporting comments 

In this case, archiving numbers and the corresponding date of the archiving cycle are also shown in 

the list. Entries are sorted by plan object and cost element; comments can thus directly be followed 

in the course of time. 

Note: Transaction group ZIPP_KOM is required to call the transaction. 

 

27.6 Resolving object / cost element groups and export to Excel  

The transaction/KERN/IPPKAGRPEXP provides a report that resolves the hierarchy of the object and 

cost element groups and provides them as Excel file (TAB-separated list).   

The list shows all components of the group with the summation level. Groups are resolved in the 

following hierarchies: 

 AC Accounts of profit center planning  

 KA Cost elements of CO planning 

 KF Statistical key figures 

 KS Cost centers 

 OR Internal orders 

 PC Profit center 
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Figure 27.6: Export cost element structure 

A special character can be selected to flag group levels in the output list (such as * or #); optionally, a 

group description can be included. For the position, either a short or long text can be transferred as 

description: the function depends on the group type that is to be resolved (not all SAP master rec-

ords provide two separate text fields).    

During export, you may include information indicating whether postings have been made in the se-

lected group in recent years. The output file might then contain an additional column with the 

header “Posted”.   

Note: Posting records are queried on the basis of entries in SAP tables COSS and COSP. The function 

is activated using the button “Info on postings” and specification “from year”. If the group that 

is to be resolved is a cost element, an object type must additionally be specified for determi-

nation of relevant postings (see selection screen in Figure 27.6). 

Application of analysis: 

 Especially the list of cost elements may be very useful in the Allevo introductory project, in order 

to, for example, fill Allevo Master files with appropriate cost element structures or check 

whether all cost elements are included (see next section). Usually, the list is also the basis for 

working with the Allevo additional module “Master generator” (for further details, see separate 

manual).  

 At a later stage of the planning process, the analysis may be useful to see if new cost elements 

have been added that might be relevant for planning in Allevo. Comparison can be semi-auto-

matic by using additional Excel functions in the so-called cost element monitor (request from 

Kern AG if necessary).   

Note: The option “Reading from Customizing table” is no longer available as of Allevo 3.5. It was only 

useful when regularly exporting the same cost element groups.  

27.7 Cost element monitor for Allevo Master 

If the Allevo Master contains cost elements that are entered permanently, there may be uncertain-

ties about whether these entries are current and complete or whether changes might be required for 

the next planning round.  
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In this case, the transaction /ALLEVO/GRP_EXP is useful, with cost elements being exported accord-

ing to a predefined hierarchy. Here, the export may check for posted elements similar to ProCED (see 

previous section). 

This cost element export forms also the basis for an efficient Monitor function realized via a separate 

Excel file:   

 Cost elements from an SAP export are read and listed. A comment may be added to each cost 

element (kept also during repeated reading).  

 Other columns show cost elements from an Allevo Master (or various) for comparison.  

 Allocations are made to exact cost elements: in that way, the user can directly see whether a cost 

element is available in a Master or not.  

Corrections about the Allevo Master must still be made manually.  

If interested, the required Excel file (of the so-called “Allevo Monitor”) may be requested from our 

support. The available functions are described in a separate documentation.    

Note: Alternatively, Allevo may monitor whether posted cost elements are missing in the Master dur-

ing planning execution and display a warning in case of deviations.  

 

This check may be set via constant CHECK_KSTAR_GRP (see details in the F1 documentation, 

PRE_SELECT must also be active). 

27.8 Central maintenance of the planning Agenda (via Excel Upload)  

As described in Chapter 3, a planning Agenda can be used to have a clear overview when starting 

with Allevo planning transactions. The Agenda can be set up for each user, controlling area, and sin-

gle transaction. The easiest application is a list of single transaction variants. As an alternative, Con-

trolling can provide a central list via Excel upload (transaction /KERN/IPPSTART_MNT, authorization 

ZIPP_SET). 

 

Figure 27.7: Setting up the planning agenda 
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When selecting "Direct start Excel Inplace", a list of all tasks currently available in the system is 

shown and can be changed here, if needed. As an alternative, a template can be used (logical file 

name must be specified in the BDS. 

 

Figure 27.8: Selection parameters for the planning agenda 

Each row corresponds to a user-specific task in transaction /ALLEVO/AGENDA. The four first columns 

contain the selection parameters specified when starting the transaction: user name, short name of 

the Allevo single transaction, controlling area and layout. This information must correctly be set for 

new rows, to ensure that the task is found.  

Note: Entry of a company code in column BURKS is only relevant for transactions for profit center 

planning.  

The entry in column “TA_CODE” controls the call of the desired Allevo transaction, e.g. “KS” for call-

ing the planning for single cost centers, “KSMO” for calling the cost center planning in the Multi-

Object mode. Two special functions may be stored here:   

 “AGI” as characteristic for info / text files   

 “AGT” to call SAP transactions that might be useful in the planning environment. 

See also the notes below. 

The following parameters are used as start parameters of selection when starting an Allevo transac-

tion:  

 COOBJECT1: Entry of ID of a single object or of the from-object when using a Multi transaction 

(e.g. a cost center)  

 COOBJECT2: Entry of to-object in multiple selection (e.g. in the MultiPage mode) or the project 

number with object type PR  

 COOBJECTG: Name of the group for data selection (e.g. in the MultiPage mode or in a layout with 

Tree display)  

Multiple selections may currently not be entered in Excel (see the note below).  

The task itself is defined by the following characteristics:   

 DESCRIPTION: Free text for general description of the task   

 OBJECT_DISP: Any short name for the chosen selection  

The field TASK_SORT later defines the sort sequence of the list when the agenda is displayed. If a pe-

riod (.) is contained as a special character here, a two-level display will be set up (e.g. “A.01”, “A.02” 

… in the example above). The respective header (title) should then be entered without a period. 
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Special functions (text rows, call via SAP transaction) 

The Agenda used to be intended for calling Allevo transactions. Today, the following special functions 

are additionally used through special entries in column “TA_CODE”:  

 The code “AGI” (= Agenda Info) in column “TA_CODE” flags a text line that might contain, for ex-

ample, additional information for the processing of planning tasks.   

Text lines are also useful when tasks are to be grouped. The appropriate sort indicator must then 

be stored in field “TASK_SORT”; e.g., simply letter “A” in this line or “A.01”, “A.02” and so on for 

subordinate tasks. The period in this field automatically triggers Allevo to generate the desired 

two-level hierarchy (with the text line as superior group name).   

 The code “AGT” (= Agenda transaction) in column “TA_CODE” flags a line that shall be used to 

call an SAP transaction. The transaction code itself must be provided in OBJECT_DISP and is in 

that way visible also when calling the agenda. DESCRIPTION may again contain any text descri-

bing the transaction.  

Rows with such special functions can only be set up using the Excel upload.   

27.9 Display or edit data in Allevo tables  

The transaction /ALLEVO/TAB makes it possible to display and modify contents of tables in the 

/KERN/ and /KERNC/ naming environment. Data editing requires the authorization group ZIPP_TAB. 

The authorization group ZIPP_HR1 is queried in addition for tables of the additional module HRC. 

Caution: This is a very powerful table editing function; it should be used very carefully! 

The function used to be part of the additional module Shuttle in previous Allevo versions; it is 

still available there (layout “5 Allevo – Edit table”), unless the Shuttle has been called directly 

from an Allevo start transaction.  

The edit dialog knows the following basic functions that can be started using the corresponding but-

tons:   

 “Display source data” as a pure display function 

 “Edit data” enables you to change or replace data (only with authorization group ZIPP_TAB). 

 “Delete source data” removes all data records from the selected table according to the specified 

selection.   

After clicking on the desired button, a selection screen for data selection opens.  

Note: The definition via Excel contains only single objects, From/To values and groups.  

Multiple selections are not supported. These must be saved in the Allevo single object transac-

tions as variant. Existing rows containing such multiple selections are not displayed on the Ex-

cel side (and in that way not overwritten either).   

Rows sorted via entry “ZFAV” are excluded as well: these rows are then created as so-called 

“favorites” via the new object selection in the Allevo Inplace mode. In this way, Allevo sepa-

rates centrally defined “tasks” from favorites created by the user.  
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Figure 27.9: Select contents of tables in a KERN naming environment  

Conversion to an internal format is not stored in the selection fields at this point. To select, for exam-

ple, data for a cost center “1000“, the following entry must be made in internal display: 

“0000001000”. 

Note This rule must particularly be observed if data is to be excluded from selection. With improp-

erly entered parameters, the deleting function would lead to data loss.  

The list on the left side shows all database fields for the selected table: the fields in the main index 

are marked in color and are shown also on the right side for selection of selection conditions. The ed-

iting functions here result from an integrated SAP standard function.   

 The fields from the list are adopted to the selection area using button |Adopt selected| or upon 

double-click.  

 Button |Delete selected| serves to remove the fields from selection.   

 The button |Only single values| restricts selection to single values and not to a From/To range.  

 The button |Hide field selection| deletes the list of fields. 

The icon |Execute| or key F8 adopts the selected parameters, starts selection and displays the corre-

sponding data (see Figure 27.10). 

 

Figure 27.10: Edit tables in the /KERN/ naming environment 
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The symbol bar provides the common ALV editing functions. The columns with fields in the main in-

dex are marked in color.   

 

Note A list of found data records appears also in function |Delete source data|. The query “Delete 

selection?” appears as the last possibility to cancel the delete process.   

27.10  Overall check of Allevo settings  

The efficiency of Allevo is reflected, in the variety of setting options available in the transactions and 

additional modules. Allevo therefore offers functions allowing plausibility checks of entries.      

An overall check may further be started via the Cockpit (or transaction /ALLEVO/CHECK_SET), which 

may be run including all settings, if desired. There may be several reasons to execute this check, for 

example:  

 Transition from test to production system or the other way round.   

 Query changes in the SAP system that affect Allevo; e.g., check on 1:n groups where the repre-

sentative object has changed.   

 Overall check after an Allevo update to be able to react to changes.  

The check may optionally be restricted to single Allevo functions. 

 

Figure 27.11: Allevo overall check 

Critical sources are marked as error and should be repaired to ensure stability of Allevo functions.  

Export to a text file may be useful in case you need assistance by our support team.  
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27.11  Cross-module up/download of Allevo settings  

Transaction /ALLEVO/SET_UP_DOWN or the corresponding menu entry in the Allevo Cockpit makes it 

possible to save different Allevo modules simultaneously in one file and upload them again later. All 

settings are transferred, respectively (e.g. all settings on a layout).  

 

Note: This function is very powerful and is usually reserved for the administrator. The authorization 

groups ZIPP_LAY and ZIPP_SET are therefore queried when downloading constants; the upload 

additionally requires ZIPP_ZMM. 

This cross-module function serves as backup system but also to transfer settings between SAP sys-

tems. 

The function only includes settings within one controlling area.   

27.11.1  Download (Export) 

The following figure shows the selection screen for the download function.   

 

Figure 27.12: Cross-module download (export) of Allevo settings 

The settings for the Allevo main module as well as for the additional modules such as FP, ProCED and 

the COPA interface are available for selection.    
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A multiple selection is available for each type of settings: for example, all layouts in the current con-

trolling area are listed. This detailed view allows you to flag single layouts (or schemes) for the export 

or even transfer all.  

The buttons in the section “Global settings” includes the global Allevo constants, as well as side cal-

culations with the allocation of satellites.  

After program start via F8, an overall list of all selected settings appears; e.g. the selected layouts or 

satellite settings in additional modules such as FP or ProCED. Further selections may be made here 

before the text file is exported.  

Note: The two-level selection offers a central advantage: the selection parameters may be stored for 

recurring exports and imports. 

27.11.2 Upload (Import) 

During upload, the specifications on the different types of constants are being copied from the re-

spective file; no further selections are made in the start screen.   

 

Figure 27.13: Cross-module upload (import) of Allevo settings 

It is recommended to generate a backup prior to the actual import (see corresponding option in the 

figure above).  These backup data are saved as a file in the same directory that contains the file with 

the new data (the name contains “settings_backup” and time specification).  

After execution via F8, a list containing all settings stored in the constants file appears. The import 

may be performed for all constants or via a selection.  

 

Note: The overall import knows no setting for the controlling area. In current Allevo versions, data 

are imported to the currently set controlling area (according to OKKS); this may therefore be 

different from the controlling area that was set for data export. In that way, it is also possible 

to copy data a different controlling area.  

In previous versions (older than 3.4.13), data could only be exchanged between identical con-

trolling areas.  

27.12  Reorganize constants 

In previous Allevo versions, the list of freely available constants would be imported using a file up-

load, since there was no F4 search available. This also involved the import of constants that were not 

meant to be used for the respective layout. To increase transparency, it may be useful to reorganize 

constants for example in such way that the constant list shows only active entries.  
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Such a reorganization can be done for each controlling area and object type using the Allevo transac-

tion /ALLEVO/CONSTS_REORG.  

 

Figure 27.14: Re-organization of constants 

The following options are available:   

 “Remove empty constants” deletes all constants with empty columns “Value from” and “Value 

to”. However, constants that are defined in the * layout will be kept (empty entries may replace 

specifications from the * layout).   

 “Enter default sort sequence”: this option refers to the display of constants under different tabs. 

Today, Allevo contains a suggested value so that constants referring to names also appear on the 

tab “names”. You may therefore also adopt the suggested values to the current constant entries.  

 “Reset texts as default”: the delivery package today also contains a constants description. Specifi-

cations in the constant management are therefore only required for customer-specific constants, 

which are relevant, for example, for BAdI implementations.  

 The option “Compare to * layout” checks whether a constant in the named layout contains the 

same contents as in the * layout. The constant in the named layout might then be removed. This 

option especially facilitates maintenance of various layouts.  

Note: Reorganization functions that remove constants should not be executed in the planning stage; 

they may, however, be useful in the course of an upgrade project. 

 

27.13 Transfer objects of 1:n allocation from SAP Reporting  

The Allevo 1:n functions use representative objects to read data for an entire group (see Section 6.5). 

SAP offers a similar function in Reporting (to be set, e.g., for cost centers via transaction KSH2: con-

text menu for the group, then “Settings for reports”).  

Representative objects may be adopted from the SAP Reporting to the Allevo 1:n functions with the 

help of report /KERN/IPP_FILL_1TON_GROUPS. 

Note: The report is primarily intended for background processing with frequent comparison of allo-

cations; this is why no transaction is currently assigned. In the medium term, a call from the 

Allevo 1:n maintenance transaction scheduled.  
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After calling the report via SA38, the following selection screen appears:   

 

Figure 27.15: Adopt objects in 1:n allocation from SAP Reporting 

All allocations stored in the SAP Reporting are adopted (no further selection from groups). An update 

can be done for multiple planning layouts simultaneously. Existing 1:n table entries are either com-

plemented or completely replaced.   

The report can also adopt the found representative objects automatically into the Allevo status table.   

27.14 Allevo system information 

With this function, Allevo-relevant information is read from the current SAP system and exported to 

a text file. The function may be especially useful in support cases and is called via the menu “Cockpit 

>> Export System Information” or transaction /ALLEVO/SYSTEM_INFO. 
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Figure 27.16: Selection screen for the Allevo system information 

The following information is currently available for the export:  

 Information on the installed SAP GUI and Excel version; incl. comparison with requirements for 

the application of SAP Office Integration (based on specifications in the SAP note 722513). 

 Data on the current SAP systems, also available in the SAP dialog under menu “System >> Status” 

(incl. installation number). 

 Structure of all satellites with append. Export is done as tab-separated list, which can be trans-

ferred to Excel via copy & paste (useful to transfer appends to other SAP systems).   

 Export of information for an ABAP runtime error. The entry fields for date and user name will 

only open if the corresponding button is set. Button “Select” makes it possible to select the error 

description in the Allevo environment (similar to SAP transaction ST22). 

The generated information is saved as a text file in the defined directory. A preview of exported data 

is possible. 

Note: The text file containing the system information may especially be useful in error analyses by 

our support.  

27.15 Copy planning data within Allevo-specific tables   

The Allevo-specific summary record tables (e.g. /KERN/ACOSP) are used in different application 

cases; e.g.:   

 Enter planning data for Allevo objects  

 Save temporary data for SAP objects that cannot be stored in the original SAP tables, e.g. data 

from a transfer of old data or specific selected data as in Allevo FID (see constant USE_AL-

LEVO_TABLES).   

The Allevo-specific summary record tables are supported via all common Allevo planning functions, 

e.g., for planning via cost elements, statistical key figures, activity types.  
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Similar to KP97, data in Allevo-specific summary record tables can be copied between different plan 

versions (transaction /ALLEVO/COPY_ACOSX). 

 

Figure 27.17: Copy planning data for Allevo-specific tables 

Currently, data are copied on annual basis, and therefore with no restrictions to periods. Copy mode:  

 In the standard case, only planning data are copied (value types 1, 2, 8 and 10).   

 The option “Actual” (as a template for plan) makes it possible to copy rows with a value type nor-

mally representing actuals data. Data records with value types 4, 3, 9 and 11 are selected and im-

plemented for plan (value type 4 to value type 1; 3 to 2, 9 to 8 and 11 to 10).  

Object selection can be done as multiple selection or from a group. Default suggestion is the object 

type KX. Other SAP objects may, however, also be selected (provided that their data are stored here).   

If "Do not change existing data" is set, new posting combinations will be inserted.   

A “test run” shows the number of data found prior to the copy. The number of actually written data 

may be different (e.g. due to option “Do not change existing data”). 


